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Preface 

This report presents the proceedings of the fifth in a series of conferences devoted to the Census 
Bureau's Geographic Base (DIME) Files. This conference was held in Boston, Mass., on April 16-17, 
1974. The papers presented and the resulting discussions centered on the theme of the "Geographic 
Sase (DIME) File Systems-A Forwara Look." 

The purposes of this series of conferences is twofold: First, to improve communication among those 
agencies and organizations which are assisting the Census Bureau in maintaining the file for their 
respective areas; and second, to provide a vehicle for the mutual exchange of information and 
experience in the management and use of the files. The question and answer sessions have been edited 
for conciseness of presentation. 

Copies of the first four conferences proceedings-

1. U.S. Bureau of the Census, Use of Address Coding Guides in Geographic Coding-Case Studies, 
Report GE 60 No." Washington, D.C. 1971 ($1.15) 

2. U.S. Bureau of the Census, Geographic Base Files ~Plans, Progress, Prospects, Report GE 60 No. 
2, Washington, D.C. 1971 ($1.40) 

3. U.S. Bureau of the Census, Geographic Base File System-·Uses, Maintenance, Problem Solving, 
Report GE 60 No, 3, Washington, D.C. 1972 ($1.65) 

4. U.S. Bureau of the Census, Geographic Base File System-Establishing a Continuing Program, 
Report GE 60 No.4, Washington, D.C. 1973 ($1.50) 

can be purchased from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, 
Washington, D.C. 20402, or from any Department of Commerce district office. 
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Chairman's Introduction 

eDWARD F. R. HEARLE 

Data processing technology is almost trite to talk about, 
but there are at least three kinds that come together around 
the subject of our conference this morning: Computer 
technology, remote sensing technology, and cartography. 
Computing is the manipulation of ~rowing volumes of data; 
remote sensing Is the art of takin\] pictures of the world 
from various places above it, and the conversion of those 
images into data that can be manipulated by the computer. 
And cartography and complJter gra~)hics are what produce 
c;lisplays of data, which is one of the principal bases for the 
growth of geographic base fries. So the technologv is moving 
and giving us growing capl.lbiHty. 

Additionally, t'rl'e analytical interest of both managers and 
analysts is growing. I n the last two or three decades, perhaps 
even before that, the principal dimension of analysis has 
been time-oriented. We compare this period of time with 
some prior period; we forecast this period compared with 
others. It is interesting to speculate whl~re we may go on the 
other dimension of analysis, the spatial dimension, now that 
we have this growing capability to compare a to b to c, 
when a, b, and c are different Chunks of geography defined 
and described in all sorts of ways through the kind of 
techniques the geographic base files make possible. 

It is clear that there is greater interest in different 
arrangements of geographic data; for instance, the hotion of 
the central city Versus the suburbs which arose in the late 
50's and through the 60's as compared to the change in the 

past half dozen years showing growing concern ab01Jt parts 
of citie~(and neighbClrhoods and all sortS of combinati\ons of 
urban arid rural areas. This analytical interest involves more 
spatial comparision which is basically what the ge(lgn~phic 
systems facilitate. It is also interesting that progrtll'T1s with 
big dollars, like revenue sharing, are noW explic.;tly con
nected to nmall geographic areas, and therefor~1 a new 
technology has to be implemented in order to carry out the 
explicit Will of the Congress in the allocation of vast 
amounts of public funds where the cost of error is both very 
high and very visible. So the importance of prerlision with 
respect to spatial definition is growing. Just In the iast 
month two papers that illustrate the growing importance of 
geographic base systems crossed my desk; one a manual on 
"Point Referencing of Properties and Parcels of Land" from 
the Department of th!! Environment of Great Britain, the 
other, a new book called "Lanc;l Parcel Identifiers for 
Information Systems" coming out of a conference held 
under the auspices of the American Bar Foundation. So the 
field is in ferment and so this conference is at the forefront 
of the ferment. 

Both sides of the supply-demand equation are moving 
fast.. There is a greater demand for this kind of data. and 
there is a greater technological capability t.hrough geograph
ic base tiles to provide it. So the central question is "So 
what?" We have this wonderful technology. We have this 
ill-defined but intense interest. And that is really the issue 
of this conference,"A Forward Look." What are we going 
to do as a result of having this. growing capability? 

1 



Opening Remarks 

JACK DOOLITTLE and IRWIN P. HALPERN 

JACK DOOLITTLE 

This is the part of the program that, when I am in a 
convention, I usually take a look at the night before and say 
"Oh, the hell with it, I can miss that and 'get an extra half 
hour sleep." I get the opportunity this morning for those of 
you who did not take that opportunity to welcome you on 
behalf of Governor Sargent and apologize for the fact that 
Mr. Alan Altshuler is not here. Mr. Altshuler is in 
Washington today trying to collect on some of the 
promises of the 1973 Federal Highway Act which will give 
us here in Massachusetts a major opportunity to put meat 
on the skeleton of Transportation Policy which we have 
been building for .the last 3 to 4 years. We have an 
application prepared now and our paper work is pretty 
much done on moving some $600 million worth of 
interstate highway funds in transit construction. 

The importance of data and the importance of the census 
and the data-gathering processing to regional planning is 
something which you all .are· much more aware of than I. 
There are a couple of aspects of it which are of interest to 
me. When I was in Minnesota they had a slogan there for 

. their regional planners. As you know, they have one of the 
better efforts of regional planning. They had a s!ogan there 
which was the title of their regional plan. It was, "Four 
Million by Two Thousand," expecting (based on the 
1960'ish population change) that Minneapolis-St. Paul and 
the metropolitan area would reach 4 million by the year 
2000. Their land-use' planning efforts were geared to 
accommodate that kind of growth. 

Just last Thur~day, or so, I got the most recent monthly 
publication frr.im the Metropolitan Council in which, based 
on the 1970 vintage data and massagings thereof, they have 
changed the slogan from "Four Million by Two Thousand" 
to "2.9 million by the year 2000." I think you can see here 
the potential impact of this data to land-use planning and to 
transportation is a very significant one indeed. 

When I was called up from the bull pen to rn?ke this 
appearance last Friday, I wondered why they chose me to 
do. this particular job. When I saw the title "DIME" on the 
materials that weresenl to my home Saturday morning,· I 
decided they chose me'to come this morning because the 
MBTA has a thing called DIME TIME, and while you are 
here, I would recommend that you take advantage of it. 
There is a \!ery nice' station across the street, and between 
the hours of 10:00 AM and 2:00 PM you can get on bOr 

. rapid system for 10 cents .. 

I found later in reading the matl3rial from the brochure 
that there wasn't a reference to DIME TIME. I was a little 
disappointed. I thought that oUr convention people had 
been doing a better job than I had anticipated that they 
would. One of the things that also arrived in my mail 
Saturday morning was Mr. E. .J. Kahn's book, "The 
American People," which I read with some additional 
interest in vievJ of this morning'$ meeting. I found that 
among other things, there are 9,05:3 regional urban planners 
in the United States according to Mr. Kahn's interpretation 
of the data. Something like a 7-to-1 ratio male to female 
among that group. Thereby, normatively, regional planning 
is somewhat ahead of some of the other professions. 

One of the things that Mr. Khan says in looking at the 
data and interpreting the information from the 1970 censUs 
is that as he peers into the future he can assure with some 
self-confidence-he can assure himself at least-that there 
will be jobs for urban regional planners for many years to 
come, based on the turmoil not only that census taking is 
now in, but also the turmoil the basic population is in where 
one out of every five people moves every year-with the 
national leadership in Washington setting the pace .. 

Some of the interesting things which came out of that 
effort of reading Mr. Kahn the other day includes interest
ingly enough, the fact that there are as many people in this 
country who have never been to school as there are who live 
in California. This is a rather startling little piece of trivia 
that you can take back home and tell your bossFls that you 
heard at the conference in Boston and, thereby, justify your 
expense accounts. 

One of the other things that I learned with some lack of 
surprise was that three oUt of five Americans live in urban
ized areas .. Of course, that is one of the principal areas of 
concern for us here in Massachusetts. We are relatively an 
urbariized . State. We have something!ike12 Regional 
Planning Areas,with 10, 11, or 12 urbanized areas. They are 
a rather strange hodgepodge in some places. Our cities range 
in popUlation from metropolitan areasHke Boston's 2.5 
million to very much smaller urbanized areas. . 

One of our cities here in Massachusetts was reported in 
the 1970 census to have a population of 2,100 and that 
happens to be Provincetown. In 1970 it had a population 
of 2,100; in 1972 it had a registered voter list of 3,400. 
Now there is something either wrong with the way we coLlnt 
our. voters or the way the people were counted .in 
Provincetown or perhaps .. the myth of' Massachusetts 
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politics in graves registration extends out as far as that on 
the end of the Cape. 

Tom Humphrey is going to speak to you later on and will 
be much more technical and proficient on the subject that 
you al'e gathered here to discuss than I. I would just like to 
give you about a 5-minute break from my allocated time. 
One of the things we in transit try to be is on schedule, so' I 
will just close by thanking you all for coming to Boston. I 
hope that you all will enjoy your stay here. There are lots of 
things to dQo1her than sit at these tables; although I don't i 

want to incur the wrath of your Chairman, I would 
encourage you to get around the city a little bit, put some 
money in our fare boxes. We can use the money. Last year's 
deficit was $110 million and we might go to $130 million 
this yellr; but with good cooperation from you perhaps we 
can reduce that by a minor amount. Thank you very much 
and welcome. 

IRWINP. HALPERN 

It is a pleasure indeed to be here and to represent my 
department which is one of the cosponsors of this impor
tant .conference. A good set of opening remarks should have 
a beginning and an end and above air they should be very 
close together. SoiTline will be just that. I am more or less 
serving as chaplain here to provide some inspiring remarks. I 
do not have any substantive. comments. These will be 
delivered by colleagues subsequently. I would. like to 
emphasize the strong and long and continuing interest of 
the Department of Transportation. in this project, the 
geocoding activity. I think that we have been in it from the 

,beginning. The present Director of our Information Policy 
FfogralT), my colleague Mr .. Alan Pisarski, has been one of 
the guiqing lights. 

One of tlJe' problems that besets .any bureaucrat such as 
myself is tile large ,h!:r~ for collecting data. I keep 
emphasizing to Mf.Pfsarski that if something is not worth 
doing, it is not worth doing well. How much data do we 
really want to bUY? What' kind of new approaches to 

collecting and using data do we want? I think that in this 
particular instance there is ample justification .. 

We are making very good use of the geocoding system 
aJready. The most recent use that I think is paying dividends • 
Js in our car pool locator program; specifically the com-
. ·puterized matching car pool programs that had been dis-
seminated around the country, helping the local juris
dictions to get people to share rides to work. Thus1 the 
geocoding project is paying dividends in energy conserva
tion, which is also one of our responsibilities. 

Some of you; if not many of you were probably at our 
Watergate meeting of 2 years ago. That lead to very specific 
decisions as to what should be done next in the geocoding 
area. I think that we can point to some accomplishments In 
the form of converter.. files that deal with the problem of 
lack of comparability. or combatibility between the numer
ous geocoding systems being used in Washington and that 
provide a common. reference base for pulling these together, 
using the county as the basic reference point. We also have 
developed a capability to do computer mapping of the 
county coordinates. These are accomplishments that will be 
made available to all of you. The products are sitting on the 
table in printed form in the back of the room and some of 
our colleagues will be talking about them at greater length, 
so I will not be saying anything more about it. We are now 
moving on to the next, more complex level of subcounty 
locator capability and again it will be enhancing our 
capability to integrate the disparate kinds of coding systems 
that are being used. 

I am'very much 'encouraged bY the wide representation of 
users here at this conference and the fact that not only our 
department but other agencies and groups see considerable 
utility in this project, and, finally, our working together in 
the way the Federal Government, State and local govern
ments should be working together to get the great impon
derables dealt with properly. If this conference is as 
productive. as the Watergate one of 2 years ago, it should be 
a very fruitful conference. So my best wishes to all of you 
for a highly productive and enjoyable meeting. 

Present Status and Future Prospects of the Census Bureau's 
GBF/DIME CUE Program 

MORTONA. MEYER AND JACOB SILVER 

(Presented by MDrtDn Meyer) 

On behalf of the Census Bureau and the Geography 
Division, I would like to express our thanks to Mr. Thomas 
Humphrey of the Bureau of Transportation Planning and 
Development, State of Massachusetts; Mr. Robert Tap of 
the Transportation ~';~'~ems Center; and Mr. Henry Bruck of 
the Urban Systems Laboratory; our cosponsors, without 
whose help and assistance this conference could not have 
'taken place. I would also like to give special thanks to Mr. 
Walter Kondo of the Bureau of Transportation Planning 
and Development who truly was "our man in Boston" and 
Mr, Jacob Silver and Ms. AnriLiddle of the Geography 
Division. Together they took care of all the details required 
to irlaugurate a successful conference. Itis wonderful to be 
here in Boston. 

Over the past several years members of the Geography 
Division have given numerous speeches, \;loth formal and 
informal, and have participated in numerous meetings and 
conferences wherein they have described the Census 
Bureau's Metropolitan Map Series, the • geographic base 
(DIME) files, arid the CUE program developed' for their 
correction, update and extension. It is pleasant to report 
that during this short span of time a very significant change 
in program emphasis has taken place. . . .. 

At first, we spok!l about needs to be met, work that had 
to be .do'ne, and offered' promises of progress. Later came 
reports of some actual accomplishments coupled with 
somewhat optimistic forecasts of how rapidly development 
of the remaining steps in the CUE system would be 
completed. Today, we are able to state, with very few 
exceptions, that the entire system is operational, that we 
have begun preparing second- and even. third-generation 
computer programs and procedures (that is, programs and 
procedures which incorp'orate improvements suggested by 
local agencies), and. that these programs are being made 
available or will soon be made available on demand. 

At one time our concern focused on whether local 
agencies of government would 'recognize the value of a 
geographic file as a unique and important operations, 
management and analytical tool. Today, local government is 
informing us of ongoing GBF/DIME activities which repre
sent new and imaginative uses of the file, and our problem 
now is to make certain that we can meet the demands being 

placed upon us for updated files by the 104 SMSA'l1 now in 
the program and the many more soon to follow.! 

Although this particular situation has changed, I3nd the 
actiVities of the Geography Division along with" it, one 
salient fact remains constant. For the files to be most useful 
they must-reflect, for each area they serve, the cO~ltinuing 
modifications in statistical, geographic, and politicalbound
aries which accompany the dynamics of urban growth and 
change. The Census Bureau's CUE program, Correction, 
Update, and Extension of the geographic base {DljVlE) files 
has been developed to capture and record this ever changing 
geographic panorama in a highly efficient and effective 
manner. 

CUE PROGRAM 

To this end, the CUE program provides for-

1. The correction. of existing files as necessary to 
produce a complete and accurate GBF/DIME and 

. Metropolitan Map Series (MMS). 

2. The extension of the GBF/DIME and the MMS maps 
to' cover the entire geographic area of the SMSA. (At 
present only the urbanized portions of SMSA's are 
covered.) 

3. The establishment of a geographic base (DI ME) file 
and Metropolitan Map Series in those SMSA's where 
the file and m"p series do not currently exist. 

4. The establishment of a standardized· methodology to 
systematically maintain a cutrentand accurate file and 
map series on ~tcontinuing basis. 

The program makes avail:;tble to local agencies the clerical' 
procedures, processing methodology, and the computer edit 
and correction programs neeped to meet these goals: 'Al)d, 
through these programs, the technical expertise and re
sources of the Bureau not only become accessibleto all, but 
most important, .standardization of the GBF/DIME system 
nationwide can become a reality. . . 

1 A summary listing describing some· of these varied activities is provided In 
appendix A. It m~kes for interesting reading. 
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Standardization is, in fact, the key ingredient of the 
system. With'out it the Census Bureau would be unable to 
participate effectively with local agencies, and instead of a 
compatible nationwide seriEts of geographic base (DIME) 
files there would exist hundreds of independent and largely 
noncompatible local· systems; and the anticipated usefulness 
of the files, both in terms of information exchange within 
and between local governments, and the pUblic and p'riilat(l 

I . . ,. 
sectors, and as input to the Bureau's current and futum 
geographic and geocoding processes would be seriousl'y 
impaired. 

It is equally important to point out, however, 'that the 
CUE procedures are flexible and do not demand a rigid, 
inflexible system, identical in format and use throughout 
the United States. Rather, the file is considered to be con
strllcted in two parts: one part cOntaining certain standard 

, elements that will apply to all areas; the second part con
taining the local geographic elements which will vary from 
area to area, depending upon the local use of the file and 
local requirements: 

Although the CUE program has been specifically designed 
to, be carried out by local agencies of government, the 
Bureau, nevertheless,.. recognizes that some agencies, par" 
ticularly during the initial phases ofthe CUE program, may 
not have available the technical personnel, computer facili
ties, or budgetary support to correct the tape files locally or 
even to run the computer edits. In this situation, the Census 
Bureau will assist the local agency in ellery way possible 
and, within the limits of the funding aVailable, the Bureau, 
itself~ will then carry out the various computer operations. 
Thus the local agency will then be responsible only for the 
clerical phase of· the program and for reviewing the com
puter outputs to ensure that the Bureau has done its part of 
the job correctly, 

Because of previous developments or commitments 
unique to the local situation, there may also be agencies 
Which will undertake the correction, update, and extension 
activities using procedures and computer programs other 
than those that are being developed by the Census Bureau. 
The Census Bureau will, of course, also work with these 
agencies in a continuing cooperative effort. But in these 
cases special arrangements. must be made in advance be
tween the local cooperating agency and the Census Bureau 
to guarantee a product compatible with the needs of both 
organizations. 

COMPUTER EDIT AND CORRECTION PROGRAMS 

I would like to describe briefly the. computer edit and 
correction technIques which .are incorporated, in the CUE; 
program. They, perhaps better than any other phase of the 
operation;. illustrate the extent and depth of the planning 
and developme[lt effort'required fpr the establishment of a 
viable geographic base file update and maintenanGe tech-
nology. . . 

All computer programs which are available for local 
agency use haile been written in ANSI COBOL and are 
designed for small to medium computers having 60 to 100K 
Or more of usable core. These programs include-

1. CREATE 

This program is designed to serve two separate func
tions:(1) In areas where a GBF/DIME does not 
currently exist, the CREATE program will establish 
a file using locally coded information transcribed 
on geographic coding worksheets. This is the 
"NEW" file option portion of the program. (2) In 
areas where a file already eXists and is being extend
ed, the program, using the "EXTEN D" option, 
permits a large number of new records to be added 
to the file. The program-whether operating under 
the "NEW" or "EXTEND" option-requires a com
puter with 60K of usable core. (This program is 
currently available.) 

2. FIXDIME 1\ (2 and C Versions)2 

This program (1) edits the locally prepared correc
tion inputs to the GBF/DIME for completeness and 
consistency; and (2) inserts the' accepted correc
tions into the GBF/DIME. FIXDIME 1\ is supplied 
in two versions: FIXDIME 2 for agencies which do 
not inte'nd to correct or insert x-y coordinate infor
mati'?,h in the. GBF/DIME dUring a correction pass 
of tb:e file; and, FIXDIME. C for agencies which can 
obt~in fron] local sources known x-y coordinate 
infiormation for node points and want to include 
thi" information with other corrections to the file. 
This' program also checks the coordinate values 
being inserted to ensure that they are within the. 
parameter of values that bound the area. FIXDIME 
2 requires a computer with 47K of useable core; 
FIXDIME C requires a computer with 60K of use
able core. (These programs are currently available.) 

3. ADDEDIT-L3 

This program edits address ranges along a street 
feature, ZIP code consistency, and the orientation 
within and between segments on both street and 
non street features. For example, street and non
street features are checked to determine whether or 
not all segments of the feature will chain together; 
approximating their relationship one to. the other 
on the ground; whether the addresses at the 
"From" node end of the segments are lower than 
the addresses of the liTo" node end of the seg
ments, whether all odd address numbers are on one 

. side of the stre~ and even nU,mbers are on the 
other; etc. Error outputs, appropriately fl(jgged and 
sorted in map sheet number seqUerlCe, are listed. 
(Address corrections or other corrections,' as 
needed, ,can then be inserted into the file using the 
FIXDIMEllprocedures.) , 

.ADDEDIT-Lconsis.ts,of two prOgrams (a pre
processor and anei;lit program) separated by a 

:Thls is a second gener~tion program. The odginal FIXDlME program was 
run 'with tne ,258-character G8F/D1ME file. and could not insert corrected 

,coordimit' .vafues. A year ago·the files·were.e~paoded to 300' characters and 
'FIXDIME II can only be used withtheexparidedfHe. ' 

3This Is the version of the ADDED IT program that is available for loca! use. 
The Census aureau's "in-ho.use'· versioll does not contain the options to alter 
parts of'tha program which these paragraphs describe. 

system sort program. There are several built-in 
options available to the local user which permit 
varying the extent of the edit, process and/orprint
ed output. Among these are (1 ) flagging (identify
ing) only sel.ected types of errors and (2) printing 
either the complete computer-chained listing from 
node point to node point of all segments of a fea
ture which contains a flagged record, or limiting the 
printing only to the flagged r,ecord and the seg· 
ments on .either side .. The minimum core require
ments of this program are approximately lOOK. 
(This program will be available early this summer.) 

4. TOPOEDIT 

As large numbers of records in the file are updated 
and/or added to the file, it becomes desirable to 
have the capability of editing the topologic con
sistency of the file. This program edits the network 
features of the file to determine their validity; for 
example, that a given block is bounded on all sides. 
It includes several options, including ,In option to 
edit only records in certain tracts, thus eliminating 
the necessity of editing the network within tracts in 
which no changes have occurred (Corrections re
quired, if any, can be inserted into the GBF/DIME 
using the FIXDIME procedures). TOPOEDIT con
sists of two programs (PRESORT and TOPOEDIT) 
separated by a system sort; PRESORT requires 
approximately 18.5K of useable core; TOPOEDIT 
approximately 44K. (This program is currently 
available. ) 

5. FIXCORD 

This ,program provides the means to insert missing 
or to correct erroneous x-V coordinate values. The 
basic process involves inputting thedistaf\ce (mea
suredclerically) between specified base points of 
known value on each metropolitan map sheet to 
those nodes which need to have x-y coordinate 
values assigned. FIXCORD then uses these measure
ments of length (in 20ths pf an inch) as input to 
calculate node values in each of the three co
ordinate systems used in the GBF/DIME (state 
plane, latitude-longitude, and map·set miles). The 
values for these three systems are then insGrted into 
all appropriate segment records., (This program will 
be available later this summer.) 

6. UPDIME 

This is a comprehensive program, designed for large 
computers ,(180k or larger of useable core). It is 
written in FORTRAN IV Clndincludes many of the 
functions· .of FIXDIME II, FIXCORD, and 
TOPOE DIT .. -.lt does not include the functions of ' 
ADD,EDIT' which will need to berunseparately. An 
early version of this program 'has been completed. 
However, changes in the CU E program and eX
pansions in the scope of some of the editing pro
grams require that the program be fairly extensively 
modified before it can be released,. The final pro
gramrs not expected to be available unti,llate ~975. 
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THE CUE METHODOLOGY 

The CUE program involves three major operation!>
Correction, Update, and Extension.4 I shall speak about 
each as if they were separated in time, with each operation 
being dependent upon the completion of the, previous 
operation, although this is true only during the initia:1 phase 
,of the program. Once the full program is underway an oper-
ations take place concurrently. ' 

The first operation calls for the correction of the errors 
still remaining in the file. as, based on our own .experience 
and that of others who have updated and attempted to 
update files locally, updating a GBF/DIME becomes an ex
tremely laborious, if not impossible, undertaking if the file 
errors are not first corrected. File .inconsistencies are, of 
course, detected by the computer, but the necessary correc
tion inputs must be supplied locally. Only the local agency 
has the knowledge to determine the actions needed to elimi
nate the errors which have been revealed by the various 
computer edit programs. The Census Bureau supplies all 
forms and procedures required to carry out this operation. 

Once the file has been corrected, the first phase of the 
updating operation begins. This phase incorporates the 
changes in local geography which have taken place since the 
files were originally created (between 1969 and early 1971). 

It is most important, to note that since the geographic 
base (DIME) files are a computer image of the Metropolitan 
Maps, updating the computer files must be preceded by an 
updating of the maps. Each of the local coordinating 
agencies will, therefore, receive a reproducible set of the 
node-dotted and numbered map sheets for their area on 
which (following Census Bureau procedures) they add new 
street development, delete paper streets still appearing in 
the file, and correct street names and topologic features as 
required QY changes in street patterns. 

Sothat the Census Bureau will also be able to maintain 
an updated set of maps, at the appropriate points in the 
CUE update cycle (or as needed) the local agency will re
turn a complete set of updated map reproducibles to the 
Bureau. The Bureau will add this set of map sheets to its 
inventory after having first produced and forwarded to the 
local agency a new set of reproducibles for use· in future 
updating. 

The second pha§e of the update operation is a repeat of 
the correction' and update procedures described above, 
except that it is geared to be carried out as a continuing 
program. !n other words, the local agency is expected to 
establish a. m~~hanism through which any' changes made.,to 
local geography, inclUding changes to political boundaries, 
are routinely identified and added to the maps and files. 
Then, depending upon the needsofthe local area, the actual 
file .updating can be carried out monthly, quarterly, or' 
annually. The Census Bureau's own interest'in the updated' 
GBF/DIME, files and the Metropolitan Map Series is, in 
general, gea~ed.to an annual cycle. 

4 A complete description ·of CUE operationswhlcli lIhJslrates 1n diagramatie 
form the "interface" and "interconnection" .bet\~een the local coordinating 

,agency and the Census Bureau operations is provided in appimdix C. 
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The final phase of the CUE program consists of extending 
the Metropolitan Map Series and the geographic base 
(DIME) files out to the SMSA boundaries. At present the 
extension of the map series is well underway, and to date, 
drafts of extension maps have been submittedt.o approxi
mately 72 areas for local review, correction, and updating. 
After completion of these operations and approval of the 
resulting maps by the Censlls Bureau, preparation of a geo
graphic base (DIME) file covering the extension area can 
begin, including the assignment of street and road network 
identifications, block definition and numbering and, where 
possible, the inclusion of address ranges or equivalent rural 
area identifications. . . 

LOCAL AGENCY PARTICIPATION 

DUring the period 1969 to 1971, 196 standard metropoli
tan statistical areas joined in the development of a GBF/ 
DIME file system. As reported earlier, as of April 1 of this 
year, 104 of the&e same areas are either participating 
actively or have agreed to participate with the Census 
Bureau in the CUE program. Of course, not all areas are 
proceeding through each phase at the sama time. Some areas 
are just starting the correction operations. Some others, 
such as Columbus, Ohio, and Fort Lauderdale, Fla., are well 
on their way towards completing the updating and exten
sion of the files. In total, approximately 20 percent of the 
participating areas have now completed the Correction 
phase of the program and have begun or will soon begin the 
update of the Metropolitan Map Series and the files. 

To plan intelligently for CUE activities, local agencies, in 
addition to a knowledge of the technical aspects of the 
program, must also have information regarding the c,osts of 
the program. To this end, we have asked a number of the 
participating agencies to provide us with detailed progress 
reports, together witn an indication of the number of man
hours required to complete each of the major clerical 
processes. As a result, we now can and dO provide this infor
mation routinely to each area entering the program. Esti
mates are, of course, prepared for each area individually 
since worldoad and man-hour requirements vary greatly 
depending upon the quality of the original GBF/DIME file, 
the number of records in the file, and the availability of 
good reference information locally. 

SMSA are much more difficult'to estimate. However, assum
ing 4. extension map sheets (containing approximately 140 
square miles per sheet). and about 3,000 GBF/DIME rec
ords per map sheet, extension of the maps and files would 
require approximately 400 man-hours per map sheet.

s 

It shquld be emphasized that these examples provide 
estimates .of local clerical man-hour requirements only. 
They do not include the costs of the interrelated computer 
processes, for two reasons. First, those .computer operations 
which are performed by the Census Bureau-since they are 
necessarily an integral part of the Bureau's GBF/DIME 
system-.are carried out without charge to the local area. 
Second, the variety of computer systems and charging 
algorithms in use locally make it impossible to provide 
meaningful average estimates.' 

NEW GBF/DIME FILE AREAS 

There are today, approximately 70 SMSA'sfor which a 
GBF/DIME file doesnot yet exist. Some areas never partici
pated in the program originally; but most represent new 
SMSA's created by the Office of Management and Budget 
subsequent to the 1970 census. I am pleased to be able to 
report that 8 of these 70 SMSA's are now in the program; 2 
are n,=w SMSA areas; the namaining 6 represent previous 
nonparticipants. The unit cost of establishing a new 
GBF/DIME for these particular 8 (lreas (at 35 square miles 
per map sheet) is estimated to be about 250 man-hours per 
map sheet. As with the extension program, the estimates 
vary considerably area by area depending upon the size and 
geographic characteristics of the area concerned. 

FUNDING THE CUE (GBF/DIME) PROGRAM 

Participation in the CUE program is, of course, not an 
end in itself. The major purposes of CUE are solely (1) to 
ensure standardization of the product and (2) to make 
possible an efficient maintenance and updating vehicle for 
the GBF/DIME files and the Metropolitan Map Series. Nor, 
of course, are the GBF/DIME files, themselves, end prod
ucts. They, in turn, serve only as inputs to a technology 
which permits for the first time (and I exaggerate only 
slightly) the development of.effective procedures for carry
ing out research and for managing and conducting real time 
programs dealing with local problems whose solution re
quires ordering economic and social data spatially and geo-
graphically. 

Since neither CUE nor the GBF/DIME files are end prod
ucts, it is not surprising that funding for their development, 
which does not envision an end product, does not exist. 
Availability of funding for CUE,whether from Federal, 
State, or local sources, is predicated lIPon the use of the 
GBF/DIME file to carry out a specific Federal, State, or . 
local program more efficiently and more effectively. This is 
readily illustrated. One Federal planning group, for 
example, has advised the local government agencies in its 
area that-

In general, however, the two correction phases of the 
CUE program (that is, correcting (1) inconsistent spellings 
of names and street types and illegal single-sided segments, 
and (2) erroneoUs address ranges and ZIP codes) will require 
approximately 50 man-hours per 1 ,000 file records. The 
Update phase, which requires that the Metropolitan' Map 
Series be updated to the current date and; secondlY, that 
file records, be deleted, added, or corrected to refled these 
changes is estimated to demand about 150 m~i1-hours per .. 
'map sheet involved. Assuming 10,000 file records and 7 
map sheets at 35 square miles per map sheet (the average 
number of !"flap sheets. for an area containing 10,000 file 

records). a total of 1,550 man-hours would be expended 
locally in correcting and updating the file. Of this sum 500 
man-hours would be required for file correction; 1,050 
man-hours for the update, process. . '" • Detailed estimates of the average Clerical Work-load and miln,-h6urs required 

for an area of 10,000 records (an area sli!11tiysmallerthen the current LaNall •. 
Mass. file) during· the first correction and ~pdate, cycle are Illustrated In . . The man'hours involved in extending .the Metropolitan 

Map Series and the GBF/DIME to the boundaries of the appendix B. 

" ... one of the eligible items that could be included in th 
overal.1 work ~rogra~ ... is the establishment of a geo~ 
graphiC. base flle ... (thls) ... would also permit .. ,correction 
and maintenance ... ... 

"The r~~son for inclusion of this as an eligible item is the 
~ecofl.n~tlo~ ... of the importance of a geographic tool for 
Identification of .land use, social and economic data .. :' 

"However ... !f a geographic base file is to be included in 
your planning process, a design progr<tm for such an 
effort be prepa~ed first, before any substantial funding 
for the base file IS committed." 

Un~ortunately, although the Census Bureau is the major 
actor In the CUE program area, it has not yet been able to 
follo~ the abo~e ~exampl~ and provide funds to assist local 
a:eas In correcting, up?attng,and extending the GBF/DIME 
f~les an,d the Metropolitan 'Map Series. Hopefully, this situa
tion Will change as up-to-date files and maps are critical to 
the Bureau's geograph.ic program. There is, in fact, now 
~ome reason for optImism as our fiscal 1975 budget which 
IS presently before the Congress, includes funds to be used 
to help defray the costs incurred locally in carrying out the 
CUE program objectives of the Census Bureau. Let me 
hasten to add, however, that even under the best of circum
stances, such funds will be limited in amount and not avail
able 'to each cooperating agency on an annual basis. Major 
funding for the GBF/DIME system will still be dependent 
on the usefulnes.s o~ the fiI~s, to meet Federal,State; and 
local program obJectives. ThiS IS as it should be. In the long 
run, Cens~s Bure~u uses, vital as they are to us, represent 
but a sma.! fraction of the full potential of a GBF/DIME 
system. 

LOOKING FORWARD 

. The technic~1 problems involved in establishing a nation
~Ide, standardized set of geographic base (DIME) files have 
finally been ?vercome. It is fair to say that the difficulty of 
the. undertaKing had been underestimated originally. But at 
long la~t the delays are behind us. The clerical procedures, 
proc~sslng methodology, and computer programs being 
prOVided to local agencies are tested and proven packages 
and the Geography Division is proud of its products. 

All. thClt now remains is full implementation of the 
GBF/DIME at ~he .Iocal ,level ah9the organization of local 
users Of, the !lle Into Informal consortiums so that-in 
co~peratlon Wlt~ the Census Bureau-the file. and Metro
polttan Map Series can be systematically maintained ona 
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~~rrent basis. By s~ doing, the inefficiencies and high. costs 
para lIel, non Interrelated, and perhaps competitive 

systems could be eliminated. 

It ~s recognized that coordination of local activities in this 
area IS not an easy task. Dr. Edgar M. Horwood Codirector 
of th~ Urban Systems Research Center of the University of 
Washlngt?n may have expressed the difficulties' of the 
undertaking most eloquently during his summary of our 
Seattle Conference, I would like to quote him. He said: 

:' ... the Census Bureau and local agencies are both \l'iork
Ing o~ the same assembly lines in regard to development 
and I mprovement of the geograph ic base files and use 
systems. A~ded to the Fe~eral and local arena, we have 
also the private sector, ,:,hlch may either be involved as 
another part .of t~e p~oduction line or in fact manning its 
~wn p~oductlon line In collaboration with or in competi
tion With the public agencies. 

"These three sets of actors-the Federal agencies, the 
10c~1 agencies, and the private sector-constitute an 
entirely new type of venture in the production. quality 
contr?l, updatl,ng, standardization, and servicing of geo· 
graphiC base fll~s for both local and national use. The 
Census Burea~ IS thus thrust into a joint venture with 
local ac~ors ~Ithout whose cooperation and interest its 
production Will be compromised. It now remains to be 
seen how well all of these actors will be able to work 
together, or at least in constructive competition ... " 

The mech~nisms through which a cooperative local effort 
can be establtshedand maintained are just now beginning to 
e~erge. U~doubtedlY they will be different areas as each 
~III b~ deslg~ed to m.eet the unique needs of the individual 
Situation. ThiS, too, IS as it should be. The Census Bureau 
?nd the ~eogra~hY Divison stand ready to assist local areas 
In furthering their development. 

One final point remains to be made. Neither CUE nor 
GBF/DIME are intended to represent closed systems 
complete an? perfect from now to eternity. In the nea~ 
future, we wd.' be a.sking you for any suggestions which you 
may have which Will lead to improvements in the program 
and that .~~uld be applicahl~ pn a nationwide basis. One 
such POSSI~lltty, for example, which we are JUSt beginning to 
explore, might be the addition of urban transportation zone 
codes to the file. 

SO,~e years ago.we concluded that "the golden age of the 
GBF .was .at hand. We know now that we were wrong. As 
you Will hear over the next few days, the best years are yet 
to come. 
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APPENDIX A 

A Sample of Letters and Other Documents Related to the Adoption 
and Use of Geographic Base (DIME) Files 

The Census Bureau is often asked how the files are being 
used by local agencies and organizations. The following 
quotations were abstracted from a group of letters and 
documents received by the Geography Division. The names 
of agencies, persons, or areas have purposely been deleted. If 
anyone desires 'to' follow up and contact an agency or 
person' quoted below, please write for further information 
to; 
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Chief, Geography Division 
Bureau of the Census 
Washington, D.C. 20233 

1. Letter June 8,1971 (from New Mexico) 

Our Urban/Regional I nformation System Committee 
which represents all of the local government entities 
and operating departments has adopted the GBFas 
the primary geographic base system along with land 
parcel records. The City of *** and *** County 
Data Processing Departments are beginning to use 
the GBF in the development and operation of 
fUnctional subsystems which will service all of our 
local using agencies. As previously noted in our letter 
of May 11, 1971 to Mr. ***, the GBF will be serving 
as a base for such subsystems as street inventory, 
traffic census, water and sewer system inventories 
and for such management systems as routing and 
scheduling of solid waste collection and disposition 
and law enforcement activities. 

2 .. Letter May 20, 1~71 (from Texas) 

We have and will have for the foreseeable future a 
continuing need for a rather regular use of geo
graphic base files in such functional planning 
programs as public transportation, solid waste dis
posal" and airport-systems pl(lnning. Accordingly, we 
will shortly be commencing a map and G.B. file 
maintenance program to support these efforts on a 
continuing basis. Cooperating with you in this effort 
will certainly,enhance the utility of the work which 
we would otherwise accomplis~ alone. 

3. Letter N\arch ,27, 1973 (from Alabama) 

As you know, Mr. H* of your staff has been 
working with, the *** Police Department in setting' 
up an application for an indexing system based on 

. ", . 

geographic location called the DIME File. This DIME 
File will be used by the *** Police Department for 
manpower allocation and crime-oriented planning. 

Enclosed is a copy of the DIME File application. The 
City of *** anticipates receiving this grant within a 
short time. A contract will have to be drawn up for 
the services of the *** Regional Planning Commis· 
sion to be provided as set out in the grant. 

IMPACT AND RESULTS; This project will provide 
a geographic indexing system' for all *** Police 
Department reports. Such an indexing system will 
allow the department to perform comprehensive 
crime analysis by location and develop crime profiles 
for all areas of the city. Crime analyses and profiles 
are necessary for effective planning. The analys~~ and 
profiles can be used to assign and, allocate depart
mental resources, determine training needs, and 
justify budget req!Jests. The department will be able 
to place task forc:es in areas of high crime or areas 
where specific types of crime are occurring most 
frequently. The ,number of men on duty each day 
of the week and the number working each shift will 
be determined 'by the analysis. Since this will put 
more men on the street when and where they are 
needed, the response time for the police department 
should drop: The present response time for mobile 
units is 5 minutes. Within 3 months of implemen
tation, of the DIME file, response time should drop 
to 3 minutes. 

The DIME file will provide .for future i:mplemen-, 
tation of computer-aided dispatching of mobile units 
which should further reduce response time. 
Computer-aided dispatching isa long-range goal' of 
the department. ' 

The DIME file will enable the Departmenti;to have 
concrete, up-to-the-minute reports for all supervisory 
personnel. This will alow supeniisors the opportunity 
'to constantly, ,evaluate programs in terms of their 
effect op crime. The reports will also be used by the 
Department to provide periodic feed back ttl the 
nonsupervisory personnel; This will give the officer 
on the street a trljepicture of the results of his 
efforts and allow him to see if and when new 
;c>rograms or policies are ne,eded. This constant flow 
of ipformation should improve communication 

throughout the Department which will create an 
atmosp.here that is conducive to change and experi
mentation. 

It .is anticipated that within 1 year of implemen
tation of the DIME file, the Police Department will 
be able to effectuate a 2-percent decrease in the 
~um?erofcrimescommitted and a 5-percent increase 
In Crimes cle~red~ Within three years, the Department 
expec~sto bring about a 15-percent decrease in crime 
committed. 

4. Letter December 3, 1973 (from South Carolina) 

We have already used the file for numerous things. 
Some of these are; 

(1) Neighborhood Analysis 
(2) Enumeration District Street Directory 
(3) Census Tract Street Directory 
(4) Law Enforcement Needs Study 
(5) Substance Abuse Study 
(6) Users of *** County Bookmobiles 
(7) The University of *** is using the GBF in some 

of their class course work. 

5. Letter April 21, 1972 (from Minnesota) 

Some of t.h.e programs which are, or will be devel
oped to utilize the GBF's are listed below; 

1. Metro Area Transportation System Analysis in 
c~operation with DOT and the *** State 
Highway Department. 

2. ~ousing inventory and analysis of bligf1t copdi-
tlOns. (Metro-Study) , 

3. Soci~economic conditions by areas, as related to 
~ultl-agency social services, unemployment, etc. 
In a study being undertaken by the HUman 
Resources Planning Coalition. 

4. Juvenile crime survey, elderly population survey 
etc.' 

5; Land use inventory, with initial emphaSis on Tax 
. Forfeit Land inventory. 

6. Letter March 2, 1972 (from Minnesota) 

As a side note, clearly such a file will be usefUl to our 
. nev:rspapers pot only in helping us maintain identifi. 

cat!on of our subscribers/nonsubscribers. through 
v:rh1ch we can help control our newspaper circula
tl9n, but also most helpful to us in better serving our 
aqvertisers with direct marketing capability to our 
specific ponsubscribers. 

7. tetter April 17, 1973 (from Nebraska) 

, I might add that the University of *** hasutiJized 
.: our·1970 DIME file tape, wi.thoutcorrection, to 

. develop aN ICKLE file and has run, with a great deal 
of success, the ADMATCH program (OS Version) to 
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locate students ~esidence by various geograpfiiCiareas . 
of the community. Our DIME file appears to be in 
v?ry ~ood shape. I might also add that we, in the 
city! Intend to do the sam~ with automobile regis
trations, as soon as the update is complete. 

8. Letter March 7, 1972 (from Michigan) 

After completion of this portion of the work 
program! the Co~ncil would begin to implement 
au~omatlc .geocodlng on a large scale. Files cUrrently 
bel~g .studled for possible goecoding on an areawide 
baSIS Include an employment file from the*"* Em
ployment Security Commissiqn, social services 
rendered by member agencies of United Community 
Services, and birth and death records for 
the .*** Depar.tment of Health. Aside from the 
obVIOUS. benefl~s from additions to the regional data 
base, thiS expene.nce will provide import~nt inputs to 
the ~nnua.1 malntenapce and update procedures 
descnbed In Phase. II. Also, at this point in the 
program the Council will publish, in report form a 
tr~ct. level coding. guide as a service to those agencies 
wishing to do clencal geocoding. 

9. A copy of an "in-house" statement of local program 
development January 1974 (from Indiana) . 

Present and past appli.;ations ofthe DIME File include: 

A. Transportation. ;planning. Vehicle registrations 
were matched hI' address and allocated to traffic 
zones. The matqh rate was 90 percent of the 
103,000 registrations in the urbanized area. 

B. Housing information. Building permits since 
1970 were matched (and mapped) to determine 
develop men: patterns. The match rate was very 
~ow, bu~ thiS was expected due to the time lag 
In updating the DIME File. 

C. Wel:a~e recipients. ADC families and food stamp 
reclP.lents w.ere matched and mapped from pres
ent !lIes. It IS hop:d that a continuing system can 
be Implemented In the future for the County 
Welfare Department. 

D. Public Schools. The largest school district in the 
area used DIME/ADMATCHto locate all stu
dents. A match rate of 87 percent was obtained. 
The results are being used for both short-and 
long-range plannins by tneschool district, In the 
future, the district plans to use the DIME file to 
locate students eligible for bus service, and to 
schedule the bUses. 

E. Carpo~(jng. The Coordinating Council. ran an 
exp~nmental . carpool system using DIME/ 
ADMATCH. Approximately 86 percent of 
respondents. who desired carpqol information 
were matched. It is anticipated that . the new 
Censu.s Bureau program Cfl.RPOL Will be utilized 
by thiS. agency to providecarpoolingservicBsto 
the entire community. • . 
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F. Research. DIME/ ADMATCH has been utilized 
by consultants and students to solve their unique 
data problems. Match rates have consistently 
been over 80 percent. In all cases, DIME tech
nology was of enormous help in reducing costs as 
well as increasingthe reliability of the data. 

10. Letter December 11,1973 (from Virginia) 

After a thorough study of the material presented at 
the last meeting,. this Commission is convinced that 
the GBF is an excellent, basic tool an'd standardized 
system for all future planning. The effort to update 
the GBF for the *** Urban Area and expand the 
coverage to include, not only the *** SMSA, but the 
whole Planning District is a tremef1dous task but 
justifiable. 

It is Visualized that the GBF, with an associated 
Transportation Data File Subsystem, would facilitate 
the surveillance process required in the annual up
dating of the *** Area Regional Transportation 
Study to comply with Federal and State require
ments; it would provide the base for analyzing infol'
mation necessary to continually appraise and update 
the ** * Urban Mass Transit Program; it would assist 
in evaluating and implementing the myriad complex
ities of the rural and regional social services trans
portation programs, and it would enhance the 
implementation of a regional intermodal transpor
tationstaging plan. The GBF and related subsystems 
would be utilized by our other planning disciplines. 

11. Letter November 9, 1973 (from Louisiana) 

. Mr. *** was also most generous with his time and 
answered my many questions regarding the G"o
graphic Base File program. In my own case, the 
availability Qf this file enabled us to select an area 
probability sample of the *** area which will be 
used in a survey regarding the imported fire ant 
problem .. Our report will be submitted to EPA by 
Dr. *** who is to testify in. the hearings concerning 
the use of the insecticide Mirex. 

The potential tjsefulness of this file for other workers 
in public health was' readily apparent to me. 
Mr. *** I know will be contacted by two public 
health colleagues, one from the school and the other 
from the State who are most interested in exploring 
potential uses of the file relevant to their respective 
areas of endeavor. Mr. *** in turn may well find that 
they may be of help .to. him. 

12. Letter August 10,1971 (froni Pennsylvania) 

The potential utility of the GBFcan hardly be 
overstated. It provides a computercbased tool with 
which address-specific data records relevant to 
highway and comprehensive planning can be geo
coded. We will make first use of the base file during 
this coming year in the. preparation .of a regional 
employment location file. using records from the two 

S:tates' Bureaus of Employment Security, 
the *** Commercial Establishment File, and ***. 
,adso we are tentatively committed to a project that 
would utilize the GBF to geocode motor vehicle 
registration records from *** and *** to produce an 
lIuto ownership data file for our urban area. This 
ilroject, if feasible, would be undertaken during FY 
.i973. 

13. ,tbstracted from an apr,l,ication for a Law Enforce
ment Assistance Grant Milich was approved October 
;U, 1972) from Louisiana. 

IMPACTAND RESULTS 

This project will demonstrate feasibility of tech
nology transfer's, the cost relationship between 
original development and transferred technology 
arriving at the same basic results, and will also 
develop procedures for future transfers. 

At the conclusion of this project a long overdue basic 
tool will be available, a geographic base file with .x-y 
coordinates. The *** Police Department will benefit 
from the file more than any other agency. With this 
tool we will be able to correlate calls for service to 
reporting ares small enough to use LEMRAS, a 
manpower resource allocation system. The more 
effective utilization of men and vehicles should 
dramatically decrease response time on calls for 
service, thereby increasing the probability of on-scene 
apprehension .. Beat structures will be aligned on an as 
needed basis, again affording better police protec
tion. The file will eliminate the need to hand code 
reporting zones thus eliminating human error, and 
making statistical data available on a real time basis . 
Presently, the Police Department is spending thou
sands of dollars a year coding and keypunching 
reporting zones. This file will cut this cost and alloW 
more efficient utilization of these funds. 

Command and control functions can be developed 
with this file. These functions will provide the 
communications center with the historical data by 
location. Police officers better equipped with infor
mation are less. likely to be injured. Dispatchers 
equipped with the same information can make better 
value judgements as to the number of personnel. to 
assign to a caU. 

A future application, Computer Assigned Dispatch, 
depends upon the availability of a geographic base 
file with x-v coordinates. With this function polh:e 
units. tiln be' picked for calls based on their relative 
location arid priority of call. They can receive 
assignments in digital as opposed to' voice form, 
insuring greater security. 

I\Computer mapping is. another function dependent 
\'00 this type of file. At present all geographic 
\rtatisticsare done. by hand. I n all of the above areas. 
this file will introduce a level of efficjency unattain- . 
able with present methods. II' '. 

'I' 

'.\ 

There. are .six o~her agencies interested in using this 
type of file: City Planning Commission, Regional 
Planning Commission, Sewerage and Water Board 
Property .Records, Alcohol Safety Action Program; 
and ~he Fire Department. The two planning agencies 
s:e. It as a tool to aggregate data on flexible areas 
gIving them accurate and timely information with 
whi~h to plan in ar.eas such as traffic stUdies, ligh,ting 
studies, and street Improvement. The Regional Plan
n!~g Commis~ion. ~as agreed to assume the responsi
~Ihty of maintaining the maps associated with the 
file. 

The F}re Departm:nt is interested in converting its 
voluminOUS card files containing bUilding contents, 
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structural data, and company aSSignments to a 
computer ~ased fil? They are also interested in 
routing engines to fires via a coordinate system file. 

T~e S.ewerage and Water Board is interested in using 
thl~ fll~ to locate underground facilities that they 
maintain. 

The Property Records group sees this file as a means 
to control titles and tax information when the file is 
brough to the parcel level. 

The docu~entation of this project should make this 
system available for any city that wishes to develop a 
LOCUS system from the basic DIME file package. 
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APPEND1X B 

Estimated Local Workloads and Clerical Man-hours AVI,~rage Area, SMSA 
Work
load 

Man
hours' 

CUE Operations> 

Work- Man-
load hours' 

I. Total segment record in the file. 10,000 

II. Correction ptl6se 
(This phase is subdivided into two parts.) 

A. Part 1 corrections 
(This includes correctinS the segment 
name' consistency and coding limit 
line/unmatched segment listings.) 

_ The review and correction of these 
listings average about 18 man-hours 
for each 1000 records in the file. 180 

8. Part 2 corrections 
(This includes correcting the Part 1 
FIXDIME edi,t/transaction listing and 
the ADDEDIT address error listing.) 

L The humper of records that will 
requirl:l review is estimated at 38 
percent of tl\e total file? 3,900 

2. A clerk reviewing the error listing 
can correct an esti mat'ld 12 records 

per hour. 

subtotal-Estimated clerical man
hours to complete the 
correction phase. 

11\. First update cycle 
{This includes updating the maps used 
during the original coding (1969-1971 

325 

505 

, These figures do not Include eny time for clerIcal training 
orJor supervisory time. The {tgures also 0550 me that acceptable 
raference inforlT)atlon (such as addresses) IS available to the 
clerical staff. If any fIeld listing or research time is reqUired to 
obtain the necessary correction information, ·.the estimated 
numl:;ler of mao-houts to carry out ,this saarch or field listing 
should be added to tho totalmlln-hour figure indicated. 

lAltl1ou911 39 percent of thaf1lil is Il~tod In the edit/error 
tistlng for general revlow, not a1l of the segments shown have 
errorflllgs.. .If one ,segment Is indicated to' contain an' error, then 
all segmentS along that street or nonstreet feature will bll listed. 
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periodl to the current period (lncludin9 
redrafting the c\:1anged information on 
the reprC)ducibl~ maps); node dotting and 
numbering as the result of map changes; 
adding, deleting, or changing records as a 
result of map clilanges.) 

1. The averagn number of map sheets for 
a 10,000 record file. 

2. The updatiJ of both the maps and the 
file is estimated to take 150 clerical 
hours per map sheet. 

Estimated clerical man-hours for both 
the correction and update phases. ' 

Extension of GBF/DIME 

7 

1,050 

1,555 

The assumption mflde here for estimation purposes is that 
this is an area wlJich includes 2.000 blocks and covers four map 

sIJeets (140 squrJre miles per map sheet). 
Wort<- Man-
load hours' 

I. Map revi~w and preparation 
{This pliase is subdivided into twO parts.l 

A. correction a.nd update of the MetrO
politan Map Series. (This includes the 
revi(!w, correction, al1d update of a 
set uf diazo prints .1

3 

1. The number of map sheets. 4 

2. The average time ior a clerk to 
review and correct a map sl;leet is 
~O 110urs• " 

{The CensuS Bureau wl\l prepare a 
neVi set of reproducibles to include 
the corrections made under I?art A.l 

120 

. 3 If this Is; an area In which block groupS have not prllviOUsly 
been defined andplocks numb!lred, thll estimated numbor of 
man-hours t(\ carry out this operatiOn will have to be added to 

the totalmarl-hoUf figure, 

r--

B. Map preparation prior to d' 
(This includes node dotf co mg. 
bering of the . 109 and num-

~i~~1 ~i9hli9h:r~~r~t~~i~lt~:lm:~dsh;~I~~ 
oundanes on diazo prints.) 

- ~~~ka~e~~g~ preparatory time for a 
ours per map sheet. 

II. Coding and quality checks 

A. T;~. n~m~er of segments to be coded 
ber I~/~I as:d on the estimated num: 

oc s and the average n b 
of segments per block.) um er 

1. ;~~~.umber of blocks assumed is 

2. -::: bj~:~ai~e6.number of segments 

3. The number of segments to be 
coded. 

B. Clerical man-hours of cod' Ing. 

1. A clerk can d co e an average of 16 
segments per hour" 

Soo footnotes on page. 14. 

Work
load 

~2,OOO 

Man
hours' 

120 

2. T~e. average number of hours of 
ongmal coding. 

C. Qua!ity check of original codin 
(ThiS mcludes clerical ed'r g. 
quality. checks and h I 109, sample 
rejected tracts.) t e rework of 

- The man-hours involved in . 
stage is estimated to be 40 this 
of the original coding ma~~~~~ 

III. Clerical correction of co 
(As the result of the fl mput?r edits. 
(CREATE) th I e creation program 
(TOPOEDfT) e ~OPOI09iC edit program 
gram (ADDE;I~) the address edit pro
will list out on ,a .number of records 
and will require ~lse~le~ of ~rror listings 
mine if they are ac~~~I~ ~evtew to deter
are in error a tran ,~m error. If they 
correction ~II dScflPtlon record of the 

nee to be prepared.) 

A. Approximately 33 d' • percent of the 
rec~r s 10 the total file will rilVlew. require 

B. ~a~:r~o~~;ct~~~~e:nt:: records and 
an average t . necessary at 
hour. ra e of 12 segments per 

Work
load 

3,960 

Estimated total man h - ours 

15 

Man
hour'S' 

750 

300 

330 

1,620 



APPENDIX C. 

Introduction 

ibe the Census Bureau's CUE 
The following paragraphs d~C~ate and Extension of the 
program-:-the corr(~~~~) fifes. (Description of program 
geographiC base .. ro ram is designed to develop 
written October 1972.) This p ra\ic base file, and provide 
a complete and accurate ~oi ~n a continuing basis. There 
for its maintenance and up a e f which is optional. Each 
are six parts to th!J' program, one °nying flow charts;which 
of these is outlined o.n the acco~p~gh the use of alphabetic 
in turn are keyed tO

f 
t~e te~\~ i~Onot immediately clear, the 

'. codes. If any part 0 t ~ ~ afor a fuller explanation. The 
. text should by referr? 0 . the CUE program co.ver 

operations being carned ~u: I.n 
three major areas of the activItY . 

I. Correction Operations 
Part 1 
Part 2-
Part 3 (Optional) 

II Update Operations 
'. Phase 1-Update to Current Date 

Phase 2_Continuing Update 

III. Extension Operation. 

< the operations are illustrated in the. 
Although some at d in time, with each 

if they were separate 
diagramS as 
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n the cOh1pl~tion of the previoUs 
operation de~e~dent UP~I during the initial phase of the 
operation, th.ls IS true 0 y. underway the update 

th full program IS ' 
program. Once e. ay take place concurrently. 
and extension operations m . 

.. . h' h because of previoUs 
NOTE: There wiJl. be ~gencle:c~i:~t~ the local operation, 
developments or slt.~,atl~~~:rtake correction, update, and 
will out of ~e.~ssl~y . rocedures and computer pro
extension activities uSing P. d' the following document. 
grams other than thos,: out~~o~ with these agencies in a 
The Census Bureau will a s I h of thes. e cases, how. . ffort n eac . I 
continuing cooperative e .il be made between the loca 
ever, spe~ial arrange~~nt~e ~ensus Bureau to en.sure a prod-
cooperating. agen~y a h d of both organizations. 
uct compatible With t e nee s 

. . d' are available and can be 
Additional copies of this :appen IX 
obtained at no cost by writing to-

Chief, Geography Divisi~n 
Bureau of the Census 

Washington, D.C. 20233 

. the CUE program, the related 
Any questions concern1~g GBF maintenance operatians far 
computer programs, ar t I~ b directed to the same address. 
any particular a~f:'a she\.l e ~ 
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LOCAL CUE OPERATIONS 

I. CORRECTiON OPERATIONS 

PART 1 

A. The Census Bureau pravides a geagraphic base (DI ME) 
file tape. with x-y coardinate valut;!s to. the .Iacal 
corrdinating agency. The Census Bureau at the same 
time pravides twa computer edit listings (the Segment 
Name Cansistency Listing and the Coding Limit 
Line/Unmatched Segment Listing) to. assist in lacating 
certa in tv pes af errars. 

B. The lacal agency reviews both listings far errars and 
enters apprapriate corrections an transcriptian forms 
provided by the Census Bureau. 

C. The lacal agency decides whether-

1. It will insert the carrections into its file locally 
using the Bureau's FIXDIME pragram and, when 
completed, submit these correctians to the Census 
Bureau; or 

2. Submit the carrectians to. the Census Bureau 
withaut correcting the lacal file; ar 

3. Insert the correctians .into. .its file lacally using the 
Bureau's FIXDIME pragrarhand, when completed, 
submit a capy af the carrected geagraphic base file 
to the Census Bureau. (Arrangements wauld have to 
be made on an individual basis between the local 
agency and the Census Bureau regarding this alter-

. native.) . 

D. If the agency decides to. just submit the correctians to 
the CensUs BureOl\.l, it merely forwards the trans
cription sheets af keypunched cards cantainingthe 
carrections to the Bureau. 

~ 

E. If t~e agency decides to. carrect the file locally, it 
punches the corrections into. data cards and uses 
FIXDIME to carrect the GBF .. The resulting autput is 
a carrected GBF-File I and a FIXDIME EDIT/ 
Transactians Listing. 

F The rejects from the FIXDIME Edit/Transaction List
ingarereviewed. If the review shows:that too. many 
carrectian cards have been rejected, these cards are 
reviewed and carrected as necessary. Steps E and Fare 
repeated. 

G. The accepted ,name and segment carrection punched 
cards (ar camputer tape) are farwarded to the Census 
Bureau or,alternatively, a capyaf the corrected 
GBF-File I is forward to the Census Bureau. 

H. Part 1· af the correction operatian is completed after 
the Census Bureau receives either-

1. The Segment Name and Unm.atched Segment Cor
rection worksheets ar keypunched cards, or 

2. The accepted carrectians on keypunched cards ar 
tape after FIXDIME, ar 

3. A tape capy af the carrected GBF-File I. 

PART2 

A. The Census Bljreau furnishes the lacal caordinating 
agency the Address Range Edit (ADDEI)IT) Listing, 
and the FIXDIME Edit/Transactian Listing which 
includes any rejected records resulting from the Census 
Bureau's running af FiXDIME. 

S. At this time the Bureau also furnishes the agency with 
a reformatted versian of the carrected GBF.* 

C. The lacal agency reviews the ADDEDIT Listing and 
the rejects af the Census Bureau's FIXDIME Edit/ 
Transactian Listing and enters carrections on trqns
criptian farms using pracedures pravided by the 
Census Bureau: 

D. At this paint the lacal agency must decide whether ar 
nat it wants to perfarm the optianal task of adding ar 
carrecting the x-y coardinate values af the GBF nodes 
using. lacal reference sources showing knawn "absa
lute" values. If it chaoses to do. so, it fallaws the series 
af steps indicated under sectian A af Carrection 
Operatians-Part 3 (Optional). 

E. The lacal agency decides whether-

1. It will insert the corrections (including the caordi
nate carrections) into Its file locally using the 
FIXDIME II correction pragram and, when com
pleted, send the correctionsto the Bureau; ar 

2. Submit the carrections·to the Census Bureau 
with aut carrecting the lacal file; or 

3. Insert the carrectians into. its file lacally using the 
Bureau's· FIXDIME II pragram and, when com
pleted, submit a capyof the correctedGBF-File II 
to the Census Bureau. (Arrangements wauld have to. 
be made an an individual basis between the lacal 
agency and the Census Bureau regarding this alter
native.) 

F. If the .agency decides to. just submit the correctians to. 
the. CensLis Bureau, it merely farwards the trans
criPtian sheets ar keypunched cards (;antaining the 
carrectians. to. the Bureau. (Th'ese will. also include 
absolute caardinate~ if the agency used the aptian to. 
insert these values.) 

G. If the agency decides to carrect the file lacally, it 
punches the carrections into. data cards and uses 
FIXDIME II tacarrect the reformatted .GBF. The 
resulting autput is. a corrected GBF~File II and a 
FIXD.lME II Edit/Transactian Listing. 

'''Block number" and "map number" fields have been expanded to provide 
for suffixes in these fields: the "local 10" and "ward" fialds have been deleted, 
and the oilerall record slza has been Increased to 300 characters. 
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LOCAL CUE OPERATIONS 

CORRECTION OPERATIONS - Part 1 
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H. The rejects pf the FIXDIME II Edit/Transaction 
Listing are reviewed. If the review shows that 1:00 
many correction cards have been rejected, these cards 
are reviewed and corrected as necessary. Steps G and H 

3. The steps that follow are the same as, and form a 
part of, .correction Operations-Part 2, starting with 

step E. 

are repeated. ' 

B. Relative Coordinate Value Corr6ctions 

1. The ADDEDIT Listing is reviewed to identify nodes 
with missing or erroneous coordinate values. 

I. The accepted ADDEDIT (and absolute coordinate) 
correction punched cards (or computer tape), are 
forwarded to the Census BureaU, or alternatively, a 
copy of the corrected GBF-File II is forwarded to the 

Census Bureau. 

J. At this point the local agency must decide whether or 
not it wants to perform the optional task of adding or 
correcting the x-V coordinate values of the GBF nodes 
using the relative coordinate correction procedures and 
the FIXCORD program to insert coordinate value 
corrections into the corrected GBF-File II. If the 
agency chooses to do so, it follows the series of steps 
indicated under section B of Correction Opera
tions-Part 3 (Optional). If the agency chooses not to 
insert relative coordinate value corrections, the cor-

rection operation is completed. 

K. Part 2 of the correction operation is completed after 
the Census Bureau receives either-

1. The ADDEDIT (and Absolute Coordinate) Cor
rection Worksheets or keypunched cards, or 

2. The acltepted corrections on keypunched cards or 
tape after FIXDIME II, or 

3. A tape copy of the corrected GBF-File II. 

NOTE: When an agency selects the option to send the 
corrected records to the Census Bureau, and these correc
tions are not entered locally into the file, it must be under
stood that no computer tape of the corrected geographic 
base fi Ie wi II be supplied to the agency. The Bureau will 
store the correction inputs until after ,the update operation 
is completed. At that time a corrected tape will be made 
available on, a loan basis to those agencies that did not elect 
to insert the corrections and the updated information into 
their files. The loan tape is t9/be copied onto a local tape 
and returned to the CensUs B'dreau. It should also be under
stood that the loan tapes can only be made available folloW
ing a schedule which will not interfere with other operations 

of the Census Bureau. 

pART 3 (OPTIONAL) 

A.' Absolute Coordinate Value Corrections 

1. The agency reviews the AD'DEDIT LIsting to 
identify nodes with missing or erroneous coordinate 

values. 

2. The correct absolute valueS (whic\1 are obtained 
from a source independent of the Census Bureau) 
are transcribed onto transcriptions sheets provided 
by the Census Bureau as part of the Correction 

operations-part2~ 

2. The appropriate measurements to calculate x-V 
values are made and recorded on transcription 
forms provided by the Census Bureau. 

3. The local agency decides whether-

a. It will insert the corrections into its file locally 
using the Bureau's FIXCORD program, and 
when completed, submit the corrections to the 

Census Bureau, or 

b. submit the corrections to the Census Bureau 
without correcting the local file, or 

c.lnsert the corrections into its file locally using 
the Bureau's FIXCORD program, and when 
completed, submit a copY of the corrected 
GBF-File III to the Census Bureau. (Arrange
ments would have to be made on an individual 
basis between the local agencY and the Census 
Bureau regarding this alternative.) 

4. If the agency decides to just submit the corrections 
to the Census Bureau, it" merely forwards the 
transcription sheets or keypunched cards containing 
the corrections to the Bureau. 

5. If the agency decides to correct the file locally, it 
punches the corrections into data cards and uses 
FIXCORDto correct the file. The resulting output 
is a corrected GBF-File III and a FIXCORD 

Edit/Transaction Listing. 

6. The rejects of the F I XCO R DEdit/Transaction 
Listing are reviewed. If the review shoWS that too 
many correction cards have been rejected, these 
cards are reviewed and corrected as necessary. Steps 

5 and 6are repeated. 

7. The accepted relative coordinate corrections on 
keYPllnched cards (OJ, computer tape) are for
warcledto the Gensus Bureau, or alternatively , a 
coPY of the corrected GBF-File III is forwarded to 

the Census Bureau. 

8. Part 3 of the correction operation is completed 
after the Census Bureau received either-

a. TheFIXCORD Relative Coordinate Correction 
Worksheets or keypunched cards; or 

b. The accepted corrections on keypunched cards 
, or computer tape after FIXCORD, or 

c .. Afcipy of the corrected GBF-File III. 

LOCAL CUE OPERATIONS(CO~TINUED) 

OR 
ALTERNATIVELY 
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II. UPDATE OPERATIONS 

PHASE 1-UPDATE TO CURRENT DATE 

A. In accordance with Census Bureau specifications, the 
local agency updates the Metropolitan Map Series 
sheets to the current date, and as necessary, enters new 
node numbers and new block numbers on the updated 
maps. 

B. The Census Bureau provides the local coordinating 
agency the FIXDIME II (and FIXCORD) Edit/ 
Transaction Listing, which includes any rejected 
records resulting from .the Bureau's running of 
FIXDIME II (and FIXCORD). 

C. The local agency reviews the rejects of the FIXDIME II 
(and FIXCORD) Edit/Tr'i\nsaction liGting and .enters 
corrections on transcription forms using procedures 
provided by the Census Bureau. At this time, all new 
segments. and corrections resulting from the map 
update and node and block numbering are likewise 
entered on the transcription forms, using procedures 
provided by the Census Bureau. . 

D. The local agency decides whether-

E. 

.F. 

G. 

1. It will insert the corrected, updated segments into 
its file· locally, and when completed, submit the 
updated and corrected information to the Census 
Bureau, or 

2. Submit the corrected, updated information to the 
Census Bureau without inserting this information 
into the local file, or 

3. Insert the corrected,. updated information into its 
file locally, and when completed, submit a copy of 
the updated Geographic Base File to the Census 
Bureau. (Arrangements would have to be made. on 
an individual basis between the local agency and the 
Census Bureau regarding this alternative;) 

If the agency decides to first submit these data withou ~ 
updating its file locallY, it merely forwards the 
transcription sheets or keypunched cards containing 
this information to the Bureau. 

If the agency decides to update the file locally, it, 
punches the corrected and uJidated information into 
the data CClrds. . 

At this point in processing the file,. the agency must 
decide whether":" 

1. To use the Bureau's UPDIM~ and ADDEDIT 
computer programs for updating its file, or 

2. To use a combination of theFIXDIME II,FIX
CORD, TOPOEDIT, and ADDEDIT cOmputer 
programs to update its file. 

In either Jkse. the resulting OUtput is an JJpdate!i and 
edited GBF.TheUPDIMEprogram produces an Edit! 
Transaction Listing: TlleFIXDIME II, and FIXtORD 
programs will also produce separate Edit/Transaction 

Listings for each of the two respective programs at the 
end of each program run. The TOPOEDIT and 
ADDEDIT programs will produce Edit/Error Listings, 
with the different types of errors appropriately 
flagged. 

H. The rejected records from each of the Edit/Transaction 
Listings are reviewed. If the review shows that too 
many data cards have been rejected, these cards are 
reviewed and corrected as necessary. At the same time, 
the flagged records in the Edit/Error Listings are also 
reviewed and corrected. In both instances, steps G and 
Hare r:epeated. 

I. The accepted, corrected and updated data (in the form 
of keypunched cards or computer tape) are forwarded 
to the Census Bureau, or alternatively, a copy of the 
updated GBF file is forwarded to the Census Bureau. 
Phase 1 of the Update Operation is completed after the 
Census Bure~u re<;eives either-

1. The corrected nnd updated data worksheets or 
keypunched cards, or 

2. The corrected and updated data on keypunched 
cards after UPDI ME (or, alt~rnatively, the Quad
Program series), or 

3. A tape copy of the updated GBF. 

NOTE: If an agency has been cooperating with the Census 
Bureau and has been supplying corrections, updates and 
additions to the Bureau file, but has not inserted these 
corrections intoiis own file, the' Census Bureau at the 
completion of the update operations will provide on a loan 
basis a copy of the corrected and updated file. This loan 
tape is to be copied onto a local tape and returned to the 
Census Bureau. It should be understood that the loan tapes 
can only be made available following a schedule which will 
not interfere with the Census Bureau's other operations. 

PHASE 2-CONTINUING UPDATE 

The coordinating agency establishes the local mechanism 
through which continuing changes in local geography that 
occur are systematically identified and reported. These 
changes and additions are incorporated into the file on a 
periodic basis. 

A. In accordance with Census Bureau specifications,the 
local agency updates and maintains the Metropolitan 
Map Series sheets to the current date Dna regular and 
systematic basis, and as necessary, enters new node 
numbers and new block numbers on the updated maps. 

B. The Census BurealJprovide~ the local· coordinating 
agency an UPDIME (or FIXDIME il and FIXCORD) 
Edit/Transaction Listing, and TOPOEDIT and 
ADD EDIT Edit!Er,ror Listings which include any 
rejected records a(,idother discernible errors resulting 
from the Census Bureau's program edit series. 

C. ~ The local agency rllviews the rejects in the Edit/ 
Transaction Listings and the errors in the Edit/Error 
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many data cards have been rejected, these cards are 
reviewed and carrected as necessary. At the same time, 
the flagged recards in the Edit/Errar Listings are also. 
reviewed andcanected. In both instances; steps G and 

H are repeated. 

Listings and enters" the still needed corrections on 
transcription forms using procedures provided by the 
Census Bureau. These are held by the local agency 
pending the next cycle of update operations. The local 
agency will also add the cantinuing updated informa
tian to. the transcriptian farms following Census 

Bureau pracedures. 

D. The lacal agency decides whether-

.1. It will insert the corrected and updated segments 
into. its file lacally and when campleted, submit the 
updated and carrected data to. the Census Bureau, 

I. The accepted, corrected and updated data (in the farm 
of keypunched cards ar camputer tape) are farwarded 
to. the Census Bureauar, alternatively, a copy of .the 
updated GBF is farwarded to. the C~nsus Bureau. Phase 
2 af the Update Operation is campleted when, after 
each cycle, the Census Bureau receives ane or mare af 

ar 

2. Submit the carrected and updated infarm.atian to. 
the Census Bureau withaut updating the lacal file, 

ar 

3. Insert the corrected and updated infarmation into. 
its me lacally, and when campleted, !:ubmit a copy 
af the updated geagraphic base file to. the Census 
Bureau. (Arrangements would have to be made. an 
an indiVidual basis between the lacal agency and the 
Census Bureau regording this alternative.) 

E. If the agency decides to. submit these data to. the 
Census Bureau withaut updating the file locallY, it 
merely farwards the transcriptian sheets ar key
punched cards containing this infarmatian to. the 

Bureau. 

F. If the agency decides to. update the file lacally, it 
punches the carrected and updated informatian into. 

the data cards. 

G. At this paint in pracessing the file the agency must 

decide whether-

1. To use the Bureau's UPDI ME andADDEDIT 
computer pragrams far updating its file, ar 

2. Tause a combinationol the FIXDIME II, FIX
CORD, TOPOEDIT and ADDEDIT computer 
pragrams to. update its file. 

In either. case the resl,llting output is an updated and 
edited GBF. The UPDIME pragram praduces an 
Edit/Transactian Listing: The FIXDIME II and FIX
CORD pragrams will also. praduce separate Edit! 
Transactian \Jstings for each of the twa respective 

. pragrams at the end af each pragram run, The 
TOPOEDIT and ADDEDIT pragrams will praduce 
Edit/Err.or Listingsi·with the different types af errars 
apprapriately flagged; 

H. Therejectedrecards fram each of the Edit/Transaction 
Listings ar.e reviewed. If the. revie.w shaws that tao 

the fallowing: 

1. The updated transcriptian warksheets ar key

punched cards. 

2. The updated data an keypunched cards' or com
puter tape after UPDIME (or, alternatively, the 
Quad-Pragram Seriesl. 

3. A tape capy of the updated GRF. 

\II. EXTENSION OPERATION 

A. The Census Bureau furnishes the local coordinating 
agency with map .sheets far review that extend the 
Metrapolitan Map Series to the SMSA boundary. 

B. The local agency extends the coding limit line out to 
the SMSA boundary. In so doing, new node points and 
numbers are identified, and blacks beyond ·thase 
previously numbered on the Metropolitan Map Series 
are defined and numbered usjng procedures provided 

by the Census Bureau. 

NOTE: To promote standardization and to. encourage uni
versal use af these procedures, theCel1sus BurealJ will assist 
and review the locally defined blocks and block numbers. 
The Census Bureau cannot commit itself at this time to Lise 
the block definition or blocknumpers t;'at will be establish
ed locally, particularly It the Census Bureau's procedures are 
not followed closely. However, if changes in black numbers 
later do take place, then the Census Bureau will provide the 
local coordinating agency with an equivalency table of the 

changes made. 

C. New segments are entered on transcription forms using 
procedures provided by the Census Bureau, 

D. The steps that falloW. in the extensian operations are 
the same as, and farm a part of, the Continuing Update 
Operations,starting with Step D. Once this stage is 
reached it becomes a. matter. of continuous recycling 
thraugh the update and extensian operations .. 
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Question Period 

Mr. Hearle-Thank yoU, fc,>r a magnificent overview of the 
status, and that very appropriate closing. One of the 
thoughts that came most strongly to me was the fact that 
we are in a new kind of intergovernmental ball game noW 
where the Federal Government and the State and local 
government are together trying to establish what could be 
called a statistical system; or at least a system that requires 
the active continuing substantial involvement of both to 
make it work for either. And that is an organizational, a 
management; and indeed a political problem as well as a 

Mr. Strohbusch-Can I ask one more question on that? 
The Three Rivers Coordinating Council is the area transpor
tatio'o planning agency and there seems to be a lot of tie-in 
or possible potential tie-in between DIME file and GBF with 
the concept of transportation planning as carried out by the 
Federal Highway Administration and UMT A. Has there 
been any ·cooperation between the Census Bureau and the 
Department of Transportation to mesh these two together, 
shall we say? ' ' 

technical problem. ' 

. Mr. Meyer observed that the technical problems that have 
inevitably risen to the fore in the last several years are 
largely solved. i suspect he means principally from the 
Census Bureau side; that is to say, the technology from the 
Census Bureau side is in good shape, but there may be a 
different variety of technology that has to arise from t.he 
local side in terms of the use, the application or, if you will, 
the meshing ,of the GBF products from the Census Burea,U 
side with the local data and the local data systems. 

I think one of the things which this conference might 
usefully explore, particularly since we have some living, 
breathing local officials here, is the extent to which you, 
ladies and gentlemen, who have to make it work in'order to 
get the dollars from your political executives, hoW you see 
it proceeding and what you see being required both from 
the Federal side, other than more dollars (it's sterile to 
assert simply we need more dollars from Washington). What 
do you need from the Federal side to mesh what they are 
doing better with what you are doing and want to do to 

,make it work for you so that your local political executives 
will see the value and, therefore, provide the support? 

Mr. Carlberg-In your list of computer programs, I guess 
thEi implication was that all of these are currently available 
except UPDIME. Is ADDEDIT something that has been 
distributed or is the processing to be done only at the 

Census Bureau? 

Mr. Meyer-A COBOL version of ADDEDIT designed for 
local use has been written and is now being tested. It will be 

available this summer. 

Mr. Strohbusch-The 'question I want to ask is what level 
are you speaking about when yoU talk ,about financial 

assistance to local areas? 

Mr. Meyer-That's a good question, and I really don't 
know. the answer. It depends on the amount of funding that 
is finally appropriated and upon the size of the GBF/DIME 
file. If. our funding request is fully granted We would expect 
to ,provide an average, over all areas, of approximately 
$10,000 per update cycle. It 1snot going to be enough in 
many areas to funcl the entire program. However, it isgoing 
to enable you to get back to the people you work for and 
say "Look, the Census Bureau isn't just asking us to do 
something. They are trying to give usa little help so that we 
can get started." , 

Mr:Meyer-The answer is definitely yes. The Department 
,of Transportation was one of the agencies which provided 
major funding for the establishment of the GBF/DIME file 
originally. There has been and continues to be a great deal 
of cooperation between our agencies. DOT also considers 
GBF/DIME files to be an important tool in local transporta
tion planning programs. However, with your permission, I 
would like to leave the specifics of the GBF/DIME
Transportation interaction to the people who are here from 
DOT and the transportation planning agencies can describe 
them much better than I can. 

Mr. Kelly-Is direct technical assistance available to 
municipal agencies rather than just funding? 

Mr. Meyer-Again the answer is yes. We do send out staff 
members from Geography Divisioli to assist with local 
agencies with their GBF/DIME system operations. Other i 

organizations within the Census Bureau provide programs ' 
and technical advice for using the GBF/.DIME file. The Data ; 
User Services Division for example has on the shelf pro
grams such as ADMATCH programs, designed to help local i 
agencies utilize the file for management information and 

planning purposes. 

Mr. Westerfeld-My question pertains to the Bureau's 
distribution of the Metropolitan' Map Sheets, themselves, 
rather than updates of the geographic base file. I'm thinking 
of the availability of high quality updates of the mapsin the 
nature of the 1970 censUS block maps, but before the 1980 
series comes along. I want to distinguish between these that 
are more user oriented and maps that have the node num
bers on them which become too ';busy" and cluttered to 
make much sense ,out of them. If they were available, it 
wouldn't be for the people using and maintaining the files, 
but for those who need to use updated statistical maps in 
their own right. Do you have a distrib,ution schedule? 

Mr. Silver-Are you talking about having a sepa~ate set of 
maps from what we have now? A set with no node dots and 
numbers, etc?, " 

, Mr. Westerfeld-Yes, updated and revised from the ones 
that were out in 1970. 

Mr. Silver-We could provide these. All we would have to 
~o is take off that 'one layer of the cake, so to speak, the 
overlay that has the node dots and numbers on it. We could 
th,!n produce the map sheets you described. But this would 
have to beat the cost of reproduction. 

Mr. Meyer-Let me ask u· 
answer to which might lead ~o~ estlo~. of .the audience, the 
procedures. Would those of modification of oUr present 
agencies find an updated seioo~ who are. here from local 
number overlay to be useful? PI map~ Without the node 
agree . .Quite a few. Well we will ease r~lse your hands if you 
it. Now that we are aw~re of see,!, at can be done about 
the necessary funding. your rnterest we will look for 

Mr. Meyer-Our plans n 'I for the entire SMSA, Th' ow Inc ude development of. files 
within the SMSA reg~rdl~~~ ~Ot~l~i o~ co~~e c~ver .all cities 
for the generation of address fI r slze.e hlstoncal basis 
back requirements of the 1970

1 ~s wer~ the mailout mail
the Bureau enumerated' ecenoral census. In 1970, 
of the United States b~b~:il60ler~~nt of thl:J population 
Bureau hopes to enumt'.rate 'ab - ,or e 1980 census, the 
lation of thp. United St~tes b Ol~t ~o _rercent of the popu
wil~ nee~ to develop files for ~i~:~ ~f ~;~oc~this goal we 
their environs as well. ' or more and 

Ms. Strickler-So if a communit' " 
at the present time the file ' Id· Y IS not wl,thm an SMSA 

! wou not be applicable. 

Mr. Meyer-That is correct. 

sm~r'c~~~~~~~~/~~!fih~SisS~~i~~I~~~ questilon!couldn't a 
Census Bureau programs on -t ' popu atlon, use the I s own to produce aGBF? 

ThMr. Meyer-Oh, yes. I am sorry if I misunderstood ou 

reg:r~I~~~r~~~o:e::II~~~e ~~y a~licable ~o any SIZ/ fil~ 
resources that we ld' " ,owever, 10 terms of 1he 
pation would havec~~ b;~,ke,t~fIIC:le, our direct partici-

programs and procedures an~~~I~ ~s ~~c~:s:~,uld Pldrovide cou . 

Mr. Hearle-Could I follow up on that ue f 7 

:a~eB ~nYo~~~~~ie~ce ~fa city that has set ~bo~;~~ 'e~~b~i~~ 
done that, that can ebe ;en;~:te~U~~~u system? Has anybody 

Mr. Meyer-The answer is ' b I enough with the d 'I ,yes, ut am not familiar 
discuss this later ifl~:!1 :es:~ore~ort on it: Perhaps we could 
knowledge of some of n. am sure that Mr. Cooke has 
others in the audience w~~ecsOeUaldreals, andp?rhaps there are , " , a so contnbute. 

Mr. Carlberg-Could you ,. k"'· status on DIME fI ' ' give us a rnd of thumbnail 
Ie update; that is, how many DIME files 
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there are all to.gether and ho - - ' 
update, how many have be~nmany a~el~ vanous stages of 
many of them are being extende~o~rPhete Ybupdated, how ave een extended? 

of ~h~ M1~Y7eOr-When the files were established at the time 
census 233 SMSA's w I' 'bi 

have established GBF/DIME fI . 19 ere e Igl ~ and could 
196 1 05 are now I e~, 6 of them did. Of those 
Pi!t~ in the CUE p~~~;:~tl~~~t~ve or have agreed to partici
the correction process and 7€ or t~:v~~ompleted pa.rt 1 or 
address range edit operation of which 15a~e completrng ~he 
through the address range ed't ' ave run t~e files 
locate and . I program a second time to 
addition 'ei9rh;~~:w~~e reSidual errors from the file, In 

, areas are now participatin ,- th 

~i:!:~E~~n::~~f ~~~'I'~;~:~:"~~~"~~~~I~~~:~;~ ~ 
areas over this e :rogra~ represent an increase of about 35 

includes a detaile~~~o~re~~~e~:r~~r ago. The formal paper 

Mr. Weaver-In your presentation 
Horwood's remark about the . .' y?U ~uoted Dr. 
privat~ and public sector I ' competitive sltu.atlon between 

!~e private sector's pa;ti~i~~~i~~r~~ut~~r~I~~ t~r:~~a~ce 
th~~~ ~~~t t~~~I~rganization contacts being made or an~~ 
flexible for fUnding~~~ep:~t~cil~~~~~ttact easier or more 

Mr. Meyer-With fairly rare -
Bureau can work only with exceptions, the Census 
almost always the council f one agency per area. This is 
regional group. Otherwise Ow governm;nts or ~ome similar 
coordination on a nationwide ~ c~ul~n t exercise effective 
now 270 SMSA's' Even f aSls. or example, there are 

bl" ' .. as ew as 10 different ag . 
pu IC and Private, representing diffe' d' ellCles, 
lapping ,geogr~phic areas within th~rn~~~A perhaps over-
::~mptrng to mtegrate the activities of almost ;g~bd o;n:a~ 

Ions-a guarantee of com let II ' g or-
inqUiries, to the appropriate IPoc el co ad~se. so, we, refer 

al 0 th t h 
. "a coor rnator remar'kl' 

, sat e coordrnator will be d I" h ' , . ng 
mterest and possible collaborat' " e Igh ted to hear of your Ion In t e program. 

Mr. Weaver-If I may proceed r I f 
really interested in is the prom t~I,tt: ~rther. What I was 
technology nationwide and to ~~~~ ~th~ e_ t~chnology as a 
the banking interest th' r In erests aware~ 
them aware of the t:~hn~l~g~n~1 and loan i~ter.ests-making 
private sector can come to thO B so promotrng It so that the 
doing :this, etc. ' e ureau t9 ask who is locally 

Mr. Meyer-Yes the Bu 
in t~is area: T~is c~nferenc~e~uo~~p:x~~sp~:~~~v~ ~rougram 
ServlGes DIVISion throu h" .'. a a, sers 
knowledg~ of the' GBF/6IM~SfjUbMllcatvlon.s also promotes 
that r ' _' , " I es., r. olght, the Chief of 
area °DguasnDlzatll,on, Wlldl be talking, about his activ, ities in that 

. , a so con ucts GBF/DIME k ' " 
regular intervals which include ' , _ Wor ~hops, at fairly 
private sector. ,seSSions directed to the 
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The Massachusetts Program 

THOMAS HUMPHREY 

INTRODUCTION 

The Massachusetts Bureau of Transportation Planr.·hg 
and Development (BTP&D), an administrative unit of the 
Massachusetts Department of Public Works, is the State 
agency having the responsibility for undertaking compre
hensive transportation planning for all modes of transpor
tation throughout the Commonwealth. This responsibility 
Includes both systems planning (the development of long
range plans and programs) .as well as.:?roject planning (the 
development of short-range plans and programs) through 
the completion, of environmental impact statements. 

The BTP&D was established in 1964 by the State legisla
ture, in part, as a result of the requirements of., the 1962 
Federal Aid Highway Act which mandated that al\ proposals 
for Federal-Aid highway programs must be based upon a 
comprehensive, cooperative, continuing (3C), transportation 
planning process. The early and mid-1960's saW the 
development of urban transportation studies that resulted in 
the collection of transportation, land use, social, economic 
and demographic data that filled numerous file cabinets and 
numerous reels of magnetic computer tape. Unfortunately 
in Massachusetts, as well as in most otherStates, the results 
of the "old" urban transportation s.tudieswere not used as 
effectively as they might have been. One of the reasons for 
this situation, in my view, was that it was very difficult to 
maintain the momentum generated by the initial urban 
studies. There were numerous sets of data and models 
available, but not nearly enough people or expertise avail
able to use all that information effectively or on a contin-
uing basis; 

The utility of the products of the old urban studies was 
limited byqLit!\ltions of credibility. It took a long time to 
collect. the delta needed to do transportation planning; find 
sometimes 101,ger to analyze the data. Thus, the question of 
timeliness was always present. Additionally, many ques
tioned the results obtained from the urban studies in terms 
of adequate' participation by citizens, local-' and state
elected and appointed officials, and other interest groups. 
There was'tl,ie question of the fiscal reality of some of the 
transportatiM plans developed; and fimHly, there were 
questions reilated to the social and environmental costs and 
impacts. of transportation plans that had to be considered. 

After tn,e appointment of Alan Altshuler as the first 
Massachusetts Secretary of the Executive Office of Trans
portation iand Construction (EOTC),and Bruce Campbell as 
Commissi9nerof the Department of public works (DPW), 

. the BTP~lD's transportation pianniog process was reviewed 
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and evaluated and major institutional and technical changes 
were initiated to revitalize the 3C'process statewide. Since 
the development of transportation plan and program 
alternatives depend not only upon future desired devel
opment patterns, it was decided that the transportation 
planning process would have to be expanded to include 
interdisciplinary inputs from other State, regional and 10c&1 
agencies; thereby, providing broader technical expertise 
upon which to baso policy decisions. At the same time, it 
was decided that, the process would have to be expanded to 
provide a mechanism for full and open participation by 
citizens and elected and appointed officials at the' State, 
regional,and local levels. During the past year we have made 
great strides towards achieving the overall goals summarized 
above. 

One of our goals is to pull together State programs and 
assist .in the integration of meshing of Federal, State, 
regional, and local planning programs. Consequently, at the 
State level, the BTP&D is coordinating its planning and 
policy development with the policies and plans developed 
by the Governor's Resource Management Policy Council 
(RMPC). The RMPC, formed in '1973, is made up of those 
State Cabinet Secretaries and their representatives having 
responsibility for resource management planning. 
Ultimat'.!ly, it is hoped that from the cooperative Resource 
Management Policy Council efforts, comprehensive state
wide land use and related development policies and plans 
can be developed with full consideration of theinterrela-
tionships of all functional planning programs. . 

At the regional level; the BTP&D has endeavored to 
broaden transportation planning through the compre
hensjve, cooperative, continuing "3C" planning process 
guided by !i~oi,nt Transportation Planning Advisory GrouP 
(TPAG) in each\:-{ the 13 planning regions that encompass 
the entire. State. 'I.\:1e TP AG which was established by a 
Momorandum of Unll':lrstanding signed by the Secretary of 
Transportation and Construction, the Commissioner .of the 
DPW,' and the President of the RPA (plus the Chairman of 
the MBTA in the Boston Region) is a regional forum estab
lished to provide policY advice to the signatories on all 
matters related to the development ot transportation goals, 
objectives; policies, issues, plans and programs. . 

Having taken what· we feel is a lead role in providing 
expanded intergqvernmentaltools for comprehensive 
transportation planning, the EOTC/DPW has .inititated a 
complementary effort in the field of data collection. A key 
element in this expanded continuing planning program is 
the maintenance and updating of planning data reflecting ~";:: 

current and future conditions The BTP&D h 
thlat planning data files be maintained update~S !:~~o:ed 
re ated by using the Census Burea~'s . . 10 er-
(DIME) file system The BTP& •. geographic base 
development of th~ GBF f MD onglnally assisted in the 
ltd' . or assachusetts and we have a 
ong s an 109 commitment to using it as fully as possible. 

We fee.1 that such a geographically based system should be 
ured to I~~errelate varioUS agency fifes. It'will provide for 
f~:fcfl~~~~t~f ~~~~een planning regi?ns and facilitate the 

II I IS' r~atlon between IOterested agencies at 
a eve s- tate, regional and local It '11 d . , 
ciencies caused by dupli l' f'ff WI re uce lOeffl-f . ca Ion 0 e orts stemming from 
use 0 ,Incompatible data fifes; thus it sh~lIld edu ?olle~tlOnl co~ts, Finally, we feel that it will act ~s a ~:ta~~~~ 
10, eve oplOg a statewide planning process allowin 
ultimately for a federation of various agency files. g 

BT~o test th; pote.ntial for such a system, in 1973 the 
&~ contlOued Its leaQl role in supporting GBF/DIME 

~panslo/nL by creating a pilot project in the communities of 
gawa~ ongmeadow, successfully linking road inventor 

data With censUs data through use of the GBF/DIME, y 

BUREAU OF TRANSPORTATION PLANNING AND 
DEVELOPMENT CENSUS NEEDS 

We have introduced the concept f h' 
lection and analysis of d tt 0 ~eograp I~al col-
regional planning throU~ha t~eCoRmJ~~e~!v~ state~de and 
commitment .a~d, in,vestment will be'a catal~~: f~ra~n~e~~ 
agency, multidiSCiplinary use of this technical sup f 
f;~~es:: FUI~ ~articipation by other State agencie/i~r ;~: 
a g:~g~~~hical at~ a,nd information systems rationalized on 

. . aSls was proposed to. other State d 
~e~I:>nal agencies by the BTP&D in 1972 It' ~n 
initiated as part of our 1974 work effort.' IS now being 

The BTP&D 5-year wo k I 
commitment to updating r a:;~~;:~~~s ;~; a substanti~1 
~ase (DI~E) (file to cover the entire State The w~~~g;~~~t~ 
(t~~0~8WetAe f.or nd7arly so) by the end of. c~lendar year 1975 

, un Ing year). Our plan to d h 
graphic base (DIME) fl' ,expan t e geo' 
urbanized I e to cover the entire State not just 

,areas, corresponds with our rna' 1"' 
of the past 2 years-that i th ,Jor po ICY thrust 
port f I' s, e expansIon of the 3C trans, 
I a .Ion p ~nnlng process to CDver each of the State'$13 

~;~~~)~ regions (9 of which contain urbanized areas, and 4 

While ,the Federal Government, through its 1/3C" 
~~~ A~tlOnPlan, requi~en:ents,hlls called for an int~~~~t~S~ 

rd I ~ ated, ~ nterdlsclplinary transportation Ianni 
process 10 ur!;1<lOlzed areas, the BTP&Dhas tak tPh' F nd

g 

eral mandate b t f' en e emand ne S ep urther to better represent its State 
tatio ate to, carry out ,comprehensive statewide transpor-
regio~sPI~~~I~i' t by .~ettlOg up ,a pr~cess stfltewide in all 13 
the' 'd .... a eWI. e and reglonwlde approach recognizes 
rura In~ ~qua,cy f~r planning purposes of arbitrary urban
Statl d~tlOctlonslO a. relatively small but highly urbanized 
stude!:. 'tS a r~sult the BTP&D has broadened urbanized area 

es 0 regional studies. 

Sid!h~ expansion of the G B,F file. to cover the State is con
re by us to be the. first substantial step [n building 

EXPANDING THE GEOGRAPHIC BASE FILE $YSTEM 

In both the BTP&D's annual and 5-year work 
funds have b~en programmed to expand the G~~ofi~!~~ ,,-

$
cover the entire State. For calendar year 1974 d ". 
f 1 OO,~OO has been allocated and approl!i.d by thae ~~W~ 
o~ thiS purpose. While coordinating the effort of edit' 
~~A;xPsand~nf,g the flies, we are working closely with thel~g 

s. peci IC work elements with . ~ukPo~t are being developed in each HP~~~~~~~~ t:~~~~r~ 
a e t ?se tasks. Hopefully, total RPA contracts for ~o 
pr~~enslve transport~tion planning will be expanded to $2 
~I ~on per y;~r, With the addition of UMTA to FHWA 
un s. A portion of the funds will be d d 

atic, ~xtension of the GBF over the ne~~O!:ve~~ a system-
~1~~~!0~die~eral municipalitiE)s., (Fall River,.sprin~fY~~s~~~ 
't ~e aVe already begun some work on their ow~ We 
dnu e~ ;,0 cooferate fully with them and attempt to a~oid 
an~el~~ ~~~ ~ur::o~i ~~e~:~:~s:ossible through the assist-

fHE EXPANDED GEOGRAPHIC BASE FILE SYSTEM 
IN OPERATION 

, For transporta~iol1 planning and other functional lan
nlng needs, a ~aslc geographic information collectio/unit 
~ust be established to facilitate interdisciplinary planning 
~r our p(urposes we are calling this unit a small area anal' 

YSIS zone SAAZ), -

Th~ SAAZ will be thesmaflest unit within which eo 
g~aphlca,IIY based comprehensive pl.anning analysis can iak~ 
p ~ce usmg all available forms of information Each ag 
Will, be able to ag~regate SAAZ's to whatever I~vel nece:s~CY 
for It~ own analytical purposes. In the case of transportati~ 
pI~~~n,g, .ourlowest level of interest is the traffic zone 
w IC mCldenta.lly ",:,ill of~en be no larger than .one SAAZ 
and, therefore, Identl,cal With it in most cases, It is intended 
to h.~e gen,eral consistency and specific congruency where 
POS~I ,e, usmg tracts, blocks, traffic zones and small area 
an~ YSIS zones s~ ~hat the developmel'lt of any system of 
regional and munlclpa) sub~ivisions or data cells will provide 
most of the geographiC delineation reqUired .for the others. 

The SAAZ. and geographic base (DIME) fife provide a 
~~ns of relatmg and defining different area units while the 
~at;.ess and street location attributes permit agg(egatkm of 

,Through much of the State the SAAZ will be the 
size as, an? thus identical with,' a minor civil division(~~~i 
or.a t~afflC zone., In highly urbanized areas, it will be of 
;:~~i,slty, ~mhaller, often perhaps as small as and again often 

. lea Wit a "ensus block. The SAAZ's can be aggregated 
to MCD level or higher-its boundaries are also coterminus 
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with the standard units of the CensUS Bureau (blocks, block 
groupS, enumeration districts, MCD's). 

Future network and travel patterns and volumes are prod
ucts of the multidisciplinary, comprehensjlJe process noW 
established in transportation planning. This process provides 
land use goals, objectives, policies, plans and programs from 
which transportation facilities will be planned, designed, 
and constructed. Of major importance to long·range trans· 
portation planning is the projected future functional classifi
cation of all transportation systems. Functional systems 
classification must relate to the State, regional, and local 
land use and socioeconomic forecasts and goals, and 
predicted patterns of development derived frorn the aggre· 

development of geographically.oriented data base'iHes.T~' 
determine future transportatipn needs, data and itif6;" .. 
mati on must be located geographicallY and the various econ· 
omic, 'environmental, demographic and land ,use factors for 
these geographic alternatives must be known and con· 
sidered. The GBF provides a geographic framework in which 
the data can be tagged for identification. 

gated SAAZ, regional and State analyses. 

Other agencies,maY have varying requirements for geo, 
graphically based data. Since it is required for open space, 
economic development, and housing needs analysis, for 
example, it is' obvioUS that ,others can and should use the 
same system-the geographic base (DIME) file. Meanwhile 
EOTC/DPW will continue to assist in the deiJelopment of 
this file-considered of critical importance to our data 
needs'::::and to advocate ,interagency, multidisciplinary use of 
this basic resource for State and regional comprehensive \ 

CONCLUSION, 
To conclude, we believe that our comprehensive trans

portation planning program is taking a lead role in the 
planning. 

Question Period 

Mr. Hearle-How are you handling this decentralized 
transportation planning through the regions in communities 
where the Census Bureau had no geographic base file 

program? 

Mr. Humphrey-That is a good question, and in order to 
give 8 good answer, I would like to call upon either Ms. Vigil 
or Mr; Harward, if you would like torespond to that. We do 
have plans for that covering areas outside the SMSA's. 

Massachusetts municipality with a population over 1,000. 
As yoU knoW, the town is the significant governinental unit 
and, therefore, the significant data collection unit in New 
England, and we believe that this phenomenon should be 
reflected in the census tracting. We would urge that, where 
necessary, two or three .small towns be placed In one tract 
wl)ich could later be split along municipal lines. In the case 
of Mount Washington with a 1970 'population of 52, there 
are options of three or four towns with similar rural charac· 
teristics which would make one, tract of ~dequate size 

(1,500 to 3,500). . 
Mr. Harward-Basically we intend to implement through 

the Regional Planning Agencies. The Census Bureau is: going 
to furnish the training and overalrsupervision of the infor
mation.' The Bureau of Transportation and Planning is going 
to fund this program through the Regional Planning Agen· 
cies. I n some of the Planning Regions the core city seems, to 
be taking the lead role in developing the ~BF/DIME. We 
hope to get down to the level of the smallest towns in 
Massachusetts. Talking about 25,000 population, we have a 
town with 35 people, and we intend to get to this level. At 
some point we hope to update the existing file; extend it to 
the limits of. the sMSI:\; and as a third effort, go outside the 
SMSA, where I feel we clre going to have the most ,trouble. 

Mr. Humphrey-We are talking about a 2· to 5·yeartime 

frame to try to complete this work. 

Mr. Madigtln-I might add a comment on what Mr. 
Harward said. I was involved in 1966 in the expansion of 
census tracts to, coverall of Worcester County; at that time 
mo~tof the 10 urban c9untres in the State weretracted, 
although there remained conspicuous gaps. Conforming to , 
the Bureau of the Census rule that the average tract size in 
an area must be over 4,000 population, we were able to 
establish not only a separate census tract for each munici
pality of 1,000 or more people but also several special tracts 
of lessth~n aVerage population for institutional populations, 
We need to have a, push between now and 1976 tofinjsh 
tr'lcting the rest of this State so that tract data-especially 
sample data-Will be available from the next census for each 

Mr. Humphrey-I might point out that we are going to be 
depending upon the Regional Planning Agencies to provide 
us with a lot of assistance in the work that I have ,covered 
briefly this morning. They are best equipped to do a lot of 
the work. We hope to provide the guidelines, technical assis· 
tance and the money to fund this thing. 

Mr. Hearle-Is it your plan to extend the'Gensus Bureau 
model of the Metropolitan Map Series in terms. of scale and. 
other chara.cteristics to the balance of the area that you 
cover with nBF's,or are you going to. develop a different 

mapping system? 

Mr. Harward-Another project tliatwe have is updating 
our general highways series. We are converting it from a 
count'! to a regional series. The needs of the Census Bureau 
will be taken into full consideration when we develop these 

maps. 

Mr. Thyagarejan~ls the State of Massa.chusetts thinking 
or has it thought about the funding of the files from sources 
besides transportation monies, such as LEAA iunds and 
health planning funds, HEW, HUD and a whole varIety of 
other sources? Or are yOU entirely dependent on transpor· 

tation planning funds? 

. ,Mr. Huinphrey~We are using the transportation funds 
that we have available as a catalyst to try and get this thing 

moving b6.:ause we feel that h" 
program for transportation pi t I~ IS a very important 
working with the Resour e annIng purposes. We are 
which is a ,cabinet level ad ~~c Managem?nt. ~olicy Council, 
we c.an't get additional fund·group of IndiViduals, to see if 
O'Bnen will cover that tom Ing, and hopefully Mr. Tom 
the Director of Office of s~~~0~i3fte:noon. Mr. O'Brien is 
and he has a real interest in t~' annl!1.g

and 
Management, 

what other funding is available
ls ~ery Issue.J am not sure 

closely with Mr. Tom O'Brien' ut we. are working very 
funds inorderto complete thO ' and I thInk we should get , IS program. ' 

Ms. Strickler-Are you d" 
Criminal Justice Planning Ar co?r'MInatIng With the seven eas In assachusetts? 

Mr; Humphrey-I don't thi k planning boundaries in M. n , so. We have all kinds of 
several inches thick assachu~etts. There is a book 
showing different k'in~~e o~ag~u~~In~ a map of the State 
another. There are health I . anes of one purpose or 
planning boundaries (the r pannIng boundaries, regional 
there are all kinds of bO~~~n~ that we are dealing with); 
under way within the Statet~nes'h Another effort that is 
ment Policy Council is raug the Resow'ce Manage· 

pl
' . ,an attempt to try t' 'f h 

annIng regions or these pia n' . ,0 unl y t ese 
members of my staff her kn mg boun~anes. Unless other 
we are. e now otherlf.lise, I don't beleive 

Mr. «ondo-One of our bl . " 
what sort of planning distri~~o ems;Is to fInd out exactly 
~he State. One of the things tha~re b~mg used by agencies in 
IS the Law Enforcement'Dlst . t we ave not yet considered 
aware- of its existence. I thi t c beca.use we really were not 
people in other agenc'ies w~o ~e arde'ffInterest~d in talking to 
to see hoV){ we can coord' t ave I erent areal units, and 
in t' Inae our work As M H 

en loned, the special area anal' .' r. unphrey 
with that thought in mind th t ~SIS zones, were developed 
common basic unit of a ' b a IS, .to try to develop some 
data. rea y which we ,can interchange 

At this point we h . ment Districts. Howev:~e not conslder?d the Law Er,lforce· 
more about them and ho:e :~Uld b? Interested in I/Iarntng 
our zonal setup., If an bod can Incorporate ~hl'~ into 
we are not cognizant or pleaY elise has other areal units,:!hat , se at us·know; 

Mr. Harward-I would like d - . 
has, said. The Bureau of to a d .to what Mr. Humphrey 
opmentis running on h:~;~~ortftlon Planning and Devel· 
ately so. If we go full s ee" rott e on this thing, deliber· 
?ver the whole thing- ~nd d

t 
we ?re nervous 'lbout just taking 

Into tr.€'ffic zones. That is, ournIn~ small area analysis zones 
~ave happen. We wish oth ne thIn~ that we don't want to 
mput to this thing thro~r h~gencles wouldr,: ,us some 
Council. Otherwise we .g the. Resource :,',;lanagement 
is not a thing that ~e wa~tetJu~t gOIng to control it, and that 

_ 0 o. 

Mr. Humphrey-There .. we attempt to develo· ou~re certaIn t~Ings we ~ave to do as 
we want to move ca~fu . transportation plannIng program; 
compatible with other !Ig~ to. make sure that what we do is 
'Overlap., . ' nCles, so we don't duplicate or 

Mr. Cooke-If you w k d . find out that it is or e .wlth the GBFfDIME file you 
.,. a.pretty Simple technical. matter to add 
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special area cpdes Ii I . • 
DIME. The proble~ ~c~n:so;rIme .DIS~riCtS, to the GBFf 
that is going to use the part' ~oordmatlOn with the agency 
is,. however, one very difficUl~u/r ~p.ecial area codes. There 
Will face in, Massachusetts' e~ n~cal problem, which we 
Mount Washington Town ' we , .on t even have to go to 
BostonSMSA, in Bedford t~o~a~e It. You face it within the 
route post office delivery rathe~:~ance'hw\here there is rural 
name system; an a ouse number/street 

To restate this one· f th' . 
GBF/DIME is in a,ddress ~Odi e blgge.st applications of the 
are address.related into cens~;' ~~at lSI transrat~ng data that 
ously, you canna't do address c ~Sk o~f coordInates. Obvi· 
addresses; I was wonderin 'f 0 Ing I ycu do not have 
tacking this problem someh;w; you were considering, at-

. Mr. Humphrey-We anticipate I tlOn about that. ,Of course a ot of problems, no ques· 
thing from this conferenc~ w~ are hoping to learn some
advantage of the ex ertise • .e are. also hoping to take 
government and !ithin !~at IS a.vallable within the State 
Regions to help us overc,ome s~ var~ofutsh Regional Planning me 0 ese problems. 

Mr. Strohbusch-We h' 
Fort Wayne. We are surr~~~de~VIng that same problem in 
are working with the Count PI by ~ very rural area, and we 
they will give a buildin y . annIng ~ommission. Before 
even though it may be g1~~~1~ they assign a street address, 
such, but it is helping us W ' one~ Ro?d or something as 
accepted' however I thO k' 'f e feel It Will take time to be 

. ' , In I you work 'th h 
nIng agencies, they might b bl ' WI. t e local plan-e a e to help With that problem. 

'MI'. Hearle-This is a ve . 'f . raises. I wonder if we co ~ signI Icant Issue that Mr. Cooke 
tive knowledge b in . ~, ?dvance the state of our collec
versal among the ~oc~wnng !f the I'lractite seems to be uni· 
street address is a crea~r~~c~~s t~hai you represent that the 
local agency, I understand in Ie/cal ~gg.ncy, and which 
Agency. Is that correct? Do n mna. I~ IS the Planning 
street and everybody a - ? H they offiCially number the 
is a function of the pl_ gr~es ow about Massachusetts? It 
who is the official "n~ng agency or the city :ngineer, or 
addresses? w ,0 controls the designatioI;1 of 

Mr. Controvich-In M h ," Department of Streets an~ssac ~sett~ It 'IS normi\l!y the 
of Public Works which . EnhgIneenng or the Department 

,assigns t e address sequence. 

Mr. Hearle-So in the case h . who do you ask to h ,t a,t you raised, Mr. Cooke 
addresses? Is there a C~yange}he {Ural routes into street 
0:ticial? Who is the guy th~g~~~er Is that the, appropriate 
hiS drafting pen and do the job? to be persuaded to get out 

Mr. Kelly-They are ou+side f .. 
counti.es in the United State's don~ h mUnICipal. limits. Most 
It has got to come fromthe St t . ave that kIndof action. 
are State maintained., a e SInce most ofthose roads 

Mr. Hearle-That is helpful. In '.'. 
the county engineer performs t many sections, however, 
por<:tted area outside of the mu h,.e ',funl.ctlon for the unincor.nICIpa Ity. 
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o f 3000 counties in the United States, 
hO~r~~e~I~~y~~ ~hlnk ha~e a county engineer? 

Mr. Hearle-Several hundred? 

I Massachus~tts we don't have any unin
Mr, Harward- n h' h makes the Census Bureau and 

~~~~~~~~~ el~~e~~~e ~s ~ecause it just confuses things. 

Mr.Westerfeld-The practice ~~e~%~~tn~~;~~c~ii~o':- ~~i 
ation that hass~r.onf .coun::a~ce is that the responsibility is 
divisions of pohtlC~ nnpo .' ublic works agenci~s. 
divided between either planning .or p, ,..> tlie Post 
Although in some instances neither moves, so 

Office Department gets in ami assigns o~ i:s own preroga

tive. 

Mr. Kunz-The situation in the. counties o~ N~~s~~t at~~ 
Suffolk, N.Y., where I am from; I: ~~:~:et fr~~ the Post 
numbers assig~ed u!'lesds fe gyet ~~o~'t know whether there 
Office to provide City elver.. . frst have to 
is a similar situation in otheEf a~ea~, b~rt 1Y~~ I~cal munici
have that agreement here .. ac .? o. bers bUt 
palities has the power and the ability ~~~s~~~;eU~st Office 
they will not do it unless they are pus . t four 115 

h ment At present 25 percen .0 
~~~t;le:r!a:td~g~e;t h,W~ city delive!y, a~d. we c~.nnot possi

. bly code them until we get some klOd 0 IOcen Ive. 

( u 
. ' 
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Pragmatic Use of the DIME File 

JACK SCHOFI~,LD 

1'1: gives me a great deal of pleasure and it is a privilege to 
have traveled from Las Vegas to be with you and to be one 
of you here at this important conference. I would like to 
begin my presentation with a welcome from the Honorable 
Mike O'Caliaghan, Governor of the State of Nevada, whom I 
.had the privilege of teaching school with back in the fifties, 
and the Honorable Mayor of Las Vegas, Oran Gragson, and 
welcome each of you to visit out beautifUl city, and to 
please try and visit it often and 'Ieave some of your 
happiness there. . 

Those of you who have flown over that State know that 
it is a barren place except for the casinos. That reminds me 
of the attorney that drove to Las Vegas in his $1 0,000 
Cadillac and returned home 3 days later in a $100,000 
Greyhound bus. 

Many of usjn Las Vegas believe that it is a very 
progressive city and we are attempting to pragmatically use 
the geographichase (DIME) file, and we have used it:We 
also have had an exercise in cooperation with the State 
Highway Department of Nevad,('in creating the ufiefulness 
of the GBF/DIME. I produced a slide presentation and 
thought we would see this first, and then have questions and 
answers afterwards. (Slide presentation follows) 

Las Vegas; Nev. is sitUated geographically in the southeast 
corner of the State of Nevada near Hoover Dam and Lake 
Mead. The county is named Clark, and geographically, one 
of the 'largest school districts in the United States. The State 
of Nevada is comprised of 17 counties, Clark County having 
the greatest population. The population of the county is 
approximately .330,000 plus, and the school enrollment as 
of March 22, 1974 was 77,550 students, in kindergarten 
through the 12th grade. There are 41,264 elementary 
students, . kindergarten through. the 6th grade; 18,842 
students"in the junior high schools, 7th through the 9th 
grade; and 14,679 students in senior high schools, 10th 
through the 12th gr:ade; with 2,260 special education 
Students. . 

In the city of Las Vegas there are 56 elementary schools, 
kindergarten through the 6th grad!!; 14 junior high schools, 
7th through 9th grade; 9 senior high schools, 10th through 
12th. In our rural areas, as seen on the map, in the north, 
south, and west quarter of the. county there are 11 
elementaryschoofsand 5 junior/senior high Schools. The 
superintendent of Clark County School District; Dr. Kenny 
Guinn, a young capable educational leader, has had thi.s 
position at this time for 4-plus years. 

Las Vegas has earned the title of the entertainment 
capital of the world and is better known for this type of 
thing. It is difficult for those who live elsewhere to realize 
the normality of this city, Where the people live and work in 
tl1e typical type of location and industry, or that we have 
one of the largest school districts in the United States. A 
number of llS, who have lived in the county for many years, 
take pride in the fantastic gr~wth of this unusual city 
because of its unique and beautiful buildings sLich as hotels, 
motels, churches, schools, lakes, parks, ski resorts, and 
recreational areas, such as hunting, fishing, hiking, and an 
unlimited supply of sunshine. 

The majority of the population of Clark CoLinty resides 
in metropolitan Las Vegas, as shown here. The green dots 
denote property owned by the Clark County Scl100l 
District. The blue dots denote existing school buildings. 

The foundation for the bLidget that determines the 
needed money to run a school district of this size must be 
determined by the number of students that will attend 
schL10ls for the next 2 years~ These complicated projections 
must be calculated in order tocr!late this budget. The 
projected number of students that will be in school the 
following year and how these students will be zoned, so that 
each school will enroll the number of students within its 
enrollment capacity, is the responsibility of the Planning 
and Zoning Departmen~. 

A great deal of planning must take place prior to building 
new schools; First of all, a determination must be. made of 
the needs in any given. geographical area. Dr. Charles Neely, 
on the left, and Mr. Stanle.v Bokelmann on the right, are 
examining plans of one of the schools prior to the final 
approval by the school board so as to minimize mistakes in 
drafting, concepts, engineering, playgrounds, etc. Prior to 
this, Dr. Neely has had to write edUcational specifications 
for each type of school, and its cLirrent 'concept and 
philosophy prior to awarding the architectural contract to 
draw the plans; 

As indicated here in several slides following, there is a 
great deal of construction continuously taking place in Las 
Vegas ilnd Clark County.' Scenes following show the 
beautifu I clear air, blue skies, and scenery that prevails in 
Las Vegas. This is atypical junior high school, currently 
under construction. The concept of a school all under one 
roof. The name of this junior high5choolis Dell Robison, 
and it will. be completed in September 1974. Robison 
Junior High School is shown here with a portionorSuririse 
Mountain on the right. .. 
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show the ultimate result of projecting 
These four pages .' ear These projections must be 

students for the follOWlnl YI ~I of advancing students by 
made on a g.rade-by-gra e r:~e- rogression ratio. This IS 
using w.~a} IS ~alle~ a g 'e~in the last 5 years of 
calculated by hlstor:c:"Y r~~~derg;rten to 12th grade and 
growth by grade leve. rom ercentage of growth .. Also 
by grade. average . ~Slng . the e

P ast 5 years. This percentage 
considered are the ~Irths In th P rade level in each school by 
ratio has been app\\ed ~o ea~:r~ projected enrollment. It is 
determi~ing the fo °hWlnl

g i years's projections came within 
interesting to note t at as . 
49 students of actual enrollment. 

• . .' d teachers in each of the schools. 
secretanes, principals ~n th DIME file created by the 
Prior to our intro?uctlon to aseas efficient 'as any could be. 
CensUs Bureau, thiS system w the left the geographic 
As indicated. by . the Pige O~n Las Ve~as were drawn by 
bounda~ies .ofeach scno~ FZ~71~ties Division's zoning office. 
secretaries I~ th~ Schoo a e schools' would in turn count 
Tl1e secretaries In eacb ~f th h geographic zone and record 
the number of students In eac . ht Not only would they 
it on the for~ shown o~ t~~er~;u~t but if a smaller zone 
sometimes be Inaccura~e. In had to be left to a calculated 
was needed many declslo~S t times This slide shows the 
guess which was traumatic a f 8ch :school color coded so 
elementary atten~ance are~s ~ ~umber of these areas must 
as to make it easier tos rea . however remain fairly stable. 
be changed annuallx· ?meh· h scho~1 .zones and this, our 
This is one of our JUnior Ig 
senior highschool zones. 

. . ". . fan on the right. The one 
This, is. our elemental)' proJec ~ centers, junior highs and 

on the leftsnoWs our .slxth grad The one on the \eftis the 
senior jlighs in the Las Vegas ar~~dergartento 12, and the 
rural attendance ~rea schools: d total of all schools in the 
one ontne right IS a s~m~anze. .. 
Clark County School District. . _ .' 

. ". hast was. at best inaccurate and 
The method used In t e p rshed with resentment by 

inefficient, and wasaccomp I·, 

indicates the seven' sixth grade centers that are located .in 
the geographical area of Las. Vegas. The residents living in 
this area are approximately 95-percent black. In order to 
achieve a Federal court-ordered mandate of 50-percelJ! 
black-white ratio, a plan was devised to use the seven 
existing school buildings in the predominately blackresiden. 
tial area as sixth grade centers. This was implemented by 
busing all white sixth/~rade children from the so-called 
white schools to the ':i{ven sixth grade centers and busing 
the black students who reside within the sixth grade centers' 
school zones to the matching white schools as indicated by 
the lines drawn from each school. The most important 
criteria was that feeder-school alignment would be followed 
as much as possible. This we have been able to accomplish 
with very few exceptions. 

Here is a typical elementary school dismissal at the end of 
the. day with the black and white students both boarding 
the bus to their homes. The principal of William E. Ferrop 
Elementary School, Mr. Roger Gehring, is assisting in 
gathering data for projections and zoning. The C.W. 
Woodbury Junior High School principal, Mr. Francis 
Cortney, is assisting. . 
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This is a typtcalmodel of the junior high schools that we 
are constructing in Lqs Vegas. Mr. Carroll Russell, Assistant 
Principal at Chaparral, is assisting. Chaparral High Schoolls 
the newest high school in Las Vegas, and is the two-story 
concept. It will house approximately 2,500 students. 

Dr. Thurman White, Associate Superintendent of Facil
ities . Division, Clark County School District, was a key 
party to the DIME file innovation. Under his direction and 
that. of Mr. Ed Greer, Associate' .superintendent of the 
Business and Finance Services DivisionwherethE! computer 
department is housed, and his Director, Mr. Ron Jones, the 
concept of establishing a method of matching students to 
given geographical.areas was born. Dr. Neely, second on the 
left, Director of Planning and Zoning, School Facilities 
Division,. was also one oUhe key contributors in adopting 
the DI ME concept .along with Ms. Barbara Van Norsdall, 
Coordinator of Programming in the Data Processing Depart~ 
ment Our department was direqted by Dr. White and Mr. 
Greer to research and discover a way to address match 
students in order to deterMine the exact nUIJl3~~·ijrstuq~nts 
by grade level liying on any given block withfn the Las Vegas 
attendance area. . 
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After Visting the school district in Costa Mesa, Calif., and 
the Pasadena School District, and inquiring into the 
Sacramento School. District and several' others in northern 
California, a decision Was reached. that.developing geocoding 
by x-y coordinates, using these systems, would not be 
feasible or economically feasible for Las Vegas. An improve
ment over our existing program would take a great deal of 
money and man-hours to digitize and create a useful 
efficient mapping system. 

Our agencY did not kndw that the DIME file existed in 
the manner that it could. be.lJsed as a tool for ADMATCH
ING students until the Clark County Scho'ol District, 
through atrial and error apProach, made contact with th.e 
Nevada State Highway Department. When the connection 
was made by the two agencies, their representatives, Mr. 
George Westenhoefer, Chief Planning and Surveying Engi
neer, and Mr. William Flaxa, Highway Engineer, could see 
the potential benefits of a coordinated effort to update the 
outdated GBF/DIME file for the Las Vegas area. The Las 
Vegas GBF/DIME file wa~current to June 1968 and needed 
to be updated to. a more current status, which at that time 
was June 1973, Through a cooperative effort from both the 
Clark County School District and the Nevada State Highway 
Department a united effort was enacted to expedite this 
monumental tast<. 

The project cost approximately $20,000. This included 
five hand-picked college students, four Nevada State High
way Departmentemplciyees, arid four Clark County School 
District employees whci work together updating the file to a 
useful conqition so that the Clark County School District 
computer department could begin ADMATCHING students 
with the DIME file. The project took approximately 6 
months, from June to November 1973. . 

The first ADMATCHING involved 77,000 records and 
refle;cted a 12-percent fallout error with a goal of 98-percent 
match rate. A subsequent match achieved this 98-perceht 
goal. This initial ADMATCH was for students grades 7 
through 12. More corrections and refinements Were neces
sary to meet the criteria agreed upon. This achievement 
allowed the Zoning Department of the Clark County School 
District to begin and complete the projected zoning for the 
1974-1975 school year. Also,' the projected number of 

·students for the sarne period of time. 

The Planning anq Zoning Department of the Clark 
County School. District is responsible for continuing the 
update Of theGBF/DIMEfileifor ADMATCHING,.andfor 
seryingas liaison between the school district, Data Proc
essing Department and the Nevada State Highway Depart~ 
ment. 

The .Clark County School District pata Processing 
Department is under the direc.tion of Mr.RonJones; ithe 
Highway Department of Planning is under the direction of 
Mr. George Westenhciefer, in Carson City, statewide;. and 
Mr; Bill Flaxa in LasVegas, Ms. Barbara Van NorsdaU 
deveIQpeda,. student zoning procedure manual tOflssist the 
system. Subsequent, to the secondary student AOMATCH 
the next majof. unclertakil19was to ADMATCH the kinder
gartenihrough sixth grade students to theG~F/DIME file. 
Thanks to Dr"Thurnian White and Mr. Ed ~reer;approyal 
!ocontinue 'Zonirjg~udim~s on the secondary level, junior: 

fl~' 

~ high and high school was given. Zoning students to a degree 1'.1 
of accuracy never before achieved inthe zoning department I 
of the school district was accomplished because of our r 
ADMATCH accuracy. Immediately thereafter, the zoning "1 
was accomplished on the elementary grades with the same !I, .... ,:· .. :. 
success. The greatest benefits achieved from this program { 
was an accuracy level that wa:s considered possible, but still 
not known until we .actually implemented the zoning 
procedures us!ng the GBF/DIME file in ADMATCH. By I} 
zoning students, using this method, we will be able to II 
determine specific zones which will provide us with accu- It 
rate, current data on students from grades kind(lrgarten 11 
through 12th for immediate planning purposes. In addition P 
we will be able to utilize the CRAM program for the t! 
purpose of rezoning for more efficient use of the taxpayer's! 
dollar and more efficient educational needs for students..i 
The changes the school district had to make to use the 1 
GBF/DIME file moved this agency from an archaic, obsolete I 

method of zoning and projecting students to a much more /1,/1. 

sophistic1lted, efficient, accurate method, which will hope- i 
fully' save the taxp'ayers in La~ Vegas and the State of /· .•. f 
Nevada, a g~eat deal-of money in the future .and provide for 
a more streamlined efficient timesaving program. Ii 

Prior to our involvement in this program in 1973, our p 
experience in computer mapping was nil. At the present If 
time, we nowhave a sophisticated system of mapping in our d 
Zoning anq Plannin~/ office ,with 4-foot by '8-foot wings.~ f I 
These wings are tackboards held in vertical position by a \ ! 
metal pole. The method of installation allows all eight wings ;'[' 
to rotate in either direction so as to view both sides of the. f:.'· 
tackboards. The GBF/DIME file maps are able to be viewed II 
most efficiently with this system. We can how use the DIME . i 
file. with elementary schooLzones .color coded, thus indi- 1"'1" 
eating the exact number, block number and nodes so that at f , 
any given Jime a member of the staff can recorcl and request II 
given geographical point-in-polygon numbers .. Then with " :': 
computer time available, we can provide exact up-to-the- 1 
minute data on students in"that geographical z~one that meet q 
the criteria requested. The same informationfor two more. 11 
wings is available. to all junior high sC.hool zones and two iI' 
more wings for the high school zones. The last two wings I.':': 
are a most helpful device~ ltis a one-half reduction of the t 
GBF/DIME file which we .call the nickel map, pieced 11 
together into one map which under glass indicates by color If 
code, one for elementary, a second for junior high and .a /1 .•• '.: .•.•. 1 ..... . third one for high school zones. This gives an overview of 
the three zone boundaries in the three grade levels. Plans are 
in. progress for coordinating data with other agencies, such 
as the county Data Processing Department, the Regional r 
Planning Department of the Clark County area, the county ,,·f 
police and fire departments, and others to provide. a special .. ' il.l· ..... · •.. · •.. j.·. 
data bank for the use of fire departments, police depart- .' 
ments, sewage, sanitation, etc. This way, we effectively 
coordinate data to meet the many complex needs of local 11 .•.....• } •• 

governments, '. . 
" ~. 

In conclusion the people in the Las Vegas area, Clark f'" 

County; ifr our opinion, are being served better, more '~~.'.:.J .. ' .• ' .. " 
economically, more . efficiently .and .accur<!tely by' the . 
acceptance of the Census Bllreauconcept of the (]BF/DIM E 
file .inamorepragmatic way than ever before and.here is Clh . i'j 
outstanding example.of two. or more. public agencies . ( 

cooperating, one with another, to serve the taxpayers in a '. I ..• ' •. ; .•. ·.: .. : 
poljtica\geographical area.,; It can be I!ccolllPlishedand isin tJ 
Las:Ve.gas, Nev. ~" 
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Question Period 

M,r. J:learJe-A couple of questions on the mechanics of 
making It ~appen.You have slides of a number of people and 
. you mentlo~ed .the nUmber of dollars and a little bit of the 
~~o~nt of tllie It ~ook .. WoUld you review that again, so that 
h op e. ca~ ave In· mind for a city the. size of Las Vegas 

C~;d~~~im:i~n~~~~~dtow many dollars and how much 

Bo~~ S~~of~el~-Last spring, about a year ago, oLlr School 
Irec e our Department, the School Facilitie~ 

~epartment, to qet .with this thing because at best we kneV: 
at we were spinning our wheels as far as numbere were 

concerned. From, the practical standpoint, they wan~ed us 
!~~Pi~~de ~e estimating and aSSignment procedures and do. 

. e 109 etter than what we had been doin Th . 
~~~~tgehdtuhs to 10fok into the possibility of Zoning ;tudenet~ 

e use 0 computers. 

f I tas happy to be involved in this because I am a memb~r 
o t e Nevada State legislature. I wear two hats I' ~ 
member of a public agency, the school district an'd a~~ 'I 
am, a member .of the State legislature. Whe~ We are" 
~essl~n (our legislature meets on a biennial basiS-we mu~~ 
or months out.of .every 24), I take a leave of ab~nce 
Z~s~ ~Ie SC~OO! district and go int? the legislature. In the 

m . y, t at IS our House of Representatives we have to / 
~e re·elected every 2 years. Our legislature is m~de up of 20 
enat~rs and 40 .Assemblymen. My philO,sophy of govern-. 

~e.nr Isthat we need a balance of all types of people!n OUr 
eglsature; we even need pUblic employees Th' , 

strong belief. . IS IS my 

thT~ro.ut this position that I .hold in the 1971 session of 
e egis ature, I had my first taste of the practical use of 

compu.ter data. As a decision maker in the legislature I 
;rpreCta~e data that I. can trust in and rely on. It seems that 
~ou give somebody data off of the computer it' rk 

saYing GOd ~aid !t: We take the data aOl,1 we look at i~s a'n~ 
we make our deCISion based on it. ' 

k We did this when We reapportioned the legislature~e 
Siaet~ t~a~ there was a d~sparity because of popUlation i~ the 
allowe~ N eV~da, and since 1864, when Abraham Lincoln 

eva a to become a State, the cow counties (we 

?<,II ball the. rural coUnties the cow counties; they dOh't like 

:!~isl~~r~e bCea~~U~~\l~het~athaa;y~~~) ::~:toCroni;~~ed e:~~ 
county-17 counties. There might be onl 20 . 
of the counties, .. but they still had a Senat~r ThPeyoPle In one 
strong <lnd th .'. • . e were' very 

. ' . e practice was verY Unfair. In the 1971 . 
$';0 ~~~e f to ~eap'portion the legislatuni) so we bu~e;:~~~ . 
dat~ so O{h t t e . computer people" to come in and give Us 
I .' .' a we .could more. fairly reapportion our 
/glslature .. We used .this data; it was efficient· and it 
ast. I. was .convinced (right or wrong) that the .' avewas 

good flr~ ~lgU res. As a resu It of this iNe did a 90~dg job ~s 
reapportioning. Now each of our 40 ASSemblyme' . n 
13,500 people in a given geographic area. n represent 

As I previou.sly said,the"Schoolf,loard ad~ised Us to et 
underway and Improve our procedures. which we did Tgh' 
was about a year Th h' I' . . IS d" ago. roug· tria and error we finally 
Isco~ered. that the. State Highway Department was 

u~datlng the GBF/DIME file. We could see after check in 
~'th the Costa Mesa School District and with Pasadena etc

g 

t at they were doing their own x-y coordinate dig't' .. , 
proT:r~ and also deVeloping their own. node syste~s'Z~~ 
cou not handle. what they were doing because it wa; too 
e~penslve and It would take too long. That is when we 
discovered the Highway Department was worki . h 
Census Bureau and the GBF/DIME files. n9 Wit the 

We had several meetings With them and made a decision 
~o ~~op~~~e with the High~ay Department and participate 
n e. program. I believe that this is an exercise in 
~ooperatlon between public agencies that will benefit the 

tate of ~evada, the people, th~e school children and 
e~erybody IOvolved. At the present time we are workin 
Wlt~ ~he oth.er agencies in the county and the State to forr:: 
an 10 orma~lon system, .a central information system so 
thakt the pohce department and alI of the public agencies' can 
ma e use of the data. 

/It. has been ~. v~ry helpful, useful, tool for us. We are 
cpnv.lOced. that It IS the way to go, and we are'. oin to 
contlO.ue 10 that direction; I think that in the loni ru; we 
are gOlOg to be far better'off, and the decision makers Will 
have more accurate facts· for them to make their decisions. 
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New Federalism and You 

VINCENT P. BARABBA 

I realize that many of you have a general idea of the 
Bureau's overall mission, but as a backdrop I would like to 
give you a one-sentence description of what I think the 
Bureau's mission is. I would say that our job is to collect 
and disseminate accurate, complete, and timely information 
for statistical purposes-from and to individuals, business 
and industry, and State and local goVernments. Thafs it. 

We have about 7,000 people to do the job. We work in 
five generel areas of activity. Two of these are subject 
matter areas, I refer to demography, which involves people 
and households, and the economic institutions. The other 
three are the service-oriented areas-data collection, elec
tronic data processing, and statistical standards and meth
odology. These responsibilities are handled through 27 
divisions and offices. The end result is thousands of printed 
publications and a library of more than 200,000 computer 
tapes. 

When I came to the Bureau about a. year ago to be its 
Director, I did not imagine that I would or could absorb so 
much so quickly. In some ways I already feel that I have 
been. there for years. The Bureau is an exciting place to 
work, with an excellent, hard-working staff. The quality of 
our professional staff is excellent. 

There are many things that are going on at the Census 
Bureau that I would like to talk to you about, but time 
won't permit. Therefore, I will just touch upon three areas 
which I believe will be of interest to you. First, I want to 
talk a lIttle about the transition that the Bureau has been 
Undergoing, particularly. in respect to our mushrooming 
workload and our reorganization. 

Next I want to discuss the geographic base files and the 
cooperative efforts that will be required so that they will 
continue to be an effective tool. And third, I would like to 
present some innovative graphic displays which we are 
developing at the Census Bureau for presenting statistical 
data. 

Right now, the Bureau is in. a period of transition which, 
by itself, generates a unique set of problems. People usually 
think of Census as a very old and stable institution. Even 
'though the first censuS was taken in 1790, the Bureau is 
only 70 y,ears old as a permanent organization. And don't 
.Iet that 70 years fool you. A lot of our activity is of very 
recent origin. I am going to give you two examples, and 
they are not adjusted for inflation. 

" 
First, the Census Bureau's .work for other agencies has 

becomemorethan half of the :work we do each year and the 

demands on our expertise and services continue tQgrow 
rapidly. This reimbursable work has grown from a level of 
about $20 million 4 or.5 years ago to more than $50 million 
this fiscal year. What is less well known is that the annual 
program which is funded directly by the Congress has also 
grown dramatically in the past few years. More than half of 
the work supported by appropriations has come on board in 
the last 5 years. 

My pOint is, at the Bureau it is no longer business as 
usual; new work arrives every month and there is no end in 
sight. We are proud of our capacity to absorb this growth, 
but we also worry about keeping up with the pace. 

A good example is our role in revenue sharing~' Our 
annual surveys, which produce the data for revenue shprin9, 
reach more than 38,000 State and local governmental units. 
We are servicing many request" Sor help, and we review the 
returned forms and compile<:\nd edit the data. 

Our new role in revenue sharing demonstrates the 
expansion of the Bureau'.s role from a statistical-gathering 
agency to a government accounting agency. Since the equity 
and accuracy of the revenue allocations must be assured in 
all cases, we have to view the data not as statistics but as 
ledger entries in each government's account. 

Our computer workload has become enormous. Our daily 
movement of tape~ from the library to the computers and 
back to the library amounts to about 10 tons. We print 
more than a million lines a day. The annual rate of growth 
in our tape library is equivalent to the total size of the 
library of the .Internal Revenue Service. Put another way, 
ihe annual growth of our footage of magnetic tape would 
stretch about half way around the world. 

Compounding the situation is the fact that we are a labor 
intensive computer system. We need more people than most 
centers because of the volume of tapes we run past our 
computers. 

We are coping with our workload in a number of ways. 
We have a major program to update our hardware. We are 
moving toward mass memory storage and are looking 
.forward 'to the. installation of the latest tape drives for 
gre'ater speed and more data per'tape, We are looking at new 
publications routes to get away from printing everything on 
computer )jne printers; ,Greater data storage. will help us 
retrieve less expensively and more quickly. 

These transitions in the area of computerization are 
designed to help us be morfil responsive to our data ,users in 
light of the kinds of ffilquests that we are getting. " 
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Another major transition in" the BureaU is in terms of 
organization and staffing. There have been two reorgani
zations in little more than 2 years-the major one being the 
consolidation of Census and the Bureau of Economic 
Analysis into the Social and Economic Statistics Adminis
tration. These changes have not been fully assimilated. We 
are still polishing our working,relationships and adjusting to 
the problems that arise from 'organizational change. Our 
supreme objective here is to maintain the levels ofprofes
sional competence andintegdty for which the Bureau is 
noted. We are working hard/at this. 

Let us turn noW to the development and maintenance of 
the geographic base files and the associated Metropolitan 
Map Series. These two programs were developed initially to 
furnish geographic tools to meet the needs of the 1970 
Census of Population and Housing. They were not designed 
to encourage or implement the goals of the New Federalism. 
Nevertheless, the files have, in their own way, spawned 
major activities which are bringing the idea of the New 
Federalism home to local communities. We are seeing an 
increase in cooperation among Federal, State and local 
agencies and organizations in both the maintenance and the 
use. of the files and maps. 

For r.hose of you who are not familiar with the 
ingrediel.1ts of the New Federalism, let me give you a brief 
descript,ion. 

Tfiere are two basic principles involved. One is cooper
ative dffort to improve management. And the other is 
increa~ed involvement of the private sector. More specifi
cally,,·three goals shOUld be met to make the New Federalism 
a succ;ess: 

Fillst, Federal, State and local governments should coop
eratel in developing skills in management, planning, and 
evaif)ation-to enable all levels of government to . function 
mo~e effectively and ~fficiently. 

Siecond, the Federal Government should promote re
sea:rch to imprqye government operations at all levels and to 
im,~rove StJte and local management capability. 

And third, the Federal Government should create the 
pr;oper climate so that the private sector can generate ideas 
an'd use resources to create more effective government, 

: The Census Bureau-with interagency support-has 
worked with local and State agencies to establish and 
. maintain the management and oPerational tools ()f the 
9'~ographic. base files and the Metropolitan Map Series. 
l!hese agencies represent' a wide spectrum. They inclucle 
HUD, DOT, HEW, and Law. Enforcement Assistance Admin
i~trattoni and the Defense Civil Preparedness Agency, These 
geographic tools,. in turn, are being used to organize the 
voluminous amounts of data contained in local administra
tive records. Organizing the data into a geographic frame" 
work is producing answers to a number of local questions- . 
for instance, the distribution of low income housing and 
new housing starts; which parts of the city and suburbs have 
the welfare recipients; where the school-age children live in 
telation to the school. they attend; changes in the geo
graphic patterns of crime; where people live and where 
people work. I am.sure .that most town fathers in the State 
~pf.Massachusetts have sought or will be seeking such 
answers .. 

So the Bureau has taken a major step in helping to make 
local data more understandable. Beside~ providing the 
GBF/DIME program-and the system for maintaining files 
and maps-we are offering additional user-oriented programs 
such as ADMATCH (or UNIMATCH) and GRIDS, The end 
result is that local data become more usable to those in 
decisi~nmaking positions-people like the mayor, the 
councilman, the public health director; the president of a 
bank, or even the chairman of a neighborhood interest 
group. 

Mort Meyer ended his presentation this morning on the 
thought that users of the file would benefit by establishing a 
local program to maintain the GBF/DlME and the Metro
politan Map Series on a systematic and continuing basis. I 
would like to expand on this and describe the cooperative 
effort that will be required. Cooperation between local 
agencies and organizations is essential. Cooperation among 
Federal" State, and local governments is essential. This 
cooperation is necessary to make the GBF/DIME an even 
more useful, more workable tool. 

Let me be more specific: Take the seemingly simple 
subject of street names and address systems. Local com
munities and counties should take a good look at their 
street-naming and address-numbering systems. In order to 
make optional use of the "tools"-in other words, in order 
for the GBF/DIME to carry .out the service being asked of 
it-the street name and address numbering systems must be 
more logical and systematic. l=or instance, streets which. 
have the same name but are located in different parts of the 
same community make it extremely difficult to work with 
the GBF/DIME. So does an address-numbering system 
which varies from block to block. These. irregularities 
diminish the capability of finding the right geographic 
"pigeon hole" to which one can identify and aggregate data, 

Along this same line, address systems used in the city 
need to be extended so that the files can serve a greater 
number of regional and .county programs. As an example, it 
would be pretty difficult to locate geographical information 
concerning babies born last year if the address information 
were limited to, say, "Box 42 along .Rural Route 6." Many 
of you who are working with the' urban transportation 
study programs here in Massachusetts have been aware of 
this problem in trying to determine the. distribution patterns 
of home-to-work trips near tha fingers of your study area. 
Dealing with this situation requires the assistance of the 
Postal Service to help establish and implement city types of 
address systems. 

Asecond area where cooperation .isneeqed is in obtaining 
information concerning geographic change. This in my 
opinion is one of the most critical areas in any continuing 
maintenance program. There is a need to get the various 
local agencies and organizations to funnel this information 
on a systematic and perioqicbasisto the agency or group 
which is maintaining .the GBF/DIME file and the Metro
politan Map Series. I'm referring to agencies which know 
about changes in street addresses and names, or changes in 
political, operational and statistical .boundaries~agencies 
such .as the assessor's office, citY or township engineers, or 
the utility companies. On the. other side of the coin, the 
agency or. group maintaining the file must be capable of 
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ta~ing the inf?r~ation and updating the fifes on a system
atic an? periOdiC basis. It also must be capable of 
responding With a corrected and updated file upon request. 

A third area of essential cooperation concerns the Federal 
and State levels. They must recognize the local Uses being 
made of ~he G~F/DIME to meet the reqUirements and 
necessary inputs I"to the Federal and State programs. There 
are excellent .examples of such recognition within several 
~ederal. agencl8~. These agencies use a geographic reference 
file .to determ.lne t~e distribution of social, economic, 
phYSical, or action-oriented characteristics essential to their 
~rogr.am.s. Examples ar~ the Federal Highway Administra
tion ,In .Its comp~ehenslve urban transportation studies and 
continUing surv~llIance programs, the LEAA in its law 
enforcement management programs, HU D in its housing 
survey programs, the EPA in its enVironmental impact 
programs. 

As part of this recognition I recommend that collective 
support to .Iocal CUE maintenance programs be instituted 
Such, support IJIfill permit a more central approach i~ 
handling the maintenance, update, and extension of files
and ~ m.ore standard approach, locally. This will help avoid 
duph~atl~n of effort and cost which occurs when each 
organizatIOn operates independently-but uses basically the 
same types of geographic data. With collective support the 
cost to e~ch. agency is less, while the number and valVe of 
the benefits Increase. . 

Collective ~upport permits each Federal State and local 
age~cy or private organization (0 operat~ from' the same 
baSIC set-the same reservo/f, ifi· you wish-of geographic 
data. They all use the same!;treet name,. address number 
range,. b~ock,. ~ensus Bureau and local community geo~ 
grap~lc Identifiers. The cooperative approach also wi./il 
provl~e the maximum benefit to the local user .. And if he 
benefits, each of us benefit as well. '. 
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L,et me maKe a ~ery important point here. I have been 
ta!klng about IJIforklng with people's addresses. This could 
raise the question of an invasion of privacy. One of the 
yalues o! th7 GBF~DIME is that it can maintain private 
mfon:natlon In confidence While at the same time provide 
meaningful aggregate information. The process takes the 
actual address and assigns it to area units such as blocks 
t~act~, transportation zones, school dist~jcts or health 
?Istncts,. and eliminates the address itself: Likewise with 
information tha~ could personally identify the respondent. 
!n ot~er wor~s, Instead of being the culprit, the GBF/DIME 
~~ thiS ca,~e. literally. su~plies anonymity by converting the 
personal informatIOn Into "area" information. 

. This would hold true whether wecolJected the informa
~Ion or s?mebody else collects it.' A case in point would be 
Info~matlon from local physicians. Doctors in an area could 
furOish ac.tual addresses where a specific health problem 
occurs-thiS could be cases of V.D. or cases of severe 
emphyse~a. TheX could run the information through their 
local medical society computer-most of the societies have 
aC,cess to one-and turn the aggregate information over
minus the addresses-for use in a health information system. 

The final subject o~ my age~da today is a description of 
some new color mapping techniques being developed at the 
B.ureau. for displaying statistical data. Mr. Schweitzer will be 
d!scusslng th.e technical aspects of these procedUres during 
hiS pre?entatlon to~orrow. What I would like to point out 
~oday IS the, pote~tlal of these teChniques and their visual 
Impact for displaYing socioeconomic characteristics. 

A slide pres:ntation fo.lI?wed. Examples of the illustrations 
may be obtained by Writing to: 

Chief,Geography Division 
BUreau of the Census 
Washington, D.C. 20233 
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Columbus Announces 

JAMES R. THOMAS 

Columbus, Ohio (SMSA 1840) has a corrected and 
u dated geographic base file (GBF). We have progresse.d ,f~om 
a~ address coding guide (ACG) to an uncorrected digitized 
GBF/DIME file through two correction phases .and an 
update. 

Our cur(ent GBF file contains 37 ,088 ,record~ t~at ,de!ine 
the city of Columbus and immediate adjacent J~rtsdlct~ons 
which am censUs block numbered with geographic locations 
per block face al')d in the standard Census Bureau format. 

The creation of the ACG and then the initial DIME file 
was accomplished through the combined eff:orts of t~e 
Bureau of Census and Mid-Ohio Regional Plannmg CommiS
sion with the Census Bureau performing map maintenance 
and data processing and Mid-Ohio coding source documents 
for input. 

Two years ago, there seemed to be no way that the 
Columbus GBF could be corrected and updated. T~ere was 
no money available from the Census Bureau to contmue the 
program. Among the 10cRI organizati~ns y.'ith m?ney, there 
was little interest, while the organizations w~th a keen 
interest seemed woefully short of funds for this purpo~e. 
One of.the most enthusiastic support~rs of th~ GBF, Chl~f 
of Data Processing Mid-Ohio Regional Pla~nmg ~om~ls
sion (MORPC)' began probing the community to Identify 
available resources. He found a ready ally at one of the 
savings and loans, and together they approached th~ Cham
ber of Commerce seeking assistance. These enthusiasts for 
the GBF found an understanding audience with the C~am
ber President. The Chamber President listened attentively 
and was favorably impressed with what he heard. 

The ColumbUS Area Chamber of Commerce became in: 
volved with the GBF for its value as-(1) a planning ,tool, (~) 
a marketing device for branch locations, (3) a mappmg facll: 
itator, (4) an aid to school districting, and (5) an asset to 
the community, 

The Chamber then launched a program to measure the 
community interest and to obtain the necessaryfinan~ial 
support to correct and update the Columbus G~F. The.flrst 
step in this process was to convene a n:teetmg of data 
processing users in the immediate area to mform"them ~f 
potential utility of this new census tool, determme their 
interest .and willingness to support the development of a 
program for maintenance, and obtain support for the people 
promoting the local G BF. 
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Invitations were sent to approximat~ly 250 data process
ing users in the community. Mr. Silver of the Geography 
Division of the Census Bureau, as v:'ell as sev~ra~ other 
knowledgable people in the commUnity, were mVlted to 
make presentations to the assembled group. As a. result of 
these presentations enthusias):ic support was received from 
the 50 people in attendance while many others, u~able to 
attend indicated their interest in the program. With that 
vote ~f confidence, it seemed appropriate to go about the 
task of raising the necessary money from the Columbus 
community .. A finance committee w?S name~ and the 
Chamber President, GBF Finance Committee Chairman, and 
I visited community leaders. 

The city's chief finance officer was approach~d and 
briefed and saw the value of this tool to the community. An 
ordina~cewas prepared, submitted to Councjl, and ap
proved and signed by t~e Mayor, pro~idingthe keystone 
financial support needed In the community. 

Concurrently with city government developments, funds 
were being solicited from local busines~es and c,itY schools. 
The Board of Education approved fundmg, contmg~nt upon 
the city's approving their appropriation. The presld,ents of 
major companies were contacted, one by one, until all of 
the requested money ($12,000) had been raised, thus 
enabling the program to get underway. 

From the group of contributors, a Chamber c0n:tmittee 
was established with the responsibility of developmg the 
geographic base file for Central ~hio. ,The c?mrl}ittee "Yas 
composed of representatives of Mid-OhiO Reglon?1 Plannmg 
Commission, city of Columbus, Columbus Public Schools, 
two financial. institutions, and the staff ,of the C~lumbus 
Area Chamber of Commerce. The committee aons.lsted of 
planners, programers, and marketing specialists. 

The purpose of the committee was to provide for ~he 
development of plans and policies regulating t~e effect!ve 
use and application of the Colu.mbus geographic base ftle. 
Specific objectives were developed: 

To oversee the control and rnaint~nance of the file 

To determine broad c'ommunity needs 

Toa~certain applicationifor the file 

To set priorities for meeting'data needs 

To maintain a user software library 

To establish a cost base. for users 

t 
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To report theac;tivities and responsibility of this commit
tee to the appropriate Federal agencies 

To promote the use of the GBF by appropriate public 
and private organizations 

To investigate alternative means of fund.ir~g to insure 
development and adequate maintenance of the GBF 

The GBF Committee began to fUnction in mid-1972. As 
news of the committee activities were circulated others 
became involved from a radio station, banks, Battelle 
Memorial Institute, the Ohio State University, the utilities 
companies, and many others. The Chamber committee 
formed the hub for all activities and, as problems arose, it 
was the committee and its members that reduced each 
problem to its basic elements and then proceeded to resolve 
each element in turn. 

Most of our original effort was consumed by the 
correction process. Our initial digitized GBF r:''lntained 
33,463 records (258 characters per record). The first edit 
lists (Correction Phase I) provided by the Bureau were 
concerned with segment name consistency and coding limit 
line. The program FIXDIME developed by the Bureau of 
the Census was used. Corrections were coded during a 
period of approximately 3Y> months. The correction input 
of 2,109 records, resulted in a new GBF containing 33,34.1 
records. 

Because of the timing of the Columbus correction phase, 
we were hampered by many problems, which today prob
ably would not interfere with any ne\v correction phase, 
For example, after corr,pleting our correction we submitted 
the material to the Census Bureau for their FIXDIME work. 
This came at the very time that the Census Bureau was 
caught in the squeeze of revenue sharing allocations. GBF 
activity, of necessity, was delayed while that work was 
completed. Shortly after receiving our corrected material 
from the Census Bureau we learned of the revisions in the 
Metropolitan Map Series. We were advised to wait for the 
new maps to begin our update. 

At about the same time, the record size was expanded tel 
300 characters. At last the address edit listing, which flagged 
address data inconsistencies, was prepared by the Bureau of 
the Census. We found 33 percent of our total file was 
flagged for review but not aU records flagged were neces
sarily in error. FIXDIME II was the program developed by 
the Bureau ofi.le Census for this phase and after reviewing 
all 15,107 flagged records, our new GBF contained 33,282 
records. 

" It was early in 1973 when the pieces of our program 
seemed to be coming toge~her. New maps for Goiumbus 
were received from Jeffersonville. File CQrrections were 
made. Our tapes were returned by Washington. It seemed as 
though we were about ready to proceed with updating. 
Because of the long delay experienced with sending our 
work out of the area, we decided to explore our .own 
community to see' what services were available, so as to 
provide us with an independence we had not felt previously. 

_ The ,GBF Committee members renewed their contacts 
'. seeking help from ,rlmong their associates. within, the area. 

Atter extensive ch~king we located an organization willing 
to provide digitizing'. We.learnedthat the Department of 
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Preventive Medicine at Ohio State University was using an 
ACG to plot incidence of disease in the city. Discussions 
with the manager revealed that he had developed a mapping 
program displayed on a CRT which could be used to make 
corrections with an elf,lctronic pen on the face of the CRT in 
the coordinates on our file. He agreed to use his program to 
correct the file. When we discovered a high error rate in our 
ZIP code file, we contacted W. A. Storing, a direct mail 
marketer Who examined the file and provided ZIP coc!e 
corrections for street features. As a result of these efforts, 
we felt we could complete oUr correction and update efforts 
relatively independently, and proceeded to do so, Using our. 
lOCal resourl!es. 

As We embarked upon our program of updating the file, 
it became very clear that the information being provided by 
the city of Columbus would need to be expanded. It 
became necessary to locate the sources for this information 
within the city operations, create a mechanism for obtaining 
the information, and begin incorporating this data in our 
GBF file. We also felt the keystone for obtaining similar 
information from suburban communities and county gov
ernment would hinge upon the success we achieved in work
ing with our central city, the largest population entity in 
ourSMSA. 

The city Data Processing Department located the nece
ssary information, devised a flow system for use within the 
city of Columbus, and we then attempted its implementa
tion. It is interesting note that when we began this impl
ementation, a process which had been working for years was 
questioned, and even the data flow which had been occurr
ing, suddenly stopped. It became necessary to gain apprOVal, 
not only for the new system, but the previous system as 
well. The City Development Department arranged this 
approval, and our informqtion flow resumed with complete 
information being made available for our update process. 

As you can telli for oUr initial update phase there were 
many organizations involved: The Columbus Area Chamber 
of Commerce, City of Columbus Data Processing, ColumbUS 
Board. of Education, Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commis
sion under the Urban TransportCltion Study Planning Pro
cess, and numerous potential users from private industry 
working together in a great deal of probing, begging and 
borrowing to establish a fairly satisfactory data input flow. 

It was during this stage of our development that our 
original funds were exhausted, and .it became necessary to 
seek. alternative sources of work or additional funding to 
continue. We have numerous computer installations within 
our area from which we were able to obtain support for 
varying amounts of effort. Much of the work which had 
originally been contracted for was now contributed by 
interested parties within the area. 

We had been purchasing computer time from a time-share 
facility, but when our funds were exhausted we discussed 
. our problem with the city, and were given the necessary 
machine time to enable our work to continue, To meat 
certain time commitments we decided to accelerate the up· 
date program. This called for additional coding and key
punch personnel. Each committee member checked at his 
own facilities and the Columbus schools were able to 
provide additional help to speed our update process. 
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When the updating, coding anll keypunching were .done, 
t' d to add the new data to our GBF. The version of 

~fxbltME II/C we had was not working well. on our BW
roughs equipment. We attempted to copy FIXDI~E I C 
under program control to get by the tape marks etween 
fI but the program had to be revised for different tapes 
a~ds, this tape had different blo,c~ing factors. We found t~e 
most expedient way to get a copy was ~o use I ~M equIp
ment converting the tape to one continUOUS :lle by ~e-

I . ' tape marks with dummy records containing special 
~haa~~c~ers to indicate separ~tion of files. Because of local 
operating scheduies among committee members ther~ wa~ 
no computer time available. We checked the Chamber 0 

Commerce Data Processing Directory and found a ~hamber 
member Highlights for Children, with the appropriate IBM 
eql:ipm~ht, and we were able to arrange the necess~ry 

h' time The original file was dropped off one evening 
~~c'c~~e way . home from work and pic~ed up the next 
mor!ning on the way to work: file copied and program 
openlPle on our Burroughs machine. 

i 

The corrected FIXDIMEII was ready in time for us to 
use for our final. process run. Upd~te records, plus sotn~ 
additional correction records (resulting from updates) ?ro

d vided 21,830 records; the new GBF output ~?~t8lne 
37 088 records. For this final run computer faCIlitieS and 
ti~e were furnished by the city of Columbus. 

We noted that we increased our file by 4,257 segments 
over a 2y>-year time period; this averaged 1,703 segments 
per year. Estimating an average of three segments per fea
ture this gives us an average of 568 features per year. The 
imp~ct of each new segment averaged two old segments that 
required recoding (8,514 segments in 2Y> years). 

One of our problems has been ~he di~er~ity of e~uipment 
that we find ourselves .involved with within our USvr group: 
Our largest user have equipment such ~s. Honeywell, I~~ 
roughs, Control Data, and to a very .limited degree . 
Consequently, programs received from. ~he Census Bureau 
have not always been operable when received. , 

Apparently we. had also bee~ receiving develoP':11ental 
ro rams rior to the completIOn of document~t~on. or 

~o~ified grograms which dId not include thE> modification 
documentation. At any rate, when we were ready t~run our 
ADMATCH program, we were unable to operate either the 
OS or DOS program on our Burroughs, Honeywell or CD; 
equipment. We did locate a CDC ADMATCH program an , 
after 'Verifying- the file input. were able ~o. m~kea matchci 
However, for our purposes several modlflcatl?n.s. seeme 
necessary. we rewrote the SPLIT program consisting of less 
than 20. COBOL instructions. The ADPREP program .was 

modified as follo\vs: 

il) File descriptions. were modified to refle:t kno~~ 
record . lengths rather than the mo~e generalized ongl-

. nal version whichaCcepte9 ru'n-tlme parameters de
fining record . lengths. The nature of these changes 
could be somewhat machine dependent. The chan.ges 
were made to achieve a. more efficient file organlza~ 
tion on the test computer.~ 

(2)' Ail working storage variables which CQuid be desi~~ 
. ~ated "COMPUTATIONAL-'" were so changed. ThiS 

resulted in better execution times for the test runs., 

(3) portions'of, the program required solely to process 
options not being utilized for the: test cases were 
removed. This included the State andpla~e code 
processing options and the change/expand option. 

(4) The program was divided into overlayable segments 
to reduce core requirements. -

(5) Several minor correctionS were made to input-output 
instructions. 

(6) Several apparent program logic errors were corrected. 

CONTRO L-CARD SQRTMOD I F ICAT 19N5 

The number of keY·~tiJldS was increased to include the 

following: 

Zip code 

Street name 

"Street type code (primary and secondary) 

"Direction code (pri'mary and secondary) 

'Odd/even indicator 

LoW house number range 

"High house number range 

" = Not included in original version of sort. 

The reason for expanding the number of key fields is 

explained below. 

ADMATCH PROGRAM MODIFICATIONS 

(1) File descriptions were modified to reflect kn~wn 
rei::ord. lengths rather than the. more generalized 
original version which accepted run-time parameters 
defining record lengths. 

(2) All working storage variables which cO,uld be desig" 
nated "COMPUTATIONAL-1" were so changed. 

(3) The. program was divided intooverlayable segments 
to reduce core requirements. 

(4) Several minor, corrections were made to input-output 
instructions. . 

(5) S6veral apparent program logic errors were corrected. 

(6) The mostsignifican~ change was ma~e. in the I~gic oI 
the record-matching process. The onglnal .verslon of 
this process is described in deta}1 inAppendlx B o,t the 
ADMATCI-I Users Manual published by t~e Bureau of 
the Census. In the original version of thiS proce~s, all 
reference file records for a given street are. re~neved 

. and stored in memory.at one time. (A tape file IS use? 
for overflow.) Each data file record for that street IS 
them compared. to each ~ntry in the. table to lo~te 
the. best match. This process proved to be too time 

. consuming in the test cases, Therefore, both the 
reference file (GBF) and the data files were sortecl ?~ 
the keys listed above under Control-Card SortMod!fl
cations. This then. permits a record~~y~record com
pa(ison' of the data filea~d ~eferenceflle for matches 

\ "ll ;- ",', "' 

., 

~'1"" 
and eliminates the requirement for building and 
searching streettables. 

As a result of this modification, processing time for address 
matching was significantly reduced. 

Other problems that we have encollntered have occurred 
when multiple file tapes are received. We had difficulty, at 
some installations without I BM equipment, in copying these 
files. Many times we did not know we had received a 
multiple file, tape until after being set up on the machine. 
Whenever this problem was encountered, we located 
appropriate I BM equipment, copied the files needed, and 
proceeq.ed to run the programs. Prior to the Census Bureau's 

. publication on CA.RPOL programs, we ran our ADMATCH 
GBF employee listings to create a carpool system, which 
provided us. with one of the first computerized carpools in 
the area .. When news of our success with the ADMATCH 
program became knOWn, even to a limited degree, within 
the Ohio area, requests for copies of the program were 
received. Two years of concentrated efforts to establish 
input procedures, implementation procedures and actual 
implementation have brought us to this point, and was 
made possible by the cooperation of many. 

We look forward to constantly improving and refining the 
procedure we have alreaay established, adding to them, and 
making them as automatic as possible for the ongoing up-
~~ . 

Throughout the development of our continuing correc
tion and update program, we felt itwas important to derive 
a process which would not only be financially, but opera
tionally independent. Through the cooperative effort within 

o 
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the community we have received many in-kind services. 
Other organizations have contributed both time and money 
to the support of our program. We are very proud of what 
has been done and how it has been accomplished. 

There has been little full-time effort expended except by 
the paid staff at Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission, 
but there has been extensive weekend and evening effort 
maqe by many people in our community. It is the efforts of 
these dedicated people that has made our G.BF what it is 
today. No one person or organization can take the credit for 
this development. It has truly been a commllnity effort. 
And having been a community effort here is what we have 
gained: 

AGBF. 

A communitywide intere~t. 

The possibility of a comprehensive planning tool. 

An information file that will help business and commu
nity relate to one another. , 
We have begun an education procesi ~\f certain business 
leaders showing what .computerized information can 
do for them. 

We have opened the door for countywide integration 
of business, economic, and social information. 

A willingness on the part of many individuals and 
organizations to discuss common problems. 

All of this has been accomplished as a result of correcting 
and updating our geqgraphic base file and we expect to 
continue in operation onan ongoing basis. . . 

Question Period 

Mr. Hearle-One question that occurred to me is with 
respect to your plans forthe ongoing update-maintenante. 
Do you have any idea of the cost? 

Mr. Thomas-We are estimating a cost of approximately' 
$16,000 for our 1974 GBF update. 

Mr. Hearle-How does that work out? Is it one person full 
time or is it different people? 

Mr. Thomas-The expenditures will be spent by. many 
people' performing brief part-time, taskS, primarily staff at 
Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission. 

Mr.. Barabbll-Who has control over the file? Who controls 
Its use and availability? 

Mr. Thoinas-The GBF CO.mmittee of. the Chamber of 
Commerce. 

Mr. Barabba---Is the Chamber the operating agency? 

Mi'. Thomas-'-Yes, sir. 

Mr. Mo.lski-What are your plans for immediate applica' 
tion? 

Mr. Thomas-The Ohio State GeOgraphy Department is 
interested jnexperimenting with social and economic 
trends. The banking community is interested in using it for 
marketing and branch site location. The direct mailers are 
interested for its application in preparation of street direc
tories and direct mailing. The MORPC wants to use it for 
transportation planning and .land use. The city of ColumbUS 
is interested in resource allocation for fire and police and 
hOUsing uses. The Board of Education wants to use it for 
assigning children to school districts. 

Mr. Molski-Are you going to charge any kind of fee for 
the use of the file? 

Mr. Thomas-We have what we calla subscription fee 
which covers the cost of the annual update of OUr files, and 
provides an Independent .source of support from our users . 

Mr. Thyagarajan-Two questions. One, have you com
putedan average cost of uppate based on growth and popu
lation so thAt we have an .estimate of what to expect in the 
future in terms of new development? ,A.nd the· other is 
concerning the rules and regula~ions regarding usage and .so 
forth. that you. mentioned. Is there. a .. published clocument 
that is available to people. from which you can get ideas on 
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, h uch proj'~ct\i can be administered in guideltnes as to ow s . . .. 
the long term? 

Our cost is based on our experience in 
Mr" Thoma~-,.. 1970 to 1973, We feel $16,000 will 

updattng th; 9~~ ~~~ Regarding rules. ani! regulatio~s on 
covgeer 0;; have devote'd time thus far in g:tting ourflletudP 
usa, , . d do not have everything documen e . 
and running, an .. ... bade available. 
Copies of ~ur.u~er ta~r:u~n~s~~r~r~niS~~ocalize distri-
~~:~~e~f ~uer ~Be; and to~ssist us in raising f~~dS for our 
cQntinuing update. j?~ 

Barabba-YoU mentioned that other;fareas were also 
int~;~sted. Have other com~un!ties contj/cted you ~~~u~ 

. the ·pr'lvate sector to assist III develop,!ng a GBf/ umng· ~' 

system? \\",,_ 

Mr Thomas-Yes, so far we have talked t'o the ~ayto~ 
• . of Commerce and Youngstown Cham er 0 

Chamber e We feel that it is our community effort and 
~~~:~~~Oh in utilizing available resources that made our 
success possible. 

-You indicated that many peop~e colla?o-

rat~J' i~~::~ev.eIOPtmo euns~ ~~et~~ef~~r~ ~!c~~~: :~~~~:;~~ 
that they are gotng 

Th· -Yes I feel that our user commu.nity, both 
wi~~~ th~;r~~ate ·a~wel1 as the public sector

h
, wllbbe m~~~ 

. ake use of the file because they ave een p 
~~x~~~sf~fe ~evelopment, both, financially as t ~el1sta~ ~e~~~ 
nically and operationally; I thtnk we havke ~h e~B. F avail-
f r anizations walttng for Us to ma e e 
a~l~n\~ ~leycari begin theIr own applications. o~e o~'~i~ye 
.' we have been trying to do is promote trans era I 

1~~~!en the facilities of our users, Honeywe;I'1 BU70UghS, 
CDC andl BM. We have been relatively success u so ar. 

-T uestions come to mind. The first.has 
to ~~ ~l~~v~~e :O~p~ration,v'Jhich I think isoutstandtng. 

D . think that the eagerness of the users now, the 1? ~r 
1~~~~s to. get their ha~~:ti: !r

e :!~~:~:i~~~r~;ot~:fr I~~~~ 
due to theIr earl~ ~~~p GBF is available? The cooperation, 
rent awareness t a, e. d oint was welcomed, but 
certainly from a ftnanclalt.s:a~t~ fin~ncial1Y they can still 
whether or not they par ICIP 
relate an end product or use of G B f. 

f h thO that I did not mention, 
Mr. Thomas-One 0 t e I~gs. h' h level of interest 

h· h I think has tended to matntatn a Ig . GBF 
w IC . ' . f r the past 2 years our 
within the community, ? tely every 2 weeks and there 
committee has met approxlma eo Ie in our area. We have 
. has been involvement by ma;lo~ ea~h o,f these meetings. We 
had 10 to 20 people turn ou who has shown any interest, 
mai! a. post car~'n!~ :~e~~ni~ going to be a meeting, telling 
nOhtlfYI~p ;~f~e and inviting their participation. If thehy have 
were I I b th 'r needs and what t eyare 
user intere~t we ta k a out .. el ke use of the GBF. It is 
interested In and hOh"'! hthhev c:ai~~ined the interest within 
this Involvement w IC as . . . 
the community. 

Mr Weaver-One last question. I assume the operation~l 
sourc~s that you mentioned are from the city and coun~ 111 

terms of determining .new .addresses,. an~ ~~~ ~~~e~~n~r th~~ 
f t' Am I correct In this assumption I 
or .1: f Columbus and the county have immediately then 

the Clt~ ~ Id of the GBF and are using it internally, t? 
graspe 0 ent or take the place of some of their 

~:~!~~~f~::s, t~~:r~ak~~ ~~:~~n1nf~~~~:I~y~X~~rC~P~e~ 
street or an address? 

A \'0 of everything that goes through the 
Cit~:I~h~::S;; R~gi~r1al Planning and is entered into ~~~~ 
files This information is used to update the MMI S map ~uch 

. . .' d The city itself has not ta <en as 
:~~a~~:a ~~c~~e Sdata as they might, but they are providing 
information to us. ., 

, . 

National Geographic Base. Files: Future Developments 

PAMELA WERNER AND HENRY BRUCK* 

(Presented by Henry Bruck) 

INTRODUCTION 

Ina paper prepared for the Census Geographic Base File 
Conference last yearwe discussed .some aspects of a national 
geocoding converter and our experience in the development 
of such a structure. We pointed out in that presentation that 
the converter may well serve as the central element in the 
development of a national geographic base file system. We 
assume everyone here knows that the development of 
national geographic base files lags far behind the state of 
development already attained in urban. geographic base file 
systems. We are, however, pleased to report that the first 
steps toward a national GBF, the county-level converter and 
associated mapping capability, are now operational. 

It is, from our point of view, particularly appropriate that 
the theme of this year's conference is Geographic Base File 
Systems-A Forward Look: Just as there are new directions 
and developments in regard to urban geocoding, the gradual 
movement toward national geographic base files is entering 
a new stage. The emphasis in this next phase of develop
ment will be on subcounty entities and the extensjon of the 
converter to include geographic units at that level. 

PROBLEMS OF SUBcouNTV GEOCODING 
I. , 

The problems ofdevelbping a conversion capability at th~ 
subcounty level ate easily an order of ma-gnitude more 
complex and less tractable than those difficulties en
countered at the .county .level. The principal problem areas 

are the following: 

:\. Geodefinition. In last year's paper, we noted the 
difference between geographic entities that are geo
defined, that is, have explicit and defined boundaries, 
and .entities that are geoidentified, that is, do not have 
firmly established boundaries. While there are. many 
subcounty entities such as Q'linor civil divisions, census 
tracts"wards, and others that have clearly delineated 
boundaries, there is a vast number of sUbcounty 
locational entities. that are simply named places with
out specific boundaries, Place name entities are widely 
used and given sanction by the American National 

'The. writers are, respect!',ely, Research Engineer end Associate ,Director, 
Urban Systems Laboratorv, M.I.T. We would like to acknowledge with thanks the 
malor role played by Alen E, Pisarski. Department. of Transportation, .in the 
work described.. . . 
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Standards Institute which is preparing a compre
hensive listing of such place names in the United 
States. These amorphous entities cannot be described 
geographically with any degree of specificity and are 
generally represented by an arbitrarily assigned cen
troid. Thus, in developing a national geographic base 
file, one of the critical choices one is confronted with 
is, what is to be done with entities that lack geo
definition in any real sense? Should they simplybe 
thrown out? If so, ohe is confronted with the danger 
of a severe loss of information. Or should. arbitrary 
boundaries be assigned to these? Or, should some 
other way of dealing with them be invented? 

2. Instability of Boundaries. Geographic entities at the 
county. or greater level tend to have relatively stable 
boundaries. While there.are occasional changes in the 
configuration of standard metropolitan statistical 
areas or independent cities and there are even occas
ional county boundary changes, the aggregate number 
of such changes in any single year is rather insignifi
cant and (elativelyeasily handled with an ongoing and 
operational update and l1)aintenance system. 

Quite the contrary is true of geographic units at the 
subcounty level. According to the 1972 Boundary arid 
Annexation Survey\conducted by the Bureau of the 
Census, 29 percen\',\of the places responding to the 
survey reported boundary .changes occurring during 
the period January 2, 1970 through January 1 , 1971 
and 30 percent repot:ted boundary changes during the 
period January 2, 1971 to January1!, 1972. It may be 
that, after a time, and if revenue sharing remains. a 
part of the incom~ redistribution policy of the United 
States, .greater stability of bound<lries will be achieved 
than has been the case traditionally. For the time 
being, however, the sheer volume of changes implies a 
heroic level of effort in maintaing relative currency for 
a file ofth!s kind. 

3. Disparities in Size,., While there are very substantial 
disparities in size·· between· the units that were in
corporatedinto the county-level converter, some .of 
the size disparities that.".!l1ust be confronted at the 
sobcountv le'JG:'iiTe""abs'olutely . enormous: . Thevarill
t10nbefween urban andruraLland use activities, settle
mentpatterns, and population densities create these 
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size disparities both withIn a single national geo
graphic system and among the various nationwide 
systems. For example, the largest State in the United 
States, Alaska, is a single congressional district. Other 
congressional' districts are made up of handfuls of 
blocks in Manhattan. There are counties, such as Los 
Angeles, that contain marW: congressional districts and 
there are many congressional districts that contain 
many counties. Ways' must be found of dealing with 
these geographic disparities. 

I f these problems were not enough, there is no single 
comprehensive computer mapping capability which compre
hends a significant part, much less all, of ihe geodefined 
subcounty entities in the United States. While working on 
the county-level converter, we did find an availabledigitiz.ed 
file of county boundaries. It had been developed initially by 
the highway administration and subsequently made opera
tional by the Bureau of the Census. Nothing comparable 
exists at the subcountylevel.To be sure, computer mapping 
capabilities have been' developed for some SMSAs, even 
some States, and perhaps for rather large portions of the 
United States. However, there is no reason to expect any 
consistency among these individually created and oriented 
systems. Were one to assemble all of them, it is not at all 
certain that the cost of making them operational in the 
same computer environment would not exceed the very 
large projected cost of digitizing the boundaries of sub-
county entities. ' 

A STAGED APPROACH TO THE SUBCQUNTY 
CONVERTER 

Our current thinking on an approach to the subcounty 
problem visualizes three separate, pr0!:lressive .phases. 

Phase I. This will be an inventorY of al\ subcounty 
entities contained in a selected universe of national geo
coding systems. The file structure is a simple one, con
sisting of a .fixed set of elements which identify a county 
within a State, and a number of periodic sets which list, 
in alphabetical order, the names .and codes, of the sub
county entities located within the given county. Each 
national geocoding system included. in the file comprises 
one periodic set of names and codes for every county and 
each set is completely independent with no implied 
nominal or geographic relationship between sets. o . . 

Phase I\, In the sec~~d phase, the periodiqets generated 
previously are to be compared, matched by name, and 
consolidated. File .structure remains essentially the same 
with county components listed alphabetically by State 
and county. The e.ntitles will have been only nominally 
matched and there will be no attempt to define any 
existing geographic conformality among the subcounty 
units at this stage. 

several types of computer programs for polygon analyses' 
might be utilized to extrapolate and define areas of 
spatial conformt,\lity. ' 

The development of the proposed county component 
converter file progresses from a very simpie, nominal inven
tory of subcounty entities towards the delineation and 
definition of any existing geographic conformality among 
the complex of overlapping spatial units. As the. file evolves 
through the three phases, the cost 'and effort involved in
crease dramatically. While the first phase could be con
structed in a short time with relatively minimal efforts, the 
third phase may well be too costly and too time consuming 
to complete. The critical factors involved will be the current 
and expected levels of resources available for development 
of this file and the degree of geographic explicitness desired 
in. the final stage. At this time there is. no doubt that 
achieving the final phase of this file will require large-scale 
commitment. It is, however, important to note that even if 
all three phases carinot be implemented, each phase is 
separable and independent, with. value as a geocodir1g prod-

uct in and of itself. 

THE COMING TOGETHER OF. THE MICRO 
AND MACROLE\lELS 

We want to conclude this forward, look at the develop
ment of national geographic base files with some comments 
on the coming together of the macro and micro level of 
GBF development. Even though we have not addressed the 
issue specifically, we have not avoided thinking about the 
manner in which the macro level, from the top down, 
geocoding system on which. we have been working, would 
interface ultimately with the micro, fr9m the bottom up, 
approach the characterized DIME files. 

The block faces so lovingly coded for DIME file purposes 
do, of course, aggregate up into. minor civil divisions, census 
tracts, wards and othergeodefined units. Were one to be 
able to give geodefinition to places, one'could also aggregate 
to this level, as long as the context remains urban. The 
crucial point is that .DIME coding remains relatively 
straightforward as .\ong as the cOl'ltext is urban. But as the 
boundaries of u(banizationare reached, the level .of un-

'certainty requiring relativelY arbitrary choi~es increases. 
Where one block face ends and another begins, where the 
intersection is properly coded and so forth; are questions 
that sometimes need to be resolvEld rather arbitrarily. 

Phase III. The final phase of this file will contain a list of 
all the various county component entities spatially re
lated at the subcounty level in as exact a geographic 
frame of reference as the nature. of the units permit. The 
actual configuration of :this fjJe.is undetermined. Eactv 
county component might be related to a single existing 
setofsubcol\nty units such as minor civil divisions. Or, 

.There is talk noW of extending DIME coding beyond the 
context of urban areas, eventoDIME codingentite States. 
We Would suggest that, as soon as DIME coding is extended 
beyond zones of urbanization to areas which are traversed 
by roadways only at great intervals, where' there are few 
intersections thatcari be easily identified as points to be 
encoded, much the. same set of problems that we are en
countering will tend to arise. Aggregation upwardS must be 
to meaningful entities, and these will tend to be the .same 
ill-assorted lost we have identifi~d in our subcounty work. 
DIME users wanting to aggregate up to the congressional 
district level will,. for example, h!lve to think very hard 
about hoW properly to encode a section of a congressional 
.district boundary that rLins through the middle of a com' 

field. ' 
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We leave you then . I k' 
that both those workin~ o~~ 103 ;orward, with the thought 
DIME system and those o~a~s rom ~rban areas using the 
largf.!r geographic aggregates are ab~~~ktlong do,,:,nward from meet 10 a grey area 
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inhabited in' ~art by' ..' constanc nor t .cunoLasentltles having neither the 
well-defi~ed ahdh~~~:a~~~~r~de,would Ph

r
:

fer 
t? .attribute to geograp IC entities. 

Question Period 

Mr. Hearle-That set of . 
insightful observation that thos~o~ment~ IS the 'Kind of 
Bruck for a decade have a 0 us w 0 have known Mr. 
could observe sittin he Iways !ound from his remarks. I 
elation of the COlgum;~~watchlOg the au~ience that the 

:h~~~~~:Ww~~:~fv~~~' t~o~::t~;~litVa~f i~~t~~Gg~~~Onbl:~~ 
is telling us 'that the ne~t de er~ who got us to where we are 
last one. . ca e may not be as easy as the 

Mr. Voye-I have a co are in the developmen~~~nt r~ther than a question. We 
potential uses for it. One ~~e t~n G~F. and looking at 
thought we would' use th ,emelng land use. We 
files. Unfortunately, we ca~'tautOtm~ted cou.nty real estate 
numbers to a node number:;;~ C . range, tier, and section 
the answer to that we would like etnehver yfoucome up with " 0 ear rom you. 

Mr. Bruck-I know exactl h 
That's the sort of thing that Yo~ at you. are talking about. 
consistently. Among other ,thi c?furse, IS bound to happen 
if you are tryin to t ngs I you are trying to, even 
outside the cit~ t ge a half way decent clean land use file 
accurate bounda~y ~e~~r~2 f~~e assumption ~hat ~here are 
large untenable. property holdlOgs IS by and 

My dentist is· a great t d ' 
and he has been goin int~ u ent of. Massachusetts history, 
transfe.rs of Indian I~nd.h grea~ d~tall intovariou3 claims of 
ment days. He has looked ~~eth unng the very darlysettle.
what they say is that this 0 e old property records, and 
to yon large oak tree N~i~h~rertoYf gOh

e
.
s hfr~m yon large rock 

But th 
.' '. W.lC IS there anym 

at IS the property record Th' .' ',' ore. 
no survey since then: . ere very often has been 

Mr. Kelley-Could you . directions you ma o· give. us any clues as to which 
looked into in the ~u;al? a~~:i klOdsof alternatives have you 

Mr. Bruck-Well, we have co .. . . 
As our program is laid. out t me ~o no deflOlt':l decision. 
ba~icallyof organizing entitlet

e .!~.st p~rt ~f It consist; 
gOlOg on to attem t some ,w~. IOCOU[1tles, and then 
the problem of cgding' geOgraphl~ matchi~g of these. But. 
is something that isgol~~ :os~nesed 0 ex~alndlOgaOI ME file, 
A friend of ours,' some yo e a Y"h oe other approach. 
Baraclough set about ' ", . u mig t .know, Mr. Bob 
Israel.. Of ~ourse, he ~~:~~t~ a DI~E fit: for th: ~tate of 
when It came to going out to : pro. ~m 10 the Cities, but 
intersections of camel. trails. he SlOal, he was looking for 

The problem is one of s tf d ;;- . rules in which th' ,e IO~ oWn,;a consistent group of 
coded cannot b:r~eare n~, obvlousfe,atures that cannot be 
be I think .~ " alt With. Whqt this set of rules should 
ar~. e,. fforts"Yn r~IIY oPhened to question, at this point. There 

. . . . . . assac usetts, as Mr Humph 'd' h' 
morn 109, to extehdihe DI ME fI "'. rElY sal t IS 
,abo, ut this in. California' It h' b

l 
e sdtatewlde. There is talk 

b R . as een one for Rhod II d 
lI~~he hode Is.land i~ essentially one urbanized area.~: :~o~ 
be in t~t:t~:db:~r~~~~eal.W ~ets going, I think, the fatwill 

,.' ..•.. WI ave to be made. I think that 

the best thing that we can ho f . will not come to be made u . pe lor IS that these decisions 
of decision rules for Mas~l~ue y so that you get one set 
dacision rules for California. c usetts and another set of 

Mr. Dauterive-Are you usin th U 
Geodetic maps to establish h g e .S. Coast and 
statewide basis so that you ~~ ~~at~.f'a~e c~ordinates on a 
the metropolitan area. or I d en kl y oca~lOns outside of 
politan areas? ' an mar s outSide the metro-

Mr. Bruck-We haven't mad d' . set of ma s' . . . e a eClslon on any specific 

~e~e~~~~~/~:iyr t~~~tll:;s 1na~0~~:~~isgs~~: ~f~~~~~:f 
. rle y would be to obtain aver 

comprehenSive set of maps including the USGS maps. y 

Mr. Dauterive-Have you all had NASA N .'. any contact with th 
the m~ps a:~~~a!:eeronauti~s and Space Administration, o~ 
seems like eVerythi~ a~~ dOlOg for the .satellite projects? It 
establishing a standa;d s:! b~u are tal~!n~ about pertains to 
ail geocoding. If the a maps w IC could be used for 

everybo?y Is using the sa~e ~~en~~i~t~~n ~O~~~!'ra At least 
proceeding that way . ' re you 
along that line? ' or are there some recommendations 

Mr. Thyagarajan-It seems to me that th . 
with which. you pursue this pr bl h e ngor.ousness mu h . . a em as got to do With how 
Ne~~se IS exp?cted to be gotten out of it. In the State of 

called t~:k L!~~ Ic~!a~~~ur~~e~have dev:loped a data file 
is on th U' . esources File (LUNR) which 
It is an :bst~~~r;id T~~:verse Mercator projection system. 
location. It is, possible t~e t~~nk,prebtty much. pi~point the 
ab t t . .' In a out that kind of an 
us~ ~:cat c:~~:;:~~ ~:~s:;~t re ess:ntially untracted and 
to match up a DIME In ormatlo.n rather than trying 
yersa.' system to a national system or vice 

:r::~:t~~~~~r oj~~~:' !p~~;f~ t:~:;~;~ ~,~;;.W~,'~: 
~~~~~~~'~IAmaj~~e~~~;~~7~~~:;lf~I~~eO~~~~Je~:~~~'h~~!~~ 

, some marvelous things incl d' .' , 
program which if it Vb'" ~ Ing a computer h . ,.e er ecomes operational will perm't 

~~~~~~!~Op~ngO~~ep:o~~~if~ t~rea:~~~;n~~~: ~~~d~ih:~ 
~ood t~I~9S, S? that is not really the issue. I think that th . 
I.S a rea .Issue I~ trying to. achieve at least some matches e~~ 
bound;arle~. It .IS almost a certaintY that at the sub' .. , 
~~~~I,~! dil~ ~oh~ be P~ssibleto achieve th~ level of m~~~7~ 
at least ther~ I:;~I t b:o~gh the coun~y levelconverter .. But 
matching between the are~t:hi~~tchlO~, and particularly 
a DIM E-coded block-face type offi~nan~ ~~gregated hout 

of 
coded for the subcounty converter. e ones t at are 



Applications of Geographic Base Files to Law Enforcement· The LEAAvlnterest 
Ill' Clo..w C\~~\(,ef(~e.t'\~ 'ChS;;:.~\'\ce 

G. PAUL SYLVESTRE Ao.»" 1\ ;::-,-\'C.:\..~"t:lll) 

LEAA is not an operating agency, which is one way of 
saying that it doesn't do any work,.so what I have to say 
here this afternoon won't take quite as much time, You are' 
going .to hear, after I finish, from aworking agency, the 
New Orleans Police Department, and they will be desc;ribing 
actual hands-on applications of GBF. LEAA though, and 
specifically the National Crimina! Justice Statistics and 
Information Service, has been aware for some time about 
the type of program that New Orleans is working on. As far 
back as 1966, the St. Louis Police Departmentwas using its 
own GBF, or as they called it, the New Location Code for 
analyzing calls for services. This made possible, among other 
things, a manpower resource allocation project for that 
agency which received. quite a lot of notice. Dallas is one of 
the several cities which is using a GBF in what is called 
Computer System Dispatch, or sometimes, Command and 
Control System. 

It is no longer a novelW to see a room full of complaint 
clerks receiving telephone complaints and dispatchers 
sending cards out to the scene of the incident, all of this 
going on without anybody looking at a map. The status map 
with the flashing lights is no longer there. It is all in. the 
computer. 

In Aprjlof 1971, Sergeant Eddie Bradford of the Office 
of the Sheriff, consolidated city of Jacksonville, descri~ed 
to a conference similar to this one the use of a GBF in 
facilitating dispatch in the newly combined Jacksonville 
Police Agency fortheir combined city-county. 

Many oLyou, I am sure, are familar with other specific 
projects .. Some of which I db not know about even though 
they may have been funded by LEAA. That's the nciture of 
the block grant beast. We are sure that there is going to be 
considerably more new activity in this area involving a 10.1 of 
LEAA money. O~t of this we have several concerns. 

These arel ·.One, duplication ofeffort~ That is, a city may 
pay a consultant to do such work as requirements analysis, 
and programing, which should already be o~~the she if from 
work done in another city, perhaps by a difl\~.rent consult: 
ant, Two, unnecessary effbrt. That is extensi've geocoding 
work not taking advantage of the. DIME orCenslis GBf, and 
requiring additfonal. debugging and editing and perhaps .not' 
even comin.g up with the level of quality of the GBF. Three, 
a le~s than optimum system. Some of the wstems that we 
have looked at do not seemtotake full advantage dfthe full 
capability of a GBF. For instance, the agenCy may have 
designed the system to assist dispatchers and that is larg~IY 
what. it does •. All <;If the information is there; that is, fine 
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geographical detail, time of the event, and so forth, to 
provide sophisticated spatial and temporal analysis of crime 
or to provide workload analysis on individual patrolmen. 
But nobody is using it. Or sometimes; if data is being 
produced which would seem to. serve these pruposes, 
because it was designed by ~~the systems types" and the 
consultant, the operational people don't look upon it as 
their system;"lt is something for headquarters, you know, 
and we don't use that." Four, .compatibility with other 
systems. There may also occur a loss of usefulness if the 
data JrolT] other agencies cannot be. matched to crime data. 

I want to be careful what I say here; I don't mean that 
information of a specific address .from the health depart
ment, or the school department should be in a police file. 
But itwould be useful to match data on truancy or housing 
conditions against patterns of specific crimes on a small·area 
basis. But if the development of a police GBF was 
independent of that used by the general. government, this 
will be made more dificult .. Also, if a police GBF is 
developed. without the attention to what is grine',! on 
.elsewhere, certain useful programs of one d~;pa7,lrqlmt 
Cannot be readily adapted to another. So LEAA has hegun 
to address these concerns. 

We have made a small grant to the police department in 
New Orleans, so it could work with Long Beach in the 
transfer of its Locus system. This is the report that you 
will be hearing more about this afternoon. While this was 
under consideration, the Bimiingham. Police Department 
asked our Atl;mta .Regional Office for funds for an 
improved meth'od of coding and tabulating crime data, In 
this instance, the regional office asked for our advice. We 
made a hurried one-day trip to Birmingham, and after 
calling Mr. Silver to get the name of :the right person, we 
actually intrOduced the police people to the regional 
planning people. I won't say :they didnotknoweach other 
existed, butthily did not know that they could help each 
other .out. And this resulted in thedec:ision that the police 
would ~ubgrant part of the funds to the planning commis
sion to speed up and upgrade its CU E effort tomeet the 
needs of the police: . 

, At the same time we informed Birmingham cif the' New 
Orleans project, and Birmingham decided to schedule' its 
project afew.~months behind New..Orleans to obtain benefit 
of their experience and obtain some. nearly free ~ pro~rams. 
Unfortunately from the. NCJISSpointof view, many.of the 
grants for. such projects 'come directly from· the State
controlled block funds. It is only accidently that we find 
out there .is something going .on inthe area. So, if ,,' project 

t. r comes to your attention, Where you think that an a e 
shoul~ ~e working more closely with a regional Pla~n~~~ 
~~~:I~~~ or C~G, let us know, or let our regional office 
, . ave.p ones to the Census Bureau and Mr Silver 
IS ,very good in telling us whom :to contact and s . f 
thiS works and sometimes it does not. After the~mg~;~h: 
money, they are very hard to controL". 

;,:-:~~~-~~ " 

We a;.e now giving seri~u~ considerati00 to a grant to a 
non,pro It agen~y or organization, which will permit an 
:dVISO~y cqmml~ee consisting largely of police administra
ors, ut .lncludln.g . some criminal. justice planners and 

geoprocesslng sp~clallsts,. to take a good look at existin 
proJects. They will conSider other practical applications a~ 
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perceived by police administrators. Out Of this we h 
that ~e ca,n syntheSize and document an optimu~ Syst~~e 
By disseminating such a .concept widely We hope to affec~ 
not only new systems to be developed in the future but to 
eflhance such existing systems that presently fail to include 
som~ of th~ more desirable but less obvious features of 
GBF s applications. This is presently planned as a 2-year 
e~fort, but there will be interim reports to be published at 
t e knd ~f 33 weeks and approximately at the end of 44 
wee. s: T e. Geography Division of the Census Bureau will 
participate In all phases of this project under a separate 
Interagency agreement. This should allow us next year to 
have ~ lot more to tell you about what LEAA has been abl 
to do In GBF. e 

Question Period 

Mr. Hearle-Do any of you know of any law enforce. 

f
ment-rhelated GBF-.type activity going on in your areas apart 
rom t e presentation? 

GB~r. V~ye-The. St. Paul Police Departmentis utilizing the 
. I' ' ~n .the POlice Department of the City of Minneapolis 
IS ooklng Into the applications at present, 

f 
Mr. Hearle-Are they working closely with you in terms 

o your central role? 

Mr.Voye-Yes, they are. 

Mr. We.aver-The Police Department with the city of 
C.harlotte ~s part of the I MIS USAC project and is wor 'n 
~Irectly wl,ththe GBF/DIME file, We are breaking th/~iI~ 
~nto two different subfiles. One .is a street segment that has 
ee~ area coded automatically to response areas. We are also 

~~kIn0 the same GBF/DI ME file and building an intersection 
I e. e are area coding the files so that when the address 

ma~cbes a ~Iock face they immediately know what unit 10 
assign and, likewise, an intersection pair. :' 

Mr. Sylvestre-lam glad to hear of those that are ~~ing 
Pladcethwlth the cooperation of the law enforcement agency 
an e others working in the GBF area. . 

LE~~ ~~~~~Some of the work in St. Paul was done with 

M,r. S':lvestre-Well, I am sure that most of it is and 
~hats not b~d. I ~ave no objection to LEAA funds 90i~g to 
It: I would J~st i!ke to get as much GBF out of it as I can 
Without duplicating or doing over work that has already 
been done elsewhere in the city. 

.Mr. Controvich-Springfield Police Department is also 
us!ng the GBF/DIME, and they are currently thinking about 
uSing the nodes for accident location purposes. 
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Securing Multi-Agency Participation in the Dev.elopment of the New Orleans 
1', , , Geographic Base File 

LEROY D.DAUTERIVE AND ALBERT C. ETIENNE 

LEROY D. DAUTERIVE 

The topic of discussion is "Securing M~lti-Agen~x P~rt!~i~ 
. • th Development of Geographic Base I e In 

R:e~no~~ean:' Louisiana Region." This is pr!marily la jo!nt 
effort being undertaken throu~h the ~eglonal, Panning, 
Commission, local parish ~Iannlng agencies, and hthe ~e;1 
Orleans police Department In an effort to reducedt ~ ~osn t~ 
an one agency. ,Also, this joint effort was un er a, e 
ta~e advantage of the capabilities and res?urces of each 

y Specifically the New Orleans police Departm~nt 
~~~n~ ~ery goodc~mputer programing depar~ment, wl~h 
very highly skilled people. The Regional Planning comm;s-
. the other hand, does not have a c~mpu er 

Slon, o~ ,section but it does have the map review and 

~~~t1~a;~~ources ~hich the Police Departmen~1 d~esw n~~ 
have. In this type of situation we have been a e 0 0 

together very effectively. 

, When Mr Etienne and I were'askedto share with you our 
experiences' in developing the geographic ~ase file for ~: 
New Orleans area, we were somewhat ~ur~rlsed. T~e way 
are developing the geographic base file IS anythtng bu\a~ 
exemplary model for other areas to follow. The process \ a 
we ,are following Is in a word "t,ackY." It is held toget er 

'th bits of "time and materials' taken from a number of 
:~encies to create the products needed to form the 

geographic base file. 

At one time or another, we have b~rrowe? staff .a~d 
material from local city planning agencle~, pr~vatec Utl!lt~ 

ies the U,S. Post Office, the Alcholtc Driver on ro 
~~:::~ the New Orleans police Department, the ~efferson 
P . 11 Sheriff's Department the Regional Planning CO.m
~i~:ion summer staff, local public libraries, health p!annln~ 
a ncies, I~cal universities, the National Aeronautics .an 
s~aceAdministration, city and parish build~ng ~eg'~!:i~~~~' 
department, and the finance a~d data processing ac! I 
Jefferson and New Orleans ParISheS. 

To date we' have financed the building of the geo~raphi~ 
base file with funds from the Department of Housl?g an 
Urban Development, the Law Enforcement ~sslstance 
Administration, the Department of Transporta~'~n, local 
ci1yand parish governments, and the State of LOUISiana. 

Before going any further into what we are doin~.t~ 
develop the geographic base file, let me give you a rle 
outline of the New Orleans aeea planning process. The ~~~ 
Orleans SMSA is composEld of four county·type areas w IC 
are called parishes. These four parishes are n~med ~e~~~~d: 
Orleans, St. Bernard, and St. Tammany. Since t e 
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aries of the Parish of Orleans are the same .as those of the, 
cit' of New Orleans, the two terms are,used Interchangeab:y 

to ~escribe the city of New Orleans. The t?t~1 popu a-
. f h SMSA is slightly over one million ~eople, 
~ft~ aOppr~x~mateIY 55 percent living in Orleans P~r~sh, ~~ 
percent living in Jefferson Parish, and the Jem~lnlng 
parc'ent split equally between St. Bernard and St. ammany 

Parishes. 

U fI the 1950's over 70 percent of the region's popula-
. n I~ved in' Orleans Parish. As cheaper land became 

tlo~1 ble for home building, in the parishes of Jefferson and 
~~al :ernard large numbers of families moved a~7~al~y t~O 
Jefferson a~d St. Bernard. Today almost on.e- a 0 e 
region's popualtion lives outside of Orleans Parish. 

In 1962 the Regional Planning Commission for the Ne~ 
Orleans ar~a was founded. Although. it was founded In 
1962 the Regional Planning Program did not get ~nderway 
until '1967. One of the first components of the regional plan 
identified for special attention was the development of an 
easily updatable.data base. 

I 1968 the address coding gUide for the metropo.lita~ 
Ne; Orlea~sarea was developed. Also in 1968, th~ Reglona

f Plannin Commission began to ex~lore .th~ estabhs~ment. 0 

a regiongal 7.3-acre grid system for Id~ntlfyln9 and dlspla~lng 
re ional data. After much studY, thiS grtd system has ~en 
~t aside for two reasons; number one, the local planning, 

~gencies c~lIect and need data. by. block and parcel 
identification,' not on a 7.3·acre grid baSIS, ~n.d n~mber two, 
converting field dilta to the grid identification system 
involves a costly, duplicative process .. We would need. to 
haVe the geographic base file in operation plus a c.onverslon 
file to get data identified by the proper 7.3-acre grid. 

We are focusing our effort on developin~ and mai~taining 
the geographic base file for two reasons. Flr~t,.plannldg Idat~ 
needed by the Regional .Plainning c?mmlssl~~es::hi~~~S 
Plannidng agenciesdeiSnCoOm~lnP~~~~ ~~c~~~I~:~I~~orate changes 
a goo common. ., .. 'f the 
'In the p,psent data-collection process are nece~arY.1 t'n 

1- .' d If . f you have !:lone ou I 
geographic base file IS use. any 0 . t Ik to the 
the field, you knoW what h~ppens wh~~/~it :hange the 
building inspectors and ask,. If y~~tt~O bit L And he says, 
way you collect your data J.us~ a I. e . ontend with" 
"Not me, not me, I've got Union hrule~ to t~e methods ~f 
There are so many obstacles to c angtng . . 
data collection that the fewer changes you have ~o make tn 
the primary data collection the easier the process IS. 

Because the geographic base file is. geared to use address 
information, we have a natural basis. foT agreement with 
data-collecting agencies. We don't have to ask them to 
change anything, or relatively little. 

At this pOint, I would like to tell you briefly what has 
been accomplished to date in the New Orleans area. First, 
an address coding guide reflecting the 1968 metropolitan 
street pattern to which the 01 ME features have been added 
has been completed utilizing Department of Housing and 
Urban Development funds. Second, the New Orleans Police 
Department under a Law EnforcementAssistance Adminis
tration grant has edited and made corrections to be used 
successfully to sort employment data to traffic zones by the 
University .of New Orleans as part of the Unified Trans
portation Planning Work Program for the New Orleans area. 
Fourth, over 25 informational presentations have been 
made to private and public agencies and groups who might 
be assisted by the geographic base file. Agencies and groups 
contacted included local school boards, Chamber of 
Commerce research personnel, housing finance groups, 
telephone company forecasters, local banking representa
tives, health planning staffs, and law enforcement depart
ment personnel, to name a few. Fifth, backing for the 
geographic base file development has been secured from 
each .parish's planning agency. Sixth, funds have been 
secured from to update the geographic base file during fiscal 
year 1975 from the DepartmentofHou~ing and Urban 
Development. We have gone out and done the things that 
were necessary to acquaint the people with what the 
geographic base file is all about. 

To obtain multiagency participation'in the regional 
development of the geographic base file, we have, based 
upon our experience, formulated an approach to secure 
each agency's assistance. This approach is based upon the 
premise .that the priorities of the day-to-day operations of 
government and private, agencies will override any serious 
attempt to set up a better way of completing a job, if the 
bet\er way hampers the day-to·day operations. With this 
thought in mind, it was decided to sandWich in, as best coult! 
be done, tile completion of the various pieces of informa
tion needed to update and maintain a functional geographic 
base file for the New Orleans area as part of the various 
agencies ongoing programs. 

The present "piecemeal" effort focuses on first getting 
Orleans Parish operational; then going into Jefferson Parish, 
which is the second largest parish; and then tackling the two 
suburban-type smaller parishes. This approach, admittedly, 
is more costly and more time consuming, but faced with the 
impossible task of securing sufficient funds in any one year 
it is felt to be the most sensible approach for our area. 

To. carry out. this, approach; we have employed the 
following rules when soliciting an agency's support. One 
when you approach the head of an agency and try to sell 
him on participating in the development of the GBF, you 
might have about 5 or 10 minutes, so you want to get in 
there and keep the approach as simple as possible, Number 
two, you want to keep it practical. You .are nottrying to 
come up with some blue-sky ideas about what can he done 
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with this system. You Want to keep it right down to where 
the agency head can relate to you. The third thing is, you 
want to keep it pertinent in terms of what it will do for his 
agency . 

In keeping it simple, we sell one goal. We are not trying 
to develop a data bank; we are trying to develop a 
standardized tool for data manipulation. In keeping it 
simple, we only ask for what we need, not what we might 
like to have. In keeping it simple, we don't go into elaborate 
detail. And most important, in keeping it simple, we ask for 
only that prodUct which an agency can prodUce as part of 
its day-to·day operations. 

In keeping our approach practical, we try to make the 
work sequential to avoid going over the same ground twice. 
We sell the geographic base file on the basis that it is the key 
to developing a data-flow system at the least cost per agency~ 

In making our solicitations pertinent, We approach public 
and private agencies to determine if the geographic base file 
can (1) save them money, (2) save them time, (3) provide 
them mOre accuracy and (4) make them better able to 
respond to the problems in their respective agencies. Ifany 
of these four points can be determined as applicable, 
particularly if the geographic base file can save money, we 
are then able to more effectively solicit the agency's 
support. When these points were not applicable or have not 
been applicable, but the agency needs information, we 
proceed to pay for the prodUct needed. If we don't have 
anything to trade, we have to find the dollars. 

At this pqint, the question you may be asking is, I'How 
are you goil1g to set up the geographic base file for the New 
Orleans area?" The geographic base file will be made fully 
operational Using the following approach. The updating of 
the metropolitan map series will be accomplished by the 
Regional Planning Commission and the local planning 
agencies in concert with the Census Bureau-street changes, 
new address ranges, node numbers, and r)ew census block 
numbers. The coding of the updated map information in 
order to insert these changes into the file will be accom
plished bV the Regional Planning Commission in concert 
with the local parish Finance ,~nd Data Processing Depart
ments. The actual insertion of tl16 changes in the geographic 
base file will be accomplished by the I\lew Orleans Police 
Department with support from the Regional Planning 
Commission. 

Once the geographic base file has been updated itwill be 
employed by the Regional Planning Commission .. 

The New Orleans Police Department has satisfied the 
respective agencies, needs during 1974 and transmitted the 
GBF in its present stage to other participating agencies. 

In closing, I wouid like to emphasize that the approach 
we are using in the New Orleans area to convince many 
agencies to jointly participate in thedeilelopment of the 
geographic base file is sound. While this process may try the 
patience .of many, we feel that it is the best way to realize 
geographic base file development when Federal, State and 
community resources are limited. The longest journey can 
be accomplished one step at a time, 
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ALBERT ETIENNE 

We in New Orleans have transferred the LOCUS system 
from Long Beach, Calif. \t is basically a geographic base file, 
developed from DIME, with the extension on records of 
intersection information. I have done a file create on a test 
file, and we have that portion of it completed. One 
gentleman over here was talking about an intersection 

record which does create intersection records fo+ you. I 
have also developed a couple of programs which Imight be 
helpful in the correction of DIME. I took the 109,IC of the 
ADDEDIT program and did a segment link system which 

. can list a file by feature name and node number se(~uence to 
make map review a lot easier. I have also a small system that 
will add things like traffic zone and ZIP code 'and mass 
corrections to the file. 

Question Period 

Mr. Ma-I am really amazed how you can coordJnate all 
these agencies to be involved in the geographic base file. Can 
you elaborate a little further? How can you pool them all 
together? That Was one of our biggest frustrations. 

" Mr. Dauterive-Who's coordinating? What we are trying 
to do is coordinate. When you go to an agency, you have 
got to know what you want. The only way to really 
coordinate the whole process is to do two things: Number 
,one, set up a sequence of products that you need, and 
number two, divide the products needed among appropriate 
agencies. 

We divided the products into two areas. The first area is 
the mapping work that has to be done, and the second area 
is all the computer work that has to be done. 

In setting up coordination, I guess it would be better 
described as stealing "time and material," from different 
agehcies. You look at what the agency is producing first, 
then go back to your .office and determine where the 
products fit in tt)rms of what you need. If it is not exactly 
what you need, you don't go back; but if it is exactly what 
you need or if it can be made into exactly what you need, 
then you go back and apprQach the agency. 

That's when you find out if you can realize those four 
points that I mentioned previously: Can you ?ave them 
money with the geographic base file, can you save them 
time, make their work mOrEl accurate, etc? If you can.realize 
any of those four points then you ~o in and you say to the 
agency head, "I can give you. a trade. If you produce just 
one little piece of data in this form for me, then I will give 
you this complete geographic base file. I'll just hand it to 
you, and it will be free, because you are producing this dat<l 
. anyway/~' ~ 

On the other hand,' if the agency does not get any\~ing 
OUt of the geographic base file, then you sit down andS<\y, 
ill need this piece of information from you. How much will 
it cost me?" Once you have that price determined,'youc<ln 
look around for HUD funds Or LEAA fUnds, or goto the 
city government and see if you can get the dollars necessary 
to buy that piece of information. 

That is essentially what. we try to do. To coordinate 
successfLllly you have to break the program down into the 
subpartll that you need. 

The map work,. for example, has been broken down. If 
you look at the four basic, mapping products needed, you 
need to update the Metropolitan Map Series; you then need 
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that map enlarged (that is wh~,t we are going to do, enlarge 
it to 1"=400' scale); have someone put address ranges on 
the enlarged map and then prepare another overlay and put 
node numbeis on it, which is the third part; the fourth part 
is to add the census block numbers. If you Can get four 
agencies to do these four pieces in sequence then you have 
got it. . 

Mr .. Hearle-How about these applications that you are 
going to hang on the GBF? 

Mr. Dauterive-Let met tell you what we try not to do. 
We're kind of strange people, people who fool around with 
data-it's like the somewhat corny, but applicable joke. One 
man comes up to another and says, "Hey, everybody thinks 
that I am kind of strange because. I like pancakes." The 
other man says, "0h, you do? Why don't you come over 
with me? I have a whole drawer full." That is the waywe 
get with data. You can like pancakes, but you don't go 
overboard. It's the same way we are doing with GBF 
program. We are not trying to sell elaborate data tools and 
elaborate information systems. We are trying to sell one 
thing-the GBF system and program, and we are trying to 
keep it simple. We are trying to say if you have this one 
thing, this one tool, then you could do many.\> many more 
things. We are not trying to tell you what you could do. If 
you think about it, however, thllre is one thingthat you do 
need; you need this common. denominator; you,need the 
geographic base file. . 

That is all we are trying to .seil, so we don't get directly 
into the use of data. All we are trying to do right now is to 
get that one piece, that common denominator, up and 
rUnning. Once we do that, once we can show some 
products,. then we 9an go into somegrapllic dIsplays. We 
will then be able to get into what I call the more 
sophistipated data analysis;' 

Mr. Kondo-As I understand it, most of the agencies you 
wor~ with are in the city of New Orleans. Have you had any 
contact with agencies with operate.in a different jurisdiction 
than a citY sucb as a State agency? 

Mr. Dauterive-We have utilized primarily the city .of New 
Orleans personnel, but we alsQ have gotten support from the 
University of New Orleans, which is multiparish. We have 
gotten assistance irom the computer services of the National 
,Aeronautics .and Space Administration, which is in the 
Slidell area of St. Tammany Parish. We have utilized address 
information collected by the Department of Roads and 

Bridges in Jefferson Parish where they record the addresses 
Of. all th~ str~ets they have under maintenance. While we are 
uSing p:'m~nly New Orleans agencies, we are not limited. 
Th he pOlOt IS that we are trying to get to the agencies that 

ave data. . 

In going ~o other agen.cies, the hardest job is finding out 
what ther~ IS they have that can be used. For example, we 
never realrzed ~hat the Roads and Bridges Department had a 
set of maps With address ranges on it, until we went out 
there and happ~ned to. see them, and the on Iy way we 
found"that out IS by gOlOg out and telling them the "GBF 
story. And once you tell YOUr story and see what they 
have, you. go back to the "drawing board" and say, "Is that 
agency gOlOg to be able to contribute to the program?" 

Mr. Molski-I have a problem with the economies of 
scale. We aredevel?pin.g a GBF/DIME for the entire county, 
but the largest City In the county has a popUlation of 
5~,OOO. ! am' wondering if yoy have had any experience 
With trYing to approach a smaller city , such as that of 
20,000 people;. for Instance approaching the police depart
ment, .or the. fire department in trying to streamline their 
operations With the use of a GBF? In other words is there a 
cut-off point to which the DIME file applies? 

~r. D~uterive-The economy of scale lies in the regional 
baSIS. Being. the ~roject manager, responsible to .set up the 
address coding gUide in 1968, I had 25 people working for 
~e. They were sort of moving me around in about four 
different places: one in Jefferson Parish on the West B k 
one In Jefferson Parish on the East Bank one in the cit~n of 
New Orleans and one in St. Bernard Parish. 

The economy of scale came in using the same people who 
~ecame ~ery skilled at what they were doing to develop the. 
~nformat~on, the address coding guide and the DIME 
information. I think that setting up for a small town is more 
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of a problem because 50 percent of the problem in training 
the people to b.e a~curate or getting an accurate crew to do 
the JO~.So I think If you are going to approach the problem 
of ~ettlng up the GBF you should approach it on a regional 
baSIS. 

~o into the local municipality of about 20 000 Solicit 
the!r supp~~ and .solicit their participation, but'do it on the 
baSIS that ,. Here ~s .so~eth~ng I am g?ing to do for you as 
part of Your partiCipation In the regional process." Don't 
ap~roa.ch them on the point that they should do this for 
~helr City only. I do not think it is going to work nor could 
It be done that way. 

. Mr. Weaver-I have more of a comment that a question 
W~at I have heard in this presentation is exellent. It really 
bOils down to selling the user on the benefits that the GBF 
has to offer, and I think you have summarized beautifully 
how we could go about selling the benefits of the GBF' you 
have to do that for this ongoing cooperation funding' etc 
so congratulations in that area. " ., 

Mr/Etienne-In the very beginning we would go to a 
place and give them the pitch about DIME, ask them for 
clerks. The p~ople would tell us, "It is a beautiful idea; 
when you get It running, come back and we will use. it." As 
we strugg~ed along by ourselves, just Mr. Dauterive and I 
mostly .dolng all of the work,. borrowing a clerk here, doing 
something there., the closer i~ ~ot to being complete, the 
more and more people were Willing to give us two clerks for 
10 days so that they could use it. 

I n the. beginning it was a very hard row to hoe; everybody 
thoug~t '! ~as a good idea, but nobody wanted to invest 
anything In It. But then when it got close to being usable 
the people were more willing to invest time or personnel a~ 
opposed to dollars. We usually did not ask for money we 
asked for qodies. . , 



, , UNIMATCH Experience wifh Truck Survey Data 

EDWARD F. CARLBERG. 

In 1972 the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) of 
the. U.S. Department of Transportation initiated a National 
Truck Commodity Flow Study (NTCFS) to obtain informa
tion about the flows of commodities on the Nation's 
highways. The study was built around a questionnaire 
mailed out to a sampling of truck owners, asking them for 
details about their travels on specific days. Items of 
information collected on each questionnaire included types 
of commodities carried, weights carried, places from which 
the commodities were carried, distances traveled, and details 
about the vehicle involved. For every stop to pick up arId 
deliver goods (up to eight stops per day), the questionnaire 
asked: 

Where the stop occurred (by address, city or town, 
county, and State) 

What sort of place the stop. was (pier, factory, warehouse, 
construction site, store, etc.) 

How many miles from the last stop 

The time of arrival 

The purpose of the. stop (deliver, pick up,. render service, 
etc.) 

What commodities were picked up or delivered, by 
weight or quantity. 

SAMPLE SELECTION 

About 150,000 questionnaires have been mailed out over 
the past year. The truck sample selected was stratified by 
several factors, including a weighting of three to one in 
favor of the larger trucks. (Otherwise the study would have 
collected a mass of data on where sportsmen drive their 
campers, since 75 percent of the registered trucks are small 
pickUps or panels.) The truck licenses of each State were 
sampled, and questionnaires mailed to registered owners in 
all 50 States and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. Each 
owner was asked to fill out the form on a speGific day in the 
near futu reo 

About 113,000 valid questionnaires have been returned
those where the truck Was in service and the data was 
legible. Because details about the truck were also asked for 
in the questionnaire, the results became a valuable. truck 
inventory. The owners were asked about gross weights, 
number of axles, body type, trailer details, and operating 
class (for hire; private, etc.). The questionnair~ also allowed 
the compilation of statistics as to type of haul (local or long 
distance), whettwr commodities were carried, special kinds 
of commodities ca'rrie.d (including milk, oil, cattle, garbage, 
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autos, repair equipment, beverages, people, etc.), annual 
miles traveled, age of truck, fuel used, and repair practices, 
among other things. 

Even though the valid returns are only 113,000 out of 
20·million registered trucks, the information has a high 
statistical probability of being representative of the universe 
of trucks. 

Who will use all these data? The FHWA and other 
organizations within DOT, as well as trucking associations, 
economists, highway engineers, market analysts, traffic 
departments, truck .builders, and others. The data might be 
used in determining highway needs, truck facility needs, 
regulations, investments, marketing plans, and other such 
decisions. 

THE GEOCODING STEP 

As may be seen from the following flowchart, Boeing 
Computer Services has only a small role in the process.' It is 
an interesting role, however, because it represents probably 
the first major production use of UNIMATCH to do 
geocoding. 

The geocoding problem itself is quite straightforward. 
The indivjdual addresses of the stops are not used. The only 
gaocoding required is to find a set of codes, from the town, 
county, and State given on the questionnaire, that will fix 
these locations geographically. To do this, DOT and the 
Census Bureau created a special combination file of the 
American Trucking Association's Standard Point Location 
Codes (SPLC) and the Census Geographic Area Code Index 
(GAel). 

The SPLC is a grid-oriented system of six digits per code. 
The first digit is a region of the United States; the second 
digit is a State or portion of a State; the third and fourth 
digits represent a county or portion thereof; and the fifth 
and sixth digits identify !Jither 

(a) An area within.a radius of 2-1/2 miles ffQrn a .center 
point (which may be a post office, city center, 
crossroads, etc,) or . 

(b) Some specific location of transportation significance, 
such as a railroad yard. 

The GACI (compatible with Federal Information Processing 
Standards) identifies States, counties, SMSA's, and places, 
plus codes for place .size and place description (Le., central 
city of an SMSA, incorporated town, unincorporated 
hamlet,ctc.). j 
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These two basic codes we;e merged into a single reference 
file of 103,000 separate rocations. It was our job at BCS to 
take this reference file, match it to the' data from the 
questionnaires, and append the appropriate matching code!; 
tc each location stated in the returned questionnaires. 

Of the thousands of val1d questionnaires returned, about 
a third indicated that the truck was not operated that c.ay, 
Another third showed no commoditiescarried. Many of the 
last third, however, showed multiple stops, each of which 
required geocoding.Thus almost a million separate geo
codiiii:! matches were IInticipateo, To date BCS has pro
cessed over 125,000 data records in 12 batches on our IBM 
370-168 located in McLean, Va~\' 

v 

THE PACE SUBSET 

The match'ing job uses only a portion of UNIMATCH. 
The i;ensus Use Study people have lifted some modules out 
of UNIMATCH and tailored them to do this specific job 
very efficiently. Tt:ls portion is called PACE, which stands 
for "Place and count'! encoder." Its sole purpose is to assign 
FIPS State, county, SMSA, place, and SPLC codesto data 
records Gontllining State abbreviations and place or counw 
names, or hoth~ . 

. The Census Bureau people made some ingeniOlJs trade
offs be.tween efficiency,accuracy, and completeness. The 
problem they faced was this: All data records must 
ultimately be identified to a location (matched), but not all 
data records are accurate or complete. The majority of the 
rs<;ords are perfect in their spelling of the State abbrevialtion 

I' an\\ the place name, and can thus be easily matched thmugh 
eHl;cient programing. In a few cases there maybe more than 
one'identically named placll within a State; in these cases 
the county listed on the questionnaire is the tiebreakEir. So 
on the first pass through the file, only exact;matches are 
attempted"and all oth~!"s are rejected. The reject pile is 
typically less than 9P.P:!Quarter of the size of the original 
data file (appro)(~mate\y 75 percent exact match rate). 

On the second pass the UNIMATCH uncertainty com
parator is invoked to code as many places with minor 
spelling, phonetic,. and transposition errors as possible. The 
uncertaintY comparator compares eachnharacter in the 
reference filll place names with the charactersiri"ihe data 

'file place names. Each time a character in the reference file 
matches one in the da~a file, a weighting factor is applied. 
Every mismatch dauses a penalty to be applied. Care must 
be taken, however; for instance, WASHINGTON must not 
be matched to ASH I NGTOWN': Thus the uncert~lflty 
cOmparator looks down onty half of the place name to find 
matches .. It will matth,lWASHINGTON with WASH
INGQTON or with WASHli'~';lGON or with WASHINTON 
bec\luse such added, trqnspo~'d, or missing letters still result 
In a net weight-penalty score that is high enough to exceed 

,the match probability threshold. At the end ,of this second ' 
computer pass, another ,10 to 15 percent of the file is 
accepted, 

The third pass uses another reference 'file, the Permanent 
Supplementary Reference File, which contains an ever-

growing list of common misspellings and abbreviations. 
PH ILL Y, for instance, is probably equated to PH I LA
DELPHIA, and NYC to NEW YORK CITY. I do know that 
"TORKTOWN' and "WLKHART" are in the supple
mentary file; these probably are due to poor handwriting on 
the questionnaires. Since this pass' also' invokes the un
certainty comparator, the match rate on the previous reject 
file is nOw commonly over 90 percent. 

" '. 

j 
1 

At this point the remaining rejects are printed out and 
turned. over to BCS clerical people. Using atlases anei 
directories, they attempt to. find suitable codes for each 
one. Some are obvious: a city listed in the countY column 
or vice versa. Some are keypunch errors in thE! State codes, 
which must always be an exact match. Some are ,Obvious to 
the human, such as the truck that went to Mount Rainier (a 
very large "noplace"). 

I 
lit 

/J 

)
1.1 The fourth and final pass is made to the file (each file 

representing 1 month's, data) to clean up the remaining 
rejects by matching the manually made list with the last of 
the machine r'ejects and thus coding every record to at least 
a State, or a State and county if possible, and also to. a place 
whenever one can be deciphered. 

I 

I 
ll/" 
~ 

At this point a final monthly tap~ is prepared that '1' 
recombines all the matched records, sorts them together, 
and produces a "clean" data tape containing geocodes on I 
every truck stop. This tape is next recombined with the L 
original questionnaire data regarding the truck and the .,.:.·.1,·,· 

commodities it carried, and is ready for final summarization 
and'printingi::\ 

The flow ~;'thiS entire process is shown by the chart on J 
, the following page.l , 

The four matching steps r,re brokeq down as follows with 
respect to the requ irement for e)(act character-for-character 
matches, q.s opposed to the use of the uncertainty com
parator; 

t 

of 

'I 

.1 

I 
Data Item Match 1 Match 2 Match 3 M~l:h4 

State (2 characters) Exact Exact Exact Exact 

Place (36 characiers) , ,'Exa"t Uncertain Unceriain Exact 

County (20 characters) Uncertain Uncertain Uncertain (NA) 

.,sPLC/GACI Reference File Yes, Yes No No 

Permanent Supplementary No, N" Yes Yes 
Reference File 

;1 Temporary Supplementary No No No Yes 
Reference File 

/ 
'I 

Note that the State code must always bean exact match ...... l 
With a two-letter code it would be hard to do otherwisel . t 
Howev'er, this code. is standardized at'tne time the. question- " 
naires arep:repared for ,keypunching; we don't depend oli ' 
the truck ownllrs' spelling. Thus, the only cases of State 
mismatch will .be clerical or keypUnching errors on the part ,', 
of the data encoders, and such errors are quite rare., 

PACE Matching Flow 

Rejects 

Rejects 

Rejects 

Match 1 

E)(?ei 

Match 2 

Uncertainty 

Comparator 

on "Place" 

Match 3 

Uncertainty 

Comparator 

Match 4 
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SAMPLE REFERENCE FILE 
AK 

, At< 
AK 
.AKADAK 
MADN( STATION 
AKAFOGNAK 
AKAKH'IOI< 

"'AK At< IA CHAK 
AKAKIAK 
AKAKOLMI UT 
AKAKUT AN 

'AKAlAKANUJ< 
N<.AL ATNA 
AKAtEKNAG IK' 
AKALEKNAGlk LAKE 

. AKALEKNA G IK . tH 551 ON 
AKAlEXANDER 
AKA LLA KAKE T 
AKAMBLER 
AKANAKTUVUK PASS 
AKANCHOR POINT 
AKANCHORAGE 
AKANDERSDN 
AI< ANOREAFSK r 
AKANDREAFSKY 
AKANGOON 
AKAN IAK 
AKANNETTE 
AK.ANVIK 

tJ 
'X 

Q.' 

,.; 

WADE HAMPTON 
WRANGELL PETERSBURG 
YUKON KOYUKUK 
ALEUTIAN ISLANDS 
ALEUTIAN ISLANDS 
KODIAK' 
KODIAK 
BE THEl 
BETHEL 
BETHEL 
ALEUTIAN ISLANDS 
\oJ ADE HAMPT ON 

BR ISTOL BAY 
BRISTOL BAY 
BRISTOL BAY 
ANCHORAGE 
YUKON-KOYUKUK 
KOBUK 
BARROW 
KENAI-COOK INLET 
ANCHORAGE 
YU KON-KOYUKUK 
WADE HAMPTON 
WADE HAMPTON 
ANGOON 
KUSKQKWI M 
OUTER KETCHIKAN 
KUSKOKWI M 

t:." 
$ 

8 

814280 
0010505 

El::ClC 
00::05008 [3C65 
CC4C5C1816C50 
CC~C~CCEHC4C 
0060402 
CC1C5GC81422C 
CCEC4C1S24C4C 

81B245 
CCSC5CC815230 
GCC;05':CS152::0 

C12C4CC81E2C5 
o 1455.)0812l40 
C 14C41CEH Cleo 
ci~C4el 

824120 
824120 

Oltl04C18C4065 
0170501817 210 
CIH5CCHa9C 

is' 
8 

{J 

~ 
'9 
~. 
'X 

/ Q:' / .... .., 
v 

GAel 

en 
o 

0; 
'-0 

ill ;1 
:, 
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MAT,CHONE OUTPUT-EXACT MATCH 

L 
I I I / AT,A 

, I I I " 

,~ ~ ~ 

~~ ,Q::.f ~ ~ , § ,'~tj o· ~~ ~~ 
G~~ if i>~. ~1:: ~ 
~ ~ "G ~ ~t:l.,,~ d- Cj (~~8/~8 t; t/ ,if 
2111010140003726 BOA l BUCK EYE 
211101020000380780A1CAMP VERDE 
211202049000521530UCAMP VERDE 
'~112010 t8()OQ4822.69AICAREFREE 
211102076000452672AZCASA GRANDE 
21110Z076000452671AlClSA G~ANDE 
2111020760004526 70AICAS A GR ANDE 
211102074000451661~ZCASA GRANDE 
211102074000~51660AlCASA GRANDE 
211102074000451666AtCASA GRANDE 
2111010240DO~82581AICASA GRANDE 
211.202 0700005'H 890AlCHANDLER 
211201n200004~0365AZCHANDLER 
211201 020000490360AZ CHANDLER 
211Z0207000055i899AZCHANDLER 
2111dl024060382585AZCOLLfOGE 
211101024000j~2586AZCObLIDGE 
2111010240003Q2587AZCOOLIDGE 
211101022000~B2031AZDOUGlAS 
211101003000362343AIOOUGlA$ 
211lo1003006362342AIDOUGlAS 
211101003Q00362341AIDOUGlAS 
211101002000362120AlDOUGL4S 
211202 05900054-02104Z EAGEN 
211101030000392260AZfHRENBURG 

'. 2l110l0l40003Q25S4AZElOY 
211101024000382583~lELOY 
llllOl024000382582AZELOY 
211101056000431420AlFLAGSTAFF 
~1l1 (ll 0'5600043t422AZ F=lAGS T AFF 
211101056000431421AIFlAGSTAFF 
2111010420004112BOAZGIlA BEND 

0479716900304MARICOPA 
0479413200335YAVAPAI 
04794HlOQ335'YAVAPA! 
047Q7116 7MARICOPA 
0479656l00354PINAl 
0479656200354PINAl 
0479656Z00354PINAl 
0479656 Z00354PINAL 
047Q656200354PINAL 
0479656200354PINAl 
0479656200354PINAL 
047<}?22400504MARJCOPA 
047.722400504MARICDPA 
0479722400504MARICOPA 
0479122 4i005 OftMA R I CO P A 

PINAL 
0479655400704PINAL 
0479655400704 
0479579900B04COCHISE 
047q579900~04COCHISE 
0419579900804COCHISE 
047Q~79900804CQCHISE 

047q57q900~04COCHISE 

APACHE 
YUMA 

0479658201054PINAl 
0479658201054PINAL 
0419658Z01054PINAL 
0479214001154COCONtNO 
047C)21400n 54 
0479Zl4001154COCDNINO 
0479725201294MARICGPA 

066200013 
025 
025 

6200013 
08 Oll 
08 021 
08. 02.1 
08 021 
08 021 
08 021 
08 OZI 
035.2,00011 
0136200013 
086200013 
1)86200013 

IlZ 
06 021 
06 021 ' 
08 003 
08 003 
013 003 
OR 003 
OR 003 

AZ 
AZ 

07 021 
07 021 
07 021 
10 005 
10 005 
10 005 
046200013 

RESULTS-FIRST MATCH: REFERENCE FILE 
AGAINST DATA F1LE-EXACTMATCH 

,. 

RUN STATISTICS 

20 •. 70B INPUT RECORDS READ--I DATA iN-, 
INPUT REJECT RECORDS READ-:- (R EJT IN) 

20,70l'J INPUT RECOROS S ELECTED FOR PROCESSING 

103,090 REFERENCE RECORbS R~AD--(REFERrNI 

:3,715 UNIQUE REFERENCE FILE KEYS 

6 TEMPORARY OUTPUT BLOCKS WRITTEN-{WKFILE) 

1,116 TEMPORARY INPUT BLOCKS REAQ--(WKFIlEI 
'" 

25l~ REFERENCE CANDIDATES IN MAXIMUM DOMAIN 

?3 REFERENCE CANOIDATES IN AVERAGE DOMAJN 

n REFERENCE CANDIDATES FOR AVG DATA RECORD 

15,881 OUTPUT RECORDS WRITTEN--(MTCHOUT) , 

4,921 OUTPUT RECORDS WRITT~N--(REJTOUT' 

51 CRITICAL FIELD REJECTS (eR) 

1,069 SEARCH FIelD REjEcts '. (SRI 

GROUP REJECTS (GRl 

~,70~ SELECT REJECTS (SE' 

DATA FILE SEQUENCE CHECKs 

15,A~1 RECORDS MATCHED 

12,~1~ EXACT MATCHES 

eMf) 

MATCH RATE = 16.69 PER CENT 0) 
w 

0) 
~ 

I 
! 
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SECOND MATCH OUTPUT-UNCERTAINTY 
COMPARATOR ON PLACE AN.DCOUNTY 

. lU ZOZ054001M2562CTBARK HAHSTEO 09164131 "(LITCHFORD 
Zn30Z06Z001270~24CTBREDGEPORT--· -ACCEPT 0916S28002003" 
Z1l201017001040S31CTCHEStRE 09167134 7 
211-4030580013432J2C TOAR IAN 0916 84'tO 7FA I.RFHLO 
Z1140Z034001310122ClDEERBY ACCEPT 0916764005904NEW HAVEN 

. 2112010l800.1041Z.'nCIEAST GRAMBY 09163174 lHi:lRTFORO 
21140]0100013~2~4~CTGLASTONBURT 09161276 lHARTFORO 
.211402043001330744CTHIGGAMUNQ9166175 7MIODLESEX 
Zl1402043001330741CTHIGGMIN \. .. MIDDLESEX 
Z1l4Q2043COt':;;tj742CTHIGGOMUN I . REJECT MIDDLE SEX 
211403063001352S9ZCTHUNTINGTON 09168166 7 
211502045001430860CTMARlSOROUGH OQ163290 lHARTFORO 
2112030660011 Ha21 CTMIODLESEX II .. M JDOlETOWN 
2li.2020380010.61536CTNAGATUCK ·}-.--ACCEPT 0916732013104NEW HAVEN 
21120205·90(}1l00132CTNANGATUCK 0916732013701tNEW HAVEN 
211402 04t)001332650C TNEW BRIT AI NY } 0916345013903HARTFORO 
21120206200 no 2265C TNEW 8RITt AN OQ16345013903HARTFORO 
21140~OZ6001300~24CTNEW BRITJAN 0916345013Q03HARTFORD 
Z.ll40l()Z60.0i300~~2C TNE W8R ITlA N ACCEPT 09163450 i3903HARTFORD 
Zl1403056001342882CTNEW 8RITIAN . OOl6345013903HARTFORD 
2t14010260013~0820CTNEW aRITIAN 091634501390jHA~TFORD 
2114030580013432.31 CTNEW CANAUN 09168410 7FA IRFI HD 
2114010130012B3151CTNOUGHATUCK } NEW HAVEN 
211'>010.25.001401l72CTOID GREENwrCHI3EJECT FAJRFt ELO 
211303030003420160MAREIDVILLE 
2l1403072001370Q07CTSEYHORE 
21150203100 1412080Ct SOUTH NORWICH 
211401003001280340CTWALLINFORO 
Z112020530010c\1333CTWARI;RBURY REJECT 
2114D204j001333009CTWETHERFIELD 
Zll~0203600i4111B4CTWETH~ 
Z11502036~01411195CTWETHS 
211101015000922364CTWI LlAMANTtC .} 
2 tl40307000136 2243C TIo( r LLJ AMANT! C - ACCEPT 
211202054001 082560C Twr NOSOH LOCKS-ACCEPT 
21110709100261201310 

09167620 

OQ167120 

0.9163410 

7NEW HAVEN 

1NEW HAVEN 
NEW 4AVEN 

7HARTFORD 
, HARTFORD 
HARTFORD 

0916129025904 TOLLAND 
091612902 59Q4W I NOHAM 
09163140 7HARTFORD 

CANYON 

005 
12116000.1 

8880009 
Sl)ltOOGl 

> 0'3 DOc} 
32"0003 
3280003 

001 
CT 
CT 

9C}Q9001 
00] 

CT 
09888000Q 
098880009 
115440003 
115440003 
115440003 
115440003 
115440003 
115440003 

8040001 
CT 
CT 
CT 

009 
CT 

009 
CT 

1280003 
r::r 
CT 

0'3 015 
08 015 

3280003 
!) 

. , 

» >J.~C •• '."'~ 

'0) . 
.;.. 

I 
1 
i 

'~~~"":~-~..".;!,~';'':'';''~"..i-'~-'~;';''':~."~;~...-.;_;c;.,.;.;.~~~,"",._,,.~_~~_~, "'~"_. .-..-.• _~ "1 

, .. .. 

RESULTS-SECOND MATCH: UNCERTAINTY 
COMPARATOR ON PLACE AND COUNTY 

RUN STAn STI cs 

4.821 INPUT RECORDS READ--(DATAINJ 

INPUT REJECT RECORDS REAO--CREJTINI 

4.827 TNPUT RECORDS SELECTED FOR PROCESSING 

103.090 REFERENCE RECORDS READ--CREFERINJ 

606 UNIQUE REFERENCE FILE. KEYS 

24 TEMPORARY OUTPUT 8LOCKS WRITTEN-fWKFILEJ 

~14 TE~PORARY INPUT 8LOCKS READ-~(WKFILE) 

254 REFERENCE CANDIDATES IN MAXIMUM DOMAIN 

55 REFERENCE CANDIDATES IN AVERAGE DOMAIN 

54 REFERENCE CI\NO!DATES FOR AVG DATA RECORD 

650 OUTPUT RECORDS WRITTEN--(MTCHOUTl 

4.1 17 OUTPUT RECORDS WR ITTEN-·-{ REJTOUT} 

53 CRITTCAL FIELD REJECTS (CR, 

37 SEARCH FIELD REJECTS (SR I 

3Si? GROUP R EJ EeTS (GRJ 

3,705 SELECT REJECTS (SEt 

DATA FILE SEQUENCE CHECKS 

6~O RECORDS MATCHED 

5 EXACT MATCHES 

(MT) 

HATCH RATE :: 13.46 PERCENT 0) 
01 
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SAMPLE SUPPLEMENTAL REFERENCE FILE 

,A!<ME NOEL fNA 
AKNELCHlNA 
AKNELCHINS 
AKNORHT KENAI 
AI<;NOltTH KENA I 
AK PF(jM ROSE 
AKRENAIE 
AL 
AL 
AL 
AL 
AL 
AL 
ALCOVINGTON 
ALOLAYTON 
ALOOPHNE 
AL ELBa 
ALFL ET A 
ALFOLR PARTS 
ALFOUR POINTS 
ALGODS DEN 
ALHALF ACRE 
ALMONPQO IY 
.A LOA K MU L GEE 
ALPHOENI X 

& 
"X 

Q.' 

K ENA I 
KENAI 

CALLAS 
COTTON DAL E 
HALEYVILLE 
HOl T 

COVl NG TON 

COFFEE 
MONTGOMER Y 
WASHINGTON 
WA SH I NG10N 
ETOWAH 
MARENGO 

WILCOX 
RUSSELL 

.).. 
J... 

§ 
8 

C2 'CCSSS~~G 
029999q9q9~99SS9S9S9S9 
C2S99999g9S999S9999999 
C212C lCCSSSS99 
02120 700SS~9~9 
C2SSSS5S~SSSS~~9SS9999 
C2120 lE~C4Ctf12CtC" 
019q9999999999S9~99999 
01047 S99999 
Cl12~8ECC 47t164 
01133 08~040647~527 
011258600 476174 
01 ~SS99S 
01039 599999 
ClCS1 C4754CC476933 
CIC0351tGC4tS4C547Sf45 
01031 05304C64.763C 
'~lIC152'C 599999 

01129 SSSS99 
01129, 999999 
CIC5~2eECCfeS31147l75C 
GICSl SSS9S9 
Cl SgS999 
(1131 555999 
OllI318U013t5~lu47471G 

l.lJ . 

§ 
(j 

CJ 

~ cp 
~ 
"f' 

RESULTS-THIRD MATCH: UNCERTAINTY COMPARATOR 
AGAINST PERMANENT SUPPLEMENTARY FILE 

RUN STAn STIr.:S 

4.177 INPUT RECORDS READ--lDATA IN' 

INPUT REJECT R~CORDS READ--(REJTIN' 

4.177 TNPUT RECORDS SELECTED FOR PROCESSING 

2...5.41 R.E.E.ERENCE RECORDS READ--{REFERIN) 

136 UNIQUE REFERENCE FILE KEYS 

TEMPORARY OUTPUT BLOCKS wRITTEN-(WKFILEI 

TEMPORARY INPUT aLOCKS READ--(WKFILE' 

25 R,'EFERENCE CANDIDATES IN MAl(lMUM DOMAIN 

-, REFERENCE CANDIDATES IN AVERAGE DOMAIN 

7 REFERENCE CANDIDATES FOR AVG DATA RECORD 

3,820 OUTPUT RECORDS WRITTEN--(MTCHOUTJ 

357 OUTPUT RECORDS WRITTEN--(REJTOUTI 

13 CRITICAL FIE.LD REJECTS (CR) 

205 SEARCH FIELD REJECTS (SRI 

q3 GROUP REJECTS (GR) 

46 SELECT REJECTS (SE) 

DATA FILE SEQUENCE 'CHECKS 

3,820 RECORDS MATCHED (MT) 

2q EXACT MATCHES 

MATCH RATE = 91.45 PER CENT 

0) 
0) 

0) 
...... 
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MANUAL CODING OF TEMPORARY· 
. SUPPLEMENTAL REFERENCE FILE 

! ~DI A~A _ "IT': FS G.EIJ':ODI NGSYST':'1 - REJ ECT LIST I NG ------FI PS------ ----CF"ISJS----- -------'-SPlC------- PAGE 
CIJIJf\jTY NfI~E 

STATE COUNTY 5~SA PLAce nESC SIZF S~ATE C~U~TV PLACE 20 
ST PL ACE-NA"4.E 

IN 

~. 
IN 

(©IN ELGIN. 

@ IN PAGE CITY 

R,::-rowN . . yo . IN TOUKTOWN 

.(. 
t:-p";)-{ IN WHITLEY 

!lIN IN W INCENNES 

ELK IN WLKHART 

I NWLI<HART 

TN 5 

BEDFORD Lf Q!i.!> ____ ~('f~ ~ qj 

HARGAN LX. ILa,.. ~fl'Q ____ 

--{~ !L .. - -.- . ~-. 

---- ----

LOGAN 7R LQ~ ---- ----

It rgs- .s~ :J..iH ~ QIf 

t( Lf3 ____ ~ts- 1- ~3 

KNOX 1.2. aB ____ Z.§Lr? II as 

1.2. f2~7 ____ Q2~P 4- Lf) 

WLKHART Ig Cl~ 
____ !'Jl!.P rE l~ , 

PORTER /g L:?:Z ?:i.¥2 ----

MANUAL CODING OF TEMPORARY 
,SUPPLEME·INIAL R.EFERENCE FILE 

(CONTINUED) 

~:z 0 .g> 

~ 

-;ft-

s:7 ~~ ~S' 

3f, 7...~ '1 

~~. Lf "!P 

.lZ ~1 2<1 

..3§. ~l .:).9 

~~ ~L ~9 

3f. 

ALABA~A - ~TCFS GEO:ODING SYSTE~ - REJECT LISTING 
------FYDS------- ----CE~SJS----- -------SPLC-------PAGE 

ST PLACE-NA"'I= COIJt>.ITY "111"'17 STATE·cnUNTY S~SA PLACE DES: SIZF STATE COUNTY PLACE 1 

At HAL!=YV IL LE 01 L33 ____ f2~~ + fd'- ~2 ~,:,- ~7 

AL FOUR PARTS WASHINGTON OJ... [;Q.j ~7 --- ----
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TEMPORARY REFERENCE FILE FOR FOURTH MATCH 

i INDIANA -"4TCFS GECC(Drr..G SYSTH' ------FIPS------- ----CENSUS---- ------SPLC-------- PAGE 
i STATE PLACE f\AME COut-cT't MME STATE COUt\TY S .. S~ PLACE (ESC SIZE STATE CGUNTY PLACE 16 

\ IN BEDfORD 18 O~~ G145 4 08 '17 53 50 
IN MARGAN 18 11)9 3480 ~1 
IN EL GIN 1 e 999 C;9C;9 9999 C; 99· q9 99 99 
IN PAGE CITV lOGAN2U 10~ 5<; 62 25 
IN TOUKTOWN 18 035 5280 2840 4 04 36 73 6E 
IN WHITLEY 18 183 2385 4 03 3b 19 92 
IN WINCENNES KNOX 18 083 2£:10 4 08 31 6~ 70 
IN WLKHART 18 039 0740 4 10 36 21 20 
IN WLKHART WLKHART 18 03~ C140 4 10 36 21 20 
IN '5 PORTER 18 127 2960 3c 

~LAe~MA -- NTCFS GEOCODING SYSTEM -----fIPS------- -~,.-CENSUS----- ------SPLC-----' FAGE 
STAtE ~LACE f\A~E CJUNTY NAME STATE CCLNTY 5~SA Pl.CE DE$C SIZE STATE CGU~Ty'FLACE 1 

Al HAlEYVHlE 0 1 13_~ 0830 4 06 47· 3.5 21 
AL FOUR PARTS WASHIN(.iTON 01 129 47 
Al FOUR POI NTS WASH I~GTON 0 J 129 41 
Al OAKMUlGEE WILCOX 01 131 41. 
Al PRAYYV ILL E AUTAGUA Cl 001 14-15 4 08 4-7 54 10 

._""""'~j..&.~;~~~;;,;;,~;:;..,..:;;;;;:::;:.;';,;W~ .... ,dZ_~,=.,; 4""""'<''''~'_~"'-'''-'''''''''''''''~ '''''!'~''4.:'''-'~'''.'~'''_ ,.,A:,."",_,.,,,,,,,~~.('..-;::;:r;-...:;:;;:;.j:;:;:;;;;:;"~~~,,-.~~~;:;;'--;;:::.:..-;:;\~~.;:;< •. :,-;: .......... __ wo.. .--, •• A' ...... ,., ... --, 
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SOURCE CODE/JeL 
SAMPLE 

IITCF003JP JOB (DS,10000l0000,008270,A99),TERRy,M~GlEVEL=1, 
II P~TY=13,NOTrFY=OXG004 
II EXFC GEOMONTH,OUTSER=W03194 
XXGEOMONTK PROe TRK=lO. 
XX BLK=80 v 
XX OUTSER= 

seRT AlLce FOR SUPPL REF FILE 
OUTPUT BLKSIZE 
SERIAL NO OF 7TRK TAPE FOR CDC 

;:: fseLM~7f~~~~~?!;:~0;?fl~~0\~?~~'~~*f~~,g~1;jjUf~'~$Vriy;~ 
***; NA,tLON~,i:::~(T~~CK\¢_6,.M.~o~ti'tr' ~ipW:'S-T,fj.p~:';:'-~>·i;"::,·}:-':"~~:";:::";::' .:,:' . -;~ 
*** . GEOrOOI'NG S'WST'EU"':-"'''''' ,'t_ ... '" • J " -'. ,. ',0., 

;- ".'" l". ~~ ~~ ~I:' :'i~ r,~!~::::,,,:~,,,,~·:~~"d- ... ,.."'>'I''''~ ... ~"" •• ,:~ ~.f,o;.'(.t" <>~ __ "'"~~'iim- .. ~_"," ~."'\-.~,'~'" I~. * ". 1 
~* * ", - .,.~" ) " .. --.', ~":" .': ~}'~~~;~±d.~?::f. J:' :.,. /' :-';' ':,~ ~;:.:,,<~:, ",,:,: ,~: .. :' .,::. " _ .~ 
*** ~NP: 0 F, .,MONTft ~·,P'~O.C.E_DUR'e;""}' ~:, _ .. ~'~, , . ~': .::::, ~~"~'*;':': : ",~ , :: ;; '" ,,~.-., )~ ';\i~ 
** * " ," CTJ.r;>,ES;·, ~EM'4tN·fN·G~,~E.rE.Ct~· ftY':'~·~T:cH:n~G;·~:t1f~&'D.p.,pL'~"(ENTA~Y.· ' •. ::' .. ,<~ 

m ~~riB!.II!ij~l~IJf~~~~~~i~~~ki~~i~~ 
~XXNTEp.44 EXfC PGM=NTEM 
*** NTEM4 - TEST FOR REJECT fILE NCT EMPTV 
XXSTfPLJ~ DO DSN=TCf001.UNILOAO,DISP=SHR 
XXFILE 00 DSN=TCFOOl.REJECTS,DISP~SHR 
tEF236J ALlOC. fOR TCF003JP NTF~4 
IEF231I 654 ALLOCATED TO STEPlIB 
XXGIBBEOSH EXEC PGM=TERGENER,CONC=(0,NE,NTE~4) 

on 
no 
00 

00 

SVSI')UT=A 
ODN~ME=FIX 
OSN=&~GIBBFRSH,nISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=SYSD~, 

SPACE=(TRK,(2.S1,RLSEJ,OCq=TCFOOl.SUPREF 
DSN=TC~001.SOURCE(GEC80),CISO=SHR 
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Question Period • , 

\;) 
Mr . .' DeVorkin~Sinc~~ this is perhaps the first major 

application of UN I MATCH, I am certain that there will be a 
tendency to be careful about loosening up the uncertainties, 
the uncertainty windows. I would be interested if you have 
any plans for some reverse direction expf9/'iments. Tllat is, 
how loosely cryn ol)e ~et the uncerta'ltlty, to determine 
perhaps a totally machine process where there is very little 
done by hand' excepting perhaps a small percentage of 
incorrect matches, so as not to effect the statistics of the 
lhnal dedU(;fions. 

1: 

Mr. Carlberg-Let me say first that the par;lmeters that 
were set into UNIMATCH, thatJs the match parameters, 
were set by the Bureau of the Census and DOT ahd not by 
u's. Any such experimentation would be their experimenta
tion and not ours .. We could process it, if they wanted to 
loosen the reins. It would probably be something that DOT 
should do. In terms of the State code, youeouldn't really 
do much since it is only two characters long. The Census 

" Bureau was only larking at the first 15 characters of the 
place code. They had to have an exact match on the first 
two characters and then beyond that they used what they 
called default penalties. I don't want to get into too much 
detail. but the penalties .that they used had been experi
mented with-,,-'lnd determined to be reasonable. I think that 
it might be rea,\ interesting to 'try loosening the reIns and to 
see if we woulc(stlJlget a good match. You would want to ' 
look at it very closely for;· a While, bU,t the 98 percent 
achievement level isn't bad. II 

Mr. Kondo-What was the logiC in rejecting only the first 
two letters wrong as opposed to any errors in any other 
location? . 

Mr, Cooke-I think I can offer a tentative explanation. If 
you allow the uncertaintY comparator to look at aU 
characters in a place name, you are going to be looking at a 
.huge domain. If you say that it's got to match on the first 
two characters of a place name, then you conSiderably 
reduce your domain. You reduce it by two orders of 
magnitude. 

Mr. Kondo-Isthat already wired into UNIMATCH'l 

Mr. Cal'lberg-No, it is strictly optional. You specify 
el,actly .what you want to match, You decide what you will 
allow, and you specify the weights and penalties. Every hit 
gets a weight, and you can deCide what it is. Every penalty 
gets a weight, ypu ,decide what it is. This is all variable. You 
can deCide how many characters that you want to look' at 
and how you want to look at them. It is very fexibfe. 

Mr. 'Kondo-You said you had 75 percent match on the 
first run. Was this an average across the country? Was there 
a wide range with a greater match in some areas and less in 
other areas of !he county? 

Mr. Carlberg-l have no statistics on that at all. r don't 
know. I don't think we aven tried to find out. I would 0nly 
guess'.fhat is is pretty uniform. I doubt if there is anything 
geographical about it at all. 

I 
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Census Data User Services Activities 

ROBERT B. VOIGHT, 

INTRODUCTION 

As the title of this discussion implies, the Bureau of 
Census Data User Services Office (DUSO) was established in 
the 'fall of 1972 to serve as a focal point filr improved access 
to censUs information and techniques on the part of 
eXperienced and potential users; Its IT'ission includes pub
lications, seminars, conferences, training sessions, and re
search and development activities to achieve the maximum 
exploitation of census data and methodology ,by govern
ment agencies at all levels, nonprofit organizations; business 
and industry, and the general puolic. 

DUSO devises, tests, and applies techniqlles of improving 
access to the census data base, extends the uses of cenSUs 
data through surveys and ~udies of the uses made, the 
needs· for census data and the gaps in data which may be 
appropriate for the Census Bureau to fill. I t researches new 
techniques for incorporation into regular Bureau operations 
and procedures to improvese.rvices 'to al! data users. It 
serves as the single point to which a customer may come to 
purchase summary data tapes, published and unpublished 
data, cem;us maps, computer programs such as ADMATCH, 

. GRIDS, CARPOL, the GBF/DIME files and :the like, or 
obtain special tabulations or compilations . of data not 
available on summary tapes or in published form on a cost 
reimbursable basis .. It prepares general purpose statistical 
compendia such as the L/.S. Statistical Abstract, the Pocket 
Data Book,. data guides by subject and area for both census 
and other federally collected statistics, and nonfederal data 
available for States and localqreas; and reports on, the 
methodological arid procedural aspects of major censuses 
and other statistical programs of the Bureau which sen/e as 
guides or "cook books!' A recent development which has 
mml3rated . widespread interest has be!;?n the distribution of 
computer-generateqnarrative profiles' for Stat/:1s; central 
cities, SMSA's, and congressional districts providing the 
socioeconomic characteristics from the 1970 Census of 
Population and Hous'mg, and we plan to expanq this to 
other sublect areas in the Bureau. 

DUSQ stresse~ assistance to data users in the access toluse 
of pubJishedand unpublished census data through informa
tion provided in newsletters, data ac;cess descriptions, user 
guides, face-t9-face exchanges in conferences and. work
Snops. Through its reseClrch 'Jand development activities and' 
surveys of . users and nonusers it seeks to develop better 
'ways oLmeeting th.eir needs through regular Bureau 
operations and procedures. r,l 

ORGANIZATION 

The Data User Services Office hClS a staff of about 125, 
people, the majority of whom are statist/cians, social science 
analysts, editors, and urban specialists and a small unit of 
highly qualified computer programers. There are six staffs 
within the office: 

The Data Access and Use Laboratory-Michael Garland, 
. Chief 

Special Tabulations Programing Staff-Richard Hornseth, 
Chief 

Statistical Compendia Staff-William Lerner, Chief 

Census History Staff-Phyllis Carter, Chief 

Users' Services Staff-Larry' Carbaugh, Acting Chief 

Census Use Study-Caby Smith, Chief 

Although these staffs are under my general supervision, 
our general philosophy of organization might' best be 
thought of asa federation in which each staff chief is 
responsible for the activities and programmatic structure of 
his unit but the common mission of all units is service to 
users and potential users. 

I t may be of interest to note that the bulk of the funding 
for these activities comes from the products and services 
which are provided on a cost reimbursable basis.This has a 
very salutary effect on Qur efforts to provide the best 
service to the customers. 

CURRENT ACTIVITIES 

Since most of you Clre either actual or potential users of 
census data and/ortechniques at either the operational, 
planning, administrative, or granting quantum ofthetotal 
data spectrum, ( would like to revi/:1w briefly some of the 
current PUSO activities which may be of interesqo you. In 
several of these you will note the vital necessity for haVIng a 
good updated GBF/DIME file Which is the basic theme of 
this conference, I; 

The following projects were recently completed inthe 
Indianapolis Unified Stat)stic;aIElialuation Study where a 
small staff from the Census Use Study is<resident and 
working with the various city organizations in practical 
applications of census data and techniques. 

We were asked by the Manpower Administration of the ;:f 
U.S. Department ,?fLabor to de~ermine wh(l;ther'it~i~!i 
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technically feasibie to generate riejghborhood profiles of job 
seekers. They were hoping for development of .a. data system 
to help local decision makerspetermine manpower priorities 
for the manpower revenue sharing program recently en
acted. 

We used the I ndiana Employment' SeclJrity Automated 
Repor1;ing System (ESARS fill;)) as a basic source since it is 
an accumulation of demographic information about job 
seekers. We extracted the home address and social security 
number of persons in the active files of the five Employ
ment Security field offices~hat serve Marion County. Using 
the socia! security number as a file link we added addresses 
of the job .seekers to the ESA RS file. The Marion County 
portion of the file was then geocoded using the ADMATCH 
program and the GBF/DIME file. The socioeconomic 
profiles Were then constructed by computers. These reports 
were generC\ted for each of the 9 townships of Marion 
CountY,foreach of the 2~ city-county council districts, and 
for .9 selected poverty areas in which a multiplicity of 
agencies have an interest~ . 

Our next interest was to learn whet.her there was any 
additional value for this type of profile: 'So sample reports 
were distributed to a number of 'local groups in Indi
anapolis. Thus far, we have been informed that the 
Manpower Area Planning' Council 'Secretariat is using the 
data extensively in preparing their list of priorities and 
expenditures for the coming year. 

/ \' ,:::.;:;~ 

We I~,:;;\l also been told that the Indiana Employment 
Security' bivision and the Indianapolis Metropolitan Mari. 
power Commission are considering opening branch offices 
in the neighborhoods with the largest number of job seekers 

. so as to be more accessible to the people they are trying to 
serve. 

The Director of the Community Service Program's 
Mu, Iti-Service Centflrs has used the data to determine which 

('i." ' • 
Multi-Service Cel!~:~s should be staffed wIth an employment 
counselor. Incidentially the decisions of Employment Secu
rity, the Indianapolis Metropolitan Manpower Commission 
and the Multi-Service Center manager of the Community 

·Se.rvices Program were made jOintly, so as to establish 
services in a maximum humber of neighborhoods of need; 
while avoiding setting up rival employment offices next 
doorto one another. 

The planning siaffof the Indianapolis Public Schools 
Indicates that the. data will be used in conjunction with 

(.) ,other in'formation that will be mentioned later in this report, 
to determine the locations at which to present b,asic adult 
education courses. 

. So 1I1though the d<\ta was prod~ced for aspecific need, a 
number of additional concrete decisions have already been 
made from the ·reportsand this will continue to be true for 
manY types of data applications. 

The following exampleS have been provided by local users 
of the GBF/DIMI; fi!e~" In, each of these the value ~f an 
up-to-date file.,sU91'1,o5"IS achie.vable through cooperation in 
. the Censu~ ,Bureau cO E programshou Id beself~evident. 

I ncidence Mapping 
II 

As ~f1 extension of an agency's information system, data 
maps Yvere needed .. By geocoding local data to the 
GBF/Dl'ME file, computer maps could be presented showing 
geographic trends of housing deterioration, ethnic p~pula-
tion shifts, patterns of specific disease incidence or specific 
project service areas. Geocoding allows all data-budgetary, 
demographic and project output measures to be filed within 
the same system. Virtually any data category can be 
mapped and compared with any other. (Boston Model City ·c.,,:C:: 

ResearcQ and Program Assistance Office). 

Land-Use Information System 

The objective was to create a system for area profiles and 
simulation. The land-use file containing zoning, lot size, 
land-use, con.dition, and address data for each parcel was 
geocoded. public safety records and other local data were 
integrated into the.GBF/DII\IiEfile as wall. An area profile 
of local data '~cross-ci~ssified bV census socioeconomic data 
was then possible. (Planning Department, Stamford, Conn.) 

Housing-Codelnspectio~~ 

The object was to provide housing insp~ctors with'profile 
information of the areas they were inspecting. A rtlalestate 
file of assessmerlts, housing inspections and building &~rmjts 
was matched to the GBF/DIME file. Other local data 
(school, police, health) as well as census socioeconomic data 
were integrated with the DIME file. A "state of the 
neighborholod" profile resulted informing the inspectors 
about what'to look for in the neighborhood to be surveyed. 
(City Planning Departm~nt, Springfielcl, Mass.l 

Market Analysis' EconomicSurveys 

The objective was' to determine potential sites for 
indUstrial' and commercial establishments, This was accom
plished by using the GBF/DIME; file as fi reference file for 
the assignment of coordinates to addresses of commercial 
and industrial establishments, The acldresses,iof the. establish
ments were obtained from the yellow pages, Polk City 
directory, Dunn and Bradstreet, national business lists and 
speclal,~dt>vices. The. resultIng establishment file with coor
dinates was used iii. the production of automated. maps of 
the. incidence of establishments by standard industrial 
classification.· (Urban Data Processing, Cambridge, Mass:) 

CARPOl Program 

c,The computerized.· CARPOl rElcently issued. by the 
Bureau to help alleviate thagasoline shortage is being 
established in a number ofrn~jor met()politan areas, More 
than 3,000 copies of thi') documentation have been distri-
. buted to . date, This is a Jeal life case .demonstration of the ,I., 

value of an updated GBF/DIME file available inall.ofthe 
SMSA's.' . 

'I 

\\ 
We have .beenassembHng\ )ocal expl)riences with the. use 

of the GBF/DIME files. and 'expect to issue a.Census Use 
Study report on these In early June. It may give local people 
clues to additonaluses to which they can pur; their. files. 

f! ,i 

.FUTURE ACTIVITI.ES 

After many months of testing and the incorporation of 
significant improvements; the record lihkage program for 
application to. urban data files; called UNIMATCH, devel
oped by the Census Use Study has been published and 
copies of the documentation manual and the computer 
program tape will be available from the Users' Services Staff 
of DUSO at the usual fee of $70 .by the end of May 1974. 

UNlMATCHisa much more powerful and faster record 
linkage than its predecessor, ADMATCH. which has been in 
local use for several years. Previous matching systems have 
been restrictive in the sense that they have be,en .tied to 

. fixed . linkage algorithms. With UNIMATCH a user can. 
define a matching algorithm suitable to his task, and then 
automaticafly execute his cilgoi'ithm to complete his applica: 
tion. The system can be used for almost any conceivable 
linl<age application by defining, through the UNIMATCH 
language, the nature of the record linkage task. 

Oyer the next sever<ll months DUSO will be making 
aVClilable computer summary tapes of the 1972 censuses of 
Wholesale, retail, imd services trades; manufacturers and 
\nineral industries; construction industries, transportation, 
and State and local governments. simiiar to, those made 
avail:;Jblefrom the 1970 decennial census~ In the very near 
futuf~~ you will be able to purchase from DUSO summary 
tapes containing the data used for the allocation of general 
revenue sharing-funds to some 38,000 locai governments for 
the first three entitlement periods; These may be of some 
it-terest since they contain data forvery small governmental 
units. Summary tapes' of the dClta contained in the 1-972 
County and City DataBook have been available forseveral 
months, containing over 190 cells of statistical information 
for StateS, counties, SMSA's, and cities of 2,500 or more 
containing data from the various censuses and other Federal 
clata collected on a nationwide basis. . 

The Director of the Census, who spoke to you yesterday 
is on his WCly to Madrid with a small cadre of DUSO staff 
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members to ai~uss the establishment of the GBF/DIME 
system in Spain. It is already in use in IsraelClnd France and 
a number. of other countries have expressed interest in 
adopting it for their use. 

In the planning, but not yet budgeted, stage is an 
extensive census user training program which we hope to 
conduct at the Bureau where Users and potential users may 
come in to take concentrated 3 and 4 week courses jn 
various census methods and techniques which should assist 
them in the application of statistical data geocoding systems 
to their own needs. 

Within the next 60 days we expect the IndeX to Selected 
1970 Census Reports. This companion document to the 
Index to 1970 Census Summary Tapes should prove to bp. 
an extremely valuable guide to what is available in detail 
from all the cross-classified data published from the 
1970 census. I can testify personal/yas to ,its value for I 
have referred to it many times in the last few weeks to' 
.answer inquiries from users while it was being readied for 
the printer. 

SUMMARY 

I would like to sum up by teflingyou that the DUSO 
organization stands ready to assist you in gaining access to 
census data and techniques. We. Want to improve the data 
services of the Bureau. It is equally important for you to let 
us know about the shortcomings and gaps of census 
products as well as the uses you make of them. It is only 
through a continuous dialogue with users that we can 
improve our services. 

Finally, there is a little data below the national level that 
does not require geographic orientation to be useful. The 
degree to which the. Census Bureau and the local users can 
maintain up-tO-date GBF/DIME files through. cooperative 
efforts. in the CUE program, can greatly enhance the value 
of Federal, State, and local information for.awide spectrum 
of administrative, operational and planning efforts. 

Question Period 

Mr. Etienne-We asked for a special tabulation on some 
neighborhood units and found the price very, very high. Is 
there anY way we could get around something like this? The 
price was $7,000 for a neighborhood tabulation. 

Mr. VOight-I agree that is a rough .on8. One of the 
difficulties, perhaps, is the fact that we haven't yet gotten 
ourselves to the stage where we can /ipndle smaller jobs as 
efficiently as we do the larger jobs. Part of this is simply due 
to the ~onfigura~ion of our hardware. In .the future, of 
course everybody talks .about the future, but with the 
hClrdwa~e improvements that we hope to a.chieve over the 
next couple ;Of years at the Bureal,l,. we wjllbe able to 
reduce some of those costs substantially • 

We );\ave l::ompared some of the costs on reimburs(lble 
jobs that the Bureau does. with some of the summary tape 
.processing centers that areal'ound the country providing 
data from census sUmmary- tapes. We stand in .about the 
middle~ Those that are university based and' can use slave 

labor among the graduate students can give you a pretty 
good price. Those that are operated by private business have 
prices, that are somewhat highEw~ At the moment, we are 
sort of ih. the middle range. The cost also depends to some 
extent on the complexity. of the job, of course, even though 
it may be a small job. 

I don't know about your job in partiCUlar, butwe are not 
the cheapest, I grant you that. I don't know if we 'will ever 
be .the cheapest because, like all bureaucratic things, there 
are overheads that· we automatically have to apply. We 

• simply can't bypass those, 

Mr. Hearle':"Any other expel'jenc~ with .sPElcial tabulation 
requests that anyone woulrl like to describe or raise 

~ questions,abo.ut? It's clear that there is going to be more 
and more,r';;:.thatas people seek to match local dC\ta with 
the data ~which the Census Bureau. cannot, for conti
dentialityreasons, release. Was this a matching process or 

,just a tabulation of census data? 
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" 
Mr. Etienne-It was a special" tab on neighborhood unit 

block data. 

Mr. Hearle-Soit was just censUs data in effect. Were you 
going to do any matchihg of it yourselfiwith data that was 
locally generated wheh you got jt? 

, Mr. Etienne-No, our polley planning unit, which was 
newly established in New Orleans, did a survey and 
developed 25 neighborhood units for the city. They wanted 
a neighbornqod profile, to ,work on policy planning for the 
city. ' 

Mr. Hearle-Taking the exarnple .that Mr. Etienne raised, 
would the Bureau staff, your staff, .counsel with the local 
agency about how to achieve their objectives in ways that 
might be less costly than the way that the local agency 
actually presented It to you. 

Mr. V'oight':':' Yes, If we have not in your particular case, 
we Perhaps should have. As a matter of fact, for the 
majority of requests for special tabulations that come in, 
when we look at either the table outlines that the customer 
sends in or the specificiltions that he provides, one of the 
first things that we GO is review it to see if it can be 
streamlined and thus reduce the cost, Both the cost anq 
time factor is a crucial one because ineVitably there is 
queuing up at the Bureau on special tabulations, Many times 
we work out with the customer a satisfactory approach that 
woUld be far (ess costly than that which he had originally 
assumed. 

You also have to remember that the people come in, I 
won't call it with a request,I'H call it a "wish list," They 
want a terrific amount of data; they really aren't apprecia
tive of the costs involved in getting it. We try to gently let 
them down . to the critical items that they are really 
interested in. We.1ty to reach an amicable solution to their 
data needs. I would urge any of you who have cause for 
requesting a speCial tabulation to first write and let us know' 
t/1at YOll are interested, describing it as well as you can., 
Then let us comeback to you for the specifics and make a 
pretty thorouQh review before we actually get to the 
question of p(oviding you a cost estimate for the work. 

Mr. Hearle-I think if those letters included notonly the 
specifications of the data but also the policy objectives that 
are sought in the analYsis, the Cerlsus staff, frOm experi
encing similar reqUests elseWhere, could often think of a 
different. way to get at the same answers through some 
other array of data that might either be less costly ,or more 
imeresting or useful.' 

Mr. Et,enne-I must say that the Census Bureau did 
cooperate with us. and made severa'l suggestions. As Q result, 
due to the cost and.some of the .suggestions from the (;~ensus 
Bureau,the boundaries of the neighborhoods were realigned 
to match ,tra\'t boundaries. We got the. sameinforma'tion, 
but it wasn(t as specific(ls we wanted in the beginning. They 
chOse to get a more generalized neighborhoou. 

Mr. Kondo-In my contacts. with the' Census Bun~aur: 
particl,.llarJy with the User staff; my experience has been 
very good. They have helped us, making suggestions, 
redefining What we, wanted and providing .information ,on 

available data of which we were previously not aware. I 
guess the only comment that i do have is of the time that it 
takes to get some of the material. There may not be a real 
good answer to that problem because of the great volume of 
work. 

Mr. Voight-We are, if i may put it bluntly, literally 
ashamed of some of the time estimates that we have to 
provide. Part of it is the nature of the animal. Whenever you 
go to the basic records it means you have to come to the, 
Census. There is to some degree a queuing up simply waiting 
your turn to be serviced. I think our handicap at the 
moment is not so· much an inability to handle the 
programing end and to get ready to tabulate, as much as it is 
the way in which we have to do the tabulations. We have to 
go to the basic .tape file. That means lots of manual tape 
handling and making sure the right tapes aie mounted .on 
the machines. There is a large ray of hope though. As soon 
as we afe able to achieve a status of random access on our 
computers, our turn-around time will be much, much 
better. 

Mr. Thyagarajan-The 1960 census was used by a private 
company to produce county-level cross-tabulations that 
proved extremely valuable. in terms of general trends 
especially in regional planning, I had occasion to use the 
data in the Detroit region where.\ was working. I find that 
that kind of gap exists now in spite of the fact that the 
Census Bureau can do all these fancy tabulations. Just the 
access t08",PllbUcation that is relatively cheap and inex" 
pensive, that is readily available, I think is missing now. , 
dim't think any amount of cost cLltting and so forth is going 
to replace that kind. of standardized cross-tabulated data 
that was available for the 1960 census. Could you comment 
on whether something like that .is likely to come. out, or is it 
too late? The 1970 census data is sort of getting old. 

'Mr. Voight-I have to agree with you to a certain extent. 
On the other hand, it's the only data that .is available in 
many instances. I am aware of that activity in 1960. I think 
the man had a good idea, but he went broke simply because 
he diqn't have enough bUsiness to continue it. We would 
have btl.en very happy if someone else had picked up the ball 
this rd{Jnd and repeated that type of activity. On the 
publication side, what we have attempted to dQ. and how 
wJ~1I we'.;\have succeeded remains to be seen a little later 
down thE\decade, 

The Bureau is limited in terms of overall funding sO that 
the amount of data published can't be open ended. We have 
to be pretty selective in the amount of data 1:hat we publish. 
That is the' reason for the extensive effortio produce 
summary tapes in the hope that people could make' 
extensive use Of. the tapes throuQh the summary tape 
processing·.centers or on their own equipment arid thus 
derive some of the data, perhaps even more cheaply, than 
would have been. possible had it been published. One other 
factor that is discollraging, at least to us, is the general cost 
of getting data published between 1960 ard 1970 and 
particularly in .the last couple of years when GPO has raised 
its pdces on government publications as high as 300 percent 
ons~me of the items. 

'Mr~ Thyagarajim-A suggestion, if it is possible to do so. 
You are going to ~ublish the Urban Atlas: You are 90in9to 

$' 

" 

pursue. that for severalSMSA'.s as I understand it .. Is it 
possible to include in the Atlas sort of a simplified summary 
table using the public use sample and attach maybe half a 
dozen key cross-tabl!lationsJor SMSA-I.evel purposes? As I 
understand, popUlations ·of 250;000 is the criterIon for' 
public use sample stratification. 

Mr. VOig/lt-Well, it could be done. It's a little late in the 
game, I am afraid, to. £let that type of information into the 
Urban Atlas .which .vyill already carry about 12 general 
categories of data. Mr. Meyer, do you want to speak on that 
point ir.l more detail? 

Mr. Meyer-The Urban Atlas has been designed only t~ 
provide a graphic summary of ~elected existing census data 
on a tract by tract basis to facilitate com(larisons and relate 
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differences between tracts spatially. It was not designed as a 
vehicle to provide additional cross-classifications of data not 
alreadY available from the cehsus. There are no possibilities 
at this time of restructuring the program. 

Mr. Voight-How familiar are you with the County and 
City Datai3ook? 

Mr. Thyagarajan-Pretty well. 

Mr. Voight~You don't think that would provide enough 
information? . 

Mr. Thyagarajan-Noo not enough for the purposes that 
I'm interested in. We had to go thrQugh a special tab to do 
this. 

I 

, I 

;. 
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Geographic Base Ffle Development In the Minheapolis-St. p'aul Area 
~ , 

REGISVOYE 

The, Metropolitan CouQcil is the regional.,coordinating 
and planning agency for the Twin eitiesarea covering seven 
counties that make up th:}" Minneapolis/St. Paul metro
politan :area. This area consis'ls of 189 minor, civil divisions, 
a large part of which is unincorporated area. The Council 
was created in 1967 by the Minnesota State !.:,egislature. It is 
supported fin'ancially by a .7 mill !eVy, augmented by State 
and Federal funds. Areas of planningf~r the Council,',are 
he"lth, housing, aging, cable TV, criminal justice, transl>or
tationiopen space; sewer, wilter, solid waste disposal: air 
qualitY and physical, de,velopment. 

The ~cope of. our plannilJg and t{l~ problem of coord i
" nating large masse~ of data for planning"1ed uS.to conclude 
'"that the GSF 'was the best tool in organizing and analyzing 

geographic data as a part of a larger data base project. DUe 
to lack of funds to develop the GBF ,nothing was done until 
the ,spring of 1973. In 19.13, the Council budgeted local 
funds for the development of the GBF. During that year we 
spent a total of $34.500. This expenditure breaks down as 
follows: 

Dollars Hours 

1. Coding limit/non matched $2,098 672 

2. Segment name consistency 2,955 936 

3. Address edit 7,488 2,266 

4. Coordinate change 3,254 1,050 

5. Extension map work 2,679 796 

6. Computer services 3,201 

7. Programing and supervision 12,825 

34,500 

We aYe presently into the update phase of the Census 
Bureau's CUE program and hope tQ complete the extension 
to the seven-countY area by January 1975. Our staff is made 
up of four, coders, one demographer, one part-time pro
gramer and me. 

CUE 

The CUE progrClm has ,been, moving along with a few 
minor delays. The ,first delay was ,for the running of the 
ADDEDIT report by the Census Bureau. This resulted in a 
delay of a month .untii the. computer I?rocessing was 
completed by the Census Bureau. The second delay was due 
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to getting corrections keypunched and processed with 
,FIXDIME C. FIXDIME C was not delivered until January 
1974. .. 

The file for our area contains 84,042 records. The coding 
limit/segment name phase 'of CUE produced 27,964 seg
ment corrections. The address edit ch"ange/coordinate phase 
of CUE, which we are. winding up now, has produced 
40,000 segment corrections. Of these, 9,000 were for the' 
i,:y coordinates. The ,major areas for errors in our file are 
ZIP codes followed by address range. Another problem is 
duplication Of node nurnbers. A great deal of staff time was 

,devoted to tracking down and correcting this type of error. 
Duplication of nodes occurred on census tract boundaries 
for the most part. This probably occurred dUring the 
original coding for the urbanized area. A large staff was 
emJ}loyed to do a·rush job, with inadequate supervision and 
quality control procedures. For this reason, we now employ 
a smaller crew (four coders) who work in teams and are 
assigned to one task"on one map, at a time. Inthis way, 
supervision is keptclose to the work performed. 

During Phase I of CUE we processed all corrections on 
keypunch cards. This became a handling problem due to the. 
volume of cards. To overcome this, I developed a system for 
storing and' handling all corrections. The system required 
two programs written in COBOL. (See exhibit A.) 

Program 1 lists the corrections in the sequence in which 
they were written. The heading for the list shows card 
columns 1 through 80. A record count is also shown on 
each detail line for control. 

Program 2 has five parts-

1. Input void records are loaded into a table of sequence 
numbers. The table is used to drop matching sequence 
numbers in part 3. . 

2. Input current corrections from card. 

3. Input previous corrections from tape. Each record is 
checked against the table generated in part 1 and 
matches listed and dropped. 

4. Sort atl. input records by record sequence numbers, 
card types and the from/to, leftlright indicators. 

5. The output is a listing of all corrections and a 
magnetic tape file. Each record is numbered and this 
shaWl; on the listing and is inserted into the tape 
record. This number is 'then used for voiding records 
on the next run of the program. The listing also shows 

error diagnostics such as dupliCate corrections blanks 
and input/output totals. ' 

The final version of the file is used as input to 
FIX DIME C for updating 'of the GBF/DIME file. 

PROBLEMS 

We faced many problems during the coding and mapping 
of the seven-county area. There are a few we have not yet 
overcome. ' '. 

1. No street name and house numbering systems, espe
cially in the unincorporated areas. 

The metropolitan area is presently planningfor.the 
installation of an emergency telephone number system 
(91'1 I. We hope that our rural areas will see the 
benefits of this system and be encouraged to develop 
street names and numbering systems. In most cases, 
our local communities in the rural areas are apprehen
sive about State and Federal data systems. Convincing 
them of the need for street names imd house 
numbering for ~BF is an impossible task. : 

, , 
2. The geopolitical makeup of our area presents another 

major problem. Seveh counties, 189' minor· ,ciVil 
divisions, 7 rivers, and 927 lakes over 10 acres in size; 
create mammoth mapping and coding problems. The 
State highway department has developed a set of maps 
taken from aerial photos which assist in coding, but 
many lakes are not shown and many rural streets are 
unnamed. We have had togo to the local communities 
to solve many of these problems. 

3. The slowness of the Census Bureau in delivering n',aps, 
programs and procedures in some cases has made it 
necessary for us to go out loo~':;ng for work for the 
GBF crew in order to retain them as a working unit. t 
believe this is due to" staffing find budget problems at 
the Bureau. ) 
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These files cover data collection zones, traffic analysis 
zones, health planning areas, and urban planning districts. 
With GBF becoming available we will use its state plane x-y 
coordinates as the coordinate system which will be a part of 
our data base. ,A single coordinate system will then be used 
by all planning and operating units within the Council. 

We are using the file in its present fOrm for ADMATCH 
processing. I wrote a splitter program in COBOL to prepare 
the file for the preprocessor ADMATCH program. 

The St. Paul Police Department is using the GBF in their 
ALERT system. The file Is used to code incidents for later 
reporting by geographic area. They have used the file to 
build an intersection name file with address ranges. This is 
used for automobile accident reporting and analysis. 

The St. Paul Housing and Health Departments a,re using 
GBF for geocoding all data in their reporting systems. Work 
is then assigned by census tract and reporting to the Federal 
Government is done by census tract. 

The city is using the Ramsey County numeric street 
number system. All fl'1put from the two departments is 
coded with the numeric equivalent for the street ,name. The 
code and house, number are then, processed aiJalnst a 
segment side version of·the GBF and the census·tract ,is 
assigned to the record. ' ! 

SCHOOL DISTRiCTS 

At present several school districts in the metropolitan 
area are looking into the feasibility of usIng GBF for busIng 
students. GSF gives them the ability to determine if a 
student lives over a mile from the school to which he or she 
is assigned. This will enable the districts to meet the State 
law busing program requirements and also minimize their 
costs by using automated methods. 

HENNEPIN COUNTY HEAL nf COALITION 

This group is looking into the feasibility of using GSF for 
ADMATCH for processing health records. 

CITY OF MINNEAPOLIS 

4. The Office of Management and Budget has expanded 
the SMSA to 10 counties. The Metropolitan Council 
was created by State legislation for seven counties and 
has ho legal responsibility outside that area. Dne.of 
the three new counties is in the State of Wisconsin. 
This is potentially an even larger problem. We know 
little about these counties and do not know the local 
officials. The size of the la-county area is a large one, The Planning Department has a need for ADMATC/-I but 
4,845 square miles, roughly the size of the State of due to computer harqware differences is unable to utilize 
Connecticut. An area of this size would present many the program and GBF for its processing. They have 
and varied mapping and coding problems. > developed their own "ddress-matching program. 

USESOF GBF 

The Council is planning ta integrate the file into our 
geopolitical component of a data base. (See exhibit S.I The 
data base is presently in the testing stage using locally 
developed correspondence tables. The GBF and its coordi
nates will be added when coding is completed for the 
SMSA. 

Presently, we have a number of files with coordinate 
VC\lues. We were using arbitrary coordinates for all files. 

UNITED FUND 

We have several funds in the metro area that have shown 
interest in GSF. They are waiting for the completion of 
CUE to start utilizing GSF for address processing. 

SUMMARY 

The key to local governmental units using GBF is in the 
Metropolitan Council developing and maintaining the GSF 
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and a master street name. numeric code. Additionally, we 
must .provide for nUmbering ,new streets by local agencies 
who need to record local data in local data files as part of 
their responsibr/ity as operating agencies. 

Presently, street name numeric coding is fragmented with 
each unit maintaining their ow,n code strucwre. In order for 

,J 

,. 

us to utilize local data in a planning mode we must have 
easy access to this data. Regionw/de numeric coding gives us 
a means of accomplishing this. With our coordinating, 
maintaining and checking of the GBF and street name 
number coding, we have the ability to control the accuracy 
of the GBF. Using CUE as a continuing program, we will 
continue to provide the GBF to the loca! users. Deleted 
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Exhibit A-4 ' 

OATE 03/22174 C-lJ-!? COR R f CT 1 0 N S G-B-F fO - 012.5 PAGE NO 0677 

O\RD FIn QF.CORlJC (;l.~ COI'lP!~--rRR1T-a'o-nrSFOlIENCE SEQ 
TYPE CODE N\I!O\Il~R I( 3456789012345676901234567890l.234561890123456189012345618901234561690 ERROR OIAGNOSiI(:S NO. 

2 '3 4 5 6 1 8 

4 5120 07,)'l'17-4 R 55343 36681 
5 5120 07QQ~7-4 026002025502900F460l1402.0099974485140934263067B0862148641. 36682 
" 5 r2"U-O7Q9q'1'::Z 5170U7'T99"SZllITOUllnr-Tll'Tl1 s I * 36693 
4 5120 o 79'l<>'1-2 L 55343 36664 
4 '>17.0 07Q QQQ-2 R 55343 36665 

---"'\---"srZO-:-(f'!''''J99:::0 5120ll7'J9lT911mll)"Oolw 181A 51 * 366110--
4 5120 07QoqO-0 L 55343 366~7 

4 5120 079999-0 R 55343 36688 
1; 51'20--0110/)00'::"4- [ ;{,~---o1Y21;07011-27trr55I13 36M~ 

4 .5120 0'30000-4 II 361 00240300241755113 361;90' 
4 5120 oaonoq-,\ L 106 0024220024465511, 361.>91 
4 5fto-o9100q-5 R rO~----002-42Ton244155Tn 366Q'~ 
4 5120 0130015-2. R 002301002361 361.>q3 
4 5120 0'ln0?1-0 L 55102 36f,94 
4 :>12ll--O-M0;>1=0 R ')5"[0-2 361>9~ 
4 5!20 O~()024-4 l 5.5102 366'16 
4 5!20 oeOO~4-4 R 55102 36h97 
4 sr:to-· -o-.qoo~.,q L $·5[02 36MB 
4 ')17.0 011'0<15-1 R 5,)102 H699 
4 0;120 OPQ01~-4 L 000629000631 3~700 
3 5~-u-o."l)<r50-6 Slz1YOll-0D590000004S ?T!fASffii Sf 3;'rOr-
4 5120 0 '30056-6 L 55107 36102 
4 5120 0~0056-£' R 55t07 36703 

---;"'$ --Sf2o-U ~005~::'1i 03 61lTO-0IT5nf51:"l)1'1;DonBT!rcn-S-13n-41t9-Z;YB1Jcr3()~092-2TI~353z6 3t>7~ 
4 5120 OQOt)'l7-t. L 55t07 36705 
4 5120 01'100,\7-4 II 55107 36701.> 

---""5--"517"0---0-8"0057-4 036Dfif0T5501'500t4o-0na1-!r1~1'S-BZ97;7;94nO~")lr9ITIi'?1r9?2"l2-n'S326 3670"--
4 5120 01300o;~-2 L 55107 36708 
4 5)20 0!;l005~-2 ~ 55t07 36709 
4 Sl:nr-OIl0059':0' L 55"10'7 36'110--
4 511?0 01.'0059-0 R 55107 36711 
'3 51Z0 01100"2-4. 51200800673000006 WACHTLER RD 36712 

--'--:;"S--';'5·fzo--O',r0064"':::O obo6cilo"O'fS'024-0-oT4iiii3b1-0'90"i"3Yr044tr627;M"3f2?;OlYo9t;'1-g8zTi64Z-2 367Tr--
5 ·5120 0'3001,5-7 060601009502400F46ti361090131104490240931260069478S2226422 36714 
4 5120 080140-9 L 00174S0018~1 36715 
4 sf2()--0'aril"41-6 3 g1Ii,---
4 5120 0'l014~-4 L 001833001923 36717 
t. 5120 0110149-9 L 55418 ~671a 
4 51'2-o-0~0\"49::1 R, '>5416 3&7<19-
4 5120 0~I)lS2-, l ' __ ,0 55'1'11 31>720 
4 5120 01l0t52-3 'I 55391 31>721 

---1:"5-----5I2-()--0~ol 52:''') ozcoa"lUInaurom::4001b97l;0T9lJ77T.5"0-OMlf9"!5H;51li'29T6f2f1.5038 3-6722-·-
4 5120 0110)5'1-1 L 553'1\ 31>723 
4 5120 0110\53-\ 'I '5539\ 36724 

-~-4r---5r;n;-0<iOr51.'';'-9 l S-53~-1 3-6725--
4 5120 OB0154-9 R 55391 36726 
4 5120 OJlOI55-h L 55391 36721 
4 5IZO-OlloH'~ R 553'l1 367l"l!--' 
4 5120 080157-2· L 55427 36729 

,4 5120 OAol57-2 q 5'i427 36130 
---3''--~51~o-oqo!'6-0=~5'i"~lrOinl1006(foooor*'ifALIiIiJ'rC'1(ove LA q 3613r--

45120 06:>1813-7 L 55106 36132 
4 517.0 OMl,6!j-7 ~ 55106 36733 
4 51z0-o-SoT99-5 l 55101.> 36734 
4 5120 0801119-5 'l 55106 36735 
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ExhibitA-5 

OATE 03122174 
C-U-E COR R € cr rON S G-'!l-F 1'0 _ 0125 

CAlfrr-t'ILE' RtCilM C elF CODl"iNS--OfR"RlJ6o--nrS't~!JE~jCE 
TY'P~ CO!)€: NII""'E' K 3456711901 2345678901.<:l456789012)4567890t234567690123456789012345671190 

PAGE NO 0705 

ERROR DIAGNOSTICS 
-SEQ 
NO. 2· 3 4 5 6 1 8 

"3 5120 0~?(.q5-5 5!2008Z485500000t WINNETKA AV N 3622t 
4 51 ?OOIl~50S-0 L 00013000015055107 39222 

-r;--"5120'-0P.2S!fS--0- '---1\' 00012'100016~5;;10'7 ,1l22~ 
4 512() OR7S0F,-Q L 000152000191155107 38224 
4 5120 0(\~50"-13 R 000160;00010055107 3822<; ~--7:4--""51<ZO--oR?"4'=0 l ;nS-OOM24000MO 36"2'~'-z6---
4 5120 . "()Q?54~-O II 216 00M230001151 38221 
4 51;>0 OM54Q-8 1.'214 0008S:W008~0 38228 ~--"'4:---~~2~1l2~49-'l ------ -R~'-"2r6 MosS'Iodo-S81 MtB-
~ 5120 OB2.~4-P 51200q2554~OOOOOI. WINSLOW AV 33230 
3 5120 ()13255'i-5 5) 2001l?55'i5000001>I< HTNSlOW /IV ,. 38231 
5 51 Z'!T--u'"155 !I::' q oroTO'0'Oi460160-0T4""6033-Q'93-0TS"201l7t4'97P"2 M31"l>9T()Tt15BO 22150"1"4 3St3"'2,.----
5 5120 DA25~q-7 03 0 10001 4601600F46033 9 9301620044976209316910723'iR02215034 38233 
4 5120 0"::>560-5 L 0000000t}0030 382;34 

--:--4r.----,517o--rj e'561::-'- l -OOOO320tfOii6'2 3-1l23~ 
5 S120 OA261Q-'l 000000142601700F460l566701896Q44981409,,391Q7252512170996 36236 
4 5HO 0"267..5-6 L 55109 313237 ---4'-:-~-512o---08~625-6 R S5rO'q 3-112~1""(I---
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. Geopolitical Reference File Concept Exhibit B 

"Name" 
"Location" 

'Metro area 

I II!P' 

I 
County A County B CQLlIity C 

Map No. A 

I 
Map No. B 

I ~ 
..... Quadrant Quadrant 

r 
City C 

City A City B 

.... 
Census tract A Census tract B Census tract C x - y coordinates 

Enumeration. district A 
Enumeration district B 

\ .. 
School district A 

School district B 
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Question Period 

Mr: Conboy-I notice that you mentioned in your 
problem area, ZIP codes, I seem to get the inference that it 
was basically a key punch problem, not a definition 
problem. Is that correct? 

Mr. Voye-Key punch or coding, I don't know which. I 
haven't dug back into the records to determine exactly 
which one created the problem. 

Mr. Conboy-I am going to throw this out for discussion. 
In Rhode Island the ZIP codes are almost nondefined. We 
have cases in which if you live within a half a mile of a post 
office you will have one ZIP, beyond that another .. If you 
wish to pick up your mail on the way home, you have one 
ZIP; if you want to have it delivered, you have another. 

The area in which I live is a suburban area. There are no 
defined boundaries. It has its own ZIP code within the city 
where I live. No one has been able to show me where one 
ZIP area ends and the other begins. Is anybody else having 
this problem? Is Rhode Island unique? Secondly, has 
anybody found a solution because, quite frankly, we are 
having a lot of trouble trying to put these in the file with 
any kind of confidence. Basically, ZIP code depends on 
where you live and whose word you take. 

Mr. Hf,larle-Yes, that is correct. It is helpful to remember 
that the ZIP codes were designed solely for the purpose of 
delivering the mail. 

Mr. Conboy-I might as\< then, if we all know that to be 
the case, why is it so necessary inthis file? If we know that 
it has problems, and itis basically a tool for sorting mail in 
general areas, is it as necessary as people seem to say it is, 
considering the time, money, and the frustration involved? 

Mr. Kunz-The gentleman asked my question. I was going 
to ask the same thing. I am very sensitive to this ~l,nce we 
have had over 1,000 pages of corrections for ZIP codes. We 
.have been working on this for about 3 or 4 months. This is 
our real albatross. The only way that we solved it, if this is 
any help to you, is that we sent staff pepple out to every 
post office within the two-country region. We sat .down 
with the postmaster or superintendent of mails, or whoever 
was most knowledgeable, and made them layout an exact 
service area on the metropolitan maps. . 

Mr. Conboy-We have dOne that to the extent of 
providing the maps to the Postmaster at the Turnkey Post 
Office. 

Mr. Kunz-You have to go with the maps, and you have 
to check two districts against each other. When you go to an 

adjacent one, sometimes they don't agree. Then you have to 
go back to the other one. Finally, they agree. 

Mr. Conboy-I don't krlOw what the situation is in New 
York, but in Rhode Island we have some relatively large 
areas which are exclusively rural. You literally have a one
or two,man post office department. It is almost impossible. 

Mr. Kunz-There is no solution for that. 

Mr. Conboy-No, there isn't any. I am wondering, is 
anybody here from Census who would like to give me some 
kind of an answer because I am going into this again this 
summer. It took quite a bit of time with very little results 
last summer. 

Mr. Meyer~ The problems that you speak about are all 
too real. We are aware of them on a daily basis from areas 
all over the country. Every.area has problems involving ZIP 
codes; some admittedly much worSt; than others. Unfortun
ately, ZIP codes are necessary for geocoding operations. Let 
me give one illustration: Commonwealth Avenue~ right here 
in Boston, extends through many different communities, 
and since each community operates its own house num
bering system, not only do the address ranges keep on 
repeating but sometimes one side of the street has a 
different address range than the other. The only available 
discrimination is ZIP code. We recognize .'~e problem and 
the impact upon the local area and are exploring ways of 
conducting at least a partial ZIP-code; correction process by 
computer before sending the file to the local agency. 

Mr. Kondo-I notice in the last chart that you had, there 
was hierarchy of areas. In the Massachusetts program, there 
was mention of the small-area analysis zone which is. an. 
attempt to try to get a common unit by which we can 
interrelate different areas that different people use. I can't 
remember the exact sequence of the hierarchy in your chart 
but you had a census tract, an enumeration district, on 
down to a neighborhood. Was the neighborhood the 
common basic unit of the hierarchy with each higher level 
unit area composed of multiples of the ne.xt lower level? 

Mr. Voye~No, it is nQt. The block is the determining 
factor, the lowest level; the enumeration district, school 
district, planning area, . neighborhood, and census tract are 
not. There is no hierarchical structure as far as a planning 
area being within a school district, or a school district being 
within an enumeration district, or an enumeration district 
being within a census tract. That is why we had to use the 
block face. The block is the determining factor in which one 
of these it lays. They are not homogeneous. 



CUE I?rogram Development in the Northeast Ohio Area 

ANTHONYMA 

INTRODUCTION 

While I do not have a completely successful story to tell, 
I believe our experience in the preparation of, the CUE 
program would contribute to the total. development of 
GBF/DIME. This paper attempts to analyze the develop
ment of the CUE program from a systems approach which 
describes the interaction between the organism (NOACA's 
CUE program) and its environment. Our focus is particu-
larly on the immediate environment. 

The Northeast Ohio Areawide Coordinating Agency 
(NOACA) was formed in 1968 for the purpose of coor
dinating, chiefly through review of local general and special 
purpose governmental.units' ,applications for Fe'de"fal g'raiit

c
' 

in-aid, affected comprehensive and functional planning 
activities in northeastern Ohio. The Demonstration Cities 
and Metropolitan Development Act of 1966 and later the 
Intergovernmental Cooperation Act of 1968, provided the 
impetus for the agency's establishment. 

In 1969 NOACA absorbed the Seven County Transpor~ 
tation/Land Use Study (SCOTS) which had been established 
in 1964 to fulfill the requirement of the 1962 Federal 
Highway Act that a geographic area receiving Federal 
highway funds prepare a comprehensive transportation/land 

use plan. 

Since that time NOACA's obligations to coordinate and 
review Federal- and State-funded planning activities and 

,proposals jn' metropolitan northeastern Ohio have grown. 
. Now, the agency serves as the areawide program coordinator 

for the following Federal and State agencies: Executive 
Office of Management and Budget (OMB), designated 
metropolitan clearinghouse (OMB Circular A-95 Revised); 
HUD, metropolitan regional council; FHWA, UMTA, and 
Ohio Department of Transportation (ODOT), conducting a 
defined "continuing phase~' transportation study. 

Presently, NOACA does not operate under one particular 
Ohio enabling statute. Chiefly; .its aUthority and structure 
are determined by.' several Federal and State laws, and their 

,managerial requirements and guidelines. A change in the, 
agency's status, hence its authority and responsibilities, is 
<!nticipatedas the State of Ohio establishes Regional 
Planning and Development Organizations (RPDOs). 

Portage, and Summit-which total 2,931 square miles. The 
largest is Portage, 506 square miles; the smallest, Lake, 236 
square miles. The landforms range from coastal along Lake 
Erie to, in the interior, relatively level woodland plateaus 
that are drained primarily through six river basins. The 
character of the area varies from major metropolitan to 

rural agricultural. 

The 1970 census records a total area population of 
3,000,276. The rriost populous county is Cuyahoga at 
1,721,300, which includes Cleveland (750,903) and four 
other cities with populations exceedi',lg 50,000~ Two other 
populous counties are Lorain, 256,843, which inclUdes the 
cities of Lorain (78,185) al1~.ElyriaJ53,:427);and Summit 
(563,371l;'which"includes the city of Akron. 275,425. 

For various demographic and .economic purposes, the 
Bureau of the Census aggregates counties and large cities 
into standard metropolitan statistical areas (SMSA's). Pres
ently, the NOACA area is made up of three SMSA groups: 
Cleveland SMSA-cuyahoga, Geauga, Lake, and Medina 
Counties; ,Akron SMSA-Summit and Portage Counties; 
Lorain-Elyria SMSA-Lorain County. A map. of the NOACA 

area is attached. 

COMPONENTS OF THE IMMEDIATE ENVIRONMENT 

A. Bureau: of the Census 

This brief description of our organization and the area 
would indicate the complexity of the preparation of the 
CUE program. In 1973, we were encouraged by the 
Bureau of the Census to begin the preparatiori of the 
CUE program. Mr. Jake Silver has been most helpful in 
assisting us to initiate the program. His assistance gave us 
a good start and his continuous support keeps us 
persistently pursuing the program under a very difficult 
and complex environment. It is very exciting to work 
with people who are cooperative. This working r(:lla
tioriship with the Bureau of the Census is one com
ponent of the immediate environm(:lnt. 

B. The Nature of Our Organization 

The NOACA area encompasse.s seven northeastern Ohio 
counties-Cuyahoga, Geauga, Lake, Lorain, Medina, 

NOACA at this time does not collect primary data for 
comprehensive land use plan and correction of base 
maps. Much of this work is to be done by the Regional 

,and County Planning Commissions within our area. The 
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immediate requirement. is to establish an effective 
mechanism to coordinate the input data' from these 
RPCs and CPCs. In addition, there are many functional 
and single-purpose planning agencies in the area which 
could provide much of the primary data to the areawide 
data base file and they are potential. users of the 
GBF/DIME. Hence, mQchof the effort in the prepa
ration of the CUE program is directed to understanq and 
evaluate the components and to identify an appropriate 
mechanism to coordinllte the work of these agencies. 

C. The FinancIal Difficulties in the Preparation 
ofthe CU E Program 

15 districts for planning and coordination. This concept 
'basically is a good one; however, the problem in 
northeast Ohio is that the proposed bq~!1dary cuts 
through the SMSA line. At the present time, much of 
the data on economics, health, and transportation are on 
the SMSA basis. This proposal creates two fundamental 
issues: (a) The structure and function of the organi
zation will be changed and the role between the 
areawide agency and its county, regional and city 
planning commissions will have to be redefined, and (b) 
the imposition of the proposed boundary will create 
many technical problems in reestablishing the base data 
file. 

THE STATUS OF OUR CUE PROGRAM 
Initially} we sought financial support from both the 
private companies and public programs. Unfortunately, 
due to the lack of knowledge in utilizing GBF and 
oversold by the staff, this approach failed. When we The Census Bureau gave us some of their survey data on 
began to develop the CUE program this time, we 80 areas in doing the CUE program. Based on this 
decided to finance the project by Federal program experience, we have estimated our total project cost. We 
(one.third HUD, one-third UMTA and one-third also have applied to various Federal governmental agencies 
FHWA). There was no difficulty in the appropriation of to jointly fund the p'rogram and it was part of theFY 1975 

- ~- fun&;-rr'bmtlie-HtJD'programfor-thiswork.but-it-was. ._,~worK fHo~gram activity" Negotiation with the county and 
unclear whether transportation planning could finance regional plaoning""commissibhs-and-consultnnts-havebcgun--
part of this effort. We failed to receive concurrence from and it would be contracted by July 1974. In summary, our 
the Department of Transportation until the energy crisis program is on its way to begin. It is anticipated that part 1 
came. The agency needed the GBF for the car-pooling and part 2 correction phases and the first phase of the, 
program and CUE may be undertaken as eligible project update will be completed by July 1975. 
cost. 

D. The Lack of Knowledge in the Applying of GBF hi 
Planning and Operational Program 

There was a lack otunderstanding in the application of 
GBF/DIME on the part of the planner and the public. 
Consequently, little or no enthusiasm has been gen
erated to proceed with the development of CUE, even 
though ,the Bureau of the Census continuou-sly 
attempted to communicate with planners through work
shops, conferences, and individual contacts. However, 
Jake Silvef' from the Bureau, persistently works with 
areaWide planning agencies and provides them with 
materials on CUE. Because of his effort, our program 
began, to take shape. I n an attempt to promote the CU E 
program, we have designed a training program and 
es~ablished localized conferences to demonstrate the 
application of GBF/DIME. ' 

E. The S~ate Government 

The State of ahioproposed to divide the State into 11 
subs~ate districts for the delivery of State services and 

CONCLUSiON 

The ,success of this ,program depends on how well the 
agency (organism) interacts with its immediate environment 
Which is dynamic and continuously changing. Essentially, 
\he agency who will be involved in the CUE program 
should-

(a) establish a close working relationship with the Bureau 
of the Census, 

(b) understand the conditions imposed by' the nCiture of 
~~a~nc~ . 

(c) secUre adequate financial as well as technical 
resources, 

(d) demonstrate the utility and application of GBFf 
DIME in order to provide a cost/benefit analysis of 
CUE, and ' 

(e) adapt to externally uncontrolled changes. 

Question Period 
Mr. Harward-My experience -in Massachusetts is that 

many of the functional' planners in other than transpor
tation seem to think that this i~ not going to do them any 
good becquse the ,data Will be too fine grained. They are 
interested in the eastern half of the State, western half of 
the State, four districts, statewide districts, or somethil1g 
like that. PersonCilly, I feel they are being very shortsighted. 
Have you run into that problem? 

Mr~ Ma-We haven't really encountered that kind of 
problem, as such. But we do have the question continually 
asked in terms of jurisdiction. Regional Planning Corn' 
missions ask, "What is the areawide agency doing in my 
territory collecting this microdata? You, only deal with 
area-wide issues, Why are you coming down here to collect 
this, detailed kind of information?" Our basic answer to that 
is, "If you want to, get an overall picture you have got to set 

up some building blocks. The best building block is from 
~he GB~." I think that is probably the onJ.y answer. You 
Just can t have an overall, pic,tur~ and look "It it that way. 
You ~ave gOt to somehow build It up, Am I answering your 
question? 

Mr. Harward-To a certain extent. I hope after we are all 
done a~d I listen to aI/ these people with their tales of how 
they tned to sell the program that we will end up with 
everybody saying, "Give us the program," but I doubt it. 
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Mr, ~a-As' I said befo~e, we have an experience of 
oversellmg OUrselves; therefore,we are holding back so that 
we do. not oversell ourselves. We want to really put some 
effort IOtO dem,onstrating this as a workable and operational 
program. / don t know how we can do it because We haven't 
re?ched t~is point yet. I am .glad that Mr. Voye, from 
Mmneapolis, was sharing with us the kinds of frustrations 
and problems that he had, We haven't really jumped into it 
y~t, but w.e are preparing to jump into it. When I see the 
klOd of thmgs that are ahead of us, we hope that we are 
better prepared than bl~fore. 



County Boundary Coordinate File for Graphic Display of Data 

GERARD BOETJE, CHRISTIANDAVIS, AND 
DONALD DeVOR KIN 

(Presented by Dr. Donald DeVorkin) 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Several software systems have been developed for the 
display of data. Certain of these systems such as SYMAP, 
CALFORM DPS etc. are capable of displaying data values 
assQclated ~ith ; geographic area. This is accomplished ?y 
density shading the geographic area based on the relatIve 
magnitude of the data values. 

These software systems implicitly require certain cl.lpa-
bilities and/or files. Requirements are-

A name or code associated with each geographic area. 

A machine-readable file which contains the boundary 
cQordinates for the labeled geographic areas. 

A machine-readable fHe of the data to be displaye? 
This data must have the same name or code as used m 
the geographic area definitions. 

2. GEOCODED DATA 

Many Federal agencies and ind,ustrial organizations co!
lect or associate data by geographIC area. Although there IS 
an increasing tendency toward standardization; in practice, 
much useful data can be found geocoded in a wide variety 
of systems. Therefore, the association of data coded to 
different systems requires a conversion capability. 

3. GEOGRAPHIC CODE CONVERSION CAPABILITY 

Because of the conversion problem, a Geographic Con
verter FHe (FHe 1) has been developed. This file pr.ovides 
conversion capability at the county or county eqUivalent 
JeveL .1 t encompasses those codes listed in table 1 for each 
county in the United States. 

File 1, therefore, provides the capability to associate data 
under geocoding systems. 

4. BOUNDARY COORDINATE FILE 

While File 1 allows data associations at the county level, 
and the systems listed above provide for machine disphW, a 
county boundary coordinate filEl ;snecessary. 
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The Bureau of the Census has developed a machine
readable file containing the coordinates of the county and 
State boundaries of the continental United States. This file 
is in DIME format. Each record in this file rElpresents a 
county boundary segment, and contains information as 
shown below.l 

DIME FILE County Boundary Segment Information 

TO NODE, LONGITUDE, LATITUDE 

Left Census Region 

Left FIPS State Code 

Left FIPSCountY Code 

Right CensUs Region 

Right FIPS State Code 

Right FIPS County Code 

FROM NODE, LONGITUDE, LATITUDE "'\ 

5: BOUNDARY COORDINATE FILE FOR 
DISPLAY PURPOSES 

The software display systems generally require that the 
boundary coordinate file be in a sequenced format. The 
Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, Inc. (CSDL), under 
contract with the Transportation System§, Center (TSC), 
obtained a copy of the DIME fHe. Initiiil use at. CSDL 
demonstrated that a sufficient sequence for ordertng the 
county boundary segments was not available in the DIME 
file. Consequently, the DIME file couid not be l1sed with 
display software existing at CSDL. 

A design and development effort was sponsore~ by T~C 
in order to provide a county boundary coordmate fIle 
compatible with existing .display software. The effort had as 
Its objective, a compressed file which would facilitate,-

J The digitizing worll of the county coordinate fite was done by tM Bureau of 
Public Roads Inow FHWA} during 1969-1970. TM digitizing was performed 
indlviduallV on. State qlusters which Mr. then integrated up to a total cQunty 
boundary file. AccuracY'lf the digitizing. was clalme.d as ±O.025 degrees. The 
Bureau of the Ceosus assumed the job of reorganizing the fll. into OIME 
format. 

I 
I, 

I 

f 
j, 
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TABLE 1. Elements of the National Geocoding Converter File 1 

REGiON 

An areal unit smaller 
than the United States 
and larger thah a single 
State. The number of 
regions within a File 1 
geocoding system 
ranges from 8 units 
to 20 units. 

9 Region Codes 

Standard Federal 
Region 

Bureau of the Census 
Division 
Standard Point Loca
tion Code Region 

Bureau of Public 
Roads RegiOn 

National Location 
Code Region 

Office of Emergency 
Preparedness Region 

Water Resources 
Reg'on 
Land Resources 
Region 
Freight Rate Territory 

STATE 

An are;!1 unit Which is 
the first order political 
subdiVision of the 
United States. The 
number of States 
within a File 1 geo
coding system ranges 
from 48 unitsto 61 
unlts. 

11 State Codas 

Federal I nformation 
Processing Standard 
State 

Interstate Commerce 
Commission State 

International Business 
Machine State 

Bureau of Public 
Roads State 

Dun and Bradstreet 
State 

General Services 
Admlnistratfon State 

Office of Business 
Economics State 

Bureau of the Census 
State 

Office of Emergency 
Preparedness State 

National Location 
Code State 

AREA 

An areal unit not 
necessarily small,,( 
th an a State bu~ 
larger than the 
average county 
cluster. The num
ber of areas within 
a Fife 1 geocoding 
system ranges frorn 
120 units to 200 
units. 

SArea Codes 

Office of Business 
EconomiCS Region 

ZIP Code Markst 
Area 

Economic Sub
Region 

Water Resources 
Sub-Area 

Land Resources 
Area 

COUNTY CLUSTER 

An areal unit.smaller 
than a State, generally 
consisting of two or 
more counties. The 
number of county 
clusters within a File 1 
geocoding system 
ranges from 430 units 
to 650 units. 

9 County CllJster Codes 

State Economic Area 

Interstate Commerce 
Commission Area 

Office of E merge hey 
Preparedness Area 

National Location 
Code Area 

Bureau of Public 
Roads Area 

Standard Point Loca
tion Code County 
Clu~ter 

Transportation Zones 

Standard Metropolitan 
Statistical Areas 
Market and Production 
Areas 

COUNTY 

An areal unit which is 
the secQnd order polit
ical subdivlsion of the 
United States. The num
ber of counties and 
county equivalents 
within a File 1 geo
coding sy:tem is appro)(
imate/y 3,142 units. 

11 County Codes 

Federal Information 
Processing Standard 
County 

Bureau of Public Roads 
County 

International Business 
Machine County 

DUn and Bradstreet 
County 

Ger:eral Services Admin
istration County 

Office of BUsiness 
Economics County 

Interstate Commerce 
Commission CountY 
Office of Emergency 
Preparedness County 

National Location Code 
County 
Standard Point Loca
tion Code County 

Standard Point Loca- 1- Bureau of the Census 
County tion Code State 

Use With available systems: CALFORM, SYMAP, etc. 

Efficient information storllge. 

Efficient machine processing. 

Arealaggregati/Cn of gata. 

The design of the DOT compressed DIME file calls for a 
single ,record to contain all relevant information about the' 
entire boundary between two counties. In this format, all 
information contained in the .ori9inal DIME fife is presetved. 

Because no relevant information is lost, thE! records and 
contents of the original fife could be reproduced from the 
compressed DIME ·.fi/e. However, the exact ordering of the 
records of the original file could not be duplicated. Since 
the ordering was somewhat arbitrary tQ begin with, this is 
not considered a significant issue. • 

The compressed DIME file focuses on the basic connec
tivityfeatllres of the boundary segments when viewed in a 
network context. Intermediate points on a network 
(boundary) link have boundary shape"d~tail as their only 
purpose. . 

An explanation of the DOT compressed DIME file 
con~ept, along with technical details on fiie content clOd 
.structure can be found in appendix A. 

Considerable sorting, sequenc;ing and information rear
rangemllnt were. required in the development Of the DOT 
compressed DIME file. The necessary machina processing 
steps are described in appendix S. 

6. GBF DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

The approach described above, makes possible a geo
graphic base'file (GBF) data management system under 
development at CSDL. 
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The goal of the system is to provide a means for flexible 
and efficient ar.eal aggregatlon~ 

then become indispensable to the task of interrelating and 
aggregating data for tabular and geographical display. 

System features include

TheGBF is disk resident. 

Completely independent of the GBF data file, pointer 
lists are held in core. 

Chaining can be carried oUt in core. This meims that if 
boundaries internal to a region are to be dropped, it 
can be accomplished in core before the GBF file must 
be accesssed. 

CSDL approaches the QIME file and the resultant GBF 
organization as a network structured data management 
system. 

ihis will be of particular relevCjnce as geocoding work 
proceeds below the county level. In this sitUation, both the 
number of records and the aggregation possibilities will 
increase drastically. The compressed DIME file approach will 

7. MAP DIGITIZING 

The format of the CSDL compressed DIME file is 
suggestive of an approach to map digitizing. A development 
program at CSD 1.. is presently under investigation for 
accomplishing mapping at the lowest possible cost to the 
user. 

The approach blocks into three major steps-

1. Define the primary node netwcirk (on the county 
level, there are 8,941 primary links) in the county
level DIME file. 

2. Deffne the clockwise-directed closed polygon rela
tionships among the primary nodes. 

3. To each primary link, simply add intermediate 
nodes ps necessary to give further shape detail. 
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APPENDIX A. DOT Compressed DIME File 

Number of records: 
Tape: 
Density: 
Logical record length: 
Block size: 
Record format: 
Label: 

FILE DESCRIPTION 

17,490 
9 track, IBM 360 
1600 BPI 
Variable, maximum 1272 
7294 
VB (variable blocked) 
None 

The DOT compressed DIME file is composed of records 
which contain the datCl for all boundary segments common 
to two adjacent counties. Figure A-l and the following text 
describes the file and record stnlcture. 

Figure A-l illustrates a hypothetical county (County A), 
its boundary segments labeted with small letters, the nodes 
for each segment numbered from 1 to 14, and adjacent 
counties. Since there are five counties Which are adjacent to 
Counw A, there will be only five records in the DOT 
compressed DIME file for County A. The format and 
content of each of these records is shown in figure A2. 

As illustrated in table A-l each record can be thought to 
have two sections. the fixed section contains that infor
mation defining the right and lett counties, the first node 
common to both counties and the tast node common to 
both counties. A vClriable number of nodes defining inter
mediate boundary segments common to two counties is 
contained in the variable section of the record. 

The number of nodes field is the sum of the number of 
nodes in the fixed section of the record, which it alyvays 
two (2), and the numbt.?" of nodes in thE) variable section of 
the record. 

Each field occupies four bytes (characters). The record 
format of the DOT compressed DIME file is listed in the 
table. 

The file is organized such that al/ records necessary to 
form a closed county boundary are grouped together in q 
sequence. The sequence itself gives a clockwise tranverse 

around the entire county boundary. Therefore, the county 
being bounded by the closed traverse is toward the right. 

It should be noted that, except for records defining 
county boundaries which are also a country boundary, a 
record appears once for a county, and then again for the 
neighbor county but with right and left identifications 
reversed. 

Record I=ormatfor DOT Compressed DIME FILE 

Begin End 
field discripHon position positron length Format 

Segment number 0 3 4 Fixec! binary 

From node 4 7 4 Fixed binary 

To node 8 11 4 Fixed blnaty 

left census region 12 15 4 Fixed binary 

left State 16 19 4 Fixed binarY 
Left county 20 '23 4 Fixed binary 

Right census region 24 27 4 Fixed binary 

flight State 28 31 4 Fixe\! binary 

Right county 32 35 4 Fixed binary 

From longitude 36 39 4 Float bInary 

From IlItltude 40 43 4 Float bihary 

To longitude 44 47 4 Float binary 

To latktude 48 51 4 Float binl,lry 

Number of nodes t 52 55 4 Fixed binary 

Segment number~ 4 Fixed binary 
Nadel 4 Fixed binary 
Longitude';! 4 Float binary 
latitude'l 4 Float binary 

I This field Indicates lh~ number of nodes contained In Ihe record. 
2 A series of tol$ field sequence representing lntetmedlate nodes will be 

appended to lhe record. The number of Ihese field sequences Is equal to number 
of nodes field less two. 
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APPENDIX B. Machine Processing Steps for DOT Compressed DIME Ffle 

The following machine processing steps were required to 
produce the DOT compressed 01 ME file. 

1. Record (segment) numbers were added to each Census 
DIME file record in order to uniquely identify each 

segment. 

2. Each Census record was duplicated with the TO and 
FROM and the RIGHT and Lt:fT information in
verted. This procedure permits sorting on RIGHT 
state and county and LEFT state and county FIPS 
code positions to form a file which has all boundary 
1>egments for a gil/en county sorted into adjacent 

records. 

3. The adjacent records (segments) representing a com
plete county boundary were sequenced in clockwise 

order. 

4. It was observed that the actual boundaries for Park 
and Teton Counties in Wyoming and Fremont County 
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in Idaho were not in the file. In lieu of these 
boundaries, the Yellowstone National Park (YNP) 
boundary had been included. These segments of the 
YNP boundary, which were not actual county 
boundary segments, were deleted from the file. The 
coordinates for the above county. boundaries yvere 
manually obtained (+ .01 degree accuracy) and 
inserted into the file. 

The file resulting from the steps 1 through 4 is 
referred to as the DOT SEQUENCED DIME File. This 
file contains all of the boundary segments for any 
given county in adjacent, clockwise-sequenced, 
segment-oriented records. A technical description of 
the tape file is listed in appendix C. 

5. Those records in the DOT SEQUENCED DIME File 
common to two adjacent counties are compressed into 
one record in the DOT COMPRESSED DIME File. A 
more detailed description of the file is contained in 
appendix A. 

APPEN DIX C. DOT Sequenced DIM E File 

Field description 

Segment number 

From node 

To node 

Left census region 

Left State 

Left county 

Right cen5US region 

Right State 

Right county 

From longitude 

From latitude 

To longitude 

Tt;latitude 

Number of records: 
Tape: 
Density: . 
Logical record length: 
Block size: 
Record format: 
Label: 

85,054 
9 track, IBM 360 
1600 BPI 
52. 
7280 
FB (fixed blocked) 
None 

Record Description 

Begin End 

position position Length 

0 3 4 

4 7 4 

8 11 4 

12 15 4 

16 19 4 

10 23 4 

24 27 4 

28 31 4 

32 35 4 

'36 39 4 

40 43 4 

44 47 4 

48 51 4 
~. 

. j 
; 

Format 

Fixed binary 

Fixed binary 

Fixed binary 

Fixed binary 

Fixed binary 

Fixed binary 

Fixed binary 

Fixe~ binary 

Fixed binary 

Float binary 

Float binary 

Float binary 

Float binary 
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Question Period 

Mr. Weaver-.l would like to agree with one comment you 
made and that is the correction, update and extension of . 
geographic base (DIME) files could be simplified. However, 
I am afraid that when you take your concept of compress
ing DIME files down to the strMtsegment level DIME parts, 
you are going to find that the vast majority of street 
segments in the GBF/DIME file in urban areas don't have 
intermediate nodes and I don't think you will find that your 
techniques are applicable. 

Mr. Boetje-We have found that DIME file compression 
aids you greatly when you are "DIMEing" a geographic <lre<l 
which inclUdes or is bounded by terrain features which are 
not part of the connected network under consideration-for 
example, Minneapolis-St. Paul which has a large number of 
lakes around. 

Admittedly, certain of the work in which we are engaged 
is applicable to only those who would have access to large 
computing facilities which have cathode ray tubes (CRT or 
Scope) with fight pen graphics. It would then be possible to 
create, update, and edit node information, address ranges, 
block face numbers, census information, etc., quickly and 
efficiently. The DIME file creation, update, and edit 
capability using such. a system coUld be much faster than 
current methods. . 

Mr. Kondo-I didn't fully understand the function of the 
primary "from" and "to" n?des .. 

Mr. Davis-The primary nodes are those nodes which 
form the initial and terminal points of a boundary common 
to two adjacent counties. The cosmetic or intermediate 
nodes are those nodes which cartographically define the 
shape of the boundary between the primary nodes .. For 
example, if a boundary common to 2 counties is defined by 
40 nodes, the first and the 40th nodes are the primary 
nodes and the 2d through the 39th are the cosmetic or 
intermediate nodes. 

Mr. Boetje-A word about the numbers. in the county 
boundary DIME file. The DIME file which we obtained. 
from the Bureau of the Census has approximately 50,000 
records, each record representing a county boundary seg
ment. The county boundary segments, as they existed on 
the file, did riot represent closed polygons, i.e., contiguous, 
sequenced boundary segments which forma complete 
county boundary. 

After compression, we had approximately.8,900 primary 
nodes, and .the entire file can be resident on a small amount 
of direct access space. 

Mr. Weaver-You made mention that the file management 
techniques are enhanced. I wonder If you would take a 
moment or two just to give me an idea. The one concern 
that I have is that I see this thing applicable to the larger . 
areas, but I am reallyconcerned how it would be applicable 
down to the Street level where you are trying to associate 
individual data at I;llock face. . 

Mr. DeVorkin-1 hadn't really intended.to speak much 
. abou't that here because I am not sure th<lt the machine 

aspect of things is of interest to the group. Very briefly, 
since entire county boundaries are represented in a single 
record, it is possible to set up pointer systems entirely in 
core, drop internal boundaries for State or regional data 
aggregation purposes, do this entirely in core and seek only 
the external boundary records. It can bea very efficient 
approach. 

Back to your question about the block face level. As long 
as one deals with· a single square block or rectangular block, 
I think you are quite correct. I think we. simply have a block 
record and that's the end of it. In terms of network of 
points, We'are hoping to extend the approach from block 
level with a certain amount of automatic intersection 
capab·i1ity on the display scope display screen; that is, put a 
"from" node up here, a "to" node up there, something up 
here and something down there, and have automatic 

. intersection. Where those intersections are not true, simply 
with a light pen take them out. We are not there yet. That is 
the next stage. 

Mr. Hearle-Could you say a word about your schedule to 
produce these products, and what availability you will 
expect to have? 

Mr. DeVorkin-lt depends on whether it is on the 
schedule to our sponsor. I feel, ancl they may say, "No," 
which changes the whole thing around, I feel that this is a 
fairly high priority kind of work and subject to someone 
supplying Us with an SMSA file. J would think that over the 
next 4 or 5 months we will begin to have a pretty good look 
at it. We may have anything other than a laboratory 
in-house plug-together system;. that is, probably nothing 
within 6 months directly useable to our outside users. I 
think, somehow, we would know with this experience 
where we are. 

Mr. Hearle-Did you mention which computer this uses? 

Mr. Boetje-We have developed the compression software 
on an IBM 360/75, which is a fair-sized machine, at the 
Charles Stark Draper Laboratory. Much of the eXisting af,ld 
developed software. can run on a smaller machine. For 
example, SYMAP and CALFORM can run on any IBM 360 
with 200K available core. In addition, some of the data 
management techniques which we are considering can run 
on an IBM 360/25 or equivalent machine. 

If one is interested in going on-line, interactive with a 
scope or CRT, fairly sophisticated hardware and software 
would be required. Our work is being conducted on an IBM 
360/75, as I previously mentioned, with an IBM 2250 CRT. 
One couldtaHor the software to work with other CRT's 
fairly easily. It is important to note that once the files have 
been developed with such a sophisticated system, they 
could \:Ie used readily on l11uch. smaller hardware. 

Mr. !;Iearle-You would not object of the appropriate 
comments are made to the sponsoring agency about 
encouraging you to continue along the· path of designing 
this for computers that somebody has'? 

Mr. DeVorkin-I~Jo. 

Mr. Etienne-Have you looked into any of the Tectronics 
display scopes which are considerably less expensive than 
the] BM variety? Nonrefreshable screens, smaller programs? 

Mr. Boetje-The answer is no, because We have ;just 
~tarted the development work and it is still in a preliminarY 
stage. I do hot know any reason why the programs could 
not be adapted for use with Tectronics equipment. We. have 
been using one on-line, interactive display system which is 
tailored to the IBM 2250. It would require a major effort to 
convert this system for use with other equipment. The other 
software could be readily converted and used with other 
eqUipment: 

Mr. Pisarski-I think maybe there is some confusion 
about what it is we are up tb, One of the elements of it is 
simply that the Departl11imt of Transportation has data files 
of massive scale-railway .statistics running to a qUarter of a 
million individuar records; the truck survey is going to go 
several hundred thousand records, many of them at the. 
place and county levels and higher levels; and of course, 
census data, etc. So our goal in this whole process is number 
one, to steal as much of the large software development 
work that has. been done by the military that we can not' 
even come close. to tOllching financially, and' two, to grab 
that stuff. and see how applicable it is to our kinds of 
programs-and so we are utilitizing a large portion of 
mUlti-million dollar software. In addition to that, our 
concern is in the display area and that is primarily at the 
county level. County file one, shown in this slide is available 
now and the DIME-like system to display information at the 
county and aggregate levels of county, dropping out the 
internal county boundaries, is now available. The.base files 
are the crucial tools that we need to display our statistics. I 
guess that at this stage we .are. presenting what we are doing 
for its potential utility, conceptually and logically, to local 
applications. I· think weare well aware that the .scale at 
which we are approaching it is quite different. 

Mr. Weaver-At Charlotte we have looked atthe Tectron
.. ics 4014 display device, and I think you will find that there 
is a fundamental design philosophy difference witli the 
storage. tube approach as opposed to the vector generation 
approach. If you are heavily committed to the 2250 the 
transferability to the local level, from the cost effective 
standpoint and just system changes, will be significant. If 
you have not looked at the 4014 in detail take a good look 
at it. It's a I(ery cost-effective device. . 

. Mr. Etienne-There is fully interactive graphic system 
. designed by M and S Computing out of Nashville, Tenn. I! 

runs off PDP form and uses the Tectronics, rthink it is a 
4014, which is a 19-inch screen. You can purchase the 

·wholethingfor about 50K, computer.sof:tware, terminal' 
and all. 

Mr. Davis-I would like to further acldress the comments 
.by Mike Weaver and Don Cooke with respect to the 
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applicability of.. the DiME comp;ession to urban area 
geographic ,base files (GBF). BaSically, YOll are correct in 
stating, that'there probably woUld not be. very many 
cosmetic nodes in a. street segment-oriented GBF. Conse
quently, the primary node orientation of DI ME f·ile com
pression Would not be very beneficial to urban area GBF. 
This, however, is only one aspect of DIME file compression_ 

As brought out in several presentations, a major effort is 
required to create, edit, .and update GBF. Let us consider 
for an instant, an urban area which has street segment~· 
primarily laid out in a grid network. It would be very 
feasible, with interactive graphics and compression tech. 

, nology, to work· only with the ends of the streets which fall 
on the urban area boundary; Once all end points had been. 
identified, a computer program could calculate the intersec
tion coordinates for the streets within the urban area 
boundary. The resulting grid network could then be 
displayed for purposes of editing out nonexistent street 
segments, editing in skewed street segments, and editing in 
address ranges, block numbers, census information, etc. The 
GBF creation, edit, and update. could be accomplished 
quickly and efficiently. 

Another aspect, which could be made available through 
DIME file or GBF compression, is a real aggregation of data 
associated with the DIME file or GBF. In this sense the 
compressed file would serve as a computerized index 
between the. user and the data file. For example, one might 
ask for a display of the distribution of the journey-to-work 
origin and destinations by enumeration district (~D). Such 
aggregation capability .could also help in school district 
planning, health and'plimning, etc. 

. Mr. Soller-Much of the work we have been discussing is, 
the kind of technology that is:llsed'to 'support the New 
York City geographic base file~ We do not include any 
cosmetic nodes in· our basic data file, but we do have a 
coordinate description of all .line-at,map features. We also 
have a coded segment description of all streets and bound
aries so that any intersecition~can be' calculated. 

Mr. Cool<e-Ohe tecnnicarpostscript to· that: Calculating 
intersections witli tlie· method that you described is basic
ally"thegutsof Bob Dial's thesis em the SAC system which 
is 10 years old now. rtnink you· will find it .also in the 
written Arithmicon system of Mr. Corbett Mr. Corbett uses 

. that type of idea to insert' missing·coordinates in DIME files 
and to check consistency. . 

Mr. DeVorkin-r dbn't tliink we'can· represent this to be 
entirely new thinking. Some· of it has just come out in 
infQrmal· discussions with Alan Pisarski about a . highway 
system. I can not even remember tile name ofit~ That 
system wasmuch the s~measthis, butdidn!t getti\ld down. 
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Let's G@t Off The DIME 

TH!OMAS O'BRIEN 

One of the great-great grandfathers of the DIME me is 
with us today. There may even be morethan one progenitor 
pres~nt! but I would I.ike to recognize Mr. Donald CO/Jke. 
Mr. Gooke and his partner, Mr. Jack Sweeny, suckerecl, me 
out of some money when I was with the city of Boston to 
install a GBF/DIME file which they had prepared on 
speculation after they left the Census Use Study .in New 
Haven. . , 

Mr. Cooke initiated me into URISA and USAC. The city 
of Boston responded to the famousUSAC request' for 
proposals as did a)\mostevery other city in the count/:y. I 
had a chance to follow USAC when I went to work for 
Secretary Romney at H UD and as a consultant to Wes'ting
house oil their USAC project in Dayton. I have seen" the 
limited progress that has been made in data base devE;lop
ment and data analysis, and I would like to talk briiefly 
about that progress today. I would like to share with you 
sorne of rny thoughts on data development and on the l'leed 
for structures for analysis other than the DIME file. That 
tool, a marvelous structure, is just now getting to be tlsed. 

I note with some chagrin that the city of Boston Which 
has had a magnificent DIME in its bag of tricks for the li3st 4 
years had never used it, not once. .It also has a Ivery 
sophisticated group of analysts that could use it, and'that 
~vumep~_ '. 

I suspect that some of you have been in contact with the 
National Center for Higher Education Management Systems 
at the Western Interstate Commission for Higher Educ~tion, 
known affectionately as NCHEMS at WICHE. I think if 
those whofh'st thought of the DIME filehadthought'ofa 
caiohy title like that we might never have seen any proiiress. 
NGHEMS at WICHE is a fascinating group trying to dei~elop 
higher education management systems that wou"~ be 
transportable from universityto uniVersity. In manywj~ys it 
is .like a USAC trying to develop urban information sYlitems 
and urban management systems. Although, if YOu have;!been 
close to USAC you realize that the management sid!r was 
pretty much dismissed at an early stage and thatnegl:ect is 
coming back to haunt USAC. This national center, bebau~e 
of the leadership of the Office of Education in HEW, has 
coerced all the major colleges 'and universities in tile country' 
to participate in an elaborate committee structure and r.lighly 
participatory development fed by a strong central staff. This 
consortium is developing higher education manag~ment 
systems in spite of the very diverse intere~ts of the 
participants,. achieving cooperation between the pfflce of 
Education, State boards for higher education, private 
universities, public universities, State colleges; and commu-

~ , • " ' ,,- 1 

nity colleges, all very strange bedfellows. These diVerse 
interests are working together despite their mutual distrust. 
I f there is one group that could never get along, it Would be 
that bunch. State and focal governments, certainly, have 
many diverse interests, but no where near the kind of 
paranoia about sharing information or developing program 
budgets that exists in higher education. 

There is a great deal of interest among legislatures and in 
the executive branch among City 'counselors and city 
managers in developing program budgets \"nd having more 
accountability. The thrust for accountability in the public 
sector overall, I think, is much greater than at universities. 
Yet, somehow this NCHEMS at WICHE has succeeded in 
co-opting everyone and proceeding down a path Which 
many of the participants are very scared of, but they say, 
"If I don't participate, itis going to be worse than if I do. 
Why can't we get ourselves together?" 

We are lucky in Massachusetts. We have got a great leader 
fn Mr. Alan Altshuler, Secretary of Transportation. Mr. 
Altshuler, and Mr. Tom Hurnphrey who has spoken to you 
already, have gone a long way to share the wealth that exists 
in their transportation budget"':'not to win friends and 
influence people in the sense of buying them off, but in 
recognizing .that transportation planning was really too 
centralized and was not sensitive to the needs of the local 
areas. Transportation planning has determlned much of the 
future of the State, determining manY things .outside of 
transportation that transportation planners did not have the 
mandate to do. So, under Mr. Altshuier'i; leadership and Mr. 
Humphrey's direction. the transportation pot has been 
invaded for the benefit of the State, but certainly in a 
nonbureaucrlltic way. 

They ate putting money into. the cities and towns, 
through the regional planning agencies mainly, and into the 
regional planningagenci~s because they know thatunfess 
they have strong leadership and strong analytic capapilityat 
that level, they will not be able to develop the transporta
tion plans that the State reaily needs. They have also been 
participating with my office, and with others who have 
responSibility ill State planning, to try to help develop 
anal yti c .capacity, 

But today I would like to talk with. yotl briefly about 
what we need at a broader level, since we do have 
representation' from the Department of Transportation and 
the Bureau of the Census~ I would like to talk about one of 
the initial thrusts that came out of the Censtls Use Study in 
New Haven

f 
which secret sources report was lar~ly resented 
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by the Bureau of the Censusj'that, in fact, the cities an.d 
toWns in this country could obviate the need for a c~~~us If 
they Were allowed to use data they already recorqi In an 
intelligent fashion, If the research and developmen\)effort 
Were put in to make that data available to people who need 
it for planning and program gesign, they would really do 
away with the need for that great event every 1 ~ years and 
have a much more alive, a n:uch. m?re responSive way of 
analyzing their problems ant! 111 thmklng up new approaches 
ahd new solutions. 

Naturally when I had my latest incarnation as a State 
pl<mning official, I began to look around alJd '? and behold, I 
saw the most marvelous economic d?ta ~a~~ III the country, 
totally untapped. That is the State s Dlvlslo.n, of Employ-

. ment Security Records, which !ncludes a terrifiC amount of 
information ahoutemployed and unemployed. people. I saw 
Information in our Tax Department. W~I.ch ~oUI? be 
sensitively treated with no threat to a?y mdlvl?ua! S p!'lvacy 
to give us current information on the Income distribution of 
the population, And I looked over to the Department of 
Education, which receives reports on ~he~nrollmentof 
stlJdents,. and based ·on my experiencedlrectmg a program 
in BostOn, I knew that between census years, f~om 1~90 to 
1970 or 1950 to 1960, that the proper mal1lpulatlOn ~f 
school enrollment data could provide veryaccura~e .est~
mates of popUlation, because the. ratio of whatever It IS. to 
school-age children changes very slowly and very predl?t
ably, I thought about :two other data bases,. My work With 
IMIS in Dayton and the work I had been dOIn~ at HUD and 
the city of Boston COnvinced me that we did not know 
anything about the intergovernmental flow of funds. We 
still have not addressed the issue of how State gov~rnment, 
locat government, and Federal Governme.nt relate m ,terms 
of the flow of funds and resource allocatIOn. Wh~t kind of 
structure would you need to translate inf~rmatl~n ,about 
Federal money and .State money into meaningful informa
tion at whatever level decision makers find necessary? 

The fourth data base we need is one which sho~td be 
readily available from. property assessment; .In .the City ?f 
Boston we have a unique assessing practlcej we don t. 
Boston has not been reassessed for at least~O y~ar~, and 
there are those who think much longer. T.he.dlspanty I~ th.e 
sales and the sales assessment rati~ through~ut. the CltY.IS 
notoriolls. It has been~ritten upm academ~c Journals, In 
popular. maga~ines, in court journals, .and nothing ~appens. I 
examined the potential oUhE! assf;!sslng data base In Boston 
and said, "Wow!" With the GBF/DIME file and accurate 
assessment information we would know w~ere all th~new 
constn,lctionis,. the number of dWelling UMs by section of 
the ci~, the .Iocation of all i,nd,ust.rJal property, .etc. We 
would know the greatest thmgs In. the world..,.what a 
planning tool! So we spent hundreds oftho~sands of dollar~ 
on mechanizing the records of thE! Asses~!ng Department 

and during that process· in order to get the job done, We 
sold out completely andgu€lranteedthat nobody would ever 
look at it. We did the technical job and lost the. data base as 
a research and policy tool. 

The. need for land-use planning information and .other 
information is a natural tie-in with assessmen~ reco~tls. An 
assessor needs to know the number of ;dweiling Unl~S, the 
size of a building the type of construction, the location of 
the land the nu~ber of square feet in a particular parcel, 
and he ~eeds to know who the owner is. Lawyers ne~d such 
data for property transfers, and geographers are frantiC f.or a 
way of getting good assessment records plugged IOto 
remapping the State or particular subdiVisiQns. of 1he State. 
Those. four data bases, economic! demographiC, f~scal, an~ 
physical land use are fun~am~ntal d~ta bas~s which don t 
exist, or exist in a form which IS now inacceSSible. 

The State has a responsibility to develop these data bases, 
I would like to see a Census Use Study at the S;ate le~el. I 
would like to se.e an attempt by the States Regl~n.al 
Planning Agencies and State and local government Jom 
together in. establishing a nationClI center for State manage
ment sy~tems. I would like to see an attempt to go beyond 
the structural developments which have been so successfully 
demonstrated with the GBF/DIME file, to talk about the 
other structures that we need. 

IVIr.John Keller,. Program Budget Con.sult.anno the ~tate 
of Hawaii recently said, and I share hiS. Views, that If he 
went into'any State and had $5 million, the pla~ehe wo~ld 
spend it is n0.t on staff analysis, bu.t o~ .1~formatlOn 
development" It was his experience thClt mqu.lsltlve analys~s 
experience monumental frustration~ in trying to obtam 
relevant information and are soon dnve.n out 0: the syste~. 
The State must become a planning servICes d.ehvery agen?,. 
We must deliver the tools to the ReglonalPlannll1g 
Agencies. We have the potential data bases and. we .have the 
power to require that those data bases be. mall1tamed. We 
·mList service needs other than transportation. B~cause we. 
don't have the bricks and mortar that follo~ b?hmd trans-
portation planning, we are ~nlikely to get the kind of State 

.money we need to do data ba~e development. I recommend 
that you consider the leal;lershlp that has bee~ show~ by the 
Department of Transportation. They hav~ dipped 1n~0 the 
till. not jUst demonstrating their good faith by Gomlng to 
01.1; meetings, but sharing their f!lsou~ces because they want 
these problems to beaddre.ssed colleglally. We need to work 
toge.ther to develop the~e resources, and .I hop.e ov~r the 
next few years that the Federal Government will pomt to 
the D.IME file and thewQrk oUhe Census Bureau to show 
the progress thqt hasheeh.made, t~e return. that we are 
getting· for the jnv.estment. Me~nwhlle, we must work to 
make the other investments .whlch are necessary for better. 
fiscal, economic, and social planning. 
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Question Period 

Mr. Voye":' You apparently feel pretty strongly about the 
DIME file for Boston, What is Your opinion of the concept 
of extending the DI ME file outward from Boston to the 
entire State? 

Mr . O'Brien-Transportation planners are enthusiastic 
about a stateWide DIME file. Its usefulness would be 
limited, but it is unlikely that anyone will agree on an 
alternative expenditure of funds. From my discussion, you 
can see I would spend the money differently. 

Mr. Voye-What do you see as an alternative? 

Mr. O'Brien-The development of a data base to prodUce 
intercensal year estimates or the development of an econo
mic data base, We also need better structures for manipu
lating data, like the Consistent System. The Defense 
Department has invested a great deal at MIT on the 
Cambridge project's attempt to reformat data quickly and 
allow for highly flexible retrieval. The result. the Consistent 
System, provides a structure which could be very useful in 
the development and manipulation of the planning data 
bases we need. 

The GBF/DIME is a structure which is necessary, but it is 
time to develop other structures appropriate for an econo
mic or demographic data base. Just as the work of Mr. 
Simon Kuznets in developing basic economic data was 
essential to converting the theories of Keynes into practical 
economic policies, we need small-area economic and demo
graphic data to understand what is going on and to test 
hypotheses before accepting them. 

For example, Boston was operating on the totally 
erroneous assumption that popUlation decline in the city. 
had continued at the same rate during the 1960's as in the 
1950's. The perception that the decline. was continuing 
affected everyone's thinking. ThE! Mayor \Nasa pessimist. 
Good economic data turned that perception around' and 
tumed the Mayor around, Boston's ambitious capital outlay 
program is the direct result of good analysis and good 
planning. We. need better datq, we need better structures to 
manipulate that data,and we need better analysis, 

Mr. Koodo-You indicated that the City of Boston has 
not utilized their GBF/DtME file since it was developed 
during your tenure with the city. You also suggested the use 
instead of many other existing data bases and systems
health statistics,.employment.security files, etc. I think they 
are a complement to the eXisting data bases. The .GBF can 
also be a .considerable aid in combining these files. However, 
there are still considerable problems remaining with diffE!r
ences in definition, unit coverage,date data was collected, 
etc. 

Mr. O'Briilri-1 agree with you. Interactive data processing 
is the. tool .we are gOing to use,.tp make the technology 
accessable. Data proceSSing has bee'n oversold, but the day 
must come when you will be able to sit at a terminal and 
interrogate the Division of Employment Security files for 
the detailed economic information you need. We shOUld 
have. the cap~bility to interrogate a variety Of data bases, 

developed, maintained, and properly. safeguarded for .confi
dentialiW by the agency responsible for data collection. 
They can make sure .. that the informatia,n caonot be 
disaggregated to jeopardize individual rights. However, the 
system must be interactive, as expensive as that is going to 
be and as long as it is going to be before analytical skills are 
at the op~rational level. 

Mr. Silver-Is there anything specific happening right how 
which you can mention? 

Mr. O'Brien-Yes, the work now going on with the 
DiviSion of Employment Security files and the Consistent 
System. We have committed State funds to develop a very 
strong analytic staff and are working jointly with MIT on 
the software structures which allow the staff to manipulate 
the data. 

Mr. Kondo-What kind of geographic referencing are you 
using with the employment security data? 

Mr. O'Brien-Mainly city and town, but ZIP code is 
possible, too . .They can giVe you employment by SIC, by 
ZIP code, anyway you Want it. 

Mr. Cooke-I must say that in working with the city of 
Boston and specifically with Messrs. Tom O'Brien and Bob 
Hanson, I think that is where I learned pretty much all I 
know about using the GBF/DIME files and what it takes in 
order to put a GBF/DIME file to work. 

It came down to identifying about 6 or 7 items which 
you have got to have in order to put GBF/DlME to work. 
for one thing you have a GBF/DIME file. We knew this in 
1968, when we started working with you. We came up with 
that-a DIME file with all the coordinates and all blocks 
bounding, pretty good addresses from i'l very gocJ set of 
source maps-from the Boston City Redevelopment·Author
ity, You I;eed census data, that is the Second element. We 
got that eventually, 

Third, You need local data. And, as you pointed out, 
there were some terrible problems just developing the 
tax-assessor file. Now we do have some data bases we can 
work With, and we shOuld work with-that is your key point 
here. 

So you get the geographic base file, local data, and census 
data. Now you need a cOmputer to rUn on and that was a 
terrible stumbling block in Boston. Boston at that time has 
an IBM s'fstem 360 model. 20, I believe; You could not run 
anything on it, I beliel!e only now that they are finally up to 
the point that they could actually run some advanced 
software. 

i We also worked with Boston Model Citie.s. They had 
;access to a very good computer at the Urban Systems lab at 
MIT, and we did develop some software for them. The 
software was at the point wherf;! We weregener<lting 
incidence maps of data in the model cities area on cathode 
ray tube plotters. This was being run. by very low-level 
technician,; in1he model cities agency-not programers at all. 
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So we had a nttle bit of succe;s there. ltis unfortunate that 
because of the machine problems in the city of Boston, we 
never transferred that software to the'city officially. 

Another thing you need is pegple. You need two kinds of 
people: one, technicians t~ actually. do the work and run 
the programs. In Boston thp;' was basIcally Mr. Bob Hansoll. 
That was it and Mr. Hanson is not with the Redevelopment 
Authority ~nymore. That i~ a very, very key problem. The 

, 
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other ,kinds of people, besides technicians, are under
standing, forward looking, and patient management-which 
we certainly had while Mr. O'Brien, Was in charge of the 
Boston Redevelopment Authority. 

In summary, you need a GBF/DIME, census ?ata, lo?al 
data, a good computer with good software torul') It, creatIve 
technicians. understanding managers and, of course, money 
to keep the whole thing running. We were missing several 
key elements in our experience back then. 
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Geographic Reference Files in New Hampshire 

JAMES IVi.LANGLEY,JR. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Planning and Economics Division of the New Hampo 
shire Department of Public Works and Highways maintains 
data fil!~s which record information on or pertaining to the 
highway system in New Hampshire. 'Some of. these files 
contain data on the physical characteristics and status of the 
highway system itself while others store information such as 
traffic recorder counts which indicates how traffic flows 
through the highway network. Another type of file records 
various data, for example, traffic accident details, which may 
be related to specific points along the highway system. 

Traditionally, files of this type have been maintained on a 
disjunctive basis, that is, a separate file with its own update 
mechanism and reporting features was initiated when the 
need for each file arose. As file size has grown and the 
number of data files has increased this approach has become 
quite unwieldy in terms of the effort expended per file and 
the difficulty encountered in attempts to correlate data 
from different files. 

About 5 years ago, a comparison of the Division's files 
revealed that although their structure and data content 
varied widely most contained geographic descriptors of at 
least one and usually several types. These descriptors in
cluded point names and coordinates, various linear feature 
identifiers such as road and route numbers, and a great 
variety of area descriptors ranging from traffic zone to 
county codes. The consistent use of geographic, classifica
tion codes in these files suggested that their reorganization 
around a common geographic reference framework would 
facilitate interfife data correlation and reduce the redund· 
ancy of stoJeq information. 

In the course of this analysis the Division learned of other 
organizations working along similar lines. The advantages of 
filing systems based on a central geographic framework had 
been perceived. and were being applied in many ways by 
various Federal and State agencies as well as their counter
parts in the larger urban areas. While generically similar, 
specific applications differed depending on the size of the 
area of interest, the degree of abstraction of the geographic 
reference framework, and the nature and relationship of 
subsidiary data files to this framework. These efforts were 
proceeding along two main paths or directions-the ele, 
mentary area or grid approach to a geographic reference and 
the network or linear graph method of establishing this 
base. Of these, the latter 'appeared preferc;ble to us for 
obvious reasons. 

Among the geographic reference systems tha~ came to 
our attention during this evaluation were the geographic 
base files of the Census Bureau. Although these files are 
intended for use in small area data analysis they are network 
oriented and org:mized following topological principles that 
are independent of the actual size or nature of the area 
involved. "The recognition by the Census Bureau that a GBF 
itself is primarily a reference file which is best maintained 
separately from any associated data file also i3Ppeared to be 
significant. Accordingly, the Division benan to participate in 
the Census Bureau GBF program to gain experience in the 
construction and applicqtion of files of this type. 

URBAN TRANSPORTATION PLANNING AND 
GEOGRAPHIC BASE FILES IN NEW 
HAMPSHIRE 

A brief review of the geography of New Hampshire will 
place the relationship and application of small area geo
graphic files in proper perspective with similar files for other 
areas of the State. At present there are two standard metro
politan statistical areas, Manchester and Nashua, that lie 
entirely Within New Hampshire. Manchester, with 1970 
SMSA population of 132,512 and Nashua with a 1970 
population of 86,280 are both located in the southeastern 
portion of the State and are contiguous with the Lawrence
Haverhill and Lowell SMSA's whose central cities are in 
Massachusetts. The total New Hampshire SMSA extent, 
which forms part of the northern fringe of the Boston~ 
Washington megalopolis, contains towns {MCD's) Which 
have more than doubled in population between the 1960 
and 1970 censuses, and contrasts markedly with the reo 
mainder of New Hampshire which is essentially rural in 
nature. In 1970 about 35 percent of the State's population 
resided in towns which are now a parl of SMSA's<ilthough 
these towns form only six percent of the State's total land 
area. 

In New Hampshire one of the current and continuing 
Highway Department applications of Census Bureau GBF's 
is in· connection with the urban tra,nsportation planning 
process. Metropolitan Manchester" containing the largest 
city in the State With a 1972 estimated population of 
94,000, was the only urban area in the State that met the 
comprehensive urban planning requirements of the 1962 
Federal·Aid Highway Act. In 1964, the Metropolitan Man
chester Planning Study (MMPS)was,authorized by partici
pating local; State and Federal agenc:ies in response to this 

~ requirement. The Southern New Hampshire Regional Plan
ning Commission (which' actually, covers the Manchester 
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region) evolved in part as a result of the MMPS and cur
rently is responsible for the Manchester GBF which was 
coded by local planning agencies in H169.At present, the 
New Hampshire Department of Public Works and Highways 
acts as coordinating agency for continuing phase of the 
MMPS and provides data-processing services for GBF 
maintenance and application. 

The Manchester GBF is now in the correction phase of 
the Census Bureau CUE program. In 1969 the coding limit 
lIne was established as a combination urban-limit/useable
address boundary that ehcompasses Manchester but is 
generally well within the limits of the SMSAasnow de
fined. The GBF has been used as a coordinate source for 
MMPS base and future year networks in the llrea that is 
common to both files. Computer-produced plots of traffic 
~Ssignments 'may thus beov'~rlayed on a plot of the 'GBF 
itself for study purposes. ' 

, Traffic zone definitions used in the MMPS predated the 
construction of the Manchester GBF and several arbitrary 
boundaries used for zone definition were not subsequently 
included in GBF coding. This fact coupled with the limited 
extent of the GBF in comparison to the total MMPS area 
has so far precluded the use of programs such as ADMATCH 
for the aggregation of socioeconomic data in the continuing 
pha';e of the transportation study although this could cer
tainly be accomplished, in the central city at least, with 
minimal effort Although standard FHWA procedures per
mit socioeconomic forecasting from base year data, a check 
on these forecasts in the form of actual data aggregation for 
selected traffic zones would appear to.be of value. 

The 1970 census indicated that Nashua, N.H. had passed 
the 50,000 ,population mark, and this city and i.ts environs 
became the sU\:Jject of an urban transportation stl,!dy and 
was defined as the second SMSA entirely in New Hamp
shire. The Nashua GBF was coded in the summer of 1973 
,by Highway Department personnel with the cooperation of 
the Nashua Planning, .Engineering and Assessor's Depart
ments and town ·officials in Hudson. In this case, GBF 
coding preceded initiation of the Nashua Area Transporta
tion study and the Census Bureau Metropolitanl\lJap Series 
sheets used in coding the GBF were available for reference 
when the NATS traffic zone definition was established. The 
initial phase of the transportation study is now being com
pleted by a consulting firm but the utility of the Nashua 
GBF in the continuing phase of the study will not become 
apparent until the ·.consultants' procedures and preliminary 
results are fully evaluated. The initial version of the Nashua 
GBF itself, presently at the address-edit stage of construc
tion, will be completed with coordinates by the summer of 
1974. 

,LARGE-AREA GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE FILES 

The primary benefit of Highway Department work to 
date with Census. Bureau GBF's has been the experjence 
gained in theorganiz~tion,construction, editing, and 
maintenance of geographic reference files. (GRf's). The 
acti)le_~upport of the Census Bureau which IJas included the 
provision of. operational computer programs such ali 
FIXDIME, TOPOEDIT, and the. forthcoming FIXCORD 
has been of great value in accelerating this learning process, 

Two large-area GRF's, one covering the entire State and the 
other covering Sullivan County, are operational and under 
construction respectively. Both of these files, which are the 
direct result of experience INlth Census Bureau GBF's, are 
being used to explore the possible constructioh and applica
tion ota statewide GRF. 

The first of these files, the Town Boundary File, was 
developed from single-line tracings of an 8 foot (2 mile per 
Inch) three-section map of New Hampshire prepared some 
years .ago from a mosaic of U.S. Geological Survey 15 
minute' (opographic quadrangles. Construction of this file 
was analogous to that of a standard Census Bureau GBF 
except for the replacement of MCD code by county c&l,ie 
and of block code by MCDr.ode. Obviously, street addresses 
Were not involved. Coordinates for this file were measured 
by overlaying graph paper on the noded single-line maps and 
added to the file using a specially written computer pro
gram. Except as previously noted, the file is in standard 
Census Bureau GBF format with unused fields blanked and 
at present includes map mile coordinates only. Thf:l'file, 
which is primarily intended for the display of town
,aggregated statistics, contains 3,656 records and is <lIsa used 
for experiments in GBF/cell-file pquivalencies. 

In New Hampshire State primary and secondary highway 
systems are posted with accident reference markers that are 
used in reporting the location of a motor vehicle accident. 
Other roads in the State not on these systems (local city 
.streets, town roads, etc.) are not so posted and the reporting 
of a(:curate accident location data for roads of this type has 
proved trOUblesome. In an attempt to improve this situation 
a second large-area GRF is being constructed for evaluation 
as a position reference file (PRF) for Sullivan County, an 
essentially rural area of the State. 

The Sullivan County PRF is based on a set of 15 single
line maps prepared ,by tracing 4-inch per mile enlargements 
of the New HamPshire General rHghway Series maps cover
ing this area. In addition; two urban area insets are involved. 
All .single-Iine maps are block numbered and noded ina 
manner analogous to the preparation 'of MMS ,sheets for 
GBF coding. A special 'class of nodes, 'represented by 'a 
unique symbol, denotes the position of accident reference 
markers. The Highway Department road inventory identifi
cation code is used for basic segment idetltificationalthough 
this is supplemented by street name in urban areas. 

For field use in reporting accident location a second set 
of Sullivan County maps combining features from the 
General Highway Series and single-line maps is in prepara
tion. These. maps consist' of duplicates of the original 
General Highway Series maps reproduced as a screened 
background on which all node 'symbols and numbers repre
senting landmarks that may be identified in the field appear 
for contrast in a darker tone. At present the PRF is being 
coded and a preliminary evaluation of the map 'set by High
way Department field personnel has .produced .favorable 
response. 

As. a result of this work, it is now 'possible ·to estimate 
with reasonable precision the size of a Census Bureautypa 
GRF thatwou!d cover the entire State of New Hampshire. 
The estimate is ,ba,~ed on the use of quarter-mile spaced 
section-delineating or curvature nodes along \'eatureless 
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stretches of r.ural highway. In addition, relative county land 
a!ea,populatl~n~ and linear feature density plus the current 
SIZ~S of the. eXisting SMSA GBF's have been considered. The 
estlmate~ sl~e of a GR F or data index of this tvpe-150,OOO 
recordS-indicates that a complete reappraisal of curreht file 
management responsibilities and techniques must precede 
the actual construction and use of a statewide GRF. 

SOME PROBLEMS CONCERNING THE DEVELOPMENT 
AND APPLICATION OF GEOGRAPHIC 
REFERENCE FILES 

Adeql,late base maps are necessary for the construction of 
a GR~. For New Ha~pshire USGS quadrangles (generally 
15 minute topographiC plus some 7.5 minute topographic 
and as yet no 7.5 minute orthophoto),·town maps prepared 
from uncontrolled natUral resource photogrammetry by the 
State Department of Resources and Economic Develop
me~t, plus. the General Highway Sr;!ries maps are currently 
available. None of these sources is by itself compl~tely satis
factory as a base for the preparation of single-line maps for 
GR F coding. Both USGS coverage and the DRED maps are 
apt to be out of date with respect to the current status of 
the. highway network in certain regions. General Highway 
Senes maps reflect yearly changes in the highway system 
but the.s: maps have not been carefully controlled so that 
the positional accuracy of features shown is a present rather 
low. 

ID1971, the New Hampshire Legislature enacted RSA 
31:95-a which requires that a properly indexed and up-to
date tax map shall be avaJlablein every city and town of the 
Sta~e by 1980. Although f~ndin~ was not provided by the 
~eglslature, many towns 10 which tax mapping is now 

.lnadequate have started to appropriate funds or build 
escrow. .accou~ts _ for this purpose. Regional Planning 
Commissions will 10 some cases coordinate the purchase of 
controlled photogrammetry Which will serve as a base for 
the preparation of these tax or parcel maps. These photos 
plus the tax maps and files that are already in use in the 
cities will provide an up-to-date base for GRF development 
that is superior in accuracy and resolution :to many of the 
present 'sources of this information. In addition, the 
prospect of the future widespread availability of parcel 
maps creates the possibility of the downward extension of 
G~F's to the ~u~block level or, alternatively, of the compi
lation of subSidiary data files containing this information 
that are keyed or indexed to a GRF. 

Street addressing in the fringe areas of New Hampshire 
SMSA's remains a problem. It appears likely that the exten
sion of current SMSA Census Bureau. type GBF's to the 
limits of these areas will take place before satisfactory 
addressing schemes exist in some localities. While this will 
limit the use of these files for the. aggregation of address
relat€iddata, the Regiomll Planning Commissions foresee 
applications of the expanded files such as the maintenance 
of land-use data that do not involve addresses. In time the 
fringe areas will become more heavily settled and regular 
addressing schemes will evolve. As this. happens address data 
will be added to the file mcords. 
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A GRF may be regarded as an index to other data files 
?ontaini.ng informa~ion on the points, lines, and <Jreas which 
It ~escnbes. The size of a wide-area GRF itself plus the 
va~le.ty and amount of data that may be related or keyed to 
thiS IOdex calls for careful evaluation and application of file 
man~gem~nt techniques. Although the situation' may be 
alleViated 10 some cases by constructing parallel files of simi
lar structure :or ase~ies of disjoint geographic reSions, this 
appro~ch avol.ds the Issue.of consolidation which may be an 
objective of file constructIOn. File management or data base 
syst~ms such as IMS or TOTAL, on the other hand, impose 
conSiderable overhead in terms of initial and/or continuing 
cost, manpower and procedural mechanics. At present the 
question of file centralization and, therefore, the utility of a 
data base system are unresolved issues in New Hampshire. 

A basic problem with G RF's of the type under discussion 
is their relative infleXibility with respect to zonal definitions 
~pecified by boundaries that do not appear in the file. This 
IS of ~oncern to m.ost plan~ers since a major aspect of their 
work IOvolves the InterrelatIOn of data referred to different 
zonal subdivisions of the same area. The merging of two 
z?nal d~finitions of an area a~ a single cathode ray tube 
display IS common practice. The production of a new GRF 
(i.e., data index) restructured to represent the overlay is 
apparently less common as is the extension of this process 
~o inc!ud~ a disaggregation capability for subsidiary (i.e., 
IOd~x keyed) data files. It is apparent, however that opera
tirms of this type might best be approached on ~ level which 
perrT!its t~e concise specification of file definitions and 
manipulation procedures. Once again the use of an infor
mation management system seems to be indicated. 

CONCLUSION 

The next few years will bring a quantum increase in both 
the amount and precision of geographic and geographic
related data that is in a form suitable for computer assimila
tio~ and an~lysis. On~ ?f ~he greatest challenges currently 
f~clng planmng ~uthontles In New Hampshire is the defini
tion and establishment of responsibilities, priorities, and 
procedures that will permit ihe effective selection and use 
of this type of information in abstract or in detail Ques
tions of interagency cooperation at several levels of govern
ment must be resolved so that duplication of effort will be 
avoided and the exchange of complementary data will be 
fflcilitated. . 

The combined efforts of Federal, State and regional and 
local government agencies in the creation and application of 
the Census Bureau GBF's have clearly demonstrated that a 
unifie.d technical approach to the. management of geo
graphiC and demographic data is effective in urban areas. In 
New Hampshire the Highway Department looks forward.to 
the development of similar techniques for other geographic 
regions and additional classes and stratifications of data. 
Participation in the Census Bureau GBF program will con
tinue to be an invaluable guide to these efforts. 



Question Period 

Ms. Liddle-Are you familiar with the sta,tewide 
GBF/DIME being prepared by the Rhode Island Hlgh~ay 
Department which will be used in their accident 10c?tIOn 
studIes? Will your use of ,h~ GBF/DIME for, accld~nt 
location and study purposes in rural areas differ With 
anything that they are proposing to do? 

Mr. Langley':"'Differen~es between GBF develop~ent and 
the use of GBF tYpe 'files for accident reporting. a~d 
recording in the cases of Rhode Island .and New Hampshire 
arise from the disparate sizes of the two State~ and th; fact 
that a much greater portion of Rhode Island Isurbamzed
about 50 percent versus perhaps 10 percent ,tor New 
Hampshire. Because of this, street namas are relatIVely well 
established and used less ambiguously in Jlhode Isl.and th~n 
in New Hampshire and will. I. believe. be used directly I,n 
reporting accident location in RtlOde Island. In NeY" 
Hampshire, .110ded maps ~ill .be provided for ~s~ m 
reporting rural accident location III order to avoid variations 
in street or road name usage. ( 

Mr. Post"':'How will information be re~orted by persons 
fimng out the acddent. report in the field 111 order to get t~e 
appropriate information to relate back to your geographic 
reference. file? 

Mr Langley.." The position reference file is coded from 
noded, single-line maps developed by tracing enla~gements 
of general highway series maps. A set .of maps I~tende? 
specifically for use in reporting the location of accidents IS 
constructed by preparing node symbol and num?~r overlays 

. which are then overprinted on copies of the ongll1~1 maps. 
An accident in a given town is reported as occurr.lIlg at a 
particular node-which will u~ual\y r~present a highway/ 
highway or highway/feature IntersectIOn-or at a stated 
distance between two nodes. 

Mr. Koch-Two questions. First, you said t~at legislation 
in 1971 now "requires that a properIy I~dexed and 
up-to.date tax map snail be available in ev;:;rv CIty a~d town 
of the State by 1980." Will these maps be Gompatlble and 
consistent from one area to the next so that they can be 
usedwlthout a major number of acjjustment factors? 
Second; what is the estimated cost ofcrepting a GBF for the 
entire State Of New Hampshire? 

Mr. Langley-The existing tax. map {egislation est?blishes 
no coordinating agency or standard for tax. mapPlllg and 
therefore statewide tax map compatibilitY is not assured. at 
the present. It appears, however, that the more .. actlve 
Regional Planning Commissions, whic~ are located In t~e 
soutnern, most heavily populated portion of the State, Will 
attempt to secure controlled photogram~etry at ? con
sistent scale.to serve as a base for tax ~appl~g .a~d ~ill to a 
'certain extent coordinate parcel mappmg activities m these 
regions. 

Based on progress to date 6n the Sullivan Cou~ty 
PRF/G8F . .plus a careful estimate of the cost ofconstruct!ng 
a .similar file for Merrimack County, it appears that ~he files 
for these counties will cost about $40,OO~ or appro)(lfnat?ly 
$1.15 per record. This figure does not Inc~ude. addressl.ng 
but does· include qorrelation of highway statlo~ In feet With 
node number in the case of segments represen~mg roads. As 
experience in coding-and editing files of thiS type accU
mulates, th.e 'cost per record should decrease some:-vhat so 
ihat an estimate of $150,000 as the cost of a statewide PRF 
appears reasonable. 

Mr. Halterman-You spoke of traffic zone. de!initions 
used in the Manchester transportation study 'Whl~~I.ncluded 
several arbitrary boundaries used for zone defmltl.on, but 
which were 'not subsequently included in GBF coding. Ar.e 
you adjusting these transportation zones tq overcome thIS 
problem? . 

Mr. Langley-The Manchester tran.sporta~ion st~d.v is 
currently producing results which ar~ I.ncreasmgly dIfficult 
to reconcile with observed data. ThiS IS apparently dU~ to 
the use of trip tables that.are based on % data ob~alf1ed 
about 10 years ago and defined by traffic zones which on 
the fringes of the study area are larger than t?ey should.be 
considering the current state of development In ~heseare~~. 
Starting in 1976 the study will undergo extensive rr:~d!fl
cation which will include new % surveys, t~e subdlvlslo.n 
of peripheral traffic zones, and the correlation .of traffic 
zone definition with the ManchesterGBF by addmg, when 
necessary. traffic zone, boundary defining segments to a 
coPy of 1hethen current GBF. ,. ' , 
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Computer Mapping With Micrographics 

RICHARD H. SCHWEITZER, JR. 

Computer mapping, or to be more exact, the creation of 
maps through the. use of automated data processing on 
computer-driven output devices, is. not new. Apparently. the 
first computer maps were produced by a grouil of Swedish 
meteorologists in 1952. They were contour mapspraduced 
on the (ine printers. Since that time the development of 
newer output devices have resulted in computer maps with 
much .better quali1;V. However, the end products were still 
recognizable as what they were-facsimiles of maps 
produced which happened to have been produced by a 
computer. A major breakthrough would have to be achieved 
before· a computer map and a cartographer's map could be 
judged by the same standards of qualitY. The most critical 
limitation Wasthe hardware used to produce the maps. 

The earliest computer maps were produced on a tYpe- . 
Writer driven by the computer. Even today I will venturf)to 
say that most computer maps are still produced on a 
high-speed line printer where VCiiious sympols or comblna
tions of symbols are used to differentiate the different data 
classes or zones. The software ·packages that are most 
generally available, SYMAP, CHORO, GRIDS, CMAP, and 
LI NMAP, .alJ use the printer as thair output dElVice. These 
systems suffer from the low resolution and coarseness of the 
resulting maps. 

A more precise means of producing a map i,s 'through the 
use of a computer-driven drum or flatbed plotter. These 
plotters have a resolution up to 1,000 lines per inch and a 
speed .up to 40 inches per secpnds. The resulting line maps 
are very useful for depicting networks or street patterns. 
This technique is not used as often as the line printer to 
produce thematic. maps. 

As cathpde ray tubes become more common, many of 
the rnappi"ng software packages will be adapted t~ outpUt 
their displays on the various types of CRT's refreshed, 
storage, or raster scan tubes. This approach is particularly 
attractive . when. ~veral optional map forms are being 
evaluated· for a graphics display, Similarly, the CRT. offers 
many benefits for interactive editing of the mapping files or 
the GBF/DiME files. the latter being essentially Hne files. 

The geospaceplotteris not a generally available or widely 
known computer output d.evice. It 1s a large (40-by-60 inch) 

. raster scan device that draws its pictur'9s directly on 
photographic film. Its high rate of plotting speed makes it 
an attractive device. However, the· resulting pictures are 
continuous-tone images made up· of a series of discrete 
points which lose some bftheir sharpeness in any reproduc
tion process. , 

COMPUTERMA?PING AT THE CENSUS BUREAU , H 
The Census BUreau has experimented with all of these 

approaches to automated cartography dUring the last.6 
years (1). Each technique has its advantages and applica
tions. However, none of these techniques produced high 
quality,pu'bHcation-ready maps which could be printed 
either, in color or black and white without the expense of 
going back to the computer for additional processing or 
expensive secondary manual enhancement. The Geography 
Division pioneered a. technique using compUter micro
graphies to achieve these goals. Surprisingly, the cost of 
producing computer maps by this new approach was even 
lower than producing maps on a line printer. 

The heart. of. this new approach to computer car~ography 
is a computer output on microfilm or COM unit. These 
devices plot a picture or write alpha-numerics on a' 'high 
precision CRT at a very fast rate of speed. This image is 
then photographed on· microfirm, usually 35, 70 or 105mm 
film. A new image can .be cre~ted and photographed as fast 
as every 3 seconds. More complex images may take a minute 
or longer. The COM unit we use, has, 16,384 addressable 
points in both axis across a 3-inch CRT. Thus, a 35mm film 
image can record an image of approximately 16,00 by 
12,000 units or rasters; Normally we use only one-fourth 
this level of resolution to produce page-size .maps. The 
device is capable of uniquely addressing each raster with up 
to 64 levels of intensity; however, we have chosen, for many 
reasons discussed ·'ater~ to have the beam sweep across the 
screen in a vector mode and uniformly expose the film in 
designated zones .. This capability IS really the secret of the 
quality of the maps since screening to get various shades can 
be Gone laterancf at a lower cost. However, this approach 
necessitated ttie development of a comput!!r mapping 
system designe8to optimize the capabilities of the COM 
unit in respectto the desired ei1d products. 

PHILOSOPHY AND SOFTWARE . - ; 

Every complJterrilapping te\~hnique requires a ma~hine
readable fife of descriptiVe information about each area that 
is to be mapped. Assuming for the moment that the final 
map is to bea choropleth map where the individual areas 
cire to· be uniformly· shaded corresponding to varying data 
values, a fire of the boundary segrnentsdescribing eaph area 
or polygon must exist in a machine-readable format,,\This 
data might be in a master file such as. a GBF/DWE file-or in 
a polygon boundary file; In anY case the interior area and/or 
the perimeter for each polygon must be described .in very 
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specific terms before the computer can correctly and 
. uniformly assign the desired ~ymbols to them. 

IndividtJalareas or polygons can be described in one of 
two ways. First~ a polygon can be defined in terms of the 
.individual boundary line segments required to enclose the 
pblygon. This might be called a perimeter descriPtion file.A 
second. technique would describe the. polygon in terms of 
the indlyidual strips required to completely. cover or "paint" 
the surface of the polygon. TJiis can be considered as a . 
surface description fife. Tibese strips are .defined by the Irrig 
points where the strips would cross the boundary of ' the 
polygon. These two methods of describjng a p\)lygon for 
computer mapping are shown in figure 1. Everyi computer 
mapping program depends upon one,:_<?( both of these 
techniques to describe the Individual areas that are to be 
shaded in the actual mappin9 of real data. 

The widths of the. individual strips required to describe 
each polygon is really a function .of the computer output 
device. For instal)ce, maps produced by SYMAPor CHORO 
or CMAP on a high-speed fine printer describe the polygons 
in strips of 1/8 Inch In width or 8 strips per inch. Since the 
COM unit we use is capable of addressing over 16,000 lines 
per inch ona strip of 35mm film, the width of the 
individual line Is very narrow. this fine line width means 
that even after a 35mm image was enlarged to a 7- by 9~inch 
image; there would still be. approximately 1,800 fines per 
inch, ' 

The conversion of a polygon perimeter description. file 
into a set of strips describing each polygon is accomplished 
by a program that is called. SCAN. This can easily be 
extracted from a GBF/DIME file by use of a .simple 

. computer program such as DACS .. The description of each 
polygon is converted from a set of coordinates describing 
the perimeter of the area into a series ot"horizontai line 
seg'ments each of which is described by its starting and 
ending coordinates. . 

The resulting coordinate pairs are the beginning and end 
points for each sweep of the COM unit's electrOn beam. The 
beam is turned on at the coordinate location defined as the 
beginning and is swept across the COM unit'sGRT (and 
through opticill techniques, across the film)to the next pair 
of coordinates where the beamisturned off. As the COM 
unit reacts to the:sets of plotting instructions, each polygon 
is rapidly painted on the CRT. . 

This conversion of a poJygoribolJndary fi.i~ into sets or 
plotting commands must I?e able to properly. describe 
donuts, concave . shapes,. spirals, .and also polygons with 
more than one area (Le.;islands), Fortunately, ~his is nota 
very difficult task for a cOmputer. For example, it takes the'. 
B\ll'eatJ~s Univac 1.108 computer 2.8 minutes to create a 
SCAN file fer the Nation's.:3;076 counties with over 

.180,000 yectors;. the 38 census tracts in pes Moines took 
. only 20;2 seconds. Also this operation is. done onlY once for 
each. 'area to be . mapped, not each time a map, for the same 
'area is desired. The .completeSCAN fjle.is 5torec1 (man 
intermediate·' file .for laterO$e. This is· particularlYlJsefl1l 
when a ·file Jike'the.U.S. county file iSito be used many 

Jimes. . 

It is,of course, possible for the polygon data to be 
extracted from a master data file along with each polygon's 
geographic area codes or entered into a data file from' 
cards) 

The last computer operation before the production of a 
plot tape is the· merging of the classed data. I assume that 
the data values to be mapped with the SCAN file exist jna 
systematically formatted data file. In this operation the 
program matches, on.a random basis, the geographic area 
code of each data value with the appropriate geog'rilphic 
area code for the correct set of plqtting instructions. Ihe 
geographic area code for each polygon 6n the SCAN fife is 
simply replaced by class interval of the' data .. Thenon~ 
matches and multiple· matches are printed out on, a diag~ 
nostie listing. The file is then sorted by the class intervals sd 
that all of the polygons for the first class interval and 
grouped t.ogether and so on for as many classes as have been 
defined. The appropriate plotting command functions are 
then written on the plot tape so that each set of polygons 
that have been grouped by class intervals is. plotted as a 
separate frame of microfilm. The resUlting output tape. is a 
properly formatted tape'containing the required commands 
so that the' COM unit plots each map One class interval per 
frame with descriptive titles and class identifications. This 
operation takes about 1 minute on ql!T 1108 computer for 
the Nation's 3,076 counties and only a few seconds for the 
38 census tracts in. Des Moines. This whole prOcess is 
accomplished in a singfe computer program run. 

Our tapes are plotted on an FR-80 COM~nit which is 
built by Information International Incorporated and oper· 
ated by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra: 
tion. Similar COM units are. manufactured by severalothet 
firms. You will find that there are service bureaus in most 
large cities whichhaveCOIVl units. Also many major cor~ 
porations are turning to .COM units as C\ means of outputting 
their records for easy storage. Almost any vector-type COM 
,£an be used to produce quality computer maps. . . 

BecaUSe of the technique of sweeping across each line so 
that the entire. polygon iscover~p,. the film i~ completely 
expqsed where the. electron beanf was instructed to draw 
and is left unexposed on the remainder of the image. After 
the .tape is plotted,the film is processed as full reversal 
negatives in an automatic film processing unit, This pro
duces a black negative With clear .. windows where the 
selected polygons were located on the film Jmage. The cost 
ofthe micrqfjJmis.approximatety25 cen.tsper frame. Figure 
2 is an enlargement of asingle frame of film for one of the 
classes of an agricultural data map of the United States. 
Note the sh(lrpness of the contrast at. each county boundary 

'. and the lack of any ~'!i1airsieppingn' which js common' wi.th 
most inexpensive hard copy line plotters.or maps produced 
on alihe printer:. 

We genenilly plot the boundaries of th'e polygons at: the 
last frame of. microfilm SO thatwe have a plotteci boundary 

'For ,a' discussion oftha problem" Involved .In the use or .OSF/DIME fiies in 
.computer·mapplng sea "Use of Geo9rap~ic ease Files io ComPl!ter Mappino'''bv 
Richard H, SclWveltzer, .Jr,. in Gepgraphlc Base File Sjlsteni ,Establishil/g A 
Continuing Program, U.S. Bureau.of the Census, R~port GE 60, No.4: Washing· 
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Figure 1 
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Two Methods of Des.~ribing Poly~ons 
Description IlY Perimeter Coordinates 

Description by Surface Area, Scan Lines 

longitude 

80.8975 
80.9474 
80.9629 
BO.9951 
'Bl.045B 
81.0840 
8.1.10B7 
81.1283 
81:1625 
81.1790 
81.1815 
81.1753 
81.1571 
81.1474 
81.1192 
81.1005 
BI.0791 
81.0513 
Bl.0216 
BO.9917 
80.959B 
80.9353 
BO.9232 
BO.9285 
BO.9264 

80.8929 
80:8976 
BO.8975 

Scan Line Coordinates 

latitud~ 

25.1796 
25.1466 
25.1387 
25.1385 
25.1400 
25.1326 
25.1353 
25.1604 
25.2044 
25.23B7 
25.2597 
25.3035 
25.3199 
25.3275 
25.3206 
25.3033 
25.2741 
25.2452 
25.2353 
25.2331 
25.2305 
25.2432 
25.2573 
25.2B09 
25.2979 

25.7967 
25,1796 
25,1795 

Typical Scan Line, 
Starting· , Ending 

X v X y 
In 0 In 0 In 0 In 0 lS '" 3.158 323 3154 N M '" ;:: " In In '" r:- 323 
M M M '" 

;;; M 0; 0; 0; M 3159 324 3153 324 

385 
3167 325 3152 325 
315B 326 3151 325 
3159 327 3150 3Z7 

380 3170 3Z8 3149 328 
3171 329 3148 329 
3171 330 3147 330 

375 3171 331 3147 331 
3111 332 3153 332 
3161 332 3147 332. 

,370 3170' 333 3169 333 
3157 333 3147 333 
3110 334 3156 334 

3R5 3156 334 3147 334 
3110 335 3167 1135 
3155 335 3147 335 

360 3170 336 316T 336 
,;3154 336 3147 33G' 
iJ170 337 3166 337 

355 3153 337 3147 337 . 
'3170, 338 3155 .338 

Montoe 350 
315Z 338 3148 338 
3170 339 ,3155 339 

'CountY 3169 340 3166 340 
"Florida' 345 3169 341 3]66 341 

-.. :3164 341 3161 341 

~ 
3169. 342 31bO 342. 

§ 340 
3169, . 343 3155. 343 
3169 344' ~m 

344 . . (= 3169 345 . 345 

F 
316B '346 3145 345 

~ 
335 3168 347 3i45 347 

316a 348 3145 348 
330 

316B 349 3144 349 
3168 350 3144 350 
3168 35) 3144 . $) 

n5 
3167 352 3142 352 
3167 353 . ,3141 :353 
3167 354 3140 354 
3157 3S5 '3141 :355 
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imageatthe same scale and projection as the individual class 
iI'}tIirval images. Figure 3 shows the boundaries for each of 
the Nation's counties as they were drawn on a single frame 
of 35mm film. " 

The 35mm negatives are taken to a standard photo lab 
for the additional processing required to prodUce the desired 
maps.' All of the following steps utilize only conventional 
film processing procedures to enlarge the film images and 
produce screened publica~ion negatives ready for printing. 
First, each frame of film ,is enlarged as a negative to the 
desired size. We use negative to' negative film in the 
enlargement process; however, the photographer may desire 
to use an. intermediate positive film. Sincesll of the 
negatives are piotted from the samemiJpping file and are 
enlarged at the.::,tltne, there is no problem with the later 
registration of the .individual images with each other. Once 
precise registration of all of the negatives has been achieved, 
they ,are punched .so that pins can be used to insure precise 
registration during the subse9uerit composing operations. 

It is appropriate at this poi!)t to digress for a minute, to 
explain why we do not have the COM unit screen the film 
negatives or produce continuous tone negatives. The COM 
unit we have access to can produce 64 shades of gray and. 
could, in theory. prescreen a selected class interval wtth a 
50·percent lor any other percen~ge) screen. However,: if 
either of these were done by the COM unitt it would 
automatically limit our options with the forms that the 
images may later take. For instclnce. a 50-percent, 130-line 
screen cciuldbe visually correct for only one size nfimage: 
Thus, the final size of the image would be restricted. Like
wise,a continuous tone image would have to be screened 
before it could be used in any printing process; This wquld 
reduce the sharpness of the final prints. Lastly, we did not 
want to restrlct in any way the final printing to monochro
matic prints. Overall, the' production of wIndow negatives 
allows the images to be enlarged to suit the form of Ptesen-. 
tation, or screened to the desires of the user for color or 
black and white~ Preliminl:\ry decisions can be changed at 
the photo lab without eVer 'going back. for another computer 
run if the specifications for the final maps. have been 

• altered. 

Even though the photo processing is~ manual process, it 
is still one. that .is, comparatively speaking,}nexpensive. The 

. tasks. outlined above are standard procedures t,hat are 
identical to those . that have been' used for years to 
photographically' prepare '. traditional manual cartographiq 
efforts for publication, . This approach to automated carto
. graphy has simply . automated the teciious, tIme-consuming 
actil!ities required to produce window negatives and IElft the 
other time-tested· tec,hniques unchanged. This blending of 
the. old and the new; has resulted in fantastic cOS.t red.llc-, 
tions:. A page-si2:e computer map of the Nation produced by 
rr)jcrographics costs, about $.150 or less depending on the 
number of maps produced in a single computer run. The 
same map produced' by traditional cartographictechniqlles 
w9uldcqst .at least $1,200. From start to .finish the com-

puter map can be ready for printing in days; the manual 
map may take weeks; 

. MAPPING OTHER DATA 

Computer outpUt on microfilm units also can be used to 
quickly and inexpensively produce plots of nearly any other 
type of readable' data. For instance, figure. 4 shows a 
micrographics plot of the census tract outline file for the 
Seattle-Everett, Wash. .SMSA. In the same manlier, a 
GBF/DIME file can be plotted in its entirety or by 
individual map sheets. These latter plots can be mounted in 
cardboard slide .frames and enlarged with the aid of an 
ordinary slide projector for review during the correction of 
the source files. 

A COM unit which operates in a vector mode can also 
prodUce graphics-art .quality. alpha'numerics. Thus, a map 
can be produced in the center of the frame and the titles, 
legends, and credits can be orawn in their correct locations 
around the map in one operation. This obviously eliminates 
the necessity ·of preparing separate titles and other descrip'\\ 
tiite information and later having to cut them into the final 
publication hegatives. . 

We have been very impressed with the demonstrated' 
ability of computer micrographics to produce quality maps 
at a very raw. cost. As the COM and Electron Beam 
Recorder technology continues to advance, we believe that 
additional increases in map quality will be realized at no 
increase in map production costs~ln conclusion, I thinkit is 
fair to "say that automated cartography has in' 22 years 
almost eqUaled thestandards of thetraditional cartographer 
in the production of choropieth statistical maps, 
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Question Period 

Mr. Kondo-The costs that ~you gave were, f assume, 
production costs. What'is the general order of magnitude or 
range of capital cost that someone would have to incur 
before yoLJ can start thisp'rocess? 

, ,~ 

Mr. Schweitzer-Yes, h~')wever. thert\ are two types of 
capital costs. One isa function of thedi\litized boundary 
file that you arfi referencintl.ln the Utb!1n Atlasproject we 
are creating. files basicll/ly from scratch. TI:)e Icapital costs are 
comparably high. In terms \-If using a GS,F1DIME file, and 
using a program like DACS to extract tra~~t boundariesas.a 
polygon string, the costs are not great. beci'luse mqst ~f the 
file developmental costs have been incurred already In the 
development of the GBF fife. If, however;,ytlu start from 
scratch, you can use manual digitizing I)rdcedures and 
produce an acceptable file. The second type of capital cost 
is the equipment, the Clip/tal equipment that is jnvo/vea, 
such as a GOM unit. We fortunately hall'e COM units 
available t() us through the close proximity M NOAA, the 
National Oceanic and Atmospherjc Administnation. We use 
their COM 'Unit and they charge us a flahrate for the 
operation of the machine. These costs are rounhly 25 cents 
pet frame. Private service Bureilu costs, I thinlk, would be 
comparable. If you plan on buying the machine, it is 
approximately a $150,000 to $300,000 device. Con
sequently, not many planning agencies or.local !10vernments 
would be able to . afford it. Most agencies would have to 
purchase time from a local serVice bureau or corporation. 
You have to find access to it. So that is a major capital item. 
Certainly more than the line printer on the computer. 

Mr. Cooke-Two questions, One, in talking about the 
micrographics you didn't tell us how yoll made the map 
shOWing population density, the onE! that looked like 
everyone held a flashlight up in the air at night. Was that 
with the MEDlist coordinates? 

Mr. Schweitzer-That map is.not a computer map. That 
was a manual cartographic effort produced from reverse 
negatives from a very large GE-50 population distribution 
map that we produced about a year ago. The black or very 
deep blue, the United States with a lighter b,lue background 
for the water areas, and Canada and Mexico were over
printed to add the. nighttime effect. However, this map 
could have been done on COM. It probably will be done on 
a COM in the future. Forlnstance, we have seen e)(ceJlent 
plots made of oceanographic soundings where the COM, 
since itcan uniquely address 16,OOQ by 16.000 points oyer 
a 6-inch glass plate, would have the resolution that would be 
requirl)d to produce such a map. WE10bviqusly would use 
theMEDlist.-X tapes for the coordinates of every ED and 
block group. I believe that ~Nithmicrographic5 we could 
create a dot roap of thaf magnitude, probably With that 
le~el of accuracy. . 

Mr; Cooke-I'd really .like to see .it done. My sepond 
question is ~hat 'You talked about the tremE1ndo.us capital 
expense of generating the tract boundary. coordinate files: 
OtivjQl,Jsly, if. these. files ate in reasonably good shape and 
~uld be used, that \'Yould be a great 85oottO people who 
would like to usetl'leirownplotting software to make tract . 

. ~ .. 
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maps. Can you tell Us anything about the al(allability of 
those files? 

Mr. Meyer-i asked Mr. Schweitzer to let me answer this 
question because I wanted ,to emphasize tbat we are not 
developing an in-house program. Weare very much inter
ested in advancing the state of the art of computer graphics. 
The digitized tract boundary files (and there will be a tract 
boundaryfi!e for each of the 241 SMSA's even though we 
can't publish an urban a,t/as for each one) will be available 
to anyone Who is interested in purchasing them at the cost 
of a tape copy, curr~!lt1y $70 per reel. The program tapes 
and documentation,' including the Interactive Graphics 
Correction System developed by Lawrence Berkeley Lab
oratory to edit the new digitized output will also.be 
available. And we liope the files and programs will be widely 
used. q . 

Mr .• Schweitzer-To answer Mr. Cooke's question on the 
technical side, the coordinates will be polyaon strings not in 
a DIME format per se. Obviously it can be converted into a 
DIME-style format where adjacencies are preserved. Most 
mapping systems we have discovered rely upon polygon 
strings. Consequently, the file is being produced as polygon 
strings. . 

Mr. Boetje-I had a discussion with you about a month 
ago. on whether this laser system was going to produce a 
DIME file directly •. There seemed to be some question as to 
how difficult that could be. I have n6 idea whether you will 
be working up. a system wherebyyou can tie this with your 
in~eractive system and actually produce a DIME file with 
address editing capability, block face nUmbering capabilitY, 
etc., that way. Secondly, what would beothe cost reduction 
if you have a Program that produces your SCAN file? what 
would the cost reduction be if you had a boundary that 
already had closed polygonseqLlence, in terms of producing 
a SCAN file? You have to use your NICKEL program to 
produce those polygons out of yourGBF right now. If your 
GBF contained the closed polygons directly, what kind of 
cost reduction are you talking about? 

Mr. Schweitzer-To answer your last question first, we 
did not: use a DIME format to prodLice the U.S. county 
outlfnethat you saw today. So we don't have that cost to 
incur, the file is in a polygon string format to pegin with. So 
I can't ;;mswer that one. However, I don't think the cost 
would be very large. Inresponsetoyoqr first question, we 
are using DIME methodOlogy as a part of the editing 
procedures. Adjacent line. segments are matched. ihis 
in~ures that only one .line is defined between each of the 
adjacent tracts or polygons. The editing procedures in 
editIng work on the CRT's are designed to maximize the 
logic of the DIME technology interactively in the editing. 
ThJs is' similar to some of trye methods that youpescribed 
this" morning. The final o~tput files are still in. polygon 
strings so that they have the widestutiliw in terms of 
general computer mapping. One. caution on this, the 

. 'accuracy bf these files is reaIlY"in terms of thE! spatial 
pattern that is created. They willjie aestheticallycorrectdf 
YOLi overlayed it on top of a veri pi'Elcise map,you may find 
individual streets (Ire misplaced in tenljs of where. they 
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reatftiought to be. Since there are some outright errors In Consequently there may be additlonal costs in a special 
the original drafting of the tract outline maps, some of the tabulatipll' cost estimate from Mr. Voight's office to create 
boundaries are not quite as accUrate as they ought to be. We the data that you need .. Alternately, WE! might ask you to 
do not have the money or time to go back to an ,accurate supply us the data, if It is local data thatwe don't have. This 
base to check to see. where a line is 100 feet or a fraction of would have to be in a format that we could directly map. 
a mile left or right, of where it ought to be. The files .are 
general purpose mapping. files. not high-precision quality 
files for precision editing or ot~er types of work. 

Mr. JVlolski-1 am not sure whether Mr. Meyer answered 
this qUt1~ion or not. J am gojng to .ask it anyway. Is the 
aureau,"offeringthis mllPping capability as a service-as a 
user' sservice? 

Mr. Schweitzer-Yes, we will do th):; as a special 
tabulation service for outside requests. We have some from 
other government agencies pending at the moment where 
we will use this mapping capability and produce maps to 
their speicifications. Local areas that want additional 
·maps-more than the 12 maps that are .being produced in 
terms of the Urban Atlas project for their particular 
area-can contract with 'us to' produce additional maps at 
cost. We will prodUce the maps or . publication.ready 
negatives to match their specification!l. Likewise, ilreas that 
are not included in the Urban Atlas project can also have 
maps produced for their use at cost. 

Mr. Meyer-Will you describe the data, that we already 
have availaqle on file and the data format that we would 
have to have to produce a special set of maps? 

Mr. Schweitzer-For the Urban Atlas project, we are 
acceSSing a census data file that was produced about 214 
years ago as a special tabulation at the Bureal! for'an outside 
user. It is data extracted from the fourth count file for 
Census tracts. The data has been' put into relative terms. 
Most of the things are in percentages, ratios, so that you 
have an automatic comparison between different areas. This 
data We may not provide all the data that might be desired. 

Mr. Cooke-The prElvious gentleman jllst tagged some
thing onto my question. I want to tag something onto his 
question, To really get down to specifics, if I gave yoU 500 
punch cards with 10 numbers ineach-1 card. for each tract· 
in the Boston SMSA-and I told you the cutting intervals 
for each map that I wanted, what would it co!)t roe to get 50 
'copies each of the 10 different variables delivered in final 
form? 

Mr. Schweitzer-Until we get more experience in terms of 
areas such as 80ston, the cost would be approximately 
$200. 

Mr. Cooke-Ok, let's say it's 100 percent. ,wo hundred 
dollars per map for 1 0 maps would be $2,000. Now for 
$2,000 would you deliver me the 10 piles of 50 maps each, 
or not? 

Mr. Schweitzer-You want them printed andeveNthing? 

Mr. Cooke-Do I have to go to the printer? That is the 
question. 

Mr. Schweitzer-Again, we would be matching your 
specifications. 

Mr .. Meyer-To answer your last question, first, we would. 
not undertake to do the printing for you. You could do that 
just as easily yourself. But: If you needed to print 50 
different maps, we would ptoduce the color separation 
negatives at a cost of, assuming the conditions that you 
specified, roughly $200 per negative. 
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General Discussion 

Mr .. Hearle-There are four subjects that I mentioned 
earlier. One is the issue of addresses in rural areas, or more 
precisely, the p~obJems of geograp'hic base files in rural areas 
where there are no addresses; second, IS the ZIP code issue; 
third, confidentiality-privacy issue; fourth, any kind of 
perspective comments that Messrs. Pisarski or Meyer might 
wish to make with respect to the overall subject of the 
conference. Mr. Cooke, why don't you speak first on this 
issue of geographic base fifes in rural areas where no 
addresses exist. 

Mr. Cooke-I guess the first thing to discuss when you are 
talking about expanding urban addresses into the rural areas 
is, ''Why do you want to do this at all7" and askingaround f 
came up with a few things. For one thing, it enhances the 
usefulness of the files if you do have urban-type addresses in 
as much of the area as possible. Primarily because 
gl)ocoding-the translation of the street addressing to census 
tract, census block, or grid coordinates-is a major GBFI 
DIME function. It is worth it to make every effort to 
expanq a geocodeable area or the area where there is address 
coverage; 

Now there is an inverse question to why should we do 
this, and Jhat is, "Can we get away without doing this?" 
The answer to that is also Y{lS, technically. There are 
provisions in the CUE system for "null" address ranges. 
Obviously, there would have to be in the cases of streams 
and artificial political boundaries and that sort of thing. If 
you don't have urban-type street addresses, you can sti!! use 
CUE to extend your file into runil areas. . 

Why would you want to extend into rural areas jf \IOU 
cannot geocode? Well, for several reasons. First of al/, you 

, can do computer mapping using the geographic base file for 
the geographic coordinate source. Also, you can encod!! 
rural traffic accidents, for instance, which occur at inter
sections, that is translate the intersection of two streets into 
grid coordinates for further processing. Finally,of course, 
you can add addresses later, but it is better to do it now. 

Now, how do vve go about doing this? In talking to 
various people here I have heard about a wide variety of 
adminj$trative arrangements for expanding urban addresses 
into rural areas~finding the. proper Hne of responsibility, the 
engineering·mappingsection or the public works depart
ment. This ,morning a· gentleman mentioned a situation· in 
Minnesota where people were given the offer to put a street 
addrE).s$ PO their mail box; replacing the rllral routenurnber, 
to get the fire engine out there a little quicker. Now, Mr. 
Westerfeld in Baltimore also mentioned the private sector is 
interested. In fact, the loeill electric c(lmpany has Sent a 
cOl,Jple of clerks to the pUblic works people to help establish 
addresses in rural areas. However, assigning urban-type 
addresses is only part of th~ problem .. It won't do any good 
unless people use these addresses, and I think the best 
summary of this isin a publication w/:lich by its scarcity 
appean; to be a collector's item, This is the publication 

··called Use of. Acfdiess Coding Ciut'des in Geographic Cading, 
sind it IS the conference proceedings of the first of this series 
of. geographic bas{l fiJe m~\'ltings. ) would just like to quote 

, . 
from what at that time was calfed "The Bureau of the 
Census Continuation Program" by Mr. William Fay Who was 
chief of Geography Division back when the whole DIME 
idea was being born. According to Mr. Fay, 

, •. The Address Coding Guide, the Geographic Base File, 
the DIME system, all these things are dependent, very 
much dependent, on having information with a city type 
of address. I think what js important is a starting point in 
extending addresses of this kind; to start pushing to get 
city type ofacjdress systems extended into rLlral areas. We 
have b/~~n having some discussions with the staffof the 
Post Ottice Department. I expect that we will be meeting 
with other Federal agencies to see what can be done at 
the Federal level to create a better climate for this 
change. 

.,The city-type address systems within your areas are gOing 
to be extended out into the "boondocks:' if I may use 
that term. This is going to happen. when you feel a 
concern for this and when the needs oftha police 
departrnent, the fir{l department, the planning com
mission can be b{ltter satisfied by such an extension. t 
mention the Post Office Department, as I think it is the 
strong link in this sort of' a system. Without the 
participC)tion-the plessing let Us say-of the Post Office 
Department, address extension is not going to happen. 

If you want to get the address system in your area 
extended, and to devise a system for doing this, and if the 
local Postmaster will say to his patrons, /I All right. at the 
end of two years, if you are not using the new address 
system, you will not getvourmail," theri you will get the 
address system accepteo. If the Post Office Department 
says, "Well, if you want to USe ·it. all right, but if you 
want to continue to use Box 17, RFD 3, that is perfectly 
al) right too," your new thoughts on address systems are 
going to be much more difficult to bring to fruition .. 

I think that is the best statement on the $ubject there [5. To 
sum it up, I think that even though the Geography Division 
is going to keep working with the Post Office, it is also up 
to us out here in the "boonies" to try and work with our 
local Postmasters and try and getthis problem solved atthe 
local level. , 

Mr. Harwarc!-There is sQmething"happening at the post 
Office. lam a post office box holder, or was, Late last year, 
the Postrnaster informed my wife that anybody asking for 
street service wOLJld get it If they put an applicaiionin at 
:the 'Post Office .. 1 am talking specifically about. service in 
Massachusetts. . 

Mr~ Meyer~We have riot heard of any SUch programhejng 
carried out Oh. a nationwide basis. I n a, real sense, the 

. problems arise because the Post Office· manages tode!lver~ 
the mail regardless of address defects. WeallhC)ve received 
letters wi.th misspelled .and/or irtcorrEict post office names 
and ZIP code~. ObviOUsly, this requires extra . effort and 
Involves extra .costs.Someday the Post Office w.ill be 10 the 
forefront in demaridinga standarc!jz~dnationwid{laddress 
system. . 
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Mr. Pisarski-Let me add a JeW points to that. Mr. Cooke, 
if you kept reading, I think from the Jacksonville. Con
ference Proceedings, you ~will find that therE; was a 
r2presentative frotfi the Post Offie,a at that seSSIon, as- I 
r-ilcal! ,and he said after extensive cost-benefit analysis, they 
hac! decided that their first ptior.ity was new buildings and 
things rike that. So r cthink that was a great part of their 
focus when they became the Postal Service. 

Seriously, however, I think we have to step back a minute 
here, and take a good hard look at this. Number one, the 
Post Office processes mora .addresses in a q<lY than all of us 
hllVe ever processed. When you sit down with the post 
Office people, you find out'shortly scales of need and 
requirements, For instance, the American National Standa.rds 
Institute began tq~:address the issue of a standardtzed 
address for the country, a. format for addressing. I think you 
would have to accept the fact that the Post Office's 

c requirements and needs, in that determination, ,!re great~r 
than any .of ours or anyotle else's. It, concerns me When.1 
hear us saying, "Gee, we have got to change the world to fit 
our systems." J am not so sLire that makes a Jot of sense. 
When I spoke at the Jacksonville Conference I pointed out 
!flat the DIME:' files, which have since become geographic 
pase files, arenotcompl&te area systems for urbanized areas 
or for regions. r think that is rather a crucial point to. make, 
and I don't know that it is still really clear. What I am 
asking is, "Do W<J have to extend addresses outside. of 
existing boundaries?" The question of what you are gOIng 
to use it for is centraJ: 

In transportation planning whe:n we begin to code origins 
and destinations; there is no question but that the studies 
will r\jn outsiqe the: block address ranges; they alwayshave 
since We first started addreSS coding. So automated address 
coding, machine guide coding, has always been only a part 
of an' overall ',area systems technology in transportation 
planning. Typically, a hierarchical set of systems was 
required; an automated address. capability in the cen~ral 

<';;;f~":J a guide coding capaQility outside that, and a map 
r:::/coding capability beyond that. With different perspectives, 
(~ with different capabiHtie:s to respond to. the reat world 

where you have. to work with it. 

I think the first thing one mtist do 1s to clefine the area 
over which one has some concern, some interest. Typically 
it is well beyond the address codIng guide range. But let's 
not then try to. squeeze the Wh(;It;~~9rldinto your block 
ctiding ilrea. There may be entirelY different, quite 
app~opriate techniq}Jes to~pply. I don't think that simply 
s<lying thal we nave to address the V\(prld so that we can use 
our.system is going to ring iln awful .Iot of bells. 

·Mr. Sylvestre-It seems to me that the old ruralr\>ute, 
post qffice box system isn't even good for the Post Office. 
They do haVe in mind tilldng care of that sometime, when 
and if they solve. tl1eir,other problems; It may be that they 
give tl1isa relatiVely loW priority because they are always 
dealing with .one Feder~1 .agency at a time, like the Census 
Bureau.!t seems to me, however, there are enough people 
with enough problems so there should bea way of 
coordinC!ting the needs.ofthe other types of agencies. 
~et.tingall, e:mergenc), Vehicle to a site outside the street 
adclrssS faf)geis a pretty inlportant thing to do. . 

The Census BureaU might open this issue again, and in 
some way try to get this raised, if necessary, to the Cabinet 
level. I don't knowif the Post Office is part of the Cabinet 
anymore, but getting the weight of the different agencies 
that are interested, like DOT and HUD, might help. If the; 
Post Office does not attempt to solve this problem it meanS 
that it will ne(~r get to this problem. They might as well put , 
this problem back on the "front burner" and get an extra 
man to work on It. . I 

Mr. Hearle-Mr'. Pisarski, 'you mentioned this ANSI 
committee on standardized address coding, Could you 
describe thata little more fully? 

Mr. Pisarski-Yes, that .is good old X3L84. I hope that 
explains it for everyone. It's called Committee X3L84. They 
haVe. a coding system for their committees, and this is a 
committee on codes 'for coding" We all get together every 
once in a while, and._we talk about things like that. They 
are the people who;' along with the National BureaU of 
Standards-FIPS types, developed the standard codes for 
counties .. There is a set of standard codes for counties, 
notwithstanding the 30 or 40 odd cOllnty codes you saw 
that we displayed, that we have been working with. There is 
a FI PS-cc;de set of standards that goes for States. 

They have been working for nigh these many. years, on a 
set of FIPS-ANSI standard codes for places. As I recall, it 
took something like 2Y:! years to define "place." A "place" 
Was a thing that when you called it that, that was what it 
was. 

At the last meeting, there was a proposal on the table for 
a standard address format, and the gentleman from the Post 
Office suggested that we delay any action, imperceptible as 
it is; so that the Post Office could resolve its COncerns and 
come up with its own position. He did not specify, .as I 
recall, any time frame in which that might happen. Clearly 
their concern. are major, ami their needs are great. To 

, respond to Mr. Sylvestre's comments, I certainly was hot 
trYIng to defend the Post Office system! just defend their 
problem.r don't think ANSt)s going to resolve this problem 
for us in the near term or the long term. 

The work that you heard described by Mr. Bruck, and to 
s,ome e)(tent the people fro.m Draper Laboratory, is coming 
at this from the other end. We have been working with 
national systems,. in fact world .codingsystems, and you 
have. the same problems When YOU start talking about 
country boundaries, believe it or not. We have peen workjng 
at it from that end and coming down from the macro to 
smaller and smaller units, and of course, the DIME approach 
has been from"the micro.."that is, the biock or the block 
face up. 

I think that botQ,appnlaches have now met somewhere 
beyonclSMSA's, and'we are .all a little confused because we 
are now in a position of having to relate plac¢s-that is to 
say, points and area.s.,..for.~ cominond~nominator .unit:a 
builqing ,bloc~ unit! somethlOQ as conventent as blo!:k at the 
urban level, something as convenient as county 'pt the 
nationalleve!. And from our researches to. date, ,no such 
simple device exi~ts that ,I can $ee. I think that is the. 
problem. ' 

I I 
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Mr. Hearle .... Wiil it be a !ititle bit more responsive to Mr. 
Sylvestre's expression of con~!erJ'J as to who do we hang this 
around the neck of? Is ther~J a place in the United States 
Government other than th~j President himself that can 
address this global question? Us there an assistant director of 
thl1 Budget Buro;iU for standaiidized addresses, or some place 
in this i'rlighty Republic? W/i ought to be able to get the 
legitinlllte interest of other Federal agencies that don't get 
to come to these meetings. .' . , :. .. ~ 

. Mr.' Pis,1rski,-Clearly, I· thihk the exercise is 10hg overdue, 
:and there <Ire s\rstems analysts people in the Post Office who 
recognize it and who are interested in address coding 
systems of the kind that we talk about, as opposed to the 
things that are reailyscan rr~cognjtlon kinds of systems that 
the Post Office now ha~ arid uses everyday, the bar coding 
systems, etc. ' 

Mr. Hearle-Is there anv more to discuss or shouid. we 
shift into the ZIP-code issue which is very closely related? 

Mr .. Kunz-Before wegjEit into the issue of addresses, I 
have a question related tq:ZJP code ,and addresS(lS. I wonder 
if other people are runnillg into the same problem of the 
proliferation of private streets and plazas a:1d developments 
like Prudential Center here in Boston. Also, we have 
condominium developments now and almost everyone has 
a private street system, with no addresses. They end up with 
their own systems not geared to anY existing streets. I know 
these have to be "plugged in" to some methodology, and I 
am wondering if anybody has found a really foolproof 
method of checking tMse things back, getting them into a 
total geocodlng system. 

Mr .. Meyer-Let me 'ijnswer that if I may, The Geography 
Division has just finished geocoding some 5Y:! million 
business establishment addresses for the 1972 economic 
censuses. These establishment addresses are free-form, 
physical location, and mailing addresses. The entry to the 
geocoding systern is ZIP code and Post Office name and we 
have. developed techniques which recognize and correct 
defective inputs, among the most importimt of which is 
simply consiqering the defective inpUts,to be an acceptable 
variation and adding it to the file with, of COlJrse, a correct 
geographic classification. Minneapolis-St. Paul, for example, 
must exist In the file in a 127 different variati.ons. . 

The same techniques were ClPplied when coding to 
specific street address. AI! inputs that could not be matched 
against the GBF were "clustered" arid the clustered address 
Was 'ldded to the files with appropriate geography. Let me 
illustrat~. Supposing the geocoding file for l:'Ioston did not 
inclUde the Prudential Center. Obviously, all businesses 
reporting Prudential Center as their address could not be 
cod\!d. SummariZIng. the uncoded file, .however, would 
quickly reveal this, fact and result in the address. "Prudential 
Center" being added t9 the geocoding files. 

We used. this technique throughout. The gaps in the 
geocodirig file were uncovered based 01'1 prefIminarygeo
coding of approximately 3.5 million est"bHshments nation
wide. And only after these, new addresses were il,lputed was 
the entire file of5Y:! million coded. Our final coding rate 
was 99.7 percent. 
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Perhaps clustering als(1' makes moot the question as to 
Whether condominiums should be allowed to have their own 
internal street, and address ranges. In balance, while I guess 
I would agree with most of Mr. Pisarski's itatement th:11; 
everything need not necessarHy fit within an address range 
scMme, I also think we ought to "bludgeon the beast" a 
little bit and at least knock off some of tha irrationalities 
for the, benefit of all. 

, ~ 

Did any of this explanation:answet your question? '; . " 

Mr. Kunz-It shares my frustr(;1tion or part of it, I am 
sure, It is a growing factor because of the shopping centers, 
pla;zas, condominiums and cluster developments. All this' 
type of development which we talk of as planners, and want 
to see happen, are working against us as far as a good 
geographic base file is concerned because we find more and 
mote of these things drop out of the ~xistlng street record 
fileS. . ' 

Mr. Meyer-Our geocoding system provides some help on 
that score, It will recognize and accept Prudential Center, 
an~ P!udential Shopping C~nter, among others ash~~~imate 
Vanatlons of the PrudentIal Center. But supposing the 
incoming address is listed as ';Prudential Shopping Mal/." It 
is Prudential Center, or is it, in fact, a different place fo· 
cated on the other side of town. Cluster coding solved the 
problems for us. If enough businesses (three or more) 
reported Prudential Shopping Mal/ as an address we went 
back to source materia! to determine whether it was a 
variation in name or new place. 

However, as far as I can see right now, there is no 
technical reason why shopping centers, plazas, etc. cannot 
be incorporated in '8 GBF. Certainly we WIll explore the 
possiblity of so doing. 

, .. . , 
Mr. Kondo-I just had a brief discussion with Mr. Koch, 

who I thlnk many of you may not have met because he has 
been working hard in the back room recording all of the 
discussions of this seminar. We discussed the problems of 
varyihg Post Office designations of an area. On one side are 
situations like Minneapolis. The Post Office address can be 
Minneapolis, regarqless of whether you actually lived in the 
city or in the second or even third tier of Suburbs as long as 
it still was in the Minneapolis Postal DIstrict. On the other 
hand, you have in Massac;husatts people designating neigh. 
borhoods or communities Within a city or town as their 
postal address. Jamaica Plain, West Roxbury, and South 
Dorchester, which are parts of the city of Boston, are 
accepted Post Office addresses;This practice, according to 
Mr. Koch, is not confined to the local area. Therefore, you 

. get a different postal designation for people who may liv!!. 
right next to. each other, or maybe this happens for one 
individual who puts it one way one time and another way 
the next time. 

Mr. Cooke--The questioil raised this morning was, "How 
to clean up the ZIP codes Qn your GBF/DIME file.'~ One 
person mentfoned that 70 percent of them Were either 
existing or correct, or something to ihat effect. In other 
words; it was a tremendous voltime of work. Well, I would 
just like to say that the Census Bureau will shortly be 
releasing a program called ZJPMATCH. What this is, is 
some:body's "front entl" on the UNIMATCHsystem which 
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allows UNfMATCH how to be used as a geographic directory, 
not the GBF/DIME fHe, but the National Zip Code 
Dir(jctC"'~~ So you put in .'1 street address and ou~ comes the 
street atldress with a ,ZIPc()de instead' of a cehsus tract and. 
block. Well, the street addr~~s you PUt in could beybul'.low 
address left, let's say, from your GBF/DIME file, and you 
would come. oUtl hopefuHy~ZIP coded forthe left address 
ranges. Then you coUld run it again with low address right 
as your data address in this ZIPMATCH run and, hopefully, 
come out with a ZIP code fat your right range. 

I don't think anyonlhas ever tried this. This might be a 
good experiment .. for sorne daring soul to try when the 
ZIPMATCH system cOrYJEl!!oubMr. Meyer mentionect that 
there are errors in the ZIP Code Directory, and I will add to 
that. There are 2,000 changes every quarter to the ZIP Code 
Directory. .. 

Mr. Hearle-The qUllstion was raised with me at one point 
during the day as to why we had not in this conference, nor 
in the prior conferences on the geographic base file, ever 
devoted any systematic attention to .the privacy
confidef')tiality issue. My response was that it is hard to 
figure out what to say about .1t after you have ,.said that 
there is an issue. So the next .set of moments is to invite 
anyone' of you who. has anything to say about. how that 
issue should be addressed, to saY it. It's an accelerating 
issue, and. I think a real pos~liJility exists that legislation 
may pass the· Congress this session on that subject. Has 
anyone a thought? ' 

Mr. Pis'1rski-This is probalJly kind of e noncomment 
,,-item. I have been around inforriiatlon. systems technology 
for quite a while, and my impression is that it is about the 
best way to .hide information I ca'n think of. Burying things 
in computers makes them terribly remote inxnost senses of 

. the word. That point was made the. other evening, I thin~, 
at dinner, and perhaps by Mr. Bar.abba, the Dire~tor. 

Much of the base file technology.' is amElchanism for 
aggregating potentially sensitive information into .aggregates 
of nonsensitive information. In that sense,geocodirl9 is 
perhaps'lreally quite .cond\Jcive to the kinds of things that 
the· policies of the Congress are concerned with. It .seems to 
me that much of this work supports the cimcernfor privacy 
as opposed to conflicting with it. I know we have had this 
debC\te with the Census Bureau, as to whether an address is, 
in fact, a descriptive· item of information about a human 
being that is subject to disclosure, a.nd we got:;into that 
""hen lNestarted . talking about recoding some of the 

. addresses in the journElY-to-workstihisti<;s. I guess the 
original ruling on that wastnat it Was, and the second round 
was that it I~ basefjle infotmatiorias opposed to individual 
information. The Census Bureau still has some thinking to 
do about , th'at, Th'1ti~ really aU the comment that I can 
make on it. 

As to who has done something, the B:ur€)au of Standards 
hasdontl some very reasonable work for HUDas part of the 
USAC project 0(1. what the discloslJre. and. privacy
confidenti'1lity concerns might be in a large-scale .integrated 
information system fora.1i .urban area. ' . 

Mr; 80etje-4 would like to add a c~uple of pointsQI) 
what Mr. Pisarski said. TherEl was a remark made at a data 

base seminar about a month ago here in toWn. It was said 
that since We have tremendous data base technology 
available; all 'of thts. information can be stored and Worked 
with. One of the major PJoblems is that most of the 
programers working with it are of above average intelligence 
and they are, unfortUnately, of only average honesty. There 
is a good possibility for people to be able to get into any 
kind of very large-scale data system and pull off sensitive 
data. When you oet up to the national Jevel, if you have this 
capability, as we have seen, there is not much to stop 
someone from going in and. pullingsome~hing out,. Dther 
~han some very tight lega,1 restrictions on who. can use it. 

Mr. Pisarski-My comn:ie/lt is that on thDse occasions 
where ignorance' is no excuse, I frElquentlyfound that 
stupidity is an excellent explanation. I think you are 
basically right, and I think that venality is very rarely the 
problem-stupidity very frequently is-so safeguard, in that 
sense, is quite appropriate. My own department at the 
moment, for instance, is guilty of stupidity as opposed to 
venality in the case of using social security numbers as a 
matching field for picking up carpool addresses. I am sure 
that there is a Congressman who thinks that is a very bad 
idea. 

Mr. Rickert-Another pr,ablem in the invasion of privacy or 
in the protection-Df-privacy area is the errors in the 
encoding, the errors in the files, either by keypunching or 
by machine error, These errors can .. cause pro.blems to. 
people with the credit. bureaus, credit centers. 

Mr. l'Jtayer-There are no easy answers. Just recDgnizing 
thet the information in th,e file is erroneous is a major 
problem in the first place. Perhaps the only solution is to 
prohibit dissemination of derogatory information without 
prior review for accuracy. I know that the whole problem of 
privacy and confidentiality is I,mder discussion by many 
groups. . 

Ce/lsusindividual data is maintained under secure con
ditions. But if someone is deterrnined .to steal a reel of 
microfilm, there is no way yOlJ can prevent this except by 
physically searching every employee every time he . leaves 
the premises. .It would. have to. be an inside job. The 
identification' of the microfilm reel qoesn't state that 
company "X'~"'datar5 contain~d therein, and only someone 
working with the data would know what the identification 
codes mean. The. penalties, by the way ,for indulging 
confidential census 'information are very severe; a $10,000 
fine and 5 Years in jail.if I til member cDrrectiy. These are 
effective deterrents. As regards pulJlication.of data. the 
Census Bureaul;arries out some very sophisticated dis
closure analysis checks, to make certain that individual 
information ,cannot be obtained!:ly arithmetic o.rstatistical 
manipulation of published r!l~ults. Frequently,informatiorl 
is supprtlssedentirely to avoid any p()ssiblities of dis~ 
clcisure-l1aiticulary where small geographicarei:\s are in-
vo\ved. . (,'. 

., 
Mr. Hearltl-Itseems to me, as often is the case ofthese 

diSCUssions, ,we .al\ end up perplexed~aware there Is a 
.problem, !:lut not quite sui-eof how to proceed to re,solve it. 
So why don't we move to.ano~hersubject which Mr. 
Pisarksi suggested and whicn lam sure will get lots of 

. attention. It has to do with the funding of the creation and 
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p~rticularly the. maintenance of GBF/DIME. files. I might 
aSK Mr. Pisarski as part of any remarks he migi'lt care to 
make, to add any other comments about this conference 
and then Mr. Meyer can do the same. 

'':'''.'; 

Mr. Pisarski-I guess I was. particularly interested and 
.concerned by some of the presentations here at the 
conference that dealt with individual cities trying to get 
togf.lther the money and resources to work on their GBF 
files-to build them, to extend them, to maintain them
whichever of those activities is appropriate at the time. I 
guess that most of them fell into the cafagory of horror 
storiesQf one kind or. another,. trying to put the things 
togetner and get something hap(iening. I want 'to make a 
few observations On that.' . . 

First, several pfilrsons mf;ntioned the difficulty of con
vi~cing people that they htid somet~ing. I guesS: I can only 
share that. It is as diffiCUlt, perhaps, maybe more difficult, 
to convince an assistant secretary that you've got something 
as it is to convince perhaps a I,ocal planning decision maker. 
The way I have characterized thatin the past, I glless,is to try 
to convince him that you have found a solution to a 
problem that he didn't knriwexistec:l. When you start sayIng 
that I . can now do this, he is astonished thaj y.ou weren't 
able to do. that all along. He didn't know that"vou couldn't 
do that, 'and so he is not impressed that you found a. way to. 
do. it, The f'1ct that you need a lot of mDney now to do it 
dosen't impress him either. Especially, at the Federal level 
when YDU are saying you want to do itfor all of America 

'and it is only going to take a million dollars. You are goin~ 
to match everybody's money. He says, "Is that a problem? I 
didn't know." I think that is a great part of our difficulty. 

I was concerned that even in spme of the presentations 
on the work that we .andothers are doing that our 
presentations were naF appropriately enough oriented to 
'1pp\icatiQns and ,to functions. Perhaps it.is appropriate for 
the technicians here to. talk <lbout the tooL as a thing in 
itself, but I don't think that is the way to sell it. As far as 
the Department is concerned, I think we have taken a 
positiDP since ·1970: that the Department is not going to be 
in thel/3usiness offun.ding the files,. builcling of the files, and 
the to~~ per se, They are tools.. . 
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I think the Department has taken the position, and still 
does to my knowledge, of funding a program Where the 
geographic:- base fifes are a very appropriate part of the 
activity, If you are going to be doing something where 
Departr:neht of. Transportation fund~ arEl appro prj ate .and 
where a geographic base file is appropri'1te to.1hat activity
to your project-not only will DOT help to fund it, but it is 
my understanding that frequently they won't let you do it 
any other way. I am concerned now if there is . local 
experience" that is different from that, then certainly I 
would be very much interested in knowing about it. Mr. 
Ben, can you comment on that. Is thC\t your understanding? 

Mr. Ben-Yes( that is my understanding. 

Mr .. Pisars~i-In other words, if you have an activity that 
DOT IS fundll1g, and. a good Way to do that activity is to us 
a GBF/DIME file, thf.ln by all means use a GBF/DIMI:. file. 
Mr. Anthony Ma mentioned, "Gee, energy is a great excuse 
fo~ getting your base .file done/, and that's fine by me. I 
thll1k that exactly what you always need to build a base file 
is an excuse. If you do'n't have"an excuse,'we'won'tfund it, 
and! don't think we should. There area number of urban' 
areas that have excellent up-to-date GBF/DIME files that 
they keep up to date, butqn a dusty shelf. Once a year they 
take them down, update them, and put them back on the 
shelf. I. think that is really our concern. 

Mr. Meyer-This, our fifth conference has been the best 
that we have had to date. We learn much each time.and I 
want to thank all the participants for an interesti~g and 
informative session .. One final word. We are nDW beginning 
to u~date theGBF/DIME for the 1980 censUs, and expect 
the first updating phase to be .completed. for a/I areas by 
July of 1978. The. geocoding ~ystem to be used for the 
census will be !:lased upon the, present structure and format 
of the geographic base (DIME) files. This means no changes 
until after 1980. However this. doeS not mean that we don't 
wan.t new ideas. We do. In planning terms, not only is 1990 
just around the corner, but with luck we might even be 
working on a 1985 mid-decade census. So whatever sug~ 
gestions you have for improvement of the system wilJ be 
most welcome by us. . 



Summary of Proceedings '. 
F. MICHAEL WEAVER 

t. 
it is alwaysni(;e to kriow that you are a welcomed 

speaker. Of course; the last speaker at a conference is always 
welcome. So J will try tQmakEla 'few summary remarks .and 
then release this group. It is only fair, since most of us wear 
seve raJ ,hats, to. let your know which hat 'I . ani wearing 
today~ As a technician and a "doer," my background in 
mUnicipal information systems is heavily involved in using 
thtf' GBF/DIME files and, 'of course, having used the 
GBF/DIME we need'; to' have It.corrected, updated and 
maintained. Hence our ilwolvement with the CUE program. 
But today, Jam spl'lakingto you asa member of the Special 
Interest Grot;t~ for Geogra'phrc Base Files known as the 
SIG·GBF,~nda ,little bit of background on SIG·GBF seems 
tci be in ciraer . .I' 

\ 
§lG-GBF began at ,a meeting in lquisilille in 1970, and 

holcis annual. geHogethers, in cooperation with the Urb~n 
and Regionallriformation Systems Assocation (URISA). We 
have had meetings in New .orleans, San Fri'jncisco, Atlantic 
City,and this year we are looking forward to our meeting in 
Montreal, Auglist 20 to 23.. We have over 170 active 
tniirflbers ana we are always looking for new members. In 
Montreal, SI G·GBF will be tackHno two major areas. One, 
we haveourtraditiona! role as information' exchange meeting 
grouP' during the URISA conference .. Bu! prior to the 
UR ISA conference, Weare having a2·dayworkshop on 

. geoprocessing 'basics, applications, and technology. i would 
call to your attention this2·day workshop, August 19 and 
'20, prior to the3-:day URISA confere'tlce as an excellent 
opportunitY to introduce someone to the field of geo· 
coding, to the application areas involved with geoprocessing, 
.and basically to .orient anyone from your agencies or 
groups. 

Since 1970,Jhere have be.ensome notable changes in the 
SIG·.GBF empnasis. A. changenl think, that i5going from the 
technologically orientated' emphasis more to the user
application emphasis. In think this is good. This is evidenced 
within the SIG·.GBF by debate which is now taking place 
and Will ~ooii bfj.,culminated in a decision as to what we are 
going to. call ourselves, SIG.GBF· or S.JG·GEOProcessing; 
SIG"GSF places more emphasis onthe fife structure and the 
technology, while St(.3-GEO Processing or SIG·GEO 
emphasizes the Liser application of the technology. It will be 
interesting to see the final vote. 

Given tWo points, you can define a line. Given a few 
more, you 'might even get a trend. Looking over our shoulder 
at past Geographic Base .FifI'lConferences, such as this, I 
think h. would bl'l interesting to highlight what' saw when I 
read through theproteedings and, see if there is a trend. In 
1,970, - it appears tome that there was a basic search to 
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define the objectilles and goals associated lNith GBF·QIME 
technology. I think Dr. Aangeenbrug defined the problemas 
"fuzzy" systems back then. I think the word is very appro
priate. In 1971, there seemed to be a search to, define the 
technology ACG, DI ME; GBF's.! remember going through 
that period. It was quite confusing just to know which file 
was what and where was it going to take .us.ln 1971 'and 
into 19n, there seemed to be a maturing of the technology, 
more stability: The users were having more and more experi· 
ence with both the census data and the' GBF technology. In 
1973,. there was the emphasis on the maintenance of the 
GBF,for hairingom:e discovered that ithad local applica
tion, Wfl suddenly began to. find the hit ratios on the files 
being of question .. Suddenly we be.came concerned with 

!correcting, updating and extending the files, 

There also were several common themes in the past 
conferences which I think are quite interesting. These same 
points halle beenempliasized at this get·together. Remarks 
such as i'Cooperationamong users," "The way to survive3s. 
to cooperate," and,'iCooperation ampng agencies is essential 
if the GBFis to be maintained at the local level," have been 
made several times. Private sector iflvolvement has been 
raIsed several times in past conferences and here also. I 
thihk \".(e are going to see a growing emphaSis in the private 
sector working with the GBF, The people-related problems 
have been. popping up constantly as well, whether it is the 
clerical turn·over rate or the lack of training~of system 
specialists. The people problem is stilfwith us. It has been 
mentioned .over andover again and perhaps at a future 
conference, we can concentrate on that subject. Of course, . 
finding funding sources has. been a problem for quite awhile.' , 
The need for ongoing funding to maintain the GBF will be 
with. us as a long:termissue. This partitular2·c!ay conference 
has been extremely interesting to· me ina number of l'Ireas. 
One highlight was the demonstr(jted success Qt, using the 
GBF at the/ocal lellel, for example in Las Vegas. We need 
success stories. We need to raise the flag high and wave it to 
make sure people know that we have a winner, and we do 
have a wh1ner. Another success in correcting and updating 
the GBF was presented. It is good to hear, for,example, 
though the trials and . tribulations they appeared to go 
through, Columbus ended up with a gOOd, clean, GBF. We 
need to. raise the flag here and, wave it high;. We have a· 
success in multiagency cooperation; again, Columbus and 
other .areas have reported to us at this meeting. The secret 
td success,. I, think, is this multiager:cycooperation,both 
local and Federal. I think we now are in a position, .at least 
in the New Orleans cilse; to recogni?e that We have a capa· 
bility. In the case df New Orlearis, theyrecognized that they 
needed cooperation from local sources, and they put their 
emphasis on selling the technolo,gy. I think, tndeed,we must 
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sell this'technology to the local users. Make them aware of, 
it \l,nd promote it. 

{) 

Seeing a movement from the "How to do it," to "Look 
what we have done," over the last series of five conferences, 
ours today is a more marketing-oriented task than a 
technological one. The technology is here. Now,. we mllst let 
our light shine, if I niay use that expression, and tell the 
user that we do have for him a cost·effective management 
tool. I think we can defend this, and we shouldn't be afraid 
to try •. Again, ours is ,'J selling job. Indeed, promoting the 

. GBF technology is our responsibility to the user and the 

. taxpayer:; In the future, as 1 see it, we have hardware and 
software technology developments on our side. Cost ratios 
on the hardware side are each year becoming more and 
lTlore in our favor ,with faster computers and more flexible 
systems, the actual cost per event is being brought well 
within the scope of local area users budgets. We have more 
operational user application needs which will be successfully 
met through geoprocesslng technology. We have had here 
examples in the school board area. We have had local 
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government examples. We have had private sector examples. 
More and more applications will be. met that are user need 
oriented, againias opposed to GBF/DIME oriented. 

Common data·collection and maintenance needs at the 
local level will lead to the formation of what I will call 
geo·utilities which are self-supporting to GBF/DIME·related 
services. The GBF/DIME utility of the future will have a 
structure which will serve both the government and the 
private sectors at the local level. 

In closing, I am in complete agreement with Mr. Meyer's 
final comment, "The best years are yet to come." 

Mr. Meyer-ff I may have one last word, I would like to 
express on behalf of the conference sponsors and the 
participants .sincere thanks to Mr. Hearle for hisdistin
guished direction of the conference proceedings. 

Mr. Hearle-Thank you. I do appreciate it. Thank you all 
for coming. 

, < 
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